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Half Again as Much
We've had our firsts in subjective ("underground") reviewing, but the latest development at Stereophile is earthshaking: starting
with the issue you hold in your hands, Stereo-
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Call us blabbermouths, or what you will, we
just couldn't get it all said in a mere eight
issues, so we've decided to add new staff, bite
the workaholic bullet, and come out every
month. The fact that we're not the first magazine to do this—Time, for instance, went
monthly quite some while ago—detracts not
abit from this accomplishment.
You may be imagining that your subscription will run out much sooner now. Well, it
just ain't so. First, every current subscription
will expire at exactly the same calendar date
as if we hadn't changed our schedule. If your
old label said you expired with Issue Number
96 (Vol.11 No.2), you still do—except you'll get
an extra issue: Von() No.9. If you're set to
expire with Issue Number 104 (Vol.12 No.2),
you'll get five extra issues: Vol.10 No.9, plus
Vol.11 Nos.9-12! All this at no extra cost. Your
new expire date appears on the label for this
issue, but is shown as Volume and Issue rather
than Issue Number.

Production Manager Rebecca Willard

Second, because you're aloyal and faithful
subscriber, you have achance to renew your

Production Andrew Main, Janice St. Marie
& Anne FareIla

subscription at our old rates ($24/year) for up
to three years. And that's for 12 issues per year,

Ad Copy Manager Susan Lamden

not just 8. At Stereophile, the good deals never
stop.

Feature Design Michael Motley

The bad news: our standard subscription

Typesetting Copygraphics

and renewal rates are going up to $35/year.

Stereophile -Vol. 10 No. 5, August 1987,
Issue Number 91.
Stereophile (ISSN
#0585-2544) is published monthly, $35.00 per
year for U.S. residents by Stereophile, 208
Delgado, Santa Fe, NM 87501. Second class
postage paid at Santa Fe, NM and at other
mailing offices. POSTMASTER: send address
changes to Stereophile, PO. Box 364, Mount
Morris, IL 61054.

deal (and it does save you 8.33 cents per issue
over our current rates), but 1admit it is more
money per year.

Compared with some others, this is agreat

Subscriptions
U.S. residents 800-435-0715
800-892-0753 (Illinois)
From outside U.S. call (505) 982-2366.

So, sit back, relax, read...and look forward
to another issue of Stereophile just one month
from now.
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J. Gordon Holt
How can you tell when apolitician is lying?

notch centered at 3840Hz, which CBS has

His lips move. How can you tell when arecording system is perfect? CBS tries to outlaw it.

assured everyone is "totally inaudible." So
enchanted were they with their ingenuity,

That is exactly what was happening in

and so endowed with countless lobbying

Washington in April though June. The American record industry is so horrified at the pros-

dollars, that they succeeded in getting two

pect of a"perfect" home-recording medium—

bills before Congress that would mandate the
inclusion of the "spoiler" chip in every DAT

the new DAT system—that they are doing
their best to legislate it out of existence. Or,

then marking all their CDs by omitting the

unit brought into the US, record companies

at least, to de-fang it. Believing their own
propaganda about "Perfect Sound Forever,"
they are afraid the new DAT system which the
Japanese are poised to unleash in the US will
allow their copyrighted recordings to be illegally duplicated so faithfully as to be indistinguishable from the originals. Their proposed solution? Find a means for copy protecting their recordings, the way computer software is often protected.
To this end, CBS Labs has devised an ingenious system, involving the use of an IC
chip in the recorder which regularly scans
the signal: it if senses an anticopy code on the
recording, it shuts down the recorder's
record function for 30s. The "encoding" consists of adeep, narrow, frequency-response
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IThe software encoding of CBS's aptly-named "spoiler"
system consists of avery narrow 20-50dB notch in the audio
band centered at 3840 Hz. The copy-protection chip in the
recorder ITIC25Ufes signal energy in that band and compares
it with the energy in the adjacent hands, and if it finds alarge
difference (indicating the presence of the notch), it shuts down
the recorder The chip has no effect at all on DAT playback,
since the detection notch is not in the signal circuit, but merely
runs parallel to it to feed the sensing comparator.
The system has been proven to work, but it has also been
proven (contrary to CBS's claim) that the encoding has a
deleterious effect on the sound, which should come as no surprise to audiophiles (see "Pure Gold" in this issue). It must
have also been clear even to the densest of our legislators that
DAT was not the only target of Copycode. The notch was at
alow enough frequency that the system would just as effectively prevent the recording of such lower-ft encoded signal
sources as analog LPs, cassettes, and eventually radio and TV
broadcasts. It could have put an end to all home taping of
commercial material, leaving nothing to record except
thunderstorms and baby's first belch. And if you don't think
wiping out abillion-dollar industry would have adisastrous
effect on our and the world's economy, think again.

5

The new PM F5550 500 watt* power amplifier

Peter Perreaux
adds incredible power
to his legendary musical accuracy.
The new ¡'MF 5550 with its huge
power reserve meets the demands
of the most sophisticated recordings you have or may encounter,
regardless of speaker efficiency.
Yet its ability to delineate the most
delicate nuances is without peer.
Whether you judge apower
amplifier by such basic objective
measures as phase response,
distortion, band width, rise time
and the like, or simply trust your
ears to make the judgement, the
Perreaux PM F5550 cannot be
overlooked.
Featuring significant, evolutionary advances in internal signal
management, the PMF5550 Power
Amplifier extends Peter Perreaux's
tradition of uncompromising
excellence.

Make an appointment !or your
own personal exploration of
this powerful new world at your
Perreaux dealer, or write for
details oday.
*500 watt RMS per channel, continuous into
8ohms, both channels driven,from 20Hz to
20lcHz,at no more than 0.03% THDfrom 0.25
wa//, I
I) ?a

put.

Perreaux audiophile products are
distributed in the U.S. exclusively by

Signet
4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, OH 44224

musical notes around 3840Hz (see "Letters"). 2

comes with jacket notes for the benefit of

As Iwrite this, it looks as if those bills,

those who learned to read, and buyers know

which would have put an end to most home
taping in the US, are dying in Committee—

it sounds better than adub would, even if
they can't hear the difference. But the average

partly, Iam told, because even the Commit-

teen, unlike the average record-company

tee members could hear the damage done to
the sound by the encoding. (For asample of

executive who is pointing the finger at him
and yelling Thief!, has limited disposable in-

Stereophile's behind-the-scenes politicking,

come. He simply cannot afford to buy all the

see my letter at the end of this article.) But
you can be confident that our poor, struggling record industry (which racked up bigger
profits in '85 and '86 than ever before in the
history of the universe) is not about to give
up so easily. Because, you see, they are convinced they are losing millions of dollars a
year to citizen bootleggers.

$6.98 records he wants, but he can often
cough up $1.98 for ablank cassette. If he can't
copy to that from afriend's LP or CD, he will
simply do without that music. He won't start
collectively feeding millions more dollars into
the record manufacturers' swollen coffers,
because he can't. The money just isn't there.

1987, in which Sen. Albert Gore and Pete

Our record industry's pot of gold is at the end
of arainbow!
Another very common practice, among

Wilson introduced the "DAT Bill," contained
several references to the "perfect copies" of

both adults and kids, is the copying of one's
own CDs or LPs onto cassette for use in the

which DAT is supposed to be capable. This, I
believe, is irrelevant. Most illegal copying is

car. Obviously, the record companies would

The Congressional record for February 5,

like to see everyone buy aCD for the living

done to obtain the music; the sound is very

room, an LP for the family room, and a

much secondary, and the superior sound of

cassette for the car, but people don't work

DAT is unlikely to have any impact whatsoever on the amount of such copying that is

that way. Except for those CD fanatics who
are replacing their analog discs with CDs as

done. There is also astatement therein to the
effect that illegal home copying is costing

same recording in two formats. If they cannot

record companies "about one third" of the

copy, they will buy one recording in the for-

fast as they come out, no one will buy the

revenues they are entitled to. Idon't know

mat which most meets their needs, and that's

where the authors of the bill ever came up

all they will buy. The money may be there to
buy duplicate copies in more than one for-

with that figure, but Ithink they would have
avery hard time documenting it.
The vast majority of illegal copying is done

mat, but it won't be spent that way. It will be
spent on adifferent record.

by teenagers for their friends, and by record

Perhaps the question here is whether or

buyers of all ages who want customized cas-

not buying arecording makes you the owner

settes for the car. Most kids, like most adults,

of that copy of a musical performance or
merely arenter. If you own it, you should be

would prefer to own alegitimate copy of an
album than adub. Owning is an essential part
of the consumer mystique, and owning the

entitled to copy it for any personal use, just as

music is only half of the motive for buying a

have purchased. If you are merely renting the

you are allowed by law to copy abook you

record. Owning the record is the other half.

use of it, you should be required to sign, with

(In addition, teens have also found that blank

the purchase of any record, an unenforceable
exclusive-use agreement such as is provided

cassettes which cost much less than an LP
have a tendency to get eaten by cassette
players, so they prefer to have the record as

with many computer programs.

insurance against that eventuality.) Besides,

too far, and may already have done ir-

the real thing looks gaudier, sometimes

This industry paranoia has gone entirely
reparable damage to the new DAT format's introduction. The new system's proponents

2The record industry is not unanimous on this matter. According to Billboard of June 6198', Nimbus and Harmonia
Mundi have no intention of spoiling their recordings with
CBs's Copycode notch, and Ihave been told by ix .n.:....ntatives
for Angel and Tetare that they also will refuse to label their
CDs with the notch.
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have yielded to pressure from the CD forces,
primarily Philips, to the extent of omitting
from DAT machines the ability to record at
the CD sampling rate of 44.1kHz. The reason
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SOUND • CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
14932 N. Florida

Tampa, FL 33612

(813)961-3319

In Canada, Korbon Trading LTD., 1020 Meyerside Dr.,
Unit 8, Mississauga, Ont. LSTIK7, Phone (416) 676-1260
Department A

is obvious: to prevent direct digital copying

they are going to be too expensive for the

from CDs to produce truly perfect illegal
copies. But CDs themselves can be copyprotected, without in any way impairing their

average buyer to consider, and few will consider any deck for which little prerecorded
software is available.

sound, simply by the setting of aPQ-subcode

Sony anticipates that the price of ahigh-

data flag on them; digital copying of flagged

speed-duplicated DAT cassette will not be

discs would be impossible for the average

high, suggesting that the most effective means
of all for discouraging bootlegging: keeping
the consumer cost low enough to make illegal

user anyway. But so concerned are the record
companies about digital copying, that many
don't even bother to copy-protect their CDs!

copying uneconomical. If aprerecorded DAT

They'd rather see the DAT machines hobbled.

cassette or aCD was only 2bucks more than

This lack of CD-standard DAT recording is

ablank cassette, the whole copying question

mindlessly stupid, particularly in view of

would go out the window—as long as that $2

Sony's ongoing claim that DAT is the ideal
system for professional users. In fact, profes-

difference was not achieved by legislating a

sional audio people have been drooling in an-

maybe that's the gist of the next DAT bill to be

ticipation of DAT because it can do so many

presented to Congress.
As Isee it, the record industry is behaving

of the things they need to be able to do, like

$25-per-unit price for the blank one. But then,

automated editing by SMPTE time code. Cer-

like aspoiled-rotten brat: "Gimme, gimme,

tainly, small record companies which had
hoped DAT would allow them to start master-

it's all miner It is also trying very hard to

ing CDs without hocking the cathedral are

ists. In aworld where the means for high-

preserve an idyllic past which no longer ex-

going to be very much put off by the system's

fidelity copying of information is ubiquitous,

inability to record in CD format. Yes, bit con-

publishers are just going to have to get used

verters are available, but they are said to

to thinking about revenue loss through pri-

degrade the signal about as much as an A/D
or D/A conversion. So much for the purity of

doing business, like the overhead arestau-

digital mastering!
There is no reason whatsoever why con-

vate copyright violation as part of the price of
rant writes off to cover breakage of crockery.
If the industry feels their profits on total

sumer DAT machines could not be made to

record sales of over 300 million units are too

allow sampling at 44.1kHz when recording

little, let them up their prices to boost their

analog sources, but not when recording digital sources. Perhaps, though, the real concern

gross, or lower their prices to encourage more

of the major record companies is that DAT

other industry would do, instead of running

may bring about the same kind of competi-

crying to our lawmakers to protect them from

people to buy their products. That's what any

tion that analog tape did in the early 1950s,

the realities of the marketplace. But most of

when anyone with aprofessional deck and a

all, let them stop trying to legislate away ad-

few microphones could found a record
company.

perfection may be just around the corner.

vances in audio technology, at atime when

DAT is going to have ahard enough time
getting off the ground even without its non-

May 18,1987

CD-format handicap. There is no prerecord-

The President

ed software available for it, and while there is

The White House

a technology for high-speed production
copying—using contact printing at atemper-

Mr. President:

ature above the target tape's Curie point—
there is not as yet the hardware for doing so.

Washington, DC
Iam editor of America's oldest magazine for
serious audiophiles, and Ifeel your support of

As of now, DAT copying can only be done in

the music industry's DAT anti-copy bill

real-time, which would price albums high

(HR-1384 and S-506) is ill-advised. Here's why:

enough to guarantee widespread home copying. But on the hand, there will be very few

of musical frequencies spanning five whole

First, the anti-copy encoding affects arange

DAT machines in the marketplace for the fore-

notes, in the area where the human ear is most

seeable future to do that copying on, because

sensitive. It HAS to degrade the recorded
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"Thanks to Nitty Gritty, every music lover
can get the best sound from his records"
(and compact discs, too)

S

osays James Jarvis of the SENSIBLE
SOUND. And Bert Whyte of AUDIO,
Tony Cordesman of STEREOPHILE,
Julian Hirsch of STEREO REVIEW, Enid
Lumley of INTERNATIONAL AUDIO REVIEW,
Michel Prin of SON HI FI, Al Fasoldt of FANFARE, and Jack Philpot of AUDIO AMATEUR
all agree: there is no other record or compact
disc cleaning system that is equal to those
made by Nitty Gritty Record Care Products of
California.
Why do these independent audio critics feel
so strongly? Because cleaning systems made
by Nitty Gritty get records and compact discs
100% clean. Free of dust, grease and static
electricity. Microscopically clean. Perfectly
clean.
Have you ever listened to aclean record?
Records that have been cleaned by aNitty
Gritty sound more like live music. They have
extended high frequency response, improved
imaging, more acoustical space, and less
noise.
The effectiveness of the Nitty Gritty record
cleaning system is due to its superior design.
The record cleaning system employs apowerful vacuum and apure cleaning fluid. The Nitty
Gritty cleaning fluid dissolves dust, and
grease, neutralizes static charge, and then is

suctioned immediately off, leaving apurified
record. Perfectly prepared for play.
"Any record in one's collection, old or new,
audiophile or not, will benefit greatly with a
(Nitty Gritty) cleaning." Jarvis says, "I believe
that anyone considering upgrading his system
in any way should first obtain one of these
record cleaning machines. Only then will he
be aware of what he might be missing in the
music, or of what his current system is really
capable of in terms of music reproduction."
Digital gets a wash, too.
The CD-1 is the first motorized CD cleaner.
It uses bi-directional rotation to safely and
surely clean acompact disc. Bert Whyte said,
"Nitty Gritty has come up with aCD cleaning
machine that is unquestionably the easiest to
use as well as the most efficient and effective
method of ensuring pristine CD playing
surfaces."
A full-line brochure, full reprints of test reports, alist of retail prices, and alist of dealers
are available to you. Write or call for an immediate packet of ear-opening information.
Nitty Gritty Record Care Products
4650 Arrow Highway, #F4
Montclair, California 91763
(714) 625-5525

sound, whether or not some people have the

one that would outlaw (or prevent) your mak-

acuity to hear it. (Experienced listeners who

ing a Xerox copy of a magazine article to

have heard the encoder in action declare it to
be very audible and quite unacceptable.)

send to your son!
The record industry would like everyone

Second, the disable/enable chip in DAT
recorders will occasionally give false alarms

DAT tape) for their car, and maybe also an LP

to buy aCD for their home and acassette (or

when recording un -encoded material, mak-

for their summer cottage. Consumers will just

ing the system too unreliable for professional

not do that. If they cannot copy from one for-

use This will be bad news for the film industry,
which has anticipated R-DAT as the ideal

mat to another, they will simply buy one of
them that best suits their needs. Few people

medium for on-location sound recording.
Third, CBS's anti-copy system would be

recording.

will ever buy more than one version of a

easy to defeat, by adevice any smart kid could

If this anti-copy bill becomes law, it will

make on his kitchen table. So even if it didn't

open acan of worms. The precedent will be

degrade the sound, it is not going to be all that

set for, first, legislating similar anti-copy
systems into video and non-digital audio

effective anyway.
Fourth, the law is wrongheaded from the
start. Copyright law is to protect creators and

recorders, then for outlawing all consumer

their publishers from unfair competition from

Xerox-type copiers, computers with dual disc

those who would copy, mass-produce and sell

drives, character readers, and ultimately all

their creation. The CBS system will not accomplish this. And the idea that acopyright

devices capable of information duplication.
Ithink you will agree that it is amistake to

should be construed as prohibiting private individuals from copying, for their own use,

Most respectfully yours,

tape-recording devices.

Next

would go

support this legislation.

material which they have purchased is absurd.

J. Gordon Holt

This DAT anti-copy law is no different from

Santa Fe. NM

UNIQUE SOLUTIONS
When you wan the best cabinetry for
your audio/video components, look to
CWD for superb choices. Known for
their superior style and quality our
flexible modular designs let you create
your own custom wall system. One you
can add to and rearrange as your
home entertainment system grows.
CWD offers unique solutions for every
component requirement including the
ingenious VVoodmore* Magic Lowboy,
aremote controlled cabinet that can
be raised or lowered with the mere
touch of abutton. CWD cabinets and
accessories are truly fine furniture,
handmade, hand finished, and outfitted
with precision hardware. Select hardwood solids and veneers available in
handsome Black Oak (shown), Natural
Oak, Dark Oak or Natural American Walnut. Also in dramatic High Gloss Black.

High performance modular furniture
that keeps pace with your electronic
system.
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800/323-2159
for the dealer nearest you
(Illinois. call 312/563-1745)
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CWD

CUSTOM WOODWORK & DESIGN I
NC.

Bedford Park. IL 60638
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THE
INSIDE STORY
Introducing Vintage, Sansui's collection of components created for the
discriminating listener. The performance story starts inside the AU-X901
integrated amplifier which is designed to bring you sound previously
associated only with separates.
Sansui's exclusive "Alpha" X-Balanced technology works together
with balanced inputs to address the problems of today's noisy RF home
environment. It also reduces potentially negative ground influences from
both the power supply and the counterelectromotive current from
speakers, thereby producing cleaner, purer sound.
With 130 watts per channel the AU-X901 delivers 390 watts of dynamic
power at 4ohms. Key features include: anti-resonant Excelite PC boards;
amassive transformer; abalanced power supply; high-grade capacitors;
and discrete componentry.
130 watts per channel, min. RMS. both channels driven into 8 ohms from 20-20kHz with no more
than 0.005 ,0THD.

• THE
OUTSIDE STORY
The Vintage performance story continues on the outside. Sansui's
AU-X901 features adouble chassis to reduce resonance and provide
heavy shielding, plus astrategically placed fifth foot to further reduce
resonance. Coupled with gold-plated terminals and balanced inputs, the
result is sound clarity.
The front panel has been ergonomically designed for ease of operation,
and the handsome piano finish is additional proof of the quality within.
Both inside and out, the Vintage AU-X901 delivers the kind of sound you
want to hear.
For further information, call or
tion,
write:PO
Sansui
Box 624,
Electronics
Lyndhurst,
CorporaNJ
07071 (201) 460-9710.

VINTAGE

Sansui_

LETTERS
We regret that time does not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

A flat response
Editor:

50% of the value of your magazine to me.
Ican feel the difficulty your reviewers have

In John Atkinson's report from the London

shifting gears from describing "My favorite fan-

AES Convention in Vol.10 No.4, he reported
that CBS's infamous Copycode notch removes

of your reviewers ("A matter of taste," Vol.10

the note A-flat from the top of the piano's

Nos.1, 2& 3). Thanks to reviewers and editor

register. Surely 3840Hz, the center frequency
of the proposed notch, lies between B-flat

for the extra hard effort.
A/B testing, etc: My 9-year-old claims he

and B?

knows his multiplication tables perfectly —
Bo Fleming
Santa Fe, NM

tasy" to "This is where Ilive" in your review

except when Iask "What's 9x7?" Icould be
insulted and angry if he launched into ahalf-

Mr Fleming is correct; the CBS device is a B-

hour explanation of "left brain, right brain"

flat remover Imust have been feeling alittle

just because he didn't know 9x7.
Iwould say, "You're OK, keep trying."

flat from jet-lag when Ilooked up the note
corresponding to the notch frequency. — JA

Charles W. Fowlkes
Bozeman, MT

A sailor's best friend?

Why bicker with Bob?

Editor:
Congratulations on the best magazine for the

Editor:

audio enthusiast to ever hit the presses. I'm

Why don't you guys quit bickering with Bob

currently serving this great country in the US

Carver and just give him an editor's job? It may

Navy, and Imust say that every time Ihave to
leave my family, Stereophile becomes my best

on paying him with "rolled pennies via parcel

friend. The reviews are always excellent; so

post"!

work out to both your advantages. But insist

good, in fact, that in my mind Ican often pro-

N. mal
Balboa, CA

ject myself into the same listening room as
AHC or JGH.
A lot of people complain that Stereophile
focuses only on the expensive stuff. All Ican
say is, "can they help it if the best costs more?"

Enough already?

To be totally honest, Iwould buy acomponent

worth the kind of effort—or ink—you've

on the basis of one of your reviews alone, I

devoted to him in the past year. As an almost
legendary member of the "I don't care what

trust your opinion that much.

Editor:
Enough already! Bob Carver is simply not

Unfortunately, Uncle Sam doesn't pay me
enough to afford what Iwould like. But one

you say about me as long as you spell my name

of these days .. .

with every word you write. And the irony is
Randy Dirilo
USS Independence

right" brigade, his interests are being served
that you have never given this kind of coverage
to Bill Johnson, Lew Johnson, Dan D'Agostino,
Nelson Pass, or Tim de Paravicini—truly orig-

Colloms, peanut-butter, & A/B
tests
Editor:
Martin Colloms's articles are "peanut-butter

inal designers all, whose minor efforts overshadow the best work Bob Carver has done
in the best year he ever lived.

sandwiches": they provide nourishment, and

Let's look at the facts:
• Carver's company was funded with the

can be read next month, next year. They are

proceeds of his sale of Phase Linear to Pio-

I
-t
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neer. ..
atransaction that remains amystery

equal of the reference amplifier, Carver says

to this day, based on what Pioneer did with the

you guys are wrong. And he isn't the only one

name and the products after purchase. But the

who thinks so. Who else? Why, The Inner Ear

new company allowed him to correct the one
egregious error from Phase Linear days: he

Report (established September 1986), one of

could now look out his office window and see
CARVER writ large on the side of the building.
• His work at Phase Linear probably came

the leading voices of that bastion of the high
end, Canada. Of course, the review hadn't
been printed yet when he quoted it so copiously in his ads, but we all know that that's

closest to being serious or original; certainly

never stopped Bob Carver. He's one of the few

nothing he has done since could be considered
acontribution to the high end, consisting, as

people who ever saw the last issue of The

it does, of tricks and effects, supported by
specmanship that would make the Japanese

Audio Critic, and he kept quoting the review
of his amp that allegedly appeared in that
issue—"sounds just like aMark Levinson and

blush.

Pete Aczel thinks so, too" —for years in spite

• Presently he builds products to aprice

of the fact that the ultimate TAC was never
distributed to subscribers.
Did Bob blush about being party to ahigh-

point. There's nothing wrong with that. Solid
reputations have been built in this industry by
people who made and marketed very good

end scandal? Certainly not. Business is busi-

products to aprice point.

ness. (By the way, Bob, when you see Peter,

But he's not satisfied with this. He wants the

would you ask him where my $30 refund is?)

sales figures and profits of aprice-point manu-

So back to my original plea: enough already.

facturer and he wants the reputation of the
designer giants. He wants to build products
that must, by definition, be compromised by

I'd rather hear how Bill Johnson designed the
SP-11 or the M300, or how Nelson Pass bal-

price considerations, and he wants these pro-

of client companies while still delivering top-

ducts to be taken as seriously as the products

rank designs for his own firm, or what Dan
D'Agostino had for breakfast, than read one

ances handling design projects for anumber

of designers who make no compromises. Like
Rodney, he don't get no respect. And he's not
happy about it. Rich is nice, but ego gratifica-

more word from or about the Whining Engineer. Remember, you could accuse him of

tion is nice, too.

murder in big block letters on the cover of

• Now we get his latest approach. Bill Johnson, Lew Johnson, or whoever, designs the

your next issue just as long as you got one

"reference amp," builds amonster product,
and Carver responds, "I can do that." And not

John C. O'Hara

only can he "do that" but he can do it at his
price point. Sure, Bob. Pontiac builds decent

thing right: that's B-O-B C-A-R-V-E-R.
Oak Brook, IL

Carver & self -parody

cars to aprice point. But Pontiac does not

Editor:

waste its time trying to convince people that
acar built to an $8500 price point will be as

Your article in Vol.10 No.3 evaluating the

good as my $25,000 Porsche 944, specs or no
specs. And by the way, meeting aspec for a

Carver M-1.0t amplifier, and Bob Carver's reactions to this evaluation in "Manufacturers'

moment or "sounding the same" for aweek

Comments," provided some of the most entertaining reading that Ihave recently encoun-

or amonth does not mean that the Pontiac—
or the Carver—is as good as the high-priced

to the cause of excellence in sound reproduc-

tered. All parties involved exhibited adevotion

spreads. There's more to aKrell or an ARC or

tion, and an intensity in pursuit of this goal,

aPorsche or any product that aspires to be
"The Best" than good short-term perform-

that took them virtually to the limits of self-

ance; things like residual value, long-term performance, pride of ownership. (Check the

the articles, Ifeel that amore balanced perspective can be presented.

"Audiomart" pages and see how aCarver pro-

parody. While Iadmire the zeal exhibited in

Clearly adifference between the reference

duct holds its value in the marketplace.)

amplifier and the Carver M-1.0t amplifier was

• And now, deja vu. When you guys find
things that keep his amplifier from being the

exhibited. Bob Carver blamed this difference
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on old tubes, and J. Gordon Holt worried that
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Threshold
model S/500
class A/AB
STASIS power amplifier

Threshold

-1

optical bins

The Threshold models S/200, S300 and S500 now
employ aproprietary optical bias system. The isolation and tracking accuracy of this system allows idling
bias at levels significantly greater than so-called
"high" bias class AB designs.
For example, the S/500 now idles at 320 watts
allowing pure class A operation well into its rated
power of 250 watts channel. The S/300 and S.200
maintain pure class A operation that extends to
corresponding ratios of their rated power.
Your Authorized Threshold Dealer will be pleased to
provide full information and an audition of these new
optically biased designs.

the difference was not as dramatic in blind
testing as it was when he knew the identity of
the amplifier in use. This leads me to conclude
that the difference is slight, and Iwill have to

all sound. In addition, one cannot lose with
this method of testing, because those readers
who respect blind tests will rejoice that you

do much soul and pocketbook searching to

have finally seen the light. Meanwhile, you can
bask in the assurance that as the left side of

decide whether to shell out an additional
$4500 to obtain this degree of difference when
Idecide to buy apower amplifier. Iconsider

analysis acumen, the blind test will no longer
give you embarrassing moments of doubt.

your brain catches up with the right in audio-

this much of the debate to be very useful to
me, and to be candidly and carefully presented

Stereopbile will blaze new trails toward the am-

by the writers.

of listening than any heretofore known.

bidextrous audio brain—clearly ahigher form
Robert L. Bernardt

But in addition, Stereophile mounted an
assault on blind testing in general, claiming

Greenville, NC

that it allows only the grossest differences to
be distinguished. Differences between the left
and right sides of the brain were proposed as
one possible explanation for this phenomenon. While your condescension for Stereo
Review is clear throughout Stereophile, you
have provided their cartoonists with ample

Carver & human perception
Editor:
When Stereophile Vol.10 No.3 arrived, the first
thing Iread was the article about the Carver
challenge. Whet% Ihad also read JGH's editorial
and the readers' letters on the AB and Hafler

material for the next several issues: Ilook for-

null tests, Ifelt very grateful: Stereophile has

ward to seeing drawings featuring "left-brain

advanced the discussion of perception of

amplifiers" and "right-brain amplifiers," as well

amplifier sound.
I'm not only interested in, but also familiar

as to statements like "Show me the power
amplifier, so Ican hear how bad it really is!"

with, differences between amplifiers and the

Ido not think that the problem is with blind
testing, although Iagree with most of the prob-

problems that arise when trying to objectify

lems with this method stated by J. Gordon

more and more but Icertainly don't reject tran-

Holt. Ithink that the problem is that when the

sistors. It seems consistently difficult, though,
to make abeautiful transistor amp, and equally

identity of the power amplifier is known, one

these lb make dear where Istand: Ilove tubes

has atendency to focus on its imperfections
and differences. This is somewhat similar to

hard to make atube amp sound bad.

the way one observes awell-known friend: his

turer's letter unfair. It is outrageous and blunt.

Imust say Iconsider Bob Carver's manufac-

hair is alittle thinner, he's pined afew pounds,

He had no reason for that, as your review,

or the wart on his chin is darker than it used

although not without shortcomings, had been
very serious and your language friendly. You

to be. But when the identity of the power
amplifier is in doubt, one hears the sound produced as atotality, at least more so than before

could arrogantly have laughed away the M-1.0t
amplifier, but you didn't. Even after Carver's

To be sure, the imperfections and differences

insane letter, you were restrained: "we've

are still there, and can still be noticed, but they

already had our say."

are no longer as dramatic because one is not

It would have been better for everyone,
however, if the listening process had been

focusing on them to the same degree.
Now, if this is correct (and it seems to me
that this was what J. Gordon Holt was really
saying), then it follows that blind testing is a
very useful form of testing, arguably the most
useful form of testing, and should become part
of the test procedure for every component.
With the identity of the component known,
one could do early tests to establish the dif-

clearly divided into three parts. One, did the
M-1.0t sound exactly like the original handtuned version? And, if all three reviewers
agreed on that, part two: did the M-1.0t sound
exactly like the reference tube amp? If it didn't,
part two would have been atriangular listening
test between the three amplifiers. Part three
could, at Carver's request, have been an objec-

ferences from areference component, then do

tive (statistical) test of one or more reviewers'

ablind test to establish adegree of significance

ability in hearing such differences. The way

for these differences in the component's over-

it went looked more like amixture of bits
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'ARNEGIE
ONE

Clearly. ..
The hest seat in the house!

The Carnegie One is designed by, and manufactured exclusively for

of everything. The conclusion, however, remained clear: Carver lost, and he knows it.
In the course of the review, you hit on the
amazing but repeatable phenomenon that
amplifier differences seem to shrink to almost

aware of such an adaptation. Differences in
loudspeakers are less subtle and more "natural" than those in amplifiers. If you listen to
one pair of speakers, then disconnect them,
put them away install apair of different speakers

irrelevant subtleties if one is put under stress.
JA's remark (mentioned in the editorial) on left

and then listen, it's okay. If you use an A/B box,

and right brain functions is very intriguing, but

one of awe, you may even unconsciously

could he please indicate where to find this in
the literature? It would be interesting to con-

move your head backward to protect yourself;
after 30 seconds or so you feel yourself adapt-

front this with the right/left brain differences

ing to the new sound and can start listening

in musical perception between Europeans and
East-Asiatics, on which Jean Hiraga reported

the moment you switch, your first reaction is

again. Differences between amplifiers are "un-

in audiophile (#12). You will probably also

natural" and are more difficult to grasp. Use
an A/B switch acouple of times and you're

have experienced that amplifier differences

lost.

equally shrink in an ABX test when switching

Ithink this has to do with the data reduction

forth and back during the music (or when

applied by both our aural and visual systems.

changing plugs quickly), even when this is
done in avery relaxed manner, at home and

This is easier to grasp in visual perception: if

alone.

you look out of the window, you seem to see
everything there is outside. In fact, however,

So what's happening? Are "subjective" re-

that is not true. In reality you directly see only

viewers all over the world merely idiots who

structures and some details, the rest being

by some wondrous chance hear the same

"made up" by the brain, using memory, logic,

things in this or that amplifier? Or is our
knowledge of how we hear largely insuffi-

and expectation. Take those double "find-the-

cient? If so, even Hafier's null test won't help

eight-differences" cartoons in the newspaper:
they look identical, even on second and third

(there is good evidence it doesn't!), because

inspection. Then, slowly, you become aware

if we don't know how we hear, who are we to

of one difference, then asecond, etc Once you

say what exactly an amplifier should or should

know where they are, you can see them all at

not do? The letters from Babrauskas and Nelson in Vol.10 No.3 put avery clever finger on

once and you wonder,

this weak spot in Hafier's test.
Ihave read quite alot on human aural (and

was it that easy?"

Then again, these cartoons are easy from a
data point of view. Imagine two Rembrandts
with eight differences! If you always literally

visual) perception. Not only is there apoor

see all the visual information that reaches your

correlation between "our" technical standards

eyes, you would have gone instantly crazy the

regarding frequency response, distortion, etc.,
and the way the ear and brain seem to analyze

instant you opened your eyes after you were
born.

sound; there are also quite anumber of con-

Back to hearing. When you start listening to

tradictions between hypotheses that cover one

the sound in astereo image, you may think

aspect of aural perception. There isn't such a

you are hearing everything, but in fact you

thing as one integrated theory explaining hear-

mainly hear what your memory leads you to

ing. Even when taking these contradictions for
granted, you don't get very far when trying to

expect to hear. Then, slowly, helped by the

understand how we perceive our beloved

tonal structure of musical instruments (depending on your familiarity with them) and by

stereo image. Ihave the feeling that we know
only 25% of what we should know, in order

become aware of anomalies. This is where the

to have aworkable idea of what is going on

Guilbert letter on "Music and A/B-testing" in

beyond our tympani.
Iknow from my own experience that it
takes time to evaluate an amplifier. It is as if

the structure of the music itself, you gradually

the same issue comes in. You simply can't hear
everything at once. Otherwise, why would
people ever play arecording twice?

your brain adapts slowly to acertain situation,

Iwould be thrilled to see people from

the growing adaptation enabling greater and

perceptual sciences and people from the hi-

greater resolution in hearing. You can even be

fi scene cooperate on that mysterious sound-
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The affordable
new hybrid
from Audio Research

It's no secret that the Audio
Research SP11 hybrid preamplifier
has secured its reputation in esoteric
music systems around the world.
Now, Audio Research introduces
some of the SP11's acclaimed hybrid
technology in asimpler, less costly
format.
The new SP9 hybrid preamplifier
combines the essential controls and
pure musicality listeners want most,
with the robust construction Audio
Research is noted for. Using just two
6DJ8 vacuum tubes and proprietary
FET-based circuitry, the SP9 provides
more than enough gain (66 dB) for
popular moderate-to-high output
moving coil phono cartridges (loading
may be set internally). High-level
circuits have been optimized for
overload-proof reproduction from
compact discs. Two tape inputs /
outputs, plus automatic /manual
muting, add convenience and
protection.
HIGH DEFINITION* MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

With phono noise (IHF weighted)
measuring 72 dB below a1mV input,
the SP9 allows music to bloom
dynamically from anear-silent
background. Staging is broad and
deep, with focus of individual voices
both palpable and rock-steady. In the
end, the new SP9 is true to its
heritage: it sets surprising new
standards of musical accuracy at its
price — and invites comparison with
the most expensive competitors.
Audition the SP9 soon at your
nearest Audio Research dealer.
Abbreviated Specifications
GAIN: Phono, 66 dB (RIAA ± .25dB).
NOISE: Phono, IHF weighted 72 dB below
1mV input.
DISTORTION: < .01% at 2V RMS output
10 Hz to 30 kHz.
DIMENSIONS: 19"W x5.25"H x10.25"D.
26 lbs. shipping weight.

audio research
corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex 290-583

Carver controversy in Vol.10 No.3, Inoted that

object we call astereo image.
Peter van Willenswaard

both sides seemed to consider the perform-

Rotterdam, Holland

ance of the ad hoc-modified prototype only

The difference in how the two sides of tbe
brain handle information was first pointed

as astandard to be met by regular production
models.

out to me by the British audio writer Adrian
Orlowski, following which Ifound acomplete

But 18 months ago, it was aproxy for the
sound of your reference amplifier(s). At that

report in the British magazine New Scientist.

time JGH and LA had arrived, by exhaustive

Unfortunately, Icannot now find the ref-

listening, at the perception that their reference

erence, but athorough discussion is included

amplifier and the hand-tweaked unit sounded

in Gary Zukav's classic study of modern

identical. By excluding the prototype M-1.0t

physics, The Dancing Wu Li Masters, published
in 1979 by William Morrow & Co. Inc., New

from the latest listening sessions, you seem to
have removed avalid opportunity for judging

Ibrk. It was also briefly mentioned in the June

the effect, if any, of speaker substitution and

13-19 issue of The Economist.

tube aging, as well as the level of manufactur-

—JA

ing ability and quality control at Carver Cor-

Carver & common sense

poration.

Editor:

The Spanish philosopher Jose Ortega y
Gasset has pointed out how the conception
of "subject" entails and must be completed by

Ifeel compelled to throw in my two cents'
worth to the Stereophile/Carver M-1.0t con-

that of "object," if we are not to go astray in

troversy in Vol.10 No.3.
Facts:
Ihave continually upgraded my hi-fi component system for the past 22 years. Iact as a
consultant to most of my friends about their
audio enquiries.
My American Express Platinum Card allows
me the flexibility of choice, but not insanity.
Iown an M-1.0t, serial number 8.
Idon't subscribe to Stereophile but greatly

aworld of hard realities. The mutual dissatisfaction resulting from your re-challenge would
indicate that subjectivity is as much problem
as solution. Evidently the design and production of an electronic object by askilled engineer contains just as many subjective traps as
the review of its performance by equally skilled
listeners.
But thanks for accepting the original challenge, and for your excellent reportage of its

enjoy fiction. (One part fact plus seven parts
fantasy equals fiction.)

sequel. This is the stuff that makes Stereophile

Itrust my ears and common sense to allow

the most adventurous and readable publica-

me to make sound decisions.

tion in the audio field. H. Kenneth Hayes

A question: If an average audiophile has an

River Forest, IL

annual income of under $100,000, then where

Iappreciate the concern shown by readers
who feel that we missed atrick by not review-

does he get the money to buy $5000 power
amplifiers, or find the time to listen for days

ing the production M-1. 0t amplifier in the

on end, or get the technical training to become

context of the performance of the original

aself-proclaimed expert?

band-tweaked prototype. In matter offact, as
pointed out by LA in bis response to Bob
Carver's "Manufacturer's Comment" in Vol.

Iwould personally like to thank Bob Carver
for his innovations and down-to-earth apDW Tomamichel

10 No.3, although the prototype was in Santa

Redmond, WA

Fe for ashort period of time it was not avail-

PS: No, Ihaven't missed the point. Stereophile

able either to JGH or myself when we carried
out the review, Bob Carver having insisted

proach to high fidelity.

is in the entertainment business, and apparently
controversy and self-proclaimed opinions are
the kind of things on which religions can be
founded.

that it be sent back to Lynnwood. He could
have brought it with him when be visited Santa
Fe for the listening tests, but he didn't. In addition, we only bave Bob's wordfor it that the

Subject vs object

prototype was identical to the amplifier audi-

Editor:
In reviewing (subjectively) the Stereopbile-

best wishes concerning Bob's integrity, that
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tioned byJGH and LA two years ago With all
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Enjoy the Music
as Well as
the Convenience
The SONOGRAPHE SDI
features analogue circuits by
conrad-johnson to bring musical
accuracy to the compact disc
format.
Tony Cordesman, Stereophile
Volume 10 Number 1(January
1987): "...
the Sonographe is, to
my ears, the best CD player to hit
the market."

the conrad-johnson group
2800RDOLT Avenue
Fairfax, Virginia 22031
(703) 698-8581

is hardly something Iwould like to take on

Pure subjective garbage
Editor:

trust.
a smokescreen thrown up by Mr Carver to

Itake strong exception to JGH's remarks that
he was the first to invent subjective testing.

obscure the fact that two experienced lis-

What he meant to say must have been that he

Frankly, Iregard this prototype business as

teners—pace Mr 7bmamichel—proved to him
that they could distinguish a production
M-1.01 from the amplifier to which it was
widely and loudly proclaimed to be sonically
identical. In essence, the Carver Corporation

was probably the first to publish an underground magazine using subjective testing to
mislead the consumer based on his personal
opinions. Iam not saying this was intentional,
it has just developed that way.

bas been claiming publicly that its M-1. 0t

Having had 40 years' experience of hi-fi,

amplifier effectively offered $5000 worth of

both as hobby and as abusiness, Ican con-

sound for $500—if $5000 A = one-off B,

fidently say that you, Pearson, and our own
Hi-Fi Screws and Rubbish Reviews magazine

and B = 500 C, then A = C—and that was
the point examined in the Stereophile review

are continuing to mislead the consumer. Vir-

If we bad been unable to distinguish it, we

tually everything Stereophile prints is pure sub-

would bave said so; indeed, that would have

jective garbage, personal opinion, and has no

been news! As it was, however; Bob Carver
failed; that, no hint of malice, is what we

real substance in scientific principles.

reported.

Ican see from Sam Tellig's review of the
Quad 306 in Vol.10 No.3 that Americans—not

Something we omitted from the review

all, of course—do not understand what is

which, with hindsight, should have been in-

meant by an amplifier having an output that

cluded, was that our observations on the

is alarger facsimile of the input. You prefer

M-1.0t were not only made with the review
sample sent to us by Carver They were also

bass-heavy amplifiers, and colored ones to

based on auditioning and measuring arepresentative sample M-1.0t borrowed from a

boot—the Adcom 545, for example. However,
Iagree that the Quad 606 drives the "World's
Best Loudspeaker for Music Lovers in the

dealer This latter produced a worse null

Home — —the Quad ESL-63—slightly better

against the reference amplifier than did the

than the 306.
Iam surprised that JA can test any amplifier

"official" review sample.
As far as Stereophile is concerned, the mat-

with the Celestion SL600s: they are very

ter of the Carver Challenge is now closed.

room-dependent, and although not box-like,

Moreover; in response to Carver pressure with

are still apoor speaker. The American reviewer
who gets it right is Len Feldman of Audio.

respect to the editorial content of Stereophile,
we have suspended all business dealings with

Iam going to continue to expose you for

Carver Corporation, including the acceptance

what you are: abunch of charlatans, as Isay

of advertising.

in my ads. The only "High" in high-end audio

Who stole the bass?

is the price. Readers, believe absolutely nothing written in any hi-fi magazine—you must

Editor:

listen for yourself.
Gerald Bearman

In response to AHC's ridiculous comment
Mayware Ltd

regarding small monitor speakers in Vol.10
No.3: "virtually all of today's small 'monitor'

Edgware, England

speakers are reasonably incapable of highfidelity reproduction, and have no place in a

A bad experience

decent audio system," Isay that AHC is meas-

Ihave had abad experience with one of StereopbUe's advertisers: Sound Vision by Marc, 265

urably incapable of listening to and reviewing

Editor:

high-fidelity reproduction and has no place

E. Eau Gallic Causeway, Melbourne, Florida

writing for adecent audio magazine. Ithere-

32937.

fore suggest that Mr. Cordesman stick to reviewing for Audio magazine, where everything

store on March 19, 1987. They were to deliver

is "decent."

Howard Butler
Audio Advisors of NY
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Iordered apair of Quad speakers from this
the speakers freight collect, and charged the
price to my MasterCard. Icalled aweek later,
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DIVA
The Next Step

APOGEE ACOUSTICS
35 York Ave.
Randolph, MA 02368

Audition this acclaimed
loudspeaker at your
nearest high end dealer.

(617) 963-0124
Telex 928121
APOGEE RAND.

r1POGEE r1COUSTICS, INC.

and they told me it had been delivered by
special carrier. Icalled them again aweek later

If readers recall the Carver "challenge," they
read where Bob Carver put two amplifiers into

and got abusy signal five times during different times of the day. Igot the same response

abridge configuration and adjusted one to
match the other on adifferential listening test.

four days in arow. The telephone company in

In analogous fashion, the SWDT matches an

Florida could not give me the status of their
phone. On the sixth day of trying, Igot a
message from the phone company that the

amplifier to a straight wire rather than to
another amplifier. This is precisely a comparison of the input of an amplifier with its

telephone had been discontinued and was not

output. If the input and output are the same,
the amplifier is accurate. If they differ, the

in service.
At the present time Iam writing to MasterCard, trying to get credit for the charge Sound
Vision by Marc so promptly made.
Please cancel their advertisement in Stereophile; it would be aservice to your readers. I

amplifier is inaccurate. This has nothing to do
with the subjective reaction of whether the
amplifier has "pleasant" or "natural" sound.
It has to do with correct sound.
To carry out the SWDT, the input signal is

believe they also advertise in other magazines

applied to one terminal of aheadphone or

such as Tbe Absolute Sound.

monitor loudspeaker; through avariable at-

Russ C. Tongco

tenuator, the same signal is fed to the input of

College Station, TX

the amplifier under test. The output of the test

Sound Vision by Marc has been cancelled by

amplifier is connected to the other terminal of
the monitor transducer. The normal loud-

us as an advertiser though it was for nonpayment of advertising invoices—since that
happened before we received your letter There
bas been no answer at their phone for some
time. We regret any inconvenience or loss of
money occasioned our readers by response to

speaker is also connected to the output so that
its load becomes part of the test, but it must
be moved to aseparate area so that its sound
will not interfere with the sound through the
monitor transducer. The test signal for this arrangement must come from alow-impedance

this ad, and will keep you informed if we are
able to get hold of the deadbeat(s) responsible

source: this can most simply be one half of the

—LA

stereo amplifier. The attenuator is adjusted for

Hafler on the Hafler test

minimum sound output in the monitor speaker
while the input signal is set to normal listen-

Editor:

ing levels in the load loudspeaker. The input

Since J. Gordon Holt's description of the
SWDT (straight wire differential test) in Vol.10

which prevail in normal listening operation.

and output conditions are precisely those

Nal, there have been many comments and in-

When the attenuator is adjusted for mini-

quiries directed both to Stereophile and directly
to me concerning this test. Iwill try to answer

mum sound, the best "null," the signal in the

most of these in this catchall commentary.
The starting point is that it is very difficult
to compare amplifier A with amplifier B to

monitor represents the difference between input and output. If input and output are the
same, there is no voltage potential across the

make aquality assessment. The conventional

monitor, and consequently no sound in the
monitor. When the null is inaudible, it means

A/B test, or any comparison, may indicate that
the amplifiers are different, but how can one

that all of the distortions in the amplifier are
inaudible; at that point, there cannot be im-

determine which is "best"? "Best" is amatter
of judgment, and even though many golden-

provement in the audible performance of the
amplifier—until, perhaps, some new program

eared experts think their ears are infallible, they

sources come along which will be more dif-

disagree among themselves as to amplifier
quality What is needed is an accurate reference

ficult to handle.

against which an amplifier can be judged—
areference which does not involve the entire

output of the amplifier are the same, the audi-

listening chain, from source to loudspeaker,
but which is the equivalent of aperfect amplifier. That reference is the straight wire.
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The logic is irrefutable: if the input and the
ble performance of the amplifier cannot be
faulted.
Now let's consider the questions which have
been raised about the SWDT.
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At last, high-performance audio
comes down to earth.
High-performance audio by Rotel has arrived. With remarkable sonic quality you've previously associated only with
esoteric equipment selling at other-worldly prices. Now,
however, at prices you'll find very down-to-earth.
At Rotel, our engineers avoid gimmicks and flashing
lights. Instead, they concentrate on audible performance.
All critical parts are carefully hand selected on the basis
of how they sound when producing music. Direct signal
paths -from inputs to outputs -assure highest accuracy
and resolution. And our renowned amplifiers, for example,
use massive power supplies, along with discrete output
transistors rated many times their actual load. As aresult,
they can produce high-current output continuously -not
just for afew milliseconds. Our 50-watt amplifier actually
plays louder and sounds better than many with 100-watt
specs -and 100-watt prices.
This pursuit of affordable sonic perfection may explain
why Rotel outsells most other specialty hi-fi brands in
Great Britain. And why hard-to-please British audio critics
consistently give Rotel components rave reviews.
For reprints of these reviews, and abrochure on our receivers, Compact Disc players, tuners, integrated amplifiers,
power amplifiers, preamps, cassette decks and turntables,
just send your name and address to Rotel Audio of America
Inc., Department ST, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240
Or call us at (416) 297-0599

RCITEL.
High performance. Down to earth

ci

Mr. Babrauskas convoluted arguments in

feel that it is standard good engineering prac-

Von() No.3 against low-source impedance

tice to trim an amplifier for minimum distor-

amplifiers take me back some 40 years. He has
discovered interface intermodulation distortion at atime when it is no longer of conse-

ing the straight wire is exactly the same as trimming for minimum distortion.

tion under actual working conditions. Match-

quence. All present loudspeaker manufacturers

There were several readers who have ques-

use amplifiers which are essentially constant-

tioned the use of adriving amplifier to supply

voltage devices to design and test their loud-

signal for the

speakers, and modem amplifiers are all designed to give uniform voltage output into speaker

that the characteristic of the driving amplifier

systems in which the impedance varies with

SWDT.

They mistakenly believed

is to provide alow-impedance signal at alevel

frequency With properly designed amplifiers

equal to the level desired in the test amplifier.
As long as the drive amplifier supplies awide-

with very low impedance output, the back-

band, fast-risetime signal, its own distortion

EMF from the loudspeaker has no detrimen-

characteristics do not matter. It could be a

tal effect and does not affect the SWDT. An accurate amplifier can still achieve adeep "null"

noise generator or aspark gap, and the SWDT

despite Mr. Babrauskas' contentions.
Reg Williamson, whose opinions Ivery
much respect, says that what we have done is

would still be valid. If the drive amplifier has
distortion, then the test amplifier is being
tested as to its capability to handle adistorted
signal without adding further distortion.

not new but is the reinvention of the wheel.

Several people misanalyzed the circuit as

Iagree that differential testing is not new—

having positive feedback and assumed that this

Iused it myself back in the 1960s to test com-

would affect the results of the SWDT. The con-

ponents. However, has anyone else applied the
SWDT to amplifier design to make an amplifier

nection of the monitor speaker from input to
output of the test amplifier superficially ap-

which has no audible aberrations? Ihave not

pears to be apositive feedback connection.

seen any signs of that. Iam aware, of course,

However, if there were positive feedback, it

of the excellent work done by Peter Walker of
Quad in testing amplifiers with adifferential

would be reduced to insignificance by the low

bridge. Quad's approach was alaboratory approach, not readily applicable by the hi-fi hob-

output impedance of the drive amplifier. Further, with an accurate amplifier, there is little
or no current in the monitor speaker; it is, ef-

byist. The SWDT can be set up and checked

fectively an open circuit, not making afeed-

with aminimum of equipment.' Quad also in-

back connection.

troduced phase and amplitude compensation
in the straight-wire path to improve the null

from input to output has been raised by several

by making the amplifier and the wire more
alike. This alteration—"bending," if you

The question of phase shift and time delay
readers. That difference between input and
output will prevent agood "null" and will pro-

will—of the straight wire was done on the

duce residual sound. Obviously, aconstant

assumption that phase and amplitude errors

time delay (uniform across the band) will not

are inaudible Iprefer to make no assumptions
as to audibility, thus making the test more

the residual from phase shift might mask other

stringent.

produce an adverse audible effect. However,

rangement in claiming that it was not operat-

distortion components in the SWDT. Iprefer
to see, therefore, an amplifier design which is
sufficiently broadband to minimize time delay

Mr. Williamson incorrectly faulted our aring under "normal working conditions of

in the audio band. This can be accomplished

source signal and load." If he examines the arrangement carefully, Ibelieve he will see that

with some phase compensation.

his conclusion was not correct. He also criticizes our tweaking of the amplifier to make it

phase shift is audible there is one place where
it definitely has an effect, and that is between

have abetter match with the straight wire. I

the two stereo channels. Unless the two sides

IThe David Haller Company will supply aschematic and instructions for ;uly trader who sends astamped. self-addressed
envelope with their request to 5910 Creicent Boulevard, Pennsauken. NJ 08109

of stereo imaging. The most practical way to

While many people do not believe that

track phase precisely, there will be problems
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have the left and right channels track is for
each of them to have little or no phase shift.
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Ultimate Power.
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With aworldwide reputation for sonic excellence, the new
Luxrnan Receivers also deliver more power than ever before.
For over 60 years, Luxman
audk) components have been
internationally recognized
for their superb sonic quality.
Ilowever, the recent
introduction of compact discs
with wide dynamics and highiccuracy loudspeakers with low

impedance ratings has created a
need for receivers with "real"
output power.
With the tremendous dynamic
power of the new I.uxman
receivers, our reputation for
"Iltimate Fidelity" is likely to
change to "17t/mate Power."

LUXIvIAN
.‘, .
'on in tit Alpine Electronics of America. Inc. 1213) 326440(X)

The design efforts which make the Hafier

umbilical cord, moose cable, or whatever you

XL-280 amplifier perform well on the SWDT

call it. Honey, what are those brackets over the

give aside-to-side differential null of about

dining room table for? The rear channels?! To
be honest, that black thing doesn't look beautiful to me, and why must we have speakers long

70dB. This preserves the stereo imaging better
than on any other units we have examined.
The question has been raised as to why
some subjective reviews have not always been
consistent with the rankings of the SWDT.

enough to seat five comfortably? If we turn
them sideways we'll have an extra couch. Oh,
I'm sorry, Ididn't mean to hurt your feelings.

Preferences do not necessarily have to cor-

Your system is perfect now? That's nice. Oh,

relate with objective tests. A deep wideband

well, I'd love to listen, just let me put these

"null" may not be necessary for euphonious

groceries away. Please don't look at me like

sound, but it is sufficient to establish that the
amplifier has no audible aberrations. Although

that. I'll listen now. What's wrong with where

there is high correlation between adeep "null"

I'm sitting? OK. This really makes adifference,
huh? Yes, I'm ready.

and good (accurate) sound, it is conceivable

"Close my eyes, are you serious? OK, OK.

that there can be apoor "null" with pleasant

.0h .
.. It's like Iam being held
by this glorious music. It's as though Iam

sound. This can happen if the distortions are
of anon-offensive nature, such as asmall highfrequency roll-off. It can also come from a
listener's inaccurate mental reference standard
as to what is accurate sound.
There is a philosophical question here.
Should an amplifier be pleasant sounding, or
should it be accurate even if accuracy is not as
pleasant? The SWDT reveals accuracy or the
lack of it. It is the only way to assess accuracy

perceiving this harmony both physically and
emotionally. Ican feel myself willingly surrendering every imperfect thought, allowing
this perfect sound to take its place It's so warm
and soothing. My mind is taking hold of the
notes and wrapping my whole body in amelodious blanket. Idon't really want to cry but her
voice is so beautiful. Something deep inside
of me has wakened; Ifeel as though some

directly and objectively with the amplifier

insensible feelings are being challenged to

operating under normal signal and load conditions. It does this in real time, with adynamic

surface.
"This is like the best dessert I've ever tasted.

signal source. It encompasses all forms of
distortion. It requires no special instrumentation or skill. If the residual "null" is inaudible,

before. I've caught what he has and now I'll
want to consume it every day. Ilove it. Oh

the conclusion that the amplifier is accurate

God, it seems right to speak to you now. No

is unequivocal.

wonder they play music in church, it can
sound so wonderful.

Can anyone suggest amore meaningful or
practical test of amplifier accuracy?
David Hailer
The David Hafler Company, Pennsauken, NJ

What it's all about
Editor:

It's akind of food that has not been provided

"Thank you for letting me enjoy it, and
thank you for making me understand why he
is so occupied with this mania. This is like an
escape or maybe not so drastic. No, it's more
like taking avacation without actually leaving
home. Oh, it's over.

Ijotted down afew lines to express an ap-

"It sounded pretty good, Dear. Help me

preciation for my husband's most cherished

with these bags, will ya? As amatter of fact,

belongings. Iwanted him to know that Idid

hearing that made me decide not to pester you

not view the left side of our living room as a

so much about the cost and the mess and all.

messy menace anymore. Would you please
print this? It may help some of your reader's

Just one question ...
How long would it take
to put asystem together for upstairs? Iwouldn't

partners to surrender and possibly enjoy the
losing battle.

the hallway. What about some, uh, bookshelf

mind if you wanted to hang apair of minis in

"Oh please stop soldering in the living
room! Ican't stand that smell. We're having
company over and I'll scream if you don't hide

speakers for the kitchen? Mind if Iinvite afew

that stuff along the side of our walls. Yes, that

Novato, CA
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more friends over? ..wait till Gilbert hears
Evita!"

Debbie Romeyn
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Irtelv
Nikko audio/video.

As audio and video technologies merge, exciting new possibilities
in home entertainment present themselves to the discriminating
listener. Turning these possibilities into reality demands more than
adding token amplification to avideo tuner, or VCR inputs to an
audio receiver.
Nikko's creative engineering delivers more. Our AVR-65 is atile
audio/video receiver that adds full stereo redeption and remote •
control to any TV or monitor. It incorporates a139-channel video
tuner with built-in MTS/SAP, an AM/FM stereo tuner, plus carefully
engineered audio preamp and amplifier circuitry. Our NA-1050 is a
comprehensive audio/video control center with extensive mixing
and switching functions. And both components exemplify Nikko
technology, bringing out the best in audio and video.

NIKKO •e--'ni-n
The power gPechnology

Asti Nikko Technology Corporation of America
5830 South Triangle Drive, Commerce, CA
(213) 721-1168
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THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
Sam Tellig at CES

A

,,.„, trying to save Stereophile money, 1flew out of Newark on Conti-

young conductor, who will remain nameless,

nental—the best Super Saver deal left

Georg; he seems always to be injuring his

filled in. Idon't know what it is with Sir

to Chicago. 1figured, what the heck. Ihad just

knee, his elbow, whatever. The surrogate Sir

spent ten days flying around the Soviet Union

Georg went through the motions of conduc-

on Aeroflot. How much worse could Continental be?
Ifound out when it came time to fly back.

ting, but the band seemed to pay not the
slightest attention.
There's always aproblem, covering ashow

An Aeroflot flight is almost always—how

You look for exciting things, and quite often

shall Isay it?—interesting. We were minutes

don't find any, at least not right away. Ithink

from landing in Stockholm and stewardesses

that many of the best high-end products sort

were still serving lunch. Some passengers had
30 seconds to eat their meal. Stewardesses

of emerge; they don't call immediate atten-

scurried to collect trays, even as the wheels
hit the runway. Ihave heard Aeroflot horror

tion to themselves. There were excellent new
products at the show; Ijust had to look for
them. There were also plenty of mediocre prod-

stories, journalists stranded in the middle of

ucts, most of which Ifound on the first day.

Siberia for days at atime, for example, but

Discouraged, Ilooked at my watch that
Saturday afternoon, saw it was almost five

Aeroflot did get me where Iwas going, and
more or less on time. The same cannot be
said of Continental.
Stereopbile's Ad Director, Ken Nelson, and
his wife Libby were aboard the same Cheap-

o'clock, and made for Music Hall (Roy Hall).
If my timing was right, he would be just
about to open abottle of Scotch. Indeed he
was. Roy had just the thing to cheer me up: a

skate flight to the Windy City. Poor Ken—

25-year-old Islay malt, a private bottling

Continental lost one of his bags and he had to
go shopping for shirts and underwear.

available only in the UK to members of the

On landing, Istarted making for the sub-

Scotch Malt Whisky Society-104 proof.
Hoots, mon! This was The Real MacStuff. It

way—cheap, fast, no tipping necessary. But
Ken said, "Why not share acab?" Hard to ex-

and satisfied my soul. Roy was grinning from

plain that Idon't like cabs even when some-

ear to ear.

one else is paying. Igave in, shared the taxi.
Cheap described our hotel, too. But Ihad
better luck with the Ascot Motor Hotel than
with Continental. The Ascot is on Michigan at
1lth, four blocks south of the Americana

seared my throat, cleaned out my sinuses,

Things began to improve on the spot. Roy,
for instance, had the DNM (Denis N.
Morecroft) preamp and power amp from
England. The DNM Preamp is perhaps Britain's most highly regarded preamp—plenty

Congress, the site of the show. Convenient

of theory behind it, which went in one ear

enough. And no serious complaints. At least
none of our staff was burgled, like last year at

and out the other, what with the Islay malt.

the Rodeway. Only trouble was the hot

It—the preamp, not the Scotch—will retail
for around $2800. A matching power amp,

water—most of the time there wasn't any. But

rated at 30 "British" watts (Roy's term) per

Ilike cheap hotels. Sometime I'll tell you

channel, will retail for $1400. Both are en-

about

chassised in plastic, DNM not approving of

the

Hotel

Minsk,

in

downtown

Moscow.
Isettled in early enough on Friday afternoon, the day before the show, to catch the

metal cases. Enid Lumley take note! Nor does
DNM approve of stranded cable. Roy will also
be bringing in DNM's solid-core intercon-

Chicago Symphony at Orchestra Hall. The

nects and speaker cable, both of which are

band, alas, was not at its best. Sir Georg Solti

cheap and good. Ishould know. I've been us-

had injured his knee, bowing out, and a

ing the stuff now for about three months, at
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For over thirty years Teac has been
famous for building precision tape
recording equipment. But, we're not
willing to rest on our reels. So now Teac
offers its most comprehensive line ever.
From audio and hi-fi video recording
equipment, to compact disc players, to
graphic equalizers, speakers, and acomplete line of audio and video accessories.
One thing, however, will never change
at Teac —our obsession with creating
the most advanced, feature-filled,
superbly executed audio and video

ME_AC

AG's suggestion.

knots." Not to mention after the show, when

There was fun to be had at the show—new
people to meet, old friends to see. And the

he reads the Cheapskate's comments.

Tennessee Sound Labs room to visit. After
DO's review of the Symphony Is, Ihad to

Actually, as Ihave made clear, Ithink the
CLSs are among the most transparent
speakers Ihave ever heard. Icould live with

hear them for myself. TSL had the Symphony

the lack of deep bass, the limited dynamic

I
Is on demonstration. They were playing an

range and volume levels. It's the over-

Amanda McBroom record when Ibreezed in.
The sound was, well, unique. Amanda's voice

prominence of the treble and the overall thinness Ihave problems with. Perhaps they

was deeply recessed behind the speakers,

would pair perfectly with my new Jadis JA-30

overpowered by her instrumental accomp-

amps. Ihope to obtain a pair in black for

animent.

review. The light oak should be an export

Isent my roommate, Martin Colloms, over
to hear them. The Symphony Ils reminded
him, he said, of his grandfather's gramophone—a windup affair with adjustable

model: California only.
Speaking of the Golden State, California
Audio Labs introduced their third CD player,
this time all solid-state, the $995 CD-3.

doors for varying the sound. No doubt about

Deemed a "moderately priced player," it is

it—Tennessee Sound Labs gets First Prize for

said to incorporate circuitry by Mike Moffat.

most peculiar sound at the show.

Compared with the Tempest, the soundstage

Second Prize? The new Apogee Divas
($7000 a pair). In my opinion—others

was smaller and dynamics were diminished.
Not promising. CAL also had a$995 preamp

differed—these full-range ribbons had some

sans preamp—a line-level switching box
with optional gain. No tubes.

peculiarities, being excessively tizzy on top
and boomy on the bottom (although the

QED also had aline-level switching unit,

room certainly didn't help; at least one of the

but with no gain stage—their "Compact Disc

"walls" was mere curtain). 'Tympani, triangles, and snare drums were all overpromi-

Passive Preamp," which comes on ablister
pack at $125, no money wasted on packag-

nent. Imaging was overwide. "I can't believe

ing. It features asingle volume control and a

that vocalist," one listener later said; "her

switch—preamp or CD. If your CD player has

mouth is 10 feet wide."

enough gain, you can send its output through

Incidentally, if you are into Apogees, B&K

the QED volume control directly to your

has anew amp—the Pro 600—which lists for

power amp—no going through your
preamp's line-level gain stage. An excellent

$1295 and puts out 150 watts into 8 ohms,
doubles that into 4, and doubles it again (600
watts) into 2ohms. It's said (by John Beyer) to
drive 1-ohm Scintillas, so if you can't afford a
Krell .. .
Also out with anew amp is PS Audio—the
$995 100C, using the same circuitry as the
200C and rated at 100 Wpc. If you go in for a

device, but you will be lacking a balance
control.
By far the hit of the Americana Congress,
however, was not apiece of equipment, but
a recording: Fritz Reiner's Chicago performance of Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheberazade,

lean, clean, powerful solid-state sound, this

just out on Chesky. It was reproduced from
the original three-track master session tape

could be your amp. What about the Electron

using atube preamp. The preamp signal was

Kinetics Eagle IIA, you ask? Well, Eagle has

fed directly into the lathe, bypassing the mix-

been running ads in the New York Times
classifieds lately, offering the amp factory-

ing console and all equalizers. If we all run
out and buy this disc, Chesky promises to

direct for $895. You can draw your own con-

give us more from the RCA catalog. Let's sup-

clusions as to what this might mean.
Ican't pick on Martin-Logan this time,

port David and Norman Chesky; they don't
have deep pockets. They need profits to pur-

because Gayle Sanders kept his company

sue their mission.

away from the show entirely. Ispoke with
him by phone afew days before. "Every time

Rowland Research demonstrated their new
Gemini mono amps (100 Wpc, $3900 apair)

Icome to the show," he said, "I have trouble

driving the Wilson Audio Tiny Tots (WATIb),

with the room, and my stomach ties in

themselves amere $4700 apair in standard
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Because it's there

SOMETIMES THE ANSWER IS SIMPLE —
BUT THE TASK IS DIFFICULT
It's simple: The Aragon should cost several thousand dollars.
If you can appreciate the difficulty of creating aworld class
amplifier for under one thousand dollars, then you must go see,
hear and feel the Aragon.
There is aquality retailer near you that will be happy to introduce
you to Aragon and explain how the task was accomplished.
We are certain you will enjoy the visit.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502

LIMITED
•

(914) 693-8008

black. Perhaps the best sound at the show.

Walker's press presentations. Ihope Quad

The WM-lb now come with "beards" —drop

will have some product introductions next year.

panels made of the same methacrylate
polymer as the speaker cabinets. The beards

Spendor, and their importer, RCS Audio In-

are said to extend and tighten the bass, and

ternational, were absent from the show, save
for a tent card atop a loaner pair of SP-1s,

help focus the imaging.

making glorious music with ARC equipment

Madrigal demonstrated the Jadis JP-80
preamp, along with the JA-30 amps, driving
a pair of Vandersteen 2Cs. (Mark Levinson
gear was used to drive the woofers.) Here,

in the Harmonia Mundi room. Spendor SP-ls
are said to be back-ordered for six months, so
Isuppose there was no need for them to
spend money exhibiting. British Fidelity, also

too, was some of the best sound of the show.

imported by RCS, will be appearing shortly

The JP-80 preamp is only $7200. It is my sad

with a new range of products, including a

Audio Research's cheapskate preamp: the 51695 SP-9

duty to tell you that the preamp looks and

70W integrated amp to retail for around $500.

sounds like it might be worth all that money

It's expensive to exhibit at the show. Figure
it costs a small manufacturer or importer

and more. Jadis equipment is more than
music: it is civilization.

about $1500 to rent aroom at the Americana-

Nothing from Quad, except news that

Congress. You can easily triple that, with

ESL-63s now exported to the US are braced

shipping, travel, accommodation, subsis-

so the frame is more rigid. You can probably

tence, entertainment, and miscellaneous expenses, but for most exhibitors it's money
well spent. How else can you get your

effect the same improvement in sound—an
overall tightening, particularly in the bass—
with the excellent Arcici Quad stands.
Cheapskate: "Where's the Quad 406?"

alot less expensive than going to them.

Ross Walker (of Quad): "What's a Quad
406?"
Cheapskate:

customers—the dealers—to come to you? It's
Over at McCormick Place, popularly referred to as the "Zoo," mind-boggling sums are

Replacement for the 405-2."
Walker: "Stop spreading rumors. The 306

spent on displays. For instance, any of the major Japanese companies can count on spending $1,000,000 or so to create a new

is

exhibit—and that's just for designing and

perfectly

'A 306 with more balls.

adequate

for

driving

the

ESL-63s." (Agreed.)

construction. Refurbishing an existing ex-

Archibald: "The Cheapskate misses last

hibit, the usual practice, costs $100,000 to

year's free Quad breakfast on Sunday morn-

$250,000. Floor space at the McCormick
Convention Center? $80,000 to $100,000.

ing at the Blackstone."
Walker: "Does Quad have aresponsibility

Add shipping, meals, etc, and acompany can

to buy breakfast for the Cheapskate?"

easily spend another $1,000,000.

Archibald: "He thinks you do. He's been
taking it very badly."
Of course, Ican buy my own breakfast.
What Imissed was the pleasant social occasion, and the wit and sophistication of Ross
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The main convention floor is truly azoo.
How else to describe the spectacle, what with
Sony featuring live circus acts upstairs, and
third-rate tape companies in the basement
building booth traffic by hiring Penthouse
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models

to

autograph glossy photos

of

themselves. Sleaze, in other words. Oscar
Wilde would have loved the zoo. "Nothing
succeeds like excess."
More so than in previous years, Iwas appalled by the spectacle of the zoo. Inow
know what it must have been like to live
through the decline and fall of the Roman
Empire. We export dollars to Japan for gimmicks and gadgets—dollars that might be
better spent meeting social needs here at
home. Meanwhile, we drown in our own
debt to pay for it all—the microwave ovens,
cordless telephones, camcorders, the CDeivers
(receiver with built-in CD. .."from sharp
minds come Sharp products").
Too much time spent in Russia? No, I
would not wish to be aSovyetsky Soyuznik,
much as Ilove traveling in the country. The
Soviets squander their national wealth,
too—on the military and the KGB. Ido feel a
certain freedom in Russia, though. Freedom
from information—no advertising. Nothing
much to buy in the stores (Soviet citizens
always have more money than they know
what to do with). So things like hearing real
music and visiting with friends become much
more important than they do in the US, or
elsewhere in the West. Funny thing about
Russians who emigrate, though: some of
them become hypermaterialistic, as if to make
up for lost time.
The Zoo gets more difficult to cover each
year. It's very hard to snoop around and get
answers to your questions. The manufacturers
are just trying to sell, sell, sell, and pesky

with price-driven items, quality is automatically
driven down, too.
Well, maybe. Sansui has introduced aline of
upmarket components, centered around integrated amps—the Vintage line. Ithink they
have miscalculated. Separates would sell better
—preamps and power amps. Sansui has already
given up manufacturing rack systems. Can
they regain the quality image they once had?
"What would it take for audiophiles to take
our company seriously?" asked one manufacturer's representative.
"Oh," Ireplied, "come out with apair of
tube monoblocks."
"My development people in Tokyo laugh
when Italk about tubes."
This is just the problem—a gap between
what American audiophiles want and Japan,
Inc. is willing to produce. Case in point: one
Japanese company has already introduced a
killer amp—big, powerful, imposing. What
do Japanese customers do with it? They use
it to drive efficient horn-loaded speakers,
speakers you could drive with 10 to 15 watts.
And they just look at the amp, revere it as if it
were some gift from the Buddha. Like Isay, a
real gap.
One Japanese company which may not
have such aproblem is Marantz. Marantz USA
is now owned by Dynascan, the car stereo
people. But in Japan and the rest of the
world, Marantz International is asubsidiary
of Philips, and thus has close contact with the
European market. Over the last half dozen
years or so, Marantz has introduced some ex-

reporters from small audio publications, mice

cellent products, made in Japan but designed
to be saleable in Europe. As aresult, Marantz

under the feet of elephants, merely get in the
way. For a lot of manufacturers, including

is now amajor audiophile brand in countries
like the UK and France. Unfortunately, few of

Sony, Iget the impression that audio doesn't
matter much anymore. (You had to look hard
to find any audio at the Sony display.)
But afew of the Japanese companies were
taking some serious interest in good sound,
perhaps out of desperation as much as anything else. As one manufacturer explained,
off the record, the strong yen has made many
items unprofitable—price-driven items like
your average receiver, cassette deck, budget
CD player, etc —so the impetus is now toward
quality items. Volumes may be much lower,
but margins are higher. Such amove is actually
beneficial to consumers, he explained, because
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these items have made it to the US and the
company has an image here on apar with
Sansui. Still, there are some who remember
the days of Saul Marantz and Sid Smith ...
Now Marantz will be bringing in most of
the items which have been so well received in
Europe, including their CD94 CD player,
which will retail for 11900. Not excited about
a$1900 Marantz CD player? What if Itold you
it had the Philips 16-bit chip and a build
quality and appearance comparable to the
new $5000 Accuphase CD player? What if I
told you it was finely tweaked, with handchosen, premium-quality components? I
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Conceived in Europe; built In Japan; the eterentz CO-94

think this player might be ahit. The CD94

son) has introdut.cd anew line at lo-bit, 4x

can be fed into the matching Marantz CDA

oversampling CD players, one of which, the

outboard D/A converter, which also lists for
$1900. Street prices are expected to be

Philips TDA 1541 chip. Just what the world

somewhat less. By the way, the Marantz factory in Japan makes the Philips CD960, their
top-of-the-line

player

not

imported

by

Magnavox. Really high quality is apparently

$1000 list CDP-705ES, is rumored to use the
wants: aSony that sounds like aPhilips. Icould
not get anyone from Sony to confirm that the
player uses the Philips chip. But Icouldn't get
a fiat-out denial, either. Obviously, Stereo-

beyond the ability of the Philips factory in
Belgium.

phile's Manufacturers' Comment pages are

Marantz USA is also bringing in the PM94

to clarify the situation.
Ididn't see many phono cartridges over at

integrated amp, which lists for $3000 in gold,

open to someone from Sony, should they care

$2800 in black. Not cheap. But the ap-

the Zoo, even at Audio Technica. Shure

pearance and build quality are absolutely

Brothers, too, appear to have lost interest in
cartridges, concentrating on the introduction

first-rate. Iauditioned a PMf34 integrated a
few years ago, which uses the same "Quarter

of their latest video surround-sound unit. I'll

A" circuitry (the amp operates in real class-A

pass along another unconfirmed rumor:

up to a respectable level), and Ifound the

Shure is said to have laid off or transferred all

sound to be smooth, pure, and musical. .. of its cartridge development people; no plans
for aShure V15 Type VI. The Shure V15 Type
tubelike. True class-A sound, not at all like the
V MR and the Ultra 500 are probably the end
various trick, sliding-bias class-As that have
come out of Japan in the past. Ken Ishiwata,

of the road.

aknowledgeable Japanese audiophile based

Ortofon, on the other hand, are continuing

in Belgium and product manager for Marantz

to develop cartridges and bring them to

International, assures me that the sound is

market—among them the new X5-MC, a

considerably upgraded over the PM84 Iheard

2mV, high-output moving-coil listing at $300.

several years back.
Maybe this isn't the right product for the

Sound should be similar to the X3-MC, which

American market—again, Ithink separates

The X5-MC features a line-contact stylus
similar to avan den Hul Type 2. It was stylus

would stand amuch better chance. But it's
encouraging that Marantz USA is bringing it
in. It may be just the thing for your non-

is one of the best high-output 'coils I've heard.

quality that made the X3-MC sound so much
better than the less expensive XI-MC, so Iex-

tweak friends who want audiophile quality
sound and first-rate construction, with userfriendly features. If I've spent alot of time

pect great things from this cartridge. Up-

dwelling on these Marantz items (and there

the MC2000. It sounded wonderful on demon-

are more), it's because I've been bugging

stration—detailed, dynamic, silky smooth.
Ortofon is discontinuing the VMS series,

Marantz USA for over two years to bring this

market, there's the new Ortofon MC3000 at
$1500 with 0.1mV output, twice the output of

stuff in. Incidentally, Isuggested that Marantz
consider hiring Sid Smith. The old Marantz

including the venerable VMS20E (good car-

USA would have said, "Sid who?" The new
Marantz asked if Iknew his phone number.

out with anew line of moving-magnets. But
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tridge, if you see one cheap), and is coming
the VMS20E is not disappearing: it's defec-
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ting! No, not quite. But Ortofon has sold the
VMS cartridge-production equipment to the
Soviets, and VMS20Es are now being produced near Leningrad! No bull, this is true.
What's more, Kevin Byrne of Ortofon said
he'll try to get the Cheapskate asample of the
Leningradskii Ortofon. Watch this space!
Goldring, of England, introduced anew
moving-coil, with van den Hul lype 2stylus:
the Eroica, in ahigh-output version (2.5mV)
and a low (0.25mV). The coil on the lowoutput version has fewer turns, resulting in
lower inductance and tip mass for what Goldring says is asmoother response The cartridge
body is made of Pocan, aglass-filled polyester
resin, very rigid and tough. Good thing, too,

SOTA's Simile squirm

the way Brits do up their cartridges so tight.
Ihave been especially fond of Goldrings in the

fellow driven to provide good clean sound

past, their moving-magnets having produced

for not alot of money. Exquisite cabinetry,

acertain sweetness and delicacy in the treble.
Looks like I'll have acartridge article coming up.

too. No vinyl—just wood veneers. Mo said
samples would be on the way.

Anything else? Lots. Can't cover everything.
Ihave dis to say about DAT: nuttin'! I'm ignoring it. Hope it goes away. CD-V? Well, you can
read about that elsewhere. I'll just say that
Japan, Inc. and Philips may have made one of
the dumbest marketing moves in an industry
notorious for inept marketing. The players will
accommodate not only 5", but also the 8'' and
12 "discs, and list for $800 to $900. Yet CD-

Of course, there was more. Ijust didn't get
to it. Iwas too busy visiting the Art Institute,
Kroch

and

Brentano's

bookstore,

Rose

Records, and helping Roy Hall finish off that
Islay malt .. .
Oh, yes, about the flight back to Newark
on Continental. It was lliesday afternoon, last
day of the show. Itook the subway/elevated
to O'Hare in the midst of a torrential

V is aimed at teenagers, the MTV crowd.
Record companies can't wait to support CD-V

downpour.

and recoup the high cost of producing all
those music videos. But what teenager is going

to Newark either cancelled or indefinitely
delayed, my flight being one. Other airlines

to be able to spend close to a grand on a

were experiencing disruptions and cancella-

machine? The first company that comes out

Well,

wouldn't you know—

Continental had no plane to fly. Three flights

tions, too—but they seemed to handle the

with acheap player taking only 5"discs will
probably walk away with the market, what

chaos better than Continental.

market there is. Ipredict not much. I'm
reminded of what Ken Kessler said last Winter

terrible—no news at all for awhile No indication of where the planes were—it seemed the

in Vegas: "There are three infinitely repeatable

Continental people didn't know. ("Excuse us,

forms of human pleasure: music, food, and
sex." (I don't remember which one KK put
first.)
SOTA has apair of mini-monitors—"true
to the psyche not to the computer" —priced

Communication with the passengers was

ladies and gentlemen. Several of our planes are
missing.") Finally, aContinental agent told me
that Imight be able to fly out later that evening. On the other hand, Imight not. It was impossible to get mad at the agent, who was try-

at amere $850 apair. Cheapskate territory.

ing his best to cope. Itook the subway back

"Poor man's WATTs," Iexclaimed to Messrs.

into town and flew out the next morning

Becker and Herman. Maybe so. I'll have to get

without incident. Since Martin Colloms still

apair to audition.
An entire range of speakers will be coming

had the room at the Ascot, Ihad aplace to stay.

from Monitor Audio of England, acompany

decided. Too bad Aeroflot doesn't fly to the

headed by one Mr. Mo(hammed) lqbal, a

Windy City.
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There's such athing as being too cheap, I
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concert-hall

SOUND
Lewis Lipnick ,offers a view from the stage
hen Idecided to write apiece on the
subject of concert-hall acoustics,
Irealized that almost all discussion

conclusions reached from the other side of the
footlights. Some readers might feel that any
discussion of concert halls has no place in a

concerning this topic is based on the view-

publication such as Stereopbile; they may have

point of the listener in the audience While this

apoint, especially if their sole aim through

is important (since the primary purpose of any
hall is to bring audience and performance

audio is to produce sonic spectacle, rather than

together), the criteria that musicians employ

to recreate an artistic event. Ibelieve, however,
that there are some readers who would like to

in concert-hall evaluation address sonic pa-

gain some insights into the specific problems

rameters that are probably not obvious to the
casual listener, and may often be at odds with

and acoustical considerations presented to per-

ILewis Lipnick is Principal Contrabassoonist of the National
Symphony Orchestra
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forming musicians, and possibly come away
with some fresh ideas to incorporate in their
listening criteria.
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Practical Considerations

can attest to the importance of being able to

During my preparation and research for this
article, Ispoke with dozens of musicians: pro-

hear myself as well as distant colleagues, so

fessional symphony players, chorus members,
prominent instrumental and vocal soloists,
chamber-music specialists, and conductors.
When asked about their priorities concerning
concert halls, several initial responses

we can play together and keep a "tight" sounding ensemble. I find that there is
nothing more musically defeating than attempting to make music on astage that provides me with asense of aural detachment
and isolation. This situation is all too

(primarily from jaded orchestra musicians)

prevalent (especially in halls of recent vin-

addressed such mundane subjects as 'Are the
dressing rooms decent?" or "Is there agood

tage), and can be likened to trying to land an
airplane in dense fog without the benefit of in-

cheap restaurant nearby?" After these issues
were put to rest, all participants agreed that

struments or radar. Some readers might think

probably the most important and significant
musical features they look for in concert halls

is not so important, since the visual cues from
the conductor should be adequate for precise

are properties that: 1) allow them successfully
to aurally relate to one another on stage,

ensemble—in some very poor halls this is the
only way—but the vague, irregular, and often

that aural communication between musicians

without the distractions of false and irregularly

confusing signals received from the podium

delayed musical information; 2) the ability
to hear themselves clearly in proper perspec-

are not always reliable Further, in an ensemble
such as asymphony orchestra, where the sur-

tive, thereby enabling them to cohere musi-

rounding sounds can be louder than one's

cally with their surrounding colleagues (espec-

own instrument (such as the brass section

ially important in large orchestral and choral
ensembles); 3)a sense of consistent resistance
and "coupling" with the hall (feedback neces-

musician to hear him or herself, thereby hav-

sary for the artist to interact harmonically with
aset of specific acoustics, and project into
the house with agood sound); and 4) resonant

(but

neutral)

tonal

characteristics,

directly behind me), it is important for each
ing some control over individual tone production and attack.
The third item mentioned above, the
necessity of asense of resistance and "coupling" with the hall, is more subtle and difficult

neither overly bright nor dark, with very

to explain to the non-musician. Playing in a

quick transient response to all instrumental

good, responsive hall is somewhat like driving agreat automobile: it tracks every attack

and vocal attacks at all volume levels.
The first item listed above, the necessity of
the performers to relate aurally, is probably
the most important. If they cannot comfortably hear one another and maintain precise
ensemble and balance, the resulting lessthan-adequate performance will render fur-

and nuance that the musician creates with
speed and immediacy. Without some resistance to the attack, however, the performer
cannot sense how his sound "loads into the
hall acoustic," and therefore will not be able
to comfortably "open up and play out into

ther acoustical discussions superfluous. It is
also important that the ratio of direct to

the house." The best concert halls always

reflected sound be very high, because the

feel an immediate, active response," while the

"talk to me," letting me "lean into them and

leading edges of vocal and instrumental at-

worst (and there are plenty of those) make me

tacks cannot be together unless the per-

feel like I'm playing outside, and any sound I

formers receive the musical information sur-

produce just vaporizes into thin air.

rounding them in an accurate and consistent
time frame, without varying degrees of delay.
The second item, the importance of hear-

similar to what one should expect of agood
full-range loudspeaker. Just as with audio

ing oneself in proper perspective to the other
musicians, is of greatest importance in large

The fourth, and final, requirement is

components, concert halls have colorations,
resonant frequency suckouts and spikes, and

ensembles with significant distances separa-

overload points. The ideal hall would have a

ting the performers, such as afull orchestra,
band, or chorus. As aprofessional orchestra

completely neutral tonal balance, with an

even frequency response throughout the
musician, buried in the woodwind section, I complete musical spectrum. Every hall has a
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specific set of tonal characteristics which the
performing artist must complement (similar
to matching components within any system),
and most musicians prefer theatres with col-

Carnegie Hall, New York: Then
and Now .. .
Irecently returned from ashort tour with the

orations that enhance the musical perfor-

National Symphony which included two
concerts in the newly renovated Carnegie

mance in aeuphonic sense, to agreater or
lesser degree (analogous to the tube vs solid-

Hall. Although there will undoubtedly be
several editorial comments on the new revi-

state debate?). Ihappen to like halls that have

sions, this will probably be the first from

agreat deal of life and resonance, with clari-

someone who has actually performed there.

ty, immediacy, and visceral presence. (So

As soon as Isat down to warm up before our

that's why Iown Martin-Logan Monoliths!) It
always makes me chuckle when 1meet those
off-the-deep-end audiophiles who use one

first acoustical rehearsal, it was difficult for

or two "well-chosen" recordings to tune

cally. Now that the famous hole in the top of

me to believe that this was the same hall that
Iremembered ...
not only visually, but soni-

their systems, and can't quite figure out why

the ceiling over the stage has been covered

the same conglomeration of equipment

up—created for the filming of the 1946

sounds intolerable on any other program
source. They have not yet discovered that the
halls in which their reference sources were
produced have colorations, and to use the
tonal characteristics of one theatre as the ab-

movie Carnegie Hall—and all Qf the curtains
and other sound-absorbing materials removed,
the previously overly warm, euphonic quality has been replaced by amuch more neutral,

solute (as do some members of the high-

clear, and dynamic sound. The most significant improvement, however, is in the bass: at

fidelity audio press) is not only unrealistic,
but foolish.

thinner and leaner, but are actually more

One of the questions Ifrequently encounter, especially from people interested in
audio, concerns the sonics presented to the

first hearing the low frequencies appear to be
natural, with less mid-bass fatness and more
top-to-bottom spectral coherency.
Playing on the new stage was, for me, an

musician on stage vs those apparent to the
listener in the audience. The immediacy and
visceral presence experienced when sitting in

many of my colleagues did not care for the
new acoustical environment, claiming the

the middle of afull symphony orchestra is ex-

sound to be too hard and honky, Ifound

enlightening and revealing experience. Whereas

citing and impressive, but Idon't think it

it to be extremely honest and revealing. The

gives a very realistic point of view. (Every

textural nuances coming from all of the orch-

audiophile should have the opportunity to

estral choirs were more evident than ever

experience this first hand ...
no subwoofer in
the world can come close.) As suggested by

before, with a sense of transparency that

my previous discussion of desired hall

allowed me to hear every musical line in
proper perspective. Ifelt very comfortable

characteristics, musicians have specific re-

when playing, being able to hear exactly what

quirements that don't necessarily jibe with

my instrument produced, and therefore able

listeners' priorities. Audiophiles, on the other

to color and "bend" my sound to fit each

hand, are often looking for sonic characteristics not necessarily important to performing
musicians. Many of these characteristics are

musical phrase. The presence and "ping" on
attack in Carnegie is superb, and one is able to
sense the resonance projecting into the

not as obvious during live performance in the

house, but without any frequency dependency.

concert hall (due primarily to the gross sonic
exaggerations and manipulations on the part

Furthermore, even in the most aggressive full
orchestral passages, the hall never overloaded,

of the recording industry), but are nevertheless important factors that contribute to

giving the performer the feeling of ease and
equilibrium.

any concert hall's musical appeal. Keeping

There is ahigher ratio of reflected-to-direct

this in mind, Iwould like to examine afew

sound in the renovated Carnegie, and this has
caused some concern and negative reaction

halls (from both sides of the stage) that Ifeel
represent significant positive or negative contributions to the musical world.
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from performers who claim that they cannot
hear one another as well as before. While this
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may be true for some, Imaintain that the
feedback the artist receives from the house is
more honest and accurate, and therefore
more artistically valid. In my opinion, the
new Carnegie is the most neutral-sounding
concert hall presently standing.

Symphony Hall, Boston

Gammage Center for the Per-

forming Arts, Arizona State
University, Tempe, Arizona

Most readers probably haven't heard of this
place, but they should have. Completed in
1964, the Gammage Center is the finest contemporary hall in which Ihave had the opportunity to perform, and may well have the

transducer, but with more colorations and

best mix of superb stage acoustics, tonal
neutrality, and transient response/instrumental attack of any large hall built in the twen-

greater sensitivity to sonic overload. The
stage is a bit small for a full symphony

tieth century. It was designed by Frank Lloyd
Wright, and the consulting acoustician was

Symphony Hall is, like Carnegie, a neutral

orchestra—something made very clear to me
when Igot jabbed with atrombone slide in

Dr. Vern Knudsen. Actually, the Gammage

my back—but when you have the opportunity

Center (which seats 3029) is even better than
Carnegie Hall in its ability to support the

to play in aplace like this, such problems appear trivial. The sound in Symphony Hall is

sound of afull symphony orchestra, and conveys the stage resonance to the audience

more immediate to the audience than in

more successfully than any other hall that I

Carnegie, and the stage feels "tighter" and
less airy in tonal quality to the performer,

have heard. Unfortunately, there have not

resulting in an acoustic favoring alighter style

been any commercial recordings produced in
the Gammage Center; Isay "unfortunately"

of playing. The spectral balance in the house
is tilted slightly upward, so the musician must

because this would be the perfect venue for
recording of works by Mahler and Strauss.

be careful not to play with too much "zing"
and edge to the sound, and the stage
resonance is projected into the house with incredible immediacy and presence, without

Philharmonie, West Berlin

any frequency dependency There is ahigher

Opened in 1963, the Philharmonie (home to
the Berlin Philharmonic) is asuccessful exam-

ratio of direct-to-reflected sound on this

ple of radical contemporary design. In this

stage than at Carnegie, and the performers

hall, the sunken stage is surrounded by the

can hear one another's instrumental attacks
more intimately.

audience, which not only gives the sonics an
open, airy quality, but allows the listeners to

Musikvereinsaal, Vienna

become more intimately involved with the
performers.
From the point of view of the musicians,

The Musikvereinsaal is undoubtedly the most

however, this hall offers mixed blessings. The

colored-sounding hall to be discussed in this
article, but the glow of the sound that comes
off the stage is alluring and captivating.

and dull spots, and aural communication

Although the overall texture is clear and
transparent, the excessive warmth gives

stage is very "spotty," having specific resonant
among the musicians is dependent on the
positions of the individual artists. For example, the strings can clearly hear the winds

everything a complimentary quality that
musicians just love. ..even if it isn't accurate.

(assuming the former are not out at the ex-

At first, the uninitiated performer feels
somewhat isolated (you can really hear

cannot often hear the strings with the same im-

treme edges of the orchestra), but the winds

yourself in this place), and usually tends to

mediacy and clarity.
Even with these shortcomings, the Philhar-

underplay, in order to "feel" the hall and

monie is (in my opinion) one of the world's

mesh with the rest of the ensemble. Iper-

finest concert halls. It is neutral-sounding,

sonally prefer colder, more objective tonal

without any obvious frequency aberrations,

characteristics, but the Musikvereinsaal is

and affords every listener agood seat, both

probably the best example of an intimate, but

sonically and visually. The very wide soundstage projected to the farthest reaches of the

completely musically satisfying concert hall.
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A pre-eminent arm needs aformidable combination of strengths.
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fact drastically improving on all pivoted arms in this regard. Its
design should ensure that resonances are reduced to insignificant
levels. It must be easily adjustable in every way that affects
performance, including VTA, azimuth, and dynamic balance.
The Eminent Technology Tonearm 2achieves all thig. More
important, it extracts the music from the groove, unchanged. But
don't just take our word:
"...A product that transcends subjective preferences to
(potentially) become an objective standard."
—Thomas O. Miiller, The Absolute Sound, Issue 39
"It did not take very long to discover that here was one of
the world's finest-sounding tonearms."
—Hi-Fi News & Record Review, July 1986
"It may have no sonic equal at any price."
—Anthony H. Cordesman, Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 7
The Eminent Technology Tonearm 2. Priced at $850, it is an
air-bearing, straight-line tracking arm in aclass by itself. The
pre-eminent tonearm. Call or write for more information.
EMINENT
TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED
508 Cactus Street
Tallahassee, FL 32304

ANNOUNCING the Eminent Technology LFT-3
loudspeaker, a full-range planar doublet.
Neither electrostatic nor traditional planar
magnetic. the Linear Field Transducer
achieves breathtaking purity of sound without dynamic compression or bass limitations. Priced at S2700 pair. Hear it at select

TEL 904 575-5655

dealers, or write for information.

audience is remarkable, and there is no

is none), there is no feedback from the house

smearing of tonal colors and instrumental at-

(something like playing outside), and the per-

tack. It is unfortunate that most of the com-

formers are placed in an artistically hostile environment for making music. As one of my
colleagues in the NSO stated, "playing in here

mercial recordings produced in the Philharmonie do not do it justice.

Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts Concert Hall,
Washington DC
It is embarrassing to admit that the hall in
which my orchestra (the National Symphony)

has all the warmth and resonance of the city
morgue."
Unfortunately, many halls of recent vintage
share the cold,

harsh,

unmusical sonic

characteristics of the Kennedy Center. Avery
Fisher Hall, alias Philharmonic Hall at the Lin-

is resident is one of the least musically inviting in which I have ever played. The

coln Center, New York, for example, has not

acoustics on the stage are impossible; we can-

Ishould certainly hope that these are not ex-

not hear one another, and if we do, the
visual and aural signals have no relationship

amples of what we should expect in the
future.
I'd like to conclude this article with aquote

to one another. The spectral balance is thin,
with severe peaks in the upper midrange that

our music director and conductor —Antal

various reflections are so overwhelming that

fared much better (even with all its revisions);

from amarvelous musician who was once

cause the hall to "honk" when overloaded

Dorati. After completing our first, depressing,

(which occurs at much too low adynamic

rehearsal in the Kennedy Center Concert

level). There is no real bass response, and in-

Hall, Maestro Dorati put down his baton and

struments such as contrabass, bass drum,

quietly

tuba, and contrabassoon sound washed out
and dull. Furthermore, the sound on the stage

nothing improves the acoustics of ahall quite

gives the false impression of resonance (there

stated,

"Ladies

and

gentlemen,

like agood performance."
Food for thought.

Exciting NEW ideas That work from

innovative audio companies represented by

ARCICI MARKETING COMPANY

ARCICI, INC. Lead Balloon, Iroe Cloud, Quad 8( infinitely adjustable Rigid Riser Speaker Stands.

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, INC. 'Without question,
the NEW REFERENCE tube pre-amp."

DIMENSIONAL OPTICS Revolutionary, award-winning, solid
state amplifiers featuring OPTICAL output devices.

DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC. Class A interconnects, speaker cables, AC filters, electronics
8( acoustic foam.

GRANT AMPLIFIERS from the UK Tube amplifiers offering "a
breakthrough in transparency and resolution."

JS ELECTROSTATICS Exquisite air slide bearing tonearm incredibly priced at only $395

MERLIN INTERNATIONAL "The best sounding cone loudspeakers available, regardless of price"

WRITE OR CALL FOR INFORMATION
—

2067 Broadway, Sude 41, New York, NY 10023
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AUDIO TODAY
Southern California's Most Refreshing
Home Entertainment Center
Presents

conrad.johnson

nnnl
Premier Series

Acoustat
ET Tonearm
Boston Acoustics Fosgate
Conrad Johnson Grado
Hafler
Dahlquist
Kimber
DBX
Luxman
Denon
Kindel
Energy
Magnat
ESB

Magnum
Magnasphere
Meitner
Mission
M &K
Motif
Perreaux
Pioneer Video

PS. Audio
Sonographe
Sony ES
Spica
VPI
Yamaha

•

714 891 7575
14306 Beach Blvd. Westminster, CA 92683
Showroom hours: M-F 12 to 7:30 Sat 11 to 6:30
Established since 1978

THE EDITOR
AT THE SHOW

greel#7.11

J. Gordon Holt
reports from
the Summer CES

Two new technologies shared the spotlight at

Despite the splashy launch, there seems to

the Summer CES in June: CD-Video and R-DAT.

be very little material available as yet in CD-

A CD-Video is, as you might expect, aCompact Disc with video added. The disc looks ex-

Video format. Several hundred jewel boxes
with CD-Video titles were on display, but Iwas

actly like aconventional CD, except that the

told by one exhibitor that the discs in most of

shiny surface is gold rather than silver, so that

those boxes were dummies. And Iam not at

you can distinguish it from aplain, ordinary,

all certain that CD-Video has much relevance

music-only CD—unless you have some Mobile

for the high-end audio buff anyway. The for-

Fidelity Sound Lab Ultradisc CDs, which also
are gold. (There's always gotta be arebel!) And

mat is aimed unabashedly at the lucrative
teenage market rather than at the mature audio-

instead of up to 73 minutes-odd of state-of-

phile, and record producers have alongstand-

the-art stereo music, each CD-Video disc of-

ing tradition of scorning every aspect of the

fers a5-minute MTV-style music video plus

teenage market except its easily accessed

20 minutes of audio alone The audio is digital-

shekels. Regardless of CD-Video's potential,

ly encoded stereo, exactly as on aconventional

Iwill be surprised if the sound quality on most
of them is anything better than very mediocre

CD; the video has the potential quality of a
conventional laser-optical video (LV) disc.

But Ican only say Iam more than pleased to

Beyond that, the distinction between CD-

note—if we may judge by the (dummy?) 12"

Video and ordinary LaserVision software is

albums on display—that CD-Video is going to

blurred, because CD-Video's promoters are

bring us awealth of what looks like very in-

also applying that term to what used to be

teresting classical LVs from such music mills
as Polygram, A&M, Island, CBS, MCA, Capitol,

called LV Singles-8" LVs of pop music videos
—and to any 12 "LVs with musical material on
them, including classical operas, ballets, and

Chrysalis, and the Warner group. Other listed
participants include Disney, MGM/UA, LDC

symphonic performances.
Irefuse to go along with this. As far as I'm

America (Pioneer's LV division), 'mer Bros.,

concerned, LaserVision is the correct term for
any video disc with
center hole regardless

If all this CD-Video hullabaloo accomplishes
nothing else, it will a.Ileast help to popularize

of what is recorded on it, while aCD-Video

the shamefully neglected LaserVision disc in

is aCD with video on it. That makes sense,

the US.

doesn't it? Of course it does. The industry's
proposed terminology just invites chaos.
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Embassy, Paramount and Columbia Pictures.

DAT, on the other hand, is far more relevant.
An R-DAT recorder is eça-ntially aminiaturized
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Power Amplifiers
and Pre-Amplifiers
Excellent music reproduction.
Designed for reliability.
Yet affordably priced.

EK)
COMPONENTS. LTD

Orchard Park
New York 14127
U.S.A.
1-800-543-5252
(N.Y. (716)822-8488)

...remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype. When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance'? Well ..
that's even more remarkable.
AIM. ®

Ur 1I
music ...above all.
In the US AudioStream Corporation, Box 1099, Buffalo, NY 14210
In Canada Paradigm Electronics Inc. 4141 Weston Rd #5, Weston, ON M9L 2S8
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videocassette machine, which records data on
diagonal "stripes" along ah
1-inch-wide cassette tape. Each stripe-1/10 the thickness of
ahuman hair—can store 61 kbits/inch of data,
resulting in amind-boggling storage density

presenting the buyer with an incompatible
choice (shades of quadraphonic!) when they
wanted him or her to see an inexorable revolution. That concern has now passed. CD's
public acceptance is no longer in question.

of around 1.2 Gigabytes of audio and subcode

Of much greater concern to DAT's promoters

data on a120-minute cassette two-thirds the
size of acompact audio cassette.

has been the almost-paranoid reaction of the

Besides the audio material, there is room for

American music and recording industries,
which see DAT as the ultimate nemesis of

data pertaining to stripe (frame) number, selec-

copyright. They don't want arecording system

tion number, elapsed time, and tape-to-head

this good coming into the US, and have been

synchronism, with room left over for addi-

trying their best to legislate it out of existence.

tional special-requirement data such as time
codes for motion-picture production. , The

To date, they have failed, and time may now

recorder can thus be programmed on replay

have run out for them (see "As We See It" on
p.5). R-DAT is ready to go, and there doesn't

in much the same manner as aCD player. The

appear to be much chance of stopping it now.

system can produce perfect digital-to-digital

At the Chicago CES, working DAT units

copies, and can be used for the kind of pre-

were being demoed by Casio (no model num-

programmed fully-automated editing that has
hitherto been possible only with professional

Kardon (Citation 26, $1500), Hitachi (DAT-

systems costing around $100,000 or more. In

9000, no price), JVC (XD-Z1100, no price),

fact, DAT developer Sony has been touting the

Luxman (KD-117, $1300), Marantz (DT-84,

new system's professional applications over its

$2000), Mitsubishi (an in-dash auto unit, no

ber, between $1000 and $1300), Harman-

consumer use, but the realization of this has

model number or price), Onkyo (DT-2000,

fallen somewhat short of the promise, because
all current DAT machines have been deliberate-

$1800), Sharp (RX-X100, no price), Sony

ly rendered incapable of recording at the CD's

(DTC-1000es, no price) and Technics (SVD1000, no price).?

44.1kHz sampling rate. This is ostensibly to

All the quoted prices were "tentative," large-

prevent D-to-D copying of CDs, but it also

ly because of the very unstable dollar/yen

means that, for CD mastering, a DAT tape

situation, and of all the DAT exhibitors, only

would need to go through abit converter,
which can degrade signal quality almost as

Marantz would commit itself to aUS delivery

much as back-to-back D/A-A/D conversion.

date (October '87). The others either had no
official target date, or cited a vague "next

DAT appears, therefore, to be neither fish nor

Spring" or some such. Onkyo, however, in-

fowl. Its recording quality will represent

dicated it would not allow Marantz to have the

ludicrous overkill for the person who just

marketplace all to itself. Denon evinced no in-

wants to copy commercial recordings for use
in his car, and it is compromised for the pro-

terest in DAT, claiming there did not appear to

fessional user who could take full advantage

be any consumer demand for it. Ifelt that was
abrilliantly astute observation (but Iwondered

of its fidelity capabilities.

how much demand there was for CD before

This is the third CES at which working DAT

it was launched).

units have been demoed; although the system

Already, industry scuttlebutt has it that the

was introduced in Japan this Spring, its US

DAT players sound better than CD players. This

release date is still—as Iwrite this—four
months in the future. Why this uncharacteristic

is interesting, in light of the continued use of
CD's "Perfect Sound Forever" slogan, so Iwill

Japanese reluctance to unleash an exciting new

refer you to Martin Colloms's report on the

technology? Because there has been alot of

Sony DTC-1000es in this issue.

industry pressure for DAT's promoters to hold
off. The CD people have been afraid DAT
would hinder consumer acceptance of CD by
IThe Society of Motion and Television Picture Engineers' time
code allows filin or video sound to be keyed to picture frames
by minutes, seconds, and frames,
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2Altai announced an R-DAT player some months ago, but the
company has since become the first casualty of the Japanese/American trade war BM°, Ronnie! Now, if you can just
topple some more Japanese giants, we can all go back to good
ol' Amurrican apple-pie products with their legendary
reliability and cost effectiveness' That's called afree market.
right ,
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"
audio system
in creating music

rea

bialle'iW ailed amplftyde Clemitot
in its original acoustic environ acartridge, preamp, or-amplifier
— Bruce Brisson, Designer
Music Interface Technologies

Portland Symphony Orchestra, Bruce Ranges Conducting, Portland, Maine.

Correct Phase is Everything to Music
Phase Correct Audio Cable Comes from
MIT is the only audio cable company to have access to the full
benefits of Bruce Brisson's technologies—Van-Lay Construction
and Time Matrix Termination. These technologies guarantee phase
correctness in the most critical applications. Phase correctness is
the most essential ingredient for neutral tonal balance, a threedimensional soundstage, and focus.
MITMH-750.MITMH-650•MITMI-330•Spectral/MITMI-500
MIT MH-750, MH-650, MI-330, and Spectral/MIT MI-500 have set
the musical standards by which all audio cables are judged. Time
Matrix Termination corrects phase nonlinearities at three points
across the audio band. Because they have low TIM distortion, MIT
cables are able to transfer the music with unequaled clarity and low
level information.
MIT MH-750 Shotgun • MIT MI-330 Shotgun
Spectral/MIT MI-500 Shotgun
MIT's new series of cables incorporates the same technologies as
MIT MH-750, MI-330, and Spectral/MIT MI-500, but the more
elaborate Time Matrix Termination of the Shotgun Series corrects
phase nonlinearities at six points across the audio band resulting in
a more life-like soundstage and greater dynamic range. In the
Shotguns, TIM distortion has been reduced to even lower levels.
For More Information and a Local Dealer
Transparent Audio Marketing • RI 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553
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Tmusic Interface Technologies

PC-2 INTERCONNECT CABLE PC

ARED

SQU

PC-18 SPEAKER CABLE

CORRECT PHASE IS EVERYTHING TO MUSIC...
•
.. PHASE CORRECT CABLE

COME S FROM / 14 .
T

ten yea rs ago th
Bruce Brisson ofatMusic
it tak es
Interface
more than
Technol
a straigiehs
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transfer an actual

musical

signal accurately.
wire to

PC-SQUARED is anew pha se correct, moderately priced cable
from MIT PC -SQUARE D employs equal am ounts of polypropylene and copper in apate nt pending configuration that insure s
phase correctness. This new con struction technique is call ed
Unifield Construction. Because eddy effects are greatly reduced
in PC-SQUARED, all frequen cies arrive at the output ofthe cable
at the same time. The result is cl ean highs in anatural balance
w ith

other frequencies and outstanding imaging and focus.

For More Information and a Local Dealer

Transparent Audio
Rt. 202, Box

11

7 • Holl

M ME
arketing
04 042

(207 )929-4553

THE MUSICIAN
AT THE SHOW
Lewis Lipnick reports
from the summer CES
When Ifirst mentioned that Iwould be covering the musical aspects of the 1987 Summer
CES for Stereophile to a few friends in the
high-end audio retail community, they all exhibited basically the same reaction: skepticism.
After recovering from the initial shock of my
seemingly preposterous statement, each one,
to aman, said "what music?" One even suggested that Ispend my time at the show
searching for the lost chord, possibly finding
it buried somewhere inside the bowels of an
amplifier chassis.
Having attended several CESs myself, I
would agree that the physical situation
presented to the exhibitors is certainly not
ideal. But some manufacturers do care enough
to rise above the masses, make the best of adifficult situation, and actually produce some
damned good music It is true that those picky
few who obtain the prime spaces have a
definite sonic advantage (something like "he
who has the biggest room wins"), therefore
precluding the listeners from making any conclusive judgments as to the merits (or lack of
same) of displayed products. In spite of this,
Iwas able to successfully uncover enough interesting musical sounds and ideas to satisfy
the most ardent skeptic.
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This is the first time (to my knowledge) that

manufacturers might take issue with this

aregularly performing professional musician

assessment, claiming that their only aim is to

has filed areport on CES in the high-end audio
press. The point of view that Itake will undoubtedly be considerably different from any-

ment, the fact remains that any product
designed by one or two people is going to

reproduce music without any editorial com-

thing previously written, hopefully unearthing

reflect their personal biases. This is by no

some heretofore neglected aspects of the

means a negative situation; it affords the

show. While Martin Colloms will be discussing

audiophile amuch more varied and colorful

technical aspects and trends (being much more

choice than the bland cardboard so often turn-

qualified in this area than yours truly), Ihave
decided to report on what Iheard from a

ed out by the mid -fi market.
With all of the above in mind, Idecided to

purely musically critical viewpoint; not only

tackle CES from arather novel point of view:

from the products themselves, but also from

listen to the product first, then discuss musical

the designers of those products.
Untortunately, Ihad only ashort two days
in which to cover the show, since the ag-

manufacturer, avoiding any unnecessary allu-

gressive schedule of the National Symphony
Orchestra prevented me from staying any
longer. (I actually had to take one rehearsal off
with personal leave. ..
something that went
over with the Symphony Management like a
lead balloon.) This severe time limitation
prevented me from seeing and hearing some

preferences and design philosophies with the
sions to the technical aspects of the product.
Ifelt that, if Icould successfully gain an insight
into a manufacturer's musical goals, the
resulting information might help illuminate
and explain the sonic trademarks of his
products.
The results of my endeavors were quite interesting and, Ithink, actually revolutionary.

of the products, and speaking with all of the

Not being an established member of the

people Iwould have liked. Itried to visit all ac-

audio press, Iexpected acold shoulder from

tive displays twice, in order to assure that my

the "heavies" in the high end. When Iin-

first and second impressions were consistent
(it's amazing how time of day and personal

troduced myself as aprofessional symphony
musician covering CES for Stereophile from

disposition can color one's listening acuity).

a musician's point of view, almost every

Most of my time was spent with the high-end

manufacturer was visibly intrigued by my

products and manufacturers in the Americana

novel approach, making some sort of declara-

Congress Hotel, with shorter visits to the

tion indicating that "it was about time." Some

Blackstone and McCormick Hotels to see and

appeared to be caught off guard at first, probably not being used to talking audio to a

hear particular products and people.
The high-end audio world is distinguished

musician, but after Iproved that my mission

from the jungle of mid -fi in more ways than

was only in the interest of musical reproduc-

the obvious tangible differences. Most of the

tion, they felt more at ease.

better equipment generally accepted to be in-

Iarrived on the second day of the show (I

cluded in the elite group of high-end is
manufactured by relatively small enterprises

had a concert in Washington the previous
evening), and after dealing somewhat unsuc-

controlled by one or two strong-willed in-

cessfully with O'Hare Airport and aclerk at

dividuals who have invested agreat deal of

the hotel who insisted that Idid not exist

economic and emotional resources in their

(you've heard of the Incredible Flutist; how

products. As amusician and performing artist,

about the Invisible Contrabassoonist?), pro-

Ican personally relate to the ego and personality extension that many of these manufacturers

ceeded to the Americana Congress.
My first stop was at the Krell exhibit. As I

seem to display through their work. When

expected, Dan D'Agostino was using his KRS

purchasing aquality piece of equipment, the

balanced preamp and reference mono power

audiophile is getting much more than just a

amps driving Apogee Duetta Ils. Ifound the

well-made piece of machinery; he is also buy-

sound to be superb, very much like what I

ing apiece of sweat and blood from someone
who has definite ideas on just how music

heard last summer, but somewhat more
recessed and less focused than Irecalled. A

should be perceived by alistener. While many

recording of asmall jazz combo was being
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an uncompromising parrs compiemem

The INSIDE of the Boulder 500 assures
you the greatest possible sonic accuracy.
While the outside of the Boulder 500
may get your attention first, the inside will
leave alasting impression.
The Boulder 500 power amplifier's
circuit design provides the sonic clarity you
have been waiting for.
From the twenty-eight metal output
transistors rated at 250 Watts each, to the
important resistors and PC boards, no
scrimping on component quality or count
was allowed when the circuit requirements
called for better.
The true toroidal power transformer
and oversize filter capacitors provide the
energy required for every musical nuance,
especially bass notes.
Using two stages allows the first to
provide the needed voltage gain, while the

second stage concentrates its effort in
supplying the needed current.
And since it is aDC coupled amplifier,
blocking capacitors in the audio path are
eliminated. There's no capacitor like no
capacitor!
The uncompromised sonic clarity,
electronic durability, and mechanical
construction ensures that the Boulder 500
will be awise investment for years to come.
To further view the inside of the
Boulder 500, and to discover its elegant
looks, call or write for acolor brochure
today.
The Boulder 500 power amplifier delivers 150 Watts
stereo or 500 Watts mono into 8 Ohms. $2875
suggested list price. Price of the Boulder Modular
Preamplifier System varies with each module.

Boulder Amplifiers
4850 STERLING DRIVE /BOULDER. COLORADO 80301 /303-449-8220
TELEX 6503085376 MCI UW

played, and Icouldn't quite get comfortable

knew, within about aminute, that the Cleve-

with the performance; it seemed to suffer

land Orchestra was performing. The ensem-

from an overly commercial, coagulated
sound. On my second visit to Krell the next
day, the same music was being played, and

from this orchestra, nor was the intonation
up to the usual standard, but the unique tonal

the same compressed quality of sound was
evident (since this was the basic electronics

ble was not as perfect as one would expect

characteristics of the first bassoon (George

setup that was being used at the Apogee ex-

Goslee), first oboe (John Mack), and first
trumpet (Bernard Adelstein) came through in

hibit, Iconcluded that the program material
was undoubtedly acontributing factor). Even

overall spectral balance of the Divas was on

with the less-than-perfect program material,
the "Krell sound" came through: transparent,
liquid, and musically involving (there's no
secret

that

musicians

love

this

equip-

ment ...
if only vicariously). Dan appeared to
be preoccupied, and did not wish to talk
about his musical predispositions and design
philosophies at the time. Although Ifelt that
the musical ideas from this important manufacturer would be enlightening, Irespected his
feelings, and departed.

anatural and unmistakable way. Although the
the bright side of neutral, this didn't seem to
detract from their totally musical presentation.
When Ifirst sat down to speak with Jason
after the demo, the fact that 1was able to
positively identify the Scbeberazade ensemble through his speakers elicited apositive
and incredulous reaction. Iasked him if, had
he to choose only one, he would go for tonal
accuracy, soundstage dimensionality, or dynamic impact in loudspeaker design. His answer

one of the high points of the show. Jason

of tonal accuracy was certainly consistent
with what Ihad heard, and he continued to
explain that he did not care for an "overly

Bloom was demonstrating his newest baby,

bright and crisp" tonal balance. He further

the Diva full-range ribbon speakers ($7000/

mentioned that the proper representation of

The Apogee exhibit, my next stop, was

pair). These were being driven by an all-Krell

tonal decay, as well as attack, is essential, as is

system (KRS-1 balanced preamp and 200W
mono Reference amps), and they sounded
spectacularly good. As Jason went through

the

necessity

to capture

the

particular

characteristics of the hall in which the recording was made (which he termed "the flavor

his musical selections, Icouldn't help but

of the room"). Although he likes to listen to full

think that this was a musician's stereo
system ...
Icould detect almost no system col-

symphonic works, he prefers to listen to chamber music at home, because of the difficulty
in credibly portraying a full symphony or-

orations, and the quality of sound changed
drastically with the various recordings—
not in anegative sense, but in an informative

chestra in the living room. When Isuggested
that the tonal balance of his speakers ap-

one. Ilistened to the Divas for about 25

proached the sonics of Boston's Symphony

minutes without any fatigue or other unplea-

Hall (immediate and somewhat bright), he

sant side effects. After my visit to this suite, I
had an enlightening discussion with Leo

refused to admit that he used that sound as a
model, but mentioned that he does often at-

Spiegel, Apogee's design engineer. Most of

tend concerts there. Interesting ...

the information he supplied me with centered

My next stop was Audio Research, an en-

around the technical aspects of the product,

tirely different perspective. Bill Johnson was

and he suggested that Ispeak with Jason

utilizing the new Infinity IRS Beta speaker

(otherwise occupied at the time), since all

system with an SP-11 preamp and M300

tonal qualities attributed to the speakers were

amps. I'm not sure whether to blame the electronics or the speakers (although I've heard
Audio Research in other situations sound

directly linked to Jason's personal musical
tastes.
When Ireturned the following day, Iheard

much more neutral), but the sound was much

something that convinced me that these

too glassy and bright for my tastes, to the

speakers were incredible music transducers.

point of distraction. I'm led to believe that
the speakers were the cause of the problem,

When Jason played the final movement of
Rimsky Korsakov's Scbeberazade (without
any mention of the performing ensemble), I
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since the tonal balance between source
material (vinyl vs. open-reel tape) was prac-
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Class

Class A... Class 1A... Class 1... for the last 3 years, each new
Counterpoint product has won aprestigious award. From ICES. IAR.
Stereophile Most recently, our SA-20 Power Amplifier won Japan's 1986
Component of the Year award... not bad for an American-designed,
engineered and manufactured product.

SA-4 AMPLIFIER
POWER

Stereophile,
1986 Class A Rating

Absolute sonic purity. Direct-Coupled
tube output. Impeccable stereo imaging.
The listener's amplifer.
CALL FOR DETAILS:
from CA

800-247-6468
(619) 453-9090

[gCOUNTERPOINT
Dept. C., PO. Box 12294, La Jolla, CA 92037

some other full-range speaker systems at Bill
Johnson's exhibit in addition to the IRS Beta.
When Iwas finally able to corner Johnson
(a very busy man), I discovered that his
musical goals are consistent with what 1have
heard through his equipment. His first priority
is the correct recreation of dynamic attack
and weight, without any strain or constriction,
and with tonal accuracy taking second place.
He mentioned that he wouldn't mind hearing
aSteinway piano sound more like aYamaha,
as long as the dynamic contrasts were accurately reproduced. This is an intriguing point
of view, because, as musicians know, accurate
tonal reproduction is directly linked to the
correct representation of instrumental and
vocal weight and attack, along with other
things. Ipersonally consider tonal accuracy
Infinity's new biamped IRS Beta, priced "less than $10.000'•

to be of foremost importance, but would
readily admit that many products that get this

tically identical. Soundstaging and imaging
was definitely frequency-dependent, with
instruments "wandering" laterally and vert-

right sacrifice correct dynamic expansion,
thereby not allowing the music to "explode
out into space" as it does in the concert hall.

ically.
For example, in Reference Recording's performance of Copland's Appalachian Spring,
the bassoon changed position within the
four-note motive "A-A-F#-A" (moving forward in the resonant "A," backward and
downward for the less resonant "F#"), and
the clarinet moved backward and lost focus
over the "break" and normally less-resonant
throat tones. Icould not easily discern the
quality difference between the first violin and
viola (something that should be very obvious),
and the cello and bass appeared to be in adifferent plane altogether from the rest of the
ensemble. Additionally, the sound was not
only excessively bright, but the center of pitch
of all instrumental voices seemed to ride above
the resonant envelope, creating the illusion of
the musicians playing very sharp without them
actually doing so.
Idid not hear these aberrations on other
systems at the show with the same recording
(Copland was "in" this year), except at the Infinity suite at McCormick Inn, where Iheard
different music but the same basic sonic signature (although less brittle and glassy). The

Synthesis Reference speaker system: four boxes

other exhibitors using Audio Research equipment at the show (other than Infinity) did not

Conrad-Johnson was showing several

seem to suffer from the same overly bright

new pieces, such as a new C-J CD player,

presentation. It would have been nice to hear

Sonographe electronics, and the four-piece
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An Analog Revolution

WELL TEMPERED TABLE •WELL TEMPERED
ARM •VAN DEN HUI_
MC-10
It's arevolution because there is now no need to spend $3000 to $15000 on an
analog playback system that clearly outperforms the best CD players. Celebrate
analog with a Well Tempered Table, Well Tempered Arm, and Van Den Hui'
MC-10 for less than $2200.
For alocal dealer call or write.
• Rt. 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553

Transparent Audio Marketing

CHESKY Records
An Analogue Historical First
THE REINER RECORDINGS OFF THE
ORIGINAL 3 TRACK MASTERS ARE IN It
CR4 Scheherazade: Reiner /Chicago Symphony.
1p only $14.98
CRS The Pines 8 Fountains of Rome: Reiner /CSO
Lp only $14.98

PEREoRmANCE ENHANCED Eat LEVINSON. KRELL.
ROLAND RESEARCH. MERIDIAN. ACOUSTAT. CKIACL STAX.
MARTIN LOGAN CELLO. CONVERGENCE AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY ETC

OTHER RELEASES Records 8. Compact Discs
CR IBerlioz: Symphonie Fantastique: The Royal
Philharmoric, Massimo Frew°, Conductor.
Lp only S12.98
CR2 Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto No. 2: Earl
Wild, Pianist, The Royal Philharmonic, lascha
Horenstein, Conductor. Lp $12.98. Compact
Disc (CD2) with "Isle of the Dead" added
S16.98
CR3 Sibelius: Symphony No. 2: The Royal
Philharmonic, Sir John Barbirolli, Conductor.
Lp. S12.98. Compact Disc (CD3) $16.98.
Available in fine audio and record stores or direct
mail order.
Send check or money order plus S2.00 postage and
handling (add 81
/
4% tax in New York State)
Send to

Chesky Records
P.O. Box 1268
Radio City Station
New York, New York 10101

LOOK FOR OUR NEW P L AT INUM
INTERCONNECT CABLES AND SPEAKER CABLES
DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.
3254 FFTH ST.. OCEMS1Cf... N.Y 11572 (516) 764-1121
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AUDIO CABLES
ELECTRONICS AND SOUNDSORBER PANELS
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Dealer inquiries invited

1,2
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Synthesis Reference loudspeaker system
($6800). Using their flagship Premier Seven

even though their booth was like the Carnegie

preamp and mono Premier Five amps, the
sound through the new reference speaker
system was musical and spectrally well

Deli at lunchtime. Bill Baxter (Marketing
Analyst for Telarc, and bass trombonist of the
Akron Symphony) and Ihad an in-depth con-

people at 'Iblarc to be cordial and informative,

balanced, with believable soundstaging and

versation concerning the qualitative differ-

excellent subwoofer integration. The real at-

ces of Telarc's new recordings utilizing Tony
Faulkner's redone Sony digital tape machine,

traction here, however, was the master tape of
Andrew Litton's latest efforts: aspectacularly

chestration), and Song Books, with the RPO,

as well as some of the musical points Idiscussed
in my Stereopbile article on recording (Vol.10
No.1).
Across the street at McCormick Inn, B&W

conducted by Mr. Litton, who also appeared

was introducing some new speakers to

good performance of George Gershwin's
Rhapsody in Blue (with original jazz band or-

as piano soloist. What made this occasion so
special was the fact that this particular com-

launch their own US distribution company.

mercial recording was funded by Conrad-

The Concept 90 Matrix Mini two-way and
Matrix Mini-Tower three-way systems were

Johnson, who have, by making this important

being offered as what I perceived to be

gesture, put their money where their mouth

"domestic alternatives" to larger systems, but

is (this should be an example for other
manufacturers, who pay lip service to their

without the complete sacrifice of sonic virtues. The real news here, however, was the

support for the arts and musical commitment).
Although Conrad-Johnson had no artistic
input into this project, and are not using it as
avehicle to sell their equipment, Ithink the
Gershwin tape gives a good indication of
their musical goals. Unfortunately, Lew and
Bill were unavailable for interview during my
visits.
Across the hall from C-J, Bob Fulton was
showing off his Symphony loudspeakers
with some of his own tapes of various instrumental groups. Using aNakamichi cassette deck, the reproduced fidelity may not
have been up to present-day standard, but it
was adequate for me to identify Thomas
Stacey's (English hornist in the New York
Philharmonic) solo playing. The Symphony
speakers reminded me abit of the old large
Bozak Systems: musically accurate, but abit
on the honky side. Bob and Idiscussed the
attributes of the minimalist (two) microphone
technique he employs, and the generally
dismal state of recordings in the commercial
world.
At this point, Ibit the bullet and made the

BM Matrix 801 Series 2: 19Hz extension

debut of the redone Matrix 801 Series 2

obligatory pilgrimage to the McCormick

speaker. Almost every recording session that

Center "zoo." Carefully navigating across the

Ihave participated in within the past five

main floor, Isaw afew examples of the new

years has used the 801 speakers as monitors.

DAT hardware (couldn't hear anything valid

While I've liked their sound (when placed up

through the general din), but was unable to get
astraight answer from any of the exhibitors as
to release dates or realistic expectations of
prices. Down in the lower level, Ifound the
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on stands and driven by adequate solid-state
amplification), they always seemed abit "tubby"
in the low end and discontinuous throughout
the midrange and highs.
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Tie

BEDS.

PHILOSOPHY

For years, audio component manufacturers have been
trying to achieve a perfect power amplifier. Most of them
fell short of their goals due to compromise. In today's
world of audio Bedini is totally committed to provide the
audiophile with the ultimate power amplifier. All Bedini
products are handcrafted with painstaking care and are
subject to rigorous quality control. The people at Bedini
have only one goal. To bring you the finest products that
only skill, care and time can produce

ENRICHED OUTPUT TRANSISTOR5 m
BEDINI Model 1501150 MK II

•

L

edan

The TO3 transistor cases have been ground open by hand
and filled with a proprietary crystaline solution which stops
ultrasonic ringing and improves switching speed. The transistors are then critically matched to provide the smoothest
sound possible in Class AB amplifier design.
For Further Information Please Contact:
MIKE FISHMAN

cío ROYAL SALES, INC.

600 W. Broadway, Suite 100 • Glendale, CA 91204

8181502-4166
TERRITORIES AVAILABLE •DEALER AND REP INQUIRIES INVITED
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From what Iheard at two relatively short

into account that the entire system Iwas listen-

demonstrations, the new Matrix 801 is aclear

ing to costs less than 5000 bucks retail, Ithink

shift (for the better) in B&W's design
philosophy, presenting amuch more dynamic, clean, and less colored sound than

most "music for dollar" at the show.

before. The icing on the cake is that the
designers have extended the two frequency
extremes by afull octave in each direction.
Musicians generally like the harmonic accuracy
of B&W speakers (even if some audiophiles
find them boring), and Iwished I'd had more
time to audition the new 801s thoroughly. At
the press introduction, John Bowers explained

it would be safe to say that this represented the
As Iwould have expected, Tony's ideas of
correct music reproduction include anatural
perspective without any artificially induced
clarity in the upper octaves. He also felt that
most people listen to classical music at much
too high alevel for realistic reproduction (one
of my pet peeves). Those audio fanatics who
want to be bombarded by jet planes, earthquakes, thunderstorms, and even atomic

the new computer-aided design that has en-

bombs would probably not like the Kiner-

abled his company to accurately predict the
performance of adrive-unit without actually

getics sound, but if they're searching for

having to build aprototype. While Igenerally
don't believe that it is possible to build any

music, here is an oasis.
In conclusion, Iwould have to say that I

piece of audio equipment on theoretical design, it seems to have worked magnificently
for B&W.
When Ilater spoke with Mr. Bowers, he was
very careful to point out that he believes an accurate loudspeaker should only reproduce
what is put into it, good or bad. He went on
to say that the only way to determine if this is
really happening is to ask the performers involved in the recording to judge the accuracy
of playback through the transducers. He accepts the fact that recordings are definitely not
the same as live performances, and that true
monitor speakers must remain faithful to the
perspective created by the engineer, musically
valid or not. We had amarvelous conversation

The spirit of CES: aguitar from Unisynth made to sound
like asynthesizer that lacks legato playing

about the professional music world in London

heard more valid musical reproduction at this

(we know several of the same players), and I

show than at any previous. Icertainly heard
my share of downright unmusical sound

was left with the impression that the man who
shapes the artistic directions of B&W would
rather hear music than an impressive hi-fi.
By the end of the second day, Iwas ready
for aplace to relax and listen to music Ifound
it at the Kinergetics suite. Tony Di Chiro was

equipment, and less than adequate recorded
musical performance, but on balance, Iwas
not disappointed. There seemed to be less
synthesized music (Flim & The BBs?) and

demonstrating his new 16-bit, oversampling

more introspective types of program material
(Appalachian Spring, Vivaldi Four Seasons,

CD player (KCD-30) with his 75Wpc class-A

etc), with what appealed to be atrend toward

amp (KBA-75), and apair of Spica TC-50s,

believable reproduction. There were, of course,

along with a pair of his BSC SW100 subwoofers. Pure musicality is the only way Ican

those manufacturers who obviously had the
need to bombard the listener with outrage-

adequately describe what Iheard: no sensa-

ously unmusical effects, but they were in the

tion of electronics or speakers, with believable

minority. Ithink that someone should hire

souncistaging and tonal accuracy. Bernard
Haitink's CD of Shostakovich's Symphony 15

the Chicago Symphony to perform aconcert

had all the weight and depth of the Concertgebouw Orchestra and Hall. When one takes
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for CES, so we might all be able to recalibrate
our ears; and if that program source doesn't
sound right .
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Authorized New
ADS, Alphason Turntables and Arms. Athena, Audible Illusions. Audio Quest, BEL, B&K, Berning,
Boston Acoustics, Celestion. Chicago Stands. Conrad Johnson. Counterpoint, Dahlquist, DBX, Dual,
Dynavector, Eminent Technology Speakers and Arms. Fostex, Grado, Hafler, Janis, Kinergetics,
Klyne, Kyocera, Lazarus, Meitner, Mod Squad Components and Accessories, Monster Cable. MIT
Most mare credit cards accepted

704 Broadway, 3rd Floor (North of 4th St. near Tower Records)
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Dealers for
Music Fidelity, NEC. Ortofon, Parasound. Proton, PS Audio, Quad, Ram Tubes, Revox, Rogers, Rowland
Research, Shure, Sonographe, Soundlab, Spectrum. Spendor, Spica, Stax, Straightwire, Superphon,
Sumiko, Synthesis, Systemdek. Talisman, Threshold, Tip Toes, Van Den Hul, VPI, Well Tempered, etc

687-A B'way (btwn. 3rd & 4th St. opp. Tower Records) NYC 10012

THE ENGINEER
AT THE SHOW
Martin Colloms reports
from the summer CES
Stereopbile commissioned me to assess the
CES with an ear and mind fresh from an
eight-year absence from the show. With little
knowledge of recent shows apart from that
gleaned from published reports, Iwas able to
view the presentations as avirtual newcomer
to the US scene. New products were of obvious interest, but Idid not deliberately seek
out hot product news or extract promises
from manufacturers for the supply of early
review samples. Many of the exhibits familiar
to me as promised designs and prototypes
from earlier reports were available here and
now as finished products ready for demonstration and sale. The status of ademonstration, however, should not rely on asingle
special product, but on the completeness of
aproduct line. It can take years for such aline
to evolve; in many cases, my show judgment
and opinion were based on that longer view
of development and product innovation.
Thanks to Stereopbile's invitation, Ihad the
opportunity to meet many industry figures
and exchange views on design and reviewing,
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the skill in system alignment shown by the
exhibitor, are all major variables. Given these
factors, the following opinions should be
considered as indicators of future promise.
Given also the small scale of the UK market
and the relatively modest presence of US
audio in Britain, Isaw anumber of brands for
the first time at the CES; accordingly, Iwill
report on these as if they were also new to the
US market.
Arisions $850 RD-40; US distribution is now by Milton
Acoustics, Paramus Plaza IV, 12 Route 17 N, Suite 309,
Paramus, NJ 07652. Tel: (201)845-9265

many of these discussions lasting several
hours. This helped to provide much of the

Amplifiers
The demonstration aspects first: Audio
Research Corporation did not impress with
their SP-11/M300s combination driving anew
Infinity loudspeaker, the IRS Beta. Whether

basis for my present discussion of design

due to room acoustics or system difficulties,

trends. Ishould like to thank the staff of

the sound lacked coherence It had good middepth but a"bitty" treble. Krell was rather

Stereopbile, as well as all the following people, noting that this list is not comprehensive

more successful in their own room, using the

or ranked in order of importance: Dan
D'Agostino (Krell), Jeff Rowland (Rowland

small Reference power amplifier and balanced
KRS preamplifier to drive the latest version of

Research), Jim Thiel (Thiel), John Curl (con-

the Duetta (which has improved treble exten-

sultant/Lineage), Jim Strickland (Acoustat),

sion compared with the sample Ireviewed for

Tom Colangelo (Cello), The Audio Cheapskate

Stereopbile in Von() No.1). This system pro-

and Dick Olsher (Stereopbile); Richard Fryer
(Spectral), Peter Suchy (Clear Audio), AJ van

vided real musical drama from an Air Tangent
parallel-tracking tonearm fitted to anew US

den Hul; Bruce Brisson (MIT), Bill Johnson

turntable, the superbly crafted Debut from

(Audio Research), Leo Spiegel (Apogee), David
Wilson (consultant/Wilson Audio), Michel

vided solid support for Apogee's presentation

Reverchon (Goldmund), Doug Sax (Sheffield

of their new Diva loudspeaker.

Lab), and Len Feldman, David Clark, and David

Rowland Research also set ahigh standard with their Coherence One preamplifier

Helen
Ihope that readers and manufacturers alike

Basis. Krell Reference series amplifiers also pro-

and Model 5stereo power amp, demonstrated

appreciate the difficulties of achieving and

via the musically appealing Wilson Watts.

assessing reasonable sound under trying show

Kinergetics amplifiers cannot be neglected,
instrumental as they were in an effective com-

conditions. Given the American habits of talking through the demonstration, company staff

pany demonstration described later in the CD

competing with the music in order to carry

section. Imention Mirror Image only for

out discussions with other visitors, and noise

the poor impression given. Icould not really

from adjacent exhibitors, listening conditions
were far from ideal. As the show, like aparty,

fault the system—Magneplanar lympani IV,

got into its swing, volume levels rose in com-

Alpha 2, good turntable—but the sound of
the Mirror amps, despite acareful arrange-

petition, reaching near-blast levels in acoustic

ment, was surprisingly spiky and brittle;

battles fought along some corridors. In only

judgment is reserved. Wingate showed a

afew cases was Iable to achieve atemporary

class-A 100W power amplifier of zero-feed-

closure of the room doors, aiding signal/noise
ratio and improving concentration.
In any given presentation, several factors

back design and promising build. No attempt
was made to disguise the moderately high
distortion figures on the specification, abrave

are at work, not least the quality of the speci-

commercial statement and one with which

fic item under temporary, lightning analysis.

most subjective reviewers would agree Spec-

The different room acoustics, the chosen an-

tral confirmed their substantial reputation

cillary equipment, the program material, and

via an effective demonstration with the
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MUSIC, AESTHETICS
AND TECHNOLOGY ...
REPRESENTED B

MEITNER PR-6 PRE-AMPLIFIER
MEITNER STR-50 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
MEITNER MTR-100 MONO POWER AMPLIFIER
MUSEATEX INTERCONNECT AND SPEAKER CABLES

FIND NOW INTRODUCING:

EITN

PLAYER

MEITNER - AT-2 TURNTABLE
MEITNER - TA-2 TONEARM
MUSEATEX TRANSLINKS

MANUFACTURED BY:

MUSEATEX AUDIO INC. 3143 de MINIAC, VILLE ST. LAURENT,
QUEBEC H4S 1S9, 514-333-6661

Duntech Sovereign and Wilson Watts. Spectral pre- and power amplifiers, and their prototype CD player, were used. Musical dynamics, focus, and depth were all well in evidence, despite poor room conditions.
On my first visit to B&K, they used Vandersteen 2Cs, producing afine sound with their
modestly priced electronics. The sound was
spacious and pleasant, exploiting the loudspeaker's fine imaging and dimensional properties. Nairn Audio showed awell-finished
version of their new preamplifier, the NAC 52,
aslick production in the NAD 250 case ex-

Aragon's distinctive power amplifiers we Mined by •
preamp

This thermionic preamplifier uses the older,

trusion, complete with amotorized, tinted,

full-size tubes, and is built to the highest stan-

hinged panel and full remote control via motor-

dards, offering infra-red remote control—a

driven potentiometers. The combination of

surprise from such acompany.
Conrad-Johnson demonstrated,

manual and remote control is interesting, as
is the use of LED indicators to show control

with

restraint and acertain lack of excitement, their

positions even when the transparent cover

Premier Seven flagship preamplifier. Asingle

is hinged shut. The SBL loudspeaker was also

case externally, inside it is of double mono

on dem using atuner source—unusual at a

build. Full-size Synthesis speakers of com-

show, it well demonstrated Naim's skills at FM

parable price were also on show, with ahandsome finish and unusual, well-finished shapes.

design.
While Clear Audio is noted for fine car-

C-J played adigital master of an RPO Gershwin

tridges, they appear in this section by virtue
of the availability of production Harmony

recording which they had sponsored in the
UK. Much activity was in evidence in their

head amplifiers—a high-tech insert placed in

Motif and Sonographe lines: acomplete system

the headshell under amoving-coil cartridge

is now available from Sonographe, namely
FET- technology pre- and power amplifier,
turntable, CD player, and loudspeakers. The

to amplify and equalize at source before
losses occur. The final results will depend on
the quality of design execution, but the
theoretical potential is high: the system in-

Motif power amplifiers are finally available, and

cludes astraight-line control preamplifier and
power source for asubstantial $2000 or so.

state amplifier market.

Sharing ademonstration with Souther, the

Revelation 11 preamp and upgraded the 220
power amp. No comments on these, as Ididn't

speakers used precluded serious assessment.

promise to make an impression on the solidSuperphon has completely revised their

After an untimely and fruitless association

think much of the speaker line they co-

with Swiss Physics, Goldmund has developed

demonstrated and shared the room with.

their own range of electronics, the Mimesis
line. This comprises avery slim 100Wpc, wide-

Lineage appears to be approaching produc-

bandwidth "Model 3" power amp; in the

tion status; their concept, new to me, is that
of awell-equipped line of electronics with a

Model 2, atwo-unit design, the phono preamp

traditional flavor, built to arealistic separates

may be remotely located adjacent to the turn-

price, yet designed by John Curl to modern

table, or even inside it, if space permits. Some

sonic standards. Curl feels that the engineer-

facilities for remote control are provided, with
future upgrades to include volume and
balance. A simpler version of the Studio turn-

design challenge.
Concerning design trends, the exhibits and

ing-vs.-value concept represents a major

table was shown and, given Goldmund's

the views of their associated designers showed

reputation, the new electronics should be in-

evidence of strong continued progress on the

teresting, to say the least.

part of the US audio industry. Dan DAgostino

Counterpoint gave apromising account of
their unbelievably high-priced SA-11 "line

of Krell gave adetailed exposition of his aims,

amplifier," despite cramped demo conditions.

high reliability, and the design of products
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which include top-quality build coupled with
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If you aspire to owning the iamous
Energy 22 Pro Monitor but can't quite
aftorci it, hear the ESM-2. With size and
pertormance approaching the 22, it is
'both afine loudspeaker and an
excellent value:'
Or perhaps the more compact ESM-3
will better suit you -it is "definitely an
excellent value."
On astudent budget? Try the new
ESM-4 bookshelf monitor -wry
affordable!
Audition any of the ESM monitors. VW
think you'll agree with what Stereo
Review High Fidelity and Audio Rims
say below.

"AMAZING AT THE PRICE"
fine loudspeaker and an excellent value.., very smooth and quite flat, falling within
± 3-1/2 dB on-axis throughout the range above the 50 Hz band.., in the lab's 300 Hz pulse
test the ESM-2 accepted without noticeable complaint the full output of the test amplifier..,
(470 watts, peak into 8 ohms), for acalculated SPL (Sound Pressure Level) of 114-3/4 dB. Loud
transients thus should be handled well.., bass sounds more extended than the response curves
might suggest, with surprising heft at the very bottom... Stereo imaging too is very good...
Even if your budget can accommodate twice the ESM-2's price - you owe it to yourself
to audition Energy's latest design."
High Fidelity, January 1986, on the ESM-2
"a

"response varied only ± 1.5 dB from 180 to 18,000 Hz which is unquestionably one of the
smoothest responses we have yet encountered from a speaker... dispersion on apar with
response flatness.., phase shift highly linean., excellent power-handling ability., only at 100 Hz
did we manage to reach the speaker's (power handling) limits: with 990 watts (using
single cycle bursts followed by 128 cycles of silence)... smooth midrange and high frequency
response, excellent dispersion and group delay, and exceptional short-term power-handling
ability., definitely an excellent value."
Stereo Review, February 1986 on the ESM-3
"exceptional overtone balance.., imaging was just about the best I've heard.., excellent
dynamic range... it sounds great... no real compromises in its design... anyone looking for a
$1,500.00 to $2,000.00 system would be foolish not to carefully audition the Energy ESM-2...
amazing at the price."
Audio Ideas, 1985 edition, on the ESM-2

Energy Loudspeakers. 135 Torbay Road, Markham. Ontario
L3R 1G7 • (416) 475-0050 • FAX 1-416-475-8643 • TLX 06-986689

Copyright. API 1987, Energy Loudspeakers
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•
Lineage's all-FET CP-100 control preamplifier

whose performance sets high standards, but

noise, Krell is moving away from fan-cooled

which also maintain those standards over long

designs through the development of higher-

periods and awide range of operating condi-

efficiency external box-finned heatsinks, and

tions: input-output matching, speaker loading,

aiming for lower mechanical noise. The first

and the like. He expressed some resentment
over certain reviews of competing products

of these new designs is the new KSA-200;

whose optimistic claims for load tolerance
were not properly explored in review. This

fanless versions are expected to appear down
the range. Krell does not anticipate abudget

brought up an area relevant to our discussions,

amplifier line; instead, existing models will be
upgraded on a revolutionary basis, with a

namely the advancement of sound quality via

general increase in output power and dyna-

the improvement of the overload performance.
Given that amplifiers are subject to clipping

proach 100W/ch., the KSA-100 200W/ch., and

in the real world, D'Agostino heavily stressed

the KMA-100 300W/ch.

the importance of good overload behavior,

In company with many top-line manufacturers, Krell appreciates the need for short,

freedom from latch-up and parasitic oscilla-

mic headroom. In this view the '50 will ap-

tion, and quick recovery, an aspect now be-

"straight-line" signal paths in both pre- and

coming more widely appreciated. Certainly
my recent experience of aKMA-100 II con-

power amplifier designs, eschewing complex-

vinced me that its exceptional load tolerance

manufacturets, among them Krell and Rowland,

and overload behavior undoubtedly improve
its performance and review status. With the re-

are adopting purely symmetrical arrangements for the two channels in their stereo

quirement of increasing dynamic range, partly

designs, this practice appearing to reinforce

determined by the quietness of CD background

image focus and stage width.
Other developments include a greater

ity and technology for their own sakes. Many

awareness of grounding and the interfacing of
separate components in an audio chain. With
an MC preamplifier highly susceptible to stray
ground or chassis circuits due to the microvolt
signal levels involved, it seems madness to join
a preamp ground to that of a large power
amplifier capable of driving 60A peak into a
load. Many designers agree that the solution
lies in adopting balanced-line working to effectively remove ground-loop problems from
the interfaces. Several benefits arise, including
a6dB improvement in signal/noise ratio, the
capability for acompletely hum-free connection to an MC cartridge, and the ability to drive
balanced twisted-pair interconnect cables
Krell'. new KSA 200
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properly, while the ground-noise immunity
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remains the primary factor. Krell Reference
Series models are balanced, as are Cello electronics: the Premium Audio Suite, Palette, and
Performance

power

amplifiers.

(Meitner

feedback equalization; eg, ARC and ConradJohnson.
In power amplifiers, the Krell example is
widely followed as regards wide bandwidth,

adopted adifferent approach, with 1:1 isolating

high stability margin, class-A or enriched

transformers used to isolate preamp and

class-AB

power-amplifier grounds.) We can expect
balanced electronics to assume increasing im-

power supplies, and an increasing tolerance

portance in future, creeping down in price
point.

operation,

massively

generous

of adverse speaker loading. In the case of the
new Cello Performance amplifier, a classic
power-supply technique is used to great ad-

Virtually all amplifiers showed a strong

vantage: choke input regulation. When con-

awareness of the importance of the "building

sumer electronics went mass market and

bricks" involved in amplifier design, namely

power-supply electrolytics became cheap,

the sound quality of the raw parts: resistors,
capacitors, cable, etc. When questions re the

the industry threw out supply chokes as an
unnecessary expense. Conventional capaci-

sound quality of aprinted-circuit track were
raised, Jeff Rowland pointed out that in the

high peak currents throughout the supply,

development of the Coherence One preamp-

often generating noise and wide-band RF

lifier, the final level of sound quality could

breakthrough. Choke input filtering costs extra but improves the performance of the

only be achieved by raising the signal lines

tor-input rectification, however, demands

off-track and hardwiring them with aspecial

mains transformer, reduces peak currents,

grade of discrete cable.
Many of the solid-state designs showed an

operates the rectifiers more smoothly, greatly
improves regulation, and reduces rectifier in-

awareness of tube qualities—good signal
handling, high stage gain and high linearity—

terference considerably. It is also rumored
that choke input rectification is used in the

and embodied these factors in their circuitry
via the use of FETs, apractice pioneered in
high-end audio some years ago by Nelson
Pass in the Threshold FET-One preamp.
Class-A stages, often complementary, are seen
in the Krell, Rowland, Superphon, ARC, and
several other designs, in the case of the ARC
combined with asprinkling of tubes (M300,
SP-11, SP-9). Even in these tube-like circuits,
the trend is for fully DC-coupled arrangements.

DC

drifts,

often

found

in

fashionable low-feedback arrangements, are
nulled via the use of slow integrator op-amp
servos. These IC chips should not be confused
with the true active components in the signal
path. DC servos have been with us for some
time now, but are finally assuming increasing
importance in high-end designs.
Another clear trend concerns an increasing
awareness of the fundamental importance of
power supplies. In the case of Rowland's
Coherence One, no less than 16 subregulators
are used to feed the various preamp stages.
Such practice is also evident in the Cello
Audio Suite Premium line.
Passive RIAA equalization continues to be
fashionable, while some designers continue
to achieve high-class results from full series-
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Mark Levinson the man, not the company
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new British Fidelity preamplifier, successor to
the established MVT. Ireckon we will see

the favorite. Not all designers are convinced
by the latest 16-bit electronics; several—

more of this in future designs, once its

Meridian, C-J, Sonographe, Kinergetics, CAL,

benefits—particularly with respect to its

Acoustic Research, PS, Carver, and Cambridge

ability to filter noise from the mains supply

Audio—have stuck with the earlier 14-bit

input—are more widely appreciated.

system, even though Philips has summarily

Compact Disc & Digital
Recording
A valuable discussion with Doug Sax of Shef-

curtailed production of those chips. As supplies run out, all will have to go to 16-bit in the
near future. Cambridge showed their lowerpriced 16 x16-bit CD2 model, although pro-

field Lab revealed our close agreement con-

duction of this prototype is still afew months

cerning the relatively poor absolute merit of

distant. By 1988, their top model will also have

the majority of commercial digital recorders
(see my R-DAT/PCM-1630 review in this

to go 16-bit (it is already. via the use of multiple

issue). Doug was aware that, since even the
best CD players are utterly dependent on the

14-bit decoders). Although Cambridge had
been distributed by Sumilco, it was announced

quality of their sources, this sets anatural ceil-

in Chicago that the relationship was to end,
leaving the British company with no US dis-

ing on their maximum possible attainments.

tribution

He explained that for his recent CD releases—

Kinergetics showed their new 16-bit

the Moscow Sessions discussed by JGH in

Philips-based player, the KCD-30, and gave a

Vol.10 No.3 —he used acustom-modified ver-

most effective demonstration using amodest

sion of his JVC digital pro-recorder, whose en-

$5000 system which included the Spica
TC-50 speakers. An airy, delicate treble with

code quality had been considerably enhanced.
In theory, if Doug is correct, these new CDs
should allow a better view of the relative
merits of top players, and indeed show more
of the true potential of the best.

good space and ambience was noted here;
the '30 would appear to move well ahead of
the '20, though as the designer noted, it was
one hell of afight to get it there!

Ihave now been able to try the Sheffield

CD-player modifications are also in vogue;

Shostakovitch Symphony Ion aselection of
players, and can confirm that it does, indeed,

even Audio Magazine published an article by

set anew standard. Space and depth are abundant, while the strings are sweet and the treble

Walt Jung on CD-player sound quality in their
show issue—I thought Audio's position was
that they all sounded the same!—as well as a

unforced, with a marked degree of tonal

description of how to modify Philips/Magna-

subtlety. Auditioned on the latest Fall 1987

vox players to give better results. Hi-Fi News

model of the Cambridge CD1, it is clear

& Record Review's June issue contained plans

enough that PCM recording has considerably
advanced. By comparison, almost all previous

for astill more ambitious rebuild, involving a
three-box configuration, with much useful

CDs sound, as Alvin Gold has commented,

information in the practical aspects of CD

"like cheap amplifiers."

system design. (Though Frank van Alstine

The implications are vital to the audiophile
sector: we can expect further advances in

was not present at the show, his influence
was nonetheless apparent in this area.)

recording to be matched by similar replay

Interestingly, among the better players ex-

development, ultimately resulting in the acceptance of CD into the high end. As Doug Sax

hibited there was the Spectral—expensive

has noted, digital is here to stay, whatever our
feelings on the matter; let us try to make it

ising on ashort audition.
Vacuum Tube Logic was one of the few

work, rather than fight over it.

companies to adopt Philips's most expensive

and some time away, but sounding very prom-

The smaller specialist companies at CES

model, the Japanese-made CD-960, which

showed ahealthy interest in the improvement
of CD, exhibiting anumber of modified or

sports a diecast case and a diecast laser

upgraded versions of mass-market machines.

allow four tubes to poke through—a rather

transport. Holes are cut in the top cover to

Philips/Magnavox remains the prime source

inelegant combination of thin glass and high-

of base machines, with 4x oversampling still

voltage metal that is potentially dangerous. I
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hope a protective cover will be fitted in

improves laser tracking, as well as reducing

production.

the workload on the servos and digital cir-

California Audio Labs showed the latest
Tempest tube player in asonically pleasing ar-

cuitry, and ultimately helps definition, par-

rangement including ARC amplification and

ticularly in the treble.
Trends evident in the main Japanese con-

the Wilson Watt loudspeakers—probably the
best CD demo Iheard at CES, despite the un-

tingent included heavier, vibration/resonancecontrolled chassis and improved suspensions.

favorable room. Their simpler 16-bit Aria

Dual D/A conversion, one for each channel,
is all the rage, while the race is on to bring 4x

player was also present, but Ididn't hear it;
this version is set at just below $1000.

oversampling to almost all models in major

R-DAT was well in evidence at the Zoo,
with rather low-key displays from anumber

for example. In addition, Yamaha and Denon

ranges; many of the new Sonys and Yamahas,

of the Japanese majors. Several US audiophile
makers were also showing interest in the

are marketing players said to achieve 18-bit

medium, but with an equal indifference with

DACs according to the signal level. At low

regard to their sound quality. However,
something is being done. Dan D'Agostino ex-

levels, the DAC is switched so that the 16-bit

pressed astrong interest in along-term project to build an audiophile R-DAT based on a

fect, the signal is being multiplied by four so
that it still can be examined by the whole

resolution, this achieved by ranging the 16-bit

word is still applied to the whole signal; in ef-

redesign of the encode and decode stages

16 bits, aform of low-level digital compres-

(shades of Doug Sax here). Keith Johnson,

sion for decoding, the complementary "expan-

among others, is working on similar lines,

sion" being carried out in the analog domain

with direct implications for the sound of

to give 18-bit dynamic range. Whether the

Reference Recordings' CD issues. With such
high-end audio involvement and agreater

theoretically improved resolution will be compromised by the introduction of switching

awareness of the recording equipment itself,

artefacts remains to be heard.

we can and must make digital work.
Significant CD introductions included the

Analog-to-digital isolation is astrong theme,
with optocouplers extensively used in top

DP-70, anew single-unit Accuphase player

players—Nakamichi, Denon, Sony etc.—to

imported by Madrigal. This physically beautiful design offers anumber of important internal design features, plus balanced and un-

nection between the two processing parts of
the player.

balanced outputs. Digital outputs include
both coax and optical formats, and an infra-

tional emphasis is being placed on power sup-

remove the need for acommon ground con-

In concert with these developments, addi-

red remote is featured. Passive deemphasis

plies, often with complete separation for

and a high-performance deglitcher are
featured, as well as dual-channel, 16-bit, 4x

analog and digital sections. Some Japanese
players have aquaint description written on

oversampling and high-performance, discrete

their mains transformers: "Special for Digital,"

multiplying D/A converters. Given the sound

"Special for Audio," or the equivalent.

quality of the two-box Accuphase model, this

Discrete component quality is taken serious-

one should be worth looking out for. Melos

ly, while some manufacturers are moving away

showed atubed player, called the CD-T, based
on a Philips chassis featuring a superbly

from the ubiquitous IC op-amp output filter

developed suspension for the CD transport.

and buffer stages to discrete amplifiers. The
Japanese appear to remain obsessed with

Nicely sprung, it proved to be unperturbed

technical specifications, apparently hamstrung

by severe whacks to the case. The circuitry is

by the ability of the CD medium to deliver

zero-feedback with

misleadingly good numbers on paper. US
designers seem more open-minded, letting
their ears take preference over their distortion

passive deemphasis,

decoding is 16-bit, 4x OS, and the result is
quite modestly priced. The Mod Squad's version of the '650 chassis was on view, together

analyzers. With the imminent emergence of

with their revised CD damper—a device aimed

the domestic digital recorder, and the increas-

at suppressing spurious mechanical vibration

ing availability of the so-called "digital
amplifier" (an integrated amp or preamp with

in the CD itself. It reduces error rates and
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From ear to there

and eveiything in between.
The true audio connoisseur is
possessed of extraordinary sensibilities
regarding his or her music reproduction
system. From speaker to cartridge,
anything that delivers less than absolute accuracy is disappointing. Naturally, these sensibilities extend to the
purchase source as well.
For 30 years, Lawrence Stereo has
catered to the discriminating southeastern audiophile. Extensive product
knowledge and experience allow us to
stock only premier component lines
and to offer custom system design and
installation services. Extending to our
maintenance division, we affiliate only
with technicians who are dedicated
perfectionists.
©Lawrence Stereo 1987

At Lawrence we speak the language of the true audiophile, and that's
music to your ears.
Offering: Acoustic Research Connoisseur SenesIconradjohnson group:
conradjohnson, Sonographe, Synthesis/Denon/Forte Audio /Kimber
Kable/Koetsu/Kyocera/Ortofon/RAM
711beworks/SODI /Sound Connections/
Souther/Sumiko: Grace, Premia;
nilisman/Supaphon1Thresholdl
Vandersteen Audio and more.

LAWRENCE
STEREO
1927 11th Ave. S./Birmingham, AL 35205
(205) 933-0330

built-in DACs), many Japanese companies are
advancing the concept of adigitally interfaced
audio system. At present, digital amplifiers do
not look very promising, the digital section apparently something of acompromised afterthought, while the copy-protection flag potentially present on CDs prevents CD-player
digital output from being directly recorded by
R-DAlb, even if the latter could run at 44.1IcHz
(see JGH's "As Vk See It" on p.5). We shall have
to wait and see how this develops.

Loudspeakers
As promised, there was awide diversity of
loudspeakers to see and hear. Fresh to the
scene, Inoted a proliferation of relatively
modest two-way systems with six or eight
woofers, configured as slim, floor-standing
columns and priced from $800-1200/pair. Of
these, the NYAL NA1 was visually the cleanest-

JA thought Inlegnied Audio's CilletiC S9000

horn design

sounded excellent

looking, with apromising, well-balanced tonal

the new, large Infinities, whose grilles conceal

acoustic presentation. It is clear that strong

smooth-contoured baffling, the width of

consumer resistance to loudspeaker stands still

which decreases with increasing frequency. A

prevails in the US, apparently due to adislike

similar form may also be seen through the

of their appearance as well as their cost. They
are beginning to be taken more seriously,
however, and hopefully will ultimately be con-

foam grille of the Dahiguist DQ20. This is
not, however, a new development —KEF,
Vandersteen, and B&W have been doing it for

sidered avital part of speaker design, and be

years now—and just shows how long it can

supplied as such.

take for developments to percolate through the

My impression was that US speaker designers have improved their performance considerably over the past few years. A consensus

industry.
After some initial first-day teething troubles,
Apogee's Diva demonstration settled
down; Ispent an enjoyable 20 minutes or

is developing concerning neutral tonal
balance, and the wildly bright- or dim-soun-

so listening to some of Jason Bloom's own set

ding models, previously common, are now

of classical recordings. Male chorus was most

few and far between. Designers seem much
more aware of drive-unit and enclosure coloration, and great strides have been made in this
area, often with the help of imported drivers

convincing, with excellent separation of individual singers, while the treble was sparkling, airy, and extended well to the audible
limit. With apowerful bass end, this flagship

(Scandinavian models are the most popular,
but French and British units are also used).

is atrue three-way with avery wide-band

The beneficial effects of narrow cabinets,

and aclaimed sensitivity improvement (over

vertical in-line driver formations, and low

the Duetta?) of 9dB. Interestingly, acoustic
guitar was reproduced with considerable
height. A revised Duetta was noted, now

enclosure diffraction are now widely perceived,
the results audible in better stereo staging
as well as radically improved stereo focus.
Irregular shapes also promise lowered coloration due to internal and external asymmetry,
with the Wilson Watts and Spica 50 conspicuously successful examples.
The trend to narrow enclosures may also be
seen in two recent panel introductions—the
Apogee Diva, their thinnest and tallest yet, and
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mid-ribbon, atypical impedance of 3ohms,

enhanced by more high-end extension, and
it sounded good in the Krell room.
Ifound the big Infinity IRS Betas less
satisfactory. Again, show conditions could be
to blame, but in both their own and the ARC
presentations, the bass, although powerful,
deep, and linear, did not seem to be fully in
step with the mid. The mid sounded atouch
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Loudspeakers for the music-lover
Designed and manufactured in England. using only the finest real
wood veneers, Monitor Audio have an enviable reputation as one
of the worlds premier loudspeaker companies. Incorporating the
most advanced metal-dome tweeter technology and cabinet
construction, they symbolize sound quality, sophistication and
value for money.
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R700 MD "The R700 is a first class speaker, and evidence of a
further step forward for Monitor Audio as speaker designers...
clearly recommended
Graham Mayor

R652 MD

Its hard to fault the sound or construction of the
R652. It is easy to drive and most domestically acceptable. It

would be difficult to product a better valued loudspeaker in the
price range...
Which Compact Ds, -

INTRODUCING PROJECT '87

introducing the revolutionary R852MD and R952MD loudspeakers incorporating the most advanced metal dome tweeter
technology available today Two element crossovers matched to 1% with the drivers Finished in exotic Kenya Black real wood
veneers Designed for the listener who values the traditional virtues of low colouration wideband width, open clarity and sense
of image space
"I found the Monitor Audio R852MD to be atruly (ntegrated detailed. dynamic and smooth performer
Throughout its frequency range. the R852M0 never puts a foot wrong"
Hi -Fi Review May 198"

ILoudspeakers for the music-lover.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON MONITOR AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS PLEASE CONTACT
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in U SA P 0 Box 41355 BuHalo N

14205 Tel (416) 831-4741

In Canada: 1755 Plummer Street. Unit 20,

ELECTRONICS INC.

Pickering. Ontario Lt W 3S1 Tel 14161 831-4741

thickened in the lower register. Mid treble
was fine, focus rather better than with prev-

The new Spica floor-standing design, the
Angelus, is most unusual: its odd, waisted

ious Infinities, but the high treble seemed
wispy, even "tin-foil." Some visiting critics
noticed this effect, while others seemed quite

giving a"shoulder" effect reminiscent of the
magician's costume in Disney's Fantasia. The

unaware of it.

sound was good, however.

The established Vandersteen 2C was
shown with the new strong stands, and gave
afine musical soundstage in several rooms.
This is certainly one of the better-balanced
US speakers, with its confident presentation
of stage size and depth.
Eminent Technology was less successful
with their planar speaker dem; showing continuing concern about the room and speaker
angling, they produced arather vague stereo
picture when Iwas there. On hearing the new

shape increases in width with height, thus

Iexperienced two "legends" —one positive, one negative. The good news was the
Duntech Sovereign 2001, ably demonstrated
by Spectral and providing dynamic authority,
extension, and quite decent focus and depth
from its massive reinforced frame. The bad
news concerned the Polk flagship, the SDA
SRS, driven by superb sources including SPI 1
and M300 amplifiers. The stereo was overwide, with poor central focus. The image was
flattened, with little transparency, while dyna-

Acoustat Spectra 111 speakers for the first

mics were bland, slow, and softened—rather

time, Ifound noticeably improved imaging

disappointing, given the heavy media hype.
Another mystifying sound was to be heard

and focus compared with earlier models, and
also found that the moving-coil woofers,

in the Tennessee room, from their Symphony

given dem limitations, offered anicely subtle
enhancement of the low end.

2.1 system. This demonstrated levels of
midrange coloration far beyond anything I

Audiofon's Peter McGrath holding his first CD. which sounded excellent on the big Duntechs. CD player and amplification was by Spectral. It didn't sound as good, however, as an analog collection of the recordings Peter has made for
Harmonia Mundi USA—played back on Peter's Stellavox
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Natural Somi 1.

have heard in the past 15 years—in the

R852's particularly clean-sounding metal-

negative direction! Imay be exaggerating, but
what comes to mind is an imaginary, wide-

dome treble. Metal domes are becoming com-

bandwidth version of one of those small
acoustic wind-up gramophones—the small

SL6 and SL600, and Monitor's own range is
now rapidly "going metal."

mon in the UK, pioneered in the Celestion

box type, on a base with front doors for

Such development is apparently slower in

volume adjustment. The reflective-baffled

the US, and Stereophile's own DO seems to
lead here with his latest Dahlia kit, well
demonstrated at the CES Americana. In passing, Celestion showed the long-awaited

rear drivers of the Symphony have asimilar
acoustic path to a non-amplified 78 rpm
player.
In the main hall, the Italian firm Charlo
showed, under difficult conditions, their

SL700, the aluminum-dome development of
the '600, though US price will be rather

high-performance miniature the Hiper X,

higher than the '600, which remains in pro-

built with athick-panelled, solid-hardwood
enclosure and radiused edges. Sounding

duction. (Celestion's new DL Mk.11 range—
models 4, 6, and 8—all use pure-piston metal

bright on-axis, inward rotation to 30 °pro-

domes.)

duced a pleasing result with exceptional
stereo focus.

the Wilson Watts, equipped with what at

The tall Princeton PA/10 looked interesting from afar, but on closer aural inspection appeared to suffer from a colored
midrange Their new and costly small system,

One of the show's better experiences was
first appeared to be quite ordinary drivers—a
pulp-cone 61
2 "SEAS woofer and the inver/
ted 1' Focal tweeter. The cabinet and system
design are in fact exceptional, resulting in a

the PA5, uses aspun-aluminum cone bass-

costly speaker of acknowledged limited bass

mid (a type also under design in the UK),

extension and some lightness of mid-tonal
balance.

crossing over at alow frequency to the latest
Jordan 2"aluminum mid-treble unit. As demonstrated, it lacked transparency and suffered
from some boxy coloration.

However, the proof is in the listening, and
here one discovers asound of exceptional

Of the "new boys," Amrita showed an
astonishingly wide line of speakers with some
good build and finish points, including Solen
polypropylene crossover capacitors. Their
smallest two-way sounded pleasantly balanced
on both rock and classical material. New to the
States is the Opus Three speaker line, a
Swedish company probably better known for
its fine recordings. With compatriots Rauna
and Avance they use concrete or similar composite enclosures, but unfortunately at this
CES the Opus models sounded rather bright,
in the traditional Scandinavian mold.
Thkl's CS3.5, upon first hearing, immediately impressed with its confident approach to good sound. Slightly light, fast, and
airy, it showed fine stereo focus and depth, a
sense of life and openness, and a wellcontrolled, extended bandwidth. The care
taken over driver-output integration and diffraction control was quite obvious.
Using fairly modest sources, including a
Rotel CD player and backed by Meitner electronics, Monitor Audio put together some
wide, dynamic stereo, especially via the new
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hansparency and musicality: Celestion's $2200 SL-700
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Planar/Magnetic
Meets
Ribbon

In 1972, Magnepan received a patent on a full-range, planar/magnetic
type of loudspeaker which became the most successful esoteric speaker
in the history of high-end audio. Other companies have introduced
speakers with similar drivers (sometimes called "ribbons"), but Magneplanars", with over 100,000 sold, remains the choice of audiophiles.
Then, in 1982, Magnepan received a patent on a true, line-source
ribbon speaker. The combination of these two technologies, as shown
above in the Magneplanar MG-111a, reconfirms Magnepan's position as
innovators of audio products.
Send apostcard to Magnepan for an assortment of reviews.
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ing models 1600 and 1800, were all equipped
with metal-dome tweeters. By all accounts, the
revised 801 performed with considerable
authority.
Clements did a fine job with their tall,
narrow-fronted RT-7—a two-way with an 8"
bass and a7 "planar ribbon" tweeter. Familiar
records were played to adecent standard of
fidelity via an Audio Research D-115 II, despite
the confines of asmall room. Keeping good
company with Polk, EMC, another manufacturer of the "white coat" variety, featured costly
systems and marginal, fiat, picture-frame wallmounted speakers, but these produced very
little real music for me.
Awkwardly placed in a separate hotel,
Magneplanar demonstrated their new MG
2.5—a weak number for such astrong prodRoksan's Darius speaker suspends the tweeter on springs

uct! With the benefit of their long ribbon,

stereo

near-superb

done for the MGII, which has also been pro-

transparency and depth: aslightly darkened

vided with lower coloration and asmoother,
more extended bass. It sounded open and

what was done for the MGIII has now been
properties,

showing

image in a block of tinted glass eight feet
wide, six feet high, and about 20 feet deep.
B&W showed an interestingly styled pillar

lively in their suite at the Palmer House.

speaker in the Matrix series called the Concept 90. The price looks alittle on the high

improved Sara with asmoother mid and a
proper, well-integrated crossover. Their new

side, however. The speaker's head is detach-

computer-aided crossover design skills were

able to provide an alternative bookcase

best illustrated in the production version of
the Linn AKTIV Isobarik, with its sophisti-

miniature. This model, as well as the new 801
and anew mid-priced speaker line compris-

Linn, joining the mainstream, showed an

cated acoustic-target function, linearized,

Meitner introduced aCD player, atonearm and aturntable at the show: the latter, due to cost around $1500, does away
with both suspension and platter. The record is clamped to a"puck" which can be raised/lowered to adjust VTA. Their
PA-6 preamp now features infra-red remote control
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24dB/octave, Linkwitz, time-compensated
chassis. This speaker sounded better than any
'Bank previously heard, with adynamic and
lively clarity throughout the frequency range,
untainted by significant excesses and showing promising stereo focus. Including amplifiers, the system price is estimated at £3300 in
the UK. It is hard to believe that the 'Bank has
been around for nearly 14 years now, but it
has been subject to continual development.
One more speaker, the Respons Baby
Grand—what aterrible name—proved effective in demonstration at the Americana. This
tall, slim, three-way pyramid, solidly constructed and employing dynamic (moving-

Designer of the original Mission toneann, John Blcht

coil) drivers, gave appropriately fine sound on

showed this armless turntable/arm design

piano—natural and with good perspectives.

previous years, 1found serious interest taken

Promising demonstrations were also given

in quality audio separates, and the US

by Snell, Merlin, and ARC loudspeakers (not

manufacturers and distributors put on acredit-

to be confused with the Audio Research

able performance. US speakers are much improved, and should continue to get better,

Corporation).
In conclusion, while the Show was reported as enjoying lower attendance than in

given the strong commitment shown by the
many designers Imet.
The amplifier business looks healthy, as top
engineers continue to aspire to the state of the
art. US amplifiers are particularly impressive.
The CD/digital revolution may seem threatening to the industry, but signs are that the
challenge is being met; the solution lies in the
improvement of digital at both the encode and
decode stations.
Many thanks are due to Stereophile for arranging the trip and giving such great support.
Thanks also to those exhibitors who gave their
time and ideas to help compile this report. For
those Ihave failed to mention, please understand that Icould not visit everyone in the
three and ahalf days at the show.

Linn engineer
Martin Dalglelsh
shows off his
new time-delay
compensated
active crossover
for the Isobarik
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has
been hailed by critics as one of the
major loudspeaker design
breakthroughs of the last decade.
In fact, the Energy 22 may well
rank as astandard against which
other speakers should be judged.
Audition either the Energy 22 Pro
Monitors or the Reference
Connoisseurs and we think you'll
agree that they are not only the
most exciting speakers you've ever
heard, but "a stunning
achievement" indeed!
The Energ \ 22 Pro Monitor

"A STUNNING ACHIEVEMENT
Top Retail Experts Personal
Views About The Energy 22
Sassafras, Philadelphia, P.A., Charles Hardesty
- Bob Morgan. "As Philadelphia's premier high
end dealer we had the good fortune to introduce
the Energy 22 to our market. Since then the
reaction has been incredible from audiophiles
and music lovers alike. We believe the Energy
22 represents the pinnacle of loudspeaker
design - anywhere near its price range."
Designation, Long Island, N.Y. - Charles
Caccuito. "Never before have we experienced a
speaker system which exhibits the level of
realism that the Energy 22 provides. The
excitement generated by Energy speakers is only
exceeded by the pleasure of owning them. The
Energy 22 sets a reference standard by which all
other speakers must be judged."
Audio Associates, Washington, D.C. - Mike
Zazanis. "The Energy 22 is a very musical
speaker at a very inexpensive price that easily
could cost a lot more money."
Pro Musica, Chicago, IL. - Ken Christianson,
John Schwarz. "The Energy 22 Reference
Connoisseur & Pro Monitors simply outperform
the competition. Musically satisfying to the most
demanding listeners.
Energy Loudspeakers, 135 Torbay Road, Markham, Ontario

Classic Stereo, Ft, Wayne, IN. - Paul Pohnert.
"The Energy 22 Reference Connoisseur and
Energy 22 Pro Monitor are the most musically
correct speakers we have sold. They deliver
excellent stereo imaging: are very intimate
when music is intimate, yet powerfully dynamic
when music is dynamic."
Audio by Caruso, Miami, FL. - Don Caruso.
"The Reference Connoisseurs are among the
most neutral, uncolored speakers we have
found!!! They provide very relaxing listening."
Shelly's Stereo, Los Angeles, CA., - Robert
Coyle "The Energy 22 and ESM speaker line
offers the consumers styling and value at a
price no other speaker line can match. The
performance rivals the world's finest speakers.
Sound Company, San Diego, CA. - Bob
Kokley. "Over the years we have heard many
promises of new breakthroughs in speakers with
disappointing results. The Energy 22 is one of
the only products which performed beyond
those promises. A job well done."
Christopher Hansen Ltd., Los Angeles, CA. Chris Hansen. "The Energy 22 is very
musically involving - 'Absolutely Brilliant'."
The Sounding Board, Berkley, CA. - Jim
Serena. "The Energy 22 is an outstanding
speaker. What's incredible is the value,
compact size and its performance level."

L3R 1G7 • (416) 475-0050 • FAX 1-416-475-8643 • TLX 06-986689
Copyright

API 1987, Energy Loudweakers

II
Interlink Technology
Lets You Hear A// the Music.
Audiophiles and audio critics worldwide consider Monster Cable Interlinks the highest performance audio
interconnect cables available.
And it's no wonder. "Bandwidth Balanced'" technology. "%crofter — dielectrics, Duraflex" insulation.
All Monster Cable firsts All ready for immediate audition in your sound system.
Interlink`111000. The Sonic Reference Standard
World Class Sound Redefining the state of the art.
Considered by audio experts as the finest interconnect cable made, the
M1000 is the ultimate representation of our cable technology Mercilessly
revealing. Highly satisfying And comes standard with our new
M•Terminator - locking RCA connector.
Interlink Reference A
The Audiophile Standard for Interconnect Cables
The praise of audio critics, winner of cable comparison surveys worldwide, the reference by which others are compared, Interlink Reference A
continues its leadership as one of the finest sounding, highest quality
cables ever made. Well balanced, incredibly natural.
111111111nterlink' 500
High technology puts high performance into asmall package
Exciting to listen to. Incredibly revealing. Articulate. Dimensional.
"Bandwidth Balanced" and "MicroFiber" technology. All at an extremely
attractive price. Need we say more?
inter/ink '400
Audiophile high performance at avery non audiophile price.
Aprice-performance breakthrough! Improved dynamic range and
extended frequency response Wide soundstage. 3dimensional image.
Performance that other cables can't match at any price
Maximize your sound. Connect all of your components with Interlink" High Performance interconnects.
Only from the Monster
Cali or write for afree color orocnure
Monster Cable, 101 Townsend St. San Francisco, CA 94101
Tel 415 711 1355 Telex 410584 MCSYUI Fax 415 896-1145

MONSTER CABLE'

No One Stole
The Bass
Martin Colloms responds to Tony Cordesman's
recent dismissal of small loudspeakers

I

By taking my measured anechoic -3dB

must take issue with Al-IC and the results
he presented in "Who Stole the Bass?" in

responses for tested miniature loudspeakers'

Stereopbile Vol.10 No.3. While accepting

but failing to read my accompanying text on

that his outright condemnation of small moni-

the room-integrated curves, or the discussion

tors was presented as aminority report and
that the article essentially concerned personal
taste, it was nevertheless backed up by atechnical argument in support of his opinicift.

on room loading and rolloff rate, AHC has
misrepresented the data and the resulting

Moreover, he misuses anechoic data from my
own reviews to aid his presentation.
It is hard to know exactly where to begin,
the article being such acomplex mix of halftruths

e opinions. My understançling of his

position/Is-a-err the importan Ce of low frequency extension was that he would
prefer a7-litre Cadillac to afuel-injected Rabbit: virtues such as precise handling, neutral
cornering, grip, and low body roll could all go

opinion.
While it is true that the low-frequency
response of rooms is irregular and difficult to
define, this is no reason to dismiss the subject
and fail to come to terms with room effects
It is a fact that a listening mom is not an
anechoic chamber —the latter is aplace with
no reflections, and approximates to free,
open space. Given the dimensions of typical
rooms, and We atypical box loudspeaker,
it is well kn
that the speaker's output
below 250Hz becomes spherical or omnidirectional, analogous to anaked light bulb.

hang in the quest for low-end torque.
In my opinion AHC is wrong about the im-

At frequencies below 200Hz, atree-space,

portance of the low bass. Midrange is where

stand -mounted loudspeaker radiates sound

we live, where we speak, and, as often
pointed out in these pages by JGH, If that is

whose wavelength approaches and exceeds
the path lengths from the speaker to the near

wrong, it doesn't matter if other areas are

boundaries. Let us assume asensible stand

perfect. Good low bass is anice bonus if you
can get it, but no amount of low-frequency
wallop can make up for aflawed midrange.

and position are designed for the most even

pstribution

of low -frequency output —
typically a0.5m stand height, 1.2m spacing

The raison cretre for most small, competene
monitors is an excellent midrange performance; excellent, that is, in terms of speed,

from the side walls?and 0.9m from the
walls. At frequ..“
in the 60-80Hz range the
floor boun
is coupled, redtking the

clarity, and focus. In addition, there are ideal
places to site speakers in real

s, and

speaker ra. tion from 4p1(sph cal) to 2pi
(hemispherical), resulting in
3dB lift. At

physically small speakers can t

advantage

45-60Flz, the wavelengths are I6hger and the

of this in a manner often denied the
behemoths.

rear wall is now coupled, giving aradiation

IUnder IS liters Internal %%done.

Ultimately, at still lower frequencies, the side
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ngle of pi radians and adding afurther 3dB.
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THE INCREDIBLY PERFECT
SOUND STAGE
The Beveridge System 6represents the very
latest in electrostatic speaker design. By successfully combining asix foot electrostatic line source
with anewly designed polypropylene subwoofer,
the system overcomes the inherent limitations of
each technology. The result is unrivaled accuracy,
imaging and musical realism. It surpasses even its
predecessor, the legendary System 2SW2, once
called "The Prime Contender for the World's Best
Speaker".

THE INCREDIBLY BEAUTIFUL
SOUND STAGE
The sound of this system is rivaled only by its
appearance. Its unique design permits the use of
an unlimited number of architectural tambours,
in avariety of woods, metals, acrylics and
laminates.
In sum, the new Beveridge System 6is nothing
less than astunning technological and aesthetic
achievement. It is intended for those of you whose
standards are as uncompromising as our own.
For the name of aquality dealer in your area
please contact:
CALIFORNIA AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
14747 Artesia Blvd., Unit 3A
La Mirada, CA 90638
(714) 670-7638
Parts and service now
available on System 2SW2
Models 3and 4
as well as current
Models 5and 6.
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wall couples, adding another 3dB (fig.1).
By the time 30Hz is reached, therefore, the
-

mean bass lift in areal room relative to the
midband, averaged through the listening
space, is no less than 9dB! This is precisely
the reason why loudspeakers with flat
measured anechoic responses extending to

E
E

- 2
S‘elit.

C
2

very low frequencies will sound bass-heavy

4

in all but the largest rooms, and why small
speakers of slow rolloff rate and reasonable

e

power handling can generate significant bass
power. Take the Celestion SL600: JA will
testify that at quite decent 95dBA mean
sound levels (near to realistic live orchestral
volumes), acorrectly sited pair of SL600s will
deliver competent levels down to 35Hz. I

power, wide-bandwidth speaker system; but
there are so few of them. AHC does have a

freely admit that an audible 20Hz is out of the
question, but could AHC quote anumber of

point on costs—small British speakers are ex-

recordings where such abandwidth is essen-

pensive in the US. However, Icannot see the

tial? The SL600 does not produce earthshat-

realities of intercontinental shipping costs as

tering or nausea-inducing bass, but such

constituting aprior case for the indictment of

overkill is not relevant to the vast majority of

the high-quality miniature loudspeaker.

records. It can and does produce quite
reasonable bass levels at realistic but not extreme sound levels.

Ihave the advantage over AHC, having carried out many blind listening tests on ahuge
variety of speakers, 2 both large and small, rang-

A look at the figures is revealing. While the

ing from original early IMF transmission lines

'600 is -3dB at 65Hz, its rate of rolloff is quite

to miniatures such as the LS3 /5a and the

slow. Consequently, it is -6dB at 55Hz and

SL6/SL600. Iagree that bass extension matters,

-9dB by 40Hz, arate of rolloff quite similar to

but only when anumber of other parameters

the rate of boost provided by the local boun-

have first been satisfied: tonal balance, mid-

daries. In-room, it can be shown by competent measurement that the SL600 is typically

range coloration, treble purity, transparency,

3dB down at 30Hz, an octave below the limit
implied by AHC.
Conversely, another small monitor of
higher sensitivity, this time using bass-reflex

transient definition, stereo focus, and depth.
Blind listening tests indicate that bass extension seems to rate sixth or seventh on the subjective shopping list. Many, many times, a
smaller, cleaner-sounding speaker has been

loading for the woofer, is maximally flat to

preferred to alarger and more extended de-

70Hz but rolls off at ahigh 24dB/octave rate
at lower frequencies, eg, by 35Hz it is 24dB

sign, due to the latter's inferior directivity and

down. 9dB of room lift at this frequency can-

lb conclude, the vital measurement for bass
response is not the anechoic -3dB point,
whatever that is. The correct method is to op-

not do much for it as it is still 13dB down, and
such a low level of bass will indeed be
inaudible.
Measurement of a number of larger US-

focus and higher levels of coloration.

timally site the speaker in awell-proportioned
room, and take acomputed average of 64 or

designed speakers has shown irresponsible

80 readings over the listening space, height,

degrees of bass lift, even "boom." Just as the

and lateral spread. Only then will the sound
power at low frequencies be properly in-

Germans appear to like an unnaturally bright
balance, so some Americans appear to favor

tegrated into the measurement. A measured

overpowering bass, as if this represents the

25Hz to 5kHz in-room response, ±2dB, is

true measure of the emotional impact of high

possible with such amethod using Y3 -octave

fidelity.
Don't get me wrong-1 can certainly ap-

analysis, and it can sound that way too!

predate the merits of areally good, large, high-
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2lb date, some 400 models.
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"It is so clearly superior
to past amplifiers in the low- to
mid-priced range—not to mention
most amplifiers two to three times
its price- that Ican unhesitatingly
recommend it for even the most
demanding high end system?
Anthony Cordesman

I.
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A
Little
Network
Workout
T

he pickup cartridge is one of the more
critical components in the music repro-

William H. Watkins
& James A. Mitchell
examine why
the elimination of
inaudible 'ringing
can improve
the sound
of phono cartridges

losing any of the transparency and detail
typical of agood MC cartridge.

duction chain, and although the mov-

The importance of the resistive load across

ing-coil cartridge has improved lately, different

the output of cartridges was reported by J.

ones produce different sound characteristics
with respect to frequency balance, clarity, and

lower shunt (parallel) resistance reduced

imaging. Unfortunately, none of the usual
specifications or measurements completely

Peter Moncrieff in 1980. 2 He found that a
distortion levels: he postulated that the
reduction in distortion was due to elec-

predict their sound. One thing that MC car-

tromechanical damping being applied to

tridges almost without exception have in com-

motion of the stylus assembly (though others

mon, however, is that they exhibit an under-

were unable to replicate his findings to

damped high-frequency peak in their amplitude response, placed anywhere between 25

anything like the same degree). A resistive

and 60kHz, due to the tip mass of the stylus/

load, however, cannot be reduced much below
the cartridge's internal impedance without

cantilever/generator reacting against the vinyl

lowering the output voltage to an unaccep-

compliance.

table level. Moncrieff also showed that the

We have experimented with loading the

resistive load did not affect the frequency

output of moving-coil cartridges with ashunt
LCR network and found that it was possible

response or lower the amplitude of the high-

to improve the sound by modifying the

frequency resonance peak. This is an important point because it corrected apreviously

amplitude of the ultrasonic resonance. This

held

improvement resulted in a tonal balance

damped the high-frequency resonant peak.

much more like that of amaster tape without

Most cartridges have areasonably flat fre-

1Watkins Engineering, 1019 E. Center St., Kingsport, TN
37660.
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belief that

lower

load

resistances

2 International Audio Review 5. 1980 pp.3I -159.
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"THE BEST
HIGH-END
AUDIO STORE
Bar y N
York.

Y

SOUND

BY SINGER

nd Barry ought to know. For years, he has haunted every high end
store in the New York area. Call it fanaticism. Call it adetermination to
seek out the very best—in equipment, in service and in attention to detail.
Most of our customes are just like Barry, perfectionists to the nth degree.
Yet the high praise we receive from each arid every one is, to our way of
thinking, no cause for celebration. After all, when it comes to something
as important as having music in one's home, who would settle for
anything less than the best? Not us. Not Barry. Not the rest of our
customers.
So, although we appreciate the recognition, it doesn't move us all that
much. Because to the staff at Sound by Singer. Ltd. being the best is
simply business as usual.
Acoustat •Adcom •Alphason •Apogee •Audioquest •Audio Research •California
Audio Labs •Cambridge Audio •Carnegie •Creek Audio •CWD •Dual •Dynavector
•Grado •Grace •Harman Kardon Video •Heybrook •Hiphonic •Kiseki •Kloss Video
•Koetsu •Krell •Kyocera •Linn Sondek •Meitner •Mod Squad •Mondial Aragon
•Monster Cable •Museatex •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Unix •Oracle •Parsec
•Pioneer Video •ProAc •Proton •PS Audio •Quad •QED. •Randall Research •
Rega •ReVox •Robertson •Roksan Xerxes •SME IV &V•Snell Acoustics •Stax
•Surround Sound •Symdex •Talisman •Target •Terk •Vandersteen •Wharfedale

SOUND BY SINGER 165 East 33rd Street New York, NY 10016 212-683-0925

quency response through the audible fre-

the inductance in Henries, and C is the

quency range to 20kHz, perhaps being 3dB

capacitance in Farads).
There are, of course, an infinite number of

up at 100Hz and 20kHz compared with the
typical midband level, yet some sound more
bright than such ameasured response would
indicate. We believe this tonal difference is

LC combinations that will satisfy the formula:
we found it practical to select agiven value
capacitor, wind amatching coil, and then test

mainly due to the dynamic behavior on the

the results. In selecting LC combinations, as

transients which are an inherent part of

the value of capacitance is increased and the
inductance decreased, the wider is the band

music. Fig.1 shows the transient ringing of a
moving-coil cartridge tracking the lkHz
squarewave on CBS test record STR112. Note

of frequencies attenuated. Optimum results
are obtained when L and C are selected so

that the initial rise overshoots the squarewave

that the frequency response in the 15-20kHz

top by about 30% and oscillation continues

region remains fiat but the resonant frequen-

for most of the half-cycle. 3
Electromagnetic damping seemed to offer

cy is damped. The optimum values for the
cartridge in fig.1 are 0.15uF and 0.117mH. The

away to minimize the amplitude of the peak

capacitor is a high-quality polypropylene

and the resultant bscillation, so acircuit was
devised to provide this damping at the ap-

diameter by 2" long ferrite core with about

propriate frequency. A two-element filter, in-

type, while the inductor was made on a Vi

volving acapacitor and inductor in series,

50 close-wound turns of #23 enameled copper wire. The effect of these values in parallel

placed across the cartridge's output, gave a

with a100-ohm resistive load across the car-

clearly evident improvement in sound. The
results were optimized by calculation and experimentation. The resonant frequency can
be found by counting the number of cycles
of oscillation in one half of the lkHz
squarewave and multiplying by 2000. The
cartridge in fig.1, for example, resonates at

Fig. 2A
tridge output can be seen in fig.2 (taken from
a Gould model 4100 storage oscilloscope).
Fig.2A clearly shows some improvement with
a0.15uF capacitor; fig.2B shows the effect of
the LCR network.

Fig. 1
about 38kHz. lb reduce the level of this resonant oscillation, a capacitor-inductor (LC)
combination

is

needed

that

will

have

minimum reactance at that frequency, given
by:

F = 1/(2PiLC)

(where Fis the resonant frequency in Hz, Lis
3The squarewave ringing universally seen in the output of
moving-coil cartridges when using this test record is at least
somewhat due to ringing from the record cutter-head as
engraved in the grooves of CBS STR112. Electron micrograph
examination of the record confirm that the ringing is in the
grooves; what cannot be established is the amount of ringing that accurately reproduces the record and the amount contributed by the cartridge. Both the network described by
Watkins and Mitchell and the output of amoving-magnet cartridge roll-off ultrasonic frequencies, so the question is still
open.
—LA
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Fig. 2B
Fig.3 shows the effect of the LCR network
on the cartridge's steady-state sinewave frequency response using the CBS STR120 test
record. (The cartridge was mounted in a
Sumiko MMT arm on an Oracle table, and its
output was recorded on aUrei-HP plotter.)
The small wiggles are probably due to the test
conditions, since they occur and overlay with
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various cartridges. The top curve is with the

were cleaner and more harmonically correct.

cartridge resistively loaded with 100 ohms;

In addition, imaging was more precise and

the resonant peak between 30 to 40kHz can

ambience more accurately reproduced.

be clearly seen. The second curve is with the
100 ohms now in parallel with 0.15uF; the

This demonstrates why different cartridges
with flat response in the audible range may

peak is lower in amplitude. The third curve is

nevertheless sound different in brightness—

with the LCR network; the peak has been

the higher the amplitude of the high-frequency

eliminated. Note that response remains flat to

peak, the brighter the sound. In other words,

beyond 20kHz.

inaudible ringing above 20kHz appears to effectively increase the amplitude of signals occurring in the audible range, changing the
perceived frequency response and leading to
harsh or otherwise inaccurate reproduction.

Editorial Postscript
The effects described by Bill Watkins and
James Mitchell are undoubtedly real, but I
doubt very much that they are due to increased
electromagnetic damping of the generator
assembly. A moving-coil cartridge is not very

Fig. 3
Squarewaves are all very well, but what
was the result using recorded music? We used the Orchestral Bells track on the Shure
TTR-101 test record. The top trace in fig.4 is

efficient at turning the mechanical energy imparted by the groove being dragged past it into
electrical energy. If it was, say, 5% efficient,
then even 100% electrical damping, from
loading the cartridge output with ashort circuit, would only influence its mechanical mo-

with the 100 ohm resistive load, the bottom

tion at resonance by 5%. Rather, Isuspect that
the very low impedance of the network at its

trace is with the LCR load. The frequency of

own resonant frequency acts in conjunction
with the cartridge source-impedance as asimple resistive divider to give an appropriately
positioned notch filter, as is actually shown in
fig.3.
Iam also not sure that the explanation put
forward as to why the presence of an ultrasonic resonance should result in abrighter
sound is correct. In alinear system, it should
have no effect. Perhaps the amplitude of the
resonant vibrations is driving the cartridge
into a nonlinear region of its behavior,

Fig. 4
the struck bell is about 7kHz—the range
where aberrations can cause harsh sound.

resulting in the dumping of intermodulation
products into the audio band, particularly if
the preamplifier also has problems handling
high-amplitude, high-frequency signals. In

The top trace shows overshoot and 38kHz

this case, however, filtering the ultrasonics

ringing that increases the effective amplitude

would not change the cartridge's basically

of the 7kHz tone. It is largely eliminated with

nonlinear behavior.
One thing is certain, however: the Watkins/

the LCR circuit, as is shown in the bottom
trace. This same effect is visible with the upper notes of aharpsichord.
The most significant audible improvement

Mitchell network does lower the amplitude of
the HF resonance of their cartridge. Iwould

we found with the LCR circuit concerned

experiences with LCR networks loading the

tonal purity. The upper midrange and treble

outputs of their MC cartridges.
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like to hear from readers who have had similar
—

JA
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TRACKING FORCE.
At Audio Studio we're scrupulous in our pursuit of the
best values in high-end
hi-fi. Audiophiles ourselves,
we carefully analyze components before adding
them to our select inventory. Which means that we
can help you choose with
confidence from among the
best there is. And back that
choice with solid service.
ADCOM. AKG. AR.
ARISTON. ASC.
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS.
AUDIQUEST. BEYERDYNAMIC. B&K.
BEVERIDGE. CHAPMAN. DB SYSTEMS.
DUAL. ELECTRON
KINETICS. GRACE.
HAFLER. HARMONKARDON. KEE KLYNE.
MERLIN. MODSQUAD.
MONSTER CABLE.
MOREL. NAD. NITTY
GRITTY. ORTOFON.
PRECISION FIDELITY.
PROTON. QUAD.
REVOX. SME. SONY ES.
SPECTRUM. STAX.
STRAIGHT WIRE.
SUMIKO PRODUCT'S.
SUPEX. SYSTEMDEK.
TALISMAN. THORENS.
VELODYNE. VP!.
Tuck us down. Call or
come in.
Audio Studio
414 Harvard Street
Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111
303 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 267-1001

AUDIO STUDIO

PURE GOLD
Alvin Gold
he art of coping with long plane journeys is to sit back with apair of head-

T

glorious about the recording is that it has obviously been done on the cheap. The playing

phones and luxuriate in the certain
knowledge that this is the one time you can
listen without being disturbed by the phone.

is actually rather good, but the acoustics sound
untreated and the sound is rough and ready—

In my case, it's one of the few times Ican listen

almost anything Ican think of.

and more tangibly live and convincing than

without having to write about what I've just

But Ididn't mean to embark on my list of

heard.
My recent journey to Japan worked pretty

favorite records. The point Iwas gradually

well this way. In this instance, Andre Previn

working my way toward when Iso rudely interrupted myself was the answer to aquestion

had been co-opted to introduce aprogram of

Iput to my Japanese hosts toward the end of

classical potboilers in his characteristically
soothing fashion on the British Airways

a particularly impressive traditional meal:
What status does traditional Japanese music

house PA. One of the items he introduced

have with the Japanese themselves? In all the

was one Iwas only familiar with in its original
collection actually includes the piece in both

several days Ihad been in the country, Ihad
heard barely anote ofJapanese music, whether.
on radio, television, or even back at the works

piano and orchestral incarnations.

when we were having hi-fi gear demonstrated.

version for piano, even though my record

Ravel's le Tombeau de Couperin genuinely
took my breath away, both as pure music and

The answer was monosyllabic and instantaneous: "None:' OK, there's probably atinge

as amasterful demonstration of state-of-the-art

of Oriental inscrutability about this answer,

orchestration. I've been unable to avoid play-

but it really does seem that Western (read

ing it at least once aday since, and recommend

European/American) music has just about

it highly as atest piece; it features subtlety in
every known form, and is extremely difficult
to pull off on record.

taken over completely. This situation holds
for the background relax-and-spend music
they play in shopping precincts as much as to

All this brings to mind another work from

the stuff they pay to hear in their concert

aquite different composer which Ialso use

halls—and everything in between as well.

fairly extensively as atest piece. The com-

Even Japanese musicians seem to express them-

poser is one PDQ Bach, "the least favored

selves largely through \Vestern styles of music.
Anyone who knows anything about

son" of the great Bach dynasty. The piece?
The Echo Sonata for 712,o Unfriendly Groups
of Instruments. The work, just afew minutes
long, consists of agloriously scored musical
conversation between a delicate group of
woodwind and ajugful of coarse brass. The

Japanese culture will probably be able to
make some sense of this phenomenon,
which to my Western sensibilities seems quite
inexplicable. Could it be that this apparent

conversation consists of aplayful theme passed

disenchantment with their indigenous
musical culture lies at the root of the row that

between the two groups, but the flavor of
the conversation is barbed, the brass section

Westerners have complained for years that

laying traps and generally goading and brow-

has blown up over Digital Audio Tape?
the Japanese treat recorded music as fair

beating the woodwind section until the latter

game for home copying; and their industry is,

retaliates in afit of pique; at one point, the

after all, hardware- rather than softwareoriented. Maybe they just don't understand

playing is accented with the sound of tiny feet
stamping the floor.

the role of music in the West, where the

The recording, credited to the New York
Pick-Up Ensemble (sic), appears as part of an

market is very much driven by the recordedmusic side of the industry.

album called Portrait of PDQ Bach on the

Record companies have aperfect right to

Vanguard label (VSD 79399). What is so

get angry at the wholesale and continued
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piracy of their product, and Ithink most peo-

soundstage was homogeneous—like very

ple are sympathetic to this. But there appears

wide mono.

to be agreat deal of resistance to the inept-

Even so, the controlled A/B tests showed
that the Copycode processing was audible.

ness and arrogance they display in the process, and there is disagreement about the
scale of the problem, and its cure.
There's the language, for one thing. The industry talks rather pompously of intellectual
copyright. Phrases like this stick in my gullet,
given the increasingly formula-ridden and
wholly synthetic-sounding product that clutters 90 to 95% of the charts.
But this is nit-picking. What really upset
me most was the first press demonstration
given in the UK—indeed outside the US—of
Copycode, the savior of the record industry

What could not be determined was which—
of the Copycoded and non-Copycoded
fragments—was which. Icouldn't, anyway.
The sound was wretched both ways and the
differences did not seem entirely consistent
or musically worthwhile. We were asked to
say which was which, and, not surprisingly,
no one was willing to commit themselves.
Not, Ifancy, because differences were inaudible, but because no one could ascribe avalue
judgment to what they heard. Yet the chair
couldn't resist drawing attention later in the

against unscrupulous

same conference session to the fact that "no

copyright pirates. That, at least, was the

one could tell the difference" in defense of

unspoken agenda of the press conference,

their proposition that Copycode was "inaudible
There's one more thing Iforgot to tell you

in

its epic

battle

held under the aegis of the IFPI —the International Federation of Phonogram and Video-

about this meeting, which was attended by

gram Producers (no, I'm not sure how they

something like 250-300 press people from all

get the UPI acronym either).
The demonstration was held just weeks after

over Europe. Imet only one other member of

the US senate subcommittee dealing with the
DAT issue had its first Copycode demonstration, which by now you'll have heard all about
from other sources. Ithought at first we were
to be treated to another such futile exercise,

the specialist hi-fi press (Barry Fox apart), an
acquaintance from Denmark. Maybe he had
received his invitation from another non-hi-fi
invitee, as in my case. Ican only suppose the
hi-fi press was deliberately excluded in favor
of the comparatively tame music press. And

using another Barbra Streisand track or some-

when 1say tame, Imean it. This was the

thing equally compressed and manufactured-

only press conference Ihave ever attended'
where the chair was repeatedly and enthusias-

sounding, where almost nothing that could be
done to the music would have made any difference. But no; they used some solo piano

tically cheered when it made its more strident

and aBeethoven symphony recording whose

one attended by what should have been a
skeptical, critical press. At times Ifelt Iwas an

genus Icouldn't begin to guess at. It's what
they did with the music that was interesting.
The way Iheard it, the demonstration was
rigged, but in subtle ways and perhaps not
deliberately.

They

used

a reproduction

system based on some fairly disgusting,
though outwardly respectable, PA equipment
(no names, no pack drill) in acinema-like setting. Ihad secured myself aseat near the front
and on the line dividing the widely spaced
loudspeakers. Iwas too close to notice what
Barry Fox noted from near the back—that

points—more like arevivalist meeting than

unwillingly member of alynching party. That
worried me as much as what the IFPI proposed to do to recorded music.
Make no mistake about what they want—
and demand. Despite protestations to the contrary, they desire nothing less than the complete capitulation of the DAT makers. What
they want is what they know they can't have
with any other form of software, or any other
method of recording audio. The argument
they made at the press conference was that

on—by accident Iaccept—but Iobviously

recording in the digital domain from CD to
DAT is different in kind from any other recor-

wasn't close enough to get any stereo soundstage. What rolled out of those speakers had

ding activity, such as making DAT copies of
records, or cassettes of CDs. Why? Because

an anodyne character and the consistency of

such recordings sound perfect. As producer

treacle, and for all intents and purposes the

George Martin put it: "The awesome thing

the house PA system had been left switched
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UPSCALE AUDIO

is unlike any other high-end audio
salon in Southern California.
Better service. Better surroundings.
Better stock. Better reference
system. Because we're adivision
of Southern California's Number
One Audio/Video Specialists.
Neither they nor Upscale Audio
salespeople work on commission,
so there's never any pressure.

MICHAEL HARVEY

brings years of audiophile
expertise to Upscale Audio. He is
amusic lover and record collector.
Instead of having to concern
himself with "rent-paying" mid-fi
lines as do many other salons, he
sells just the best. His only
committment is to cater to your
audio needs, your budget and
your musical tastes.
--

MECHANICAL

to electronic transduction by: Well
Tempered Labs, Oracle, Premier,
Koetsu, Talisman, Alchemist,
SME, Alpha and Virtuoso, Ortofon
and Dunlop-Systemdek. Electronic
to mechanical transduction by:
Acoustat (including Model 6's &
Spectra 3's), Infinity Reference
and Beveridge. All hard-wired.
No switchers.

ELECTRONIC

to electronic realization by: Audio
Research (we're one of the largest
dealers in the U.S.), Sumo,
Counterpoint, Luxman Brid and
Acoustat. Visit Upscale Audio and
discover why, in less than ayear,
we've become a leading force in
Southern California high end
audio (as well as the largest
Acoustat dealer in the world).

UP

SCALE AUDIO
AT•ROGERSOUND•LABS

8381 Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park, California, 91304
Call Michael Harvey, (818) 882-3802
Appointments recommended.
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about digital taping is that it isn't just taping,

against the day when suitably equipped DAT

it's cloning. However many copies you make,
the product is just as good as you get in a

the reply. Why not, if it can't be heard, and if

studio. Home taping will become anightmare
for producers because it will put us out of

it is ready as you claim? "We will not use
Copycode until there is an international agree-

work. Not just people like me, but all the

ment on its use." No amount of pressure
changed the answer. Ihave to confess this

young and enterprising people trying to make
ago of it in the business. They will be stymied
by DAT unless there's acontrol on it."
Someone asked why Copycode wouldn't be
extended to other forms of software. After all,

recorders will be made available? "No" came

made no sense to me at the time; it wasn't
until after leaving the meeting that Itwigged
the obvious: CBS must be afraid of adverse
public reaction to Copycoded recordings.

there aren't even any DAT recorders out there

Even, we must assume, to unannounced

yet, but there are trillions of cassette recorders

Copycoded recordings.
In my humble opinion, CBS should put up
or shut up. If digital-domain piracy is truly in

and zillions of discs and whatnots to copy. But
no, DAT is to be treated quite differently from
other sources. Could this have anything to do
with the fact that CD is the only source

adifferent league to analog piracy, why not
leave it to the DAT recorders themselves

guaranteed to run at an accurate enough speed

which won't even record at 44.1kHz (the two

to keep the Copycode notch where the

I've just been using certainly won't—of

recognition circuitry expects to find it?
Of course it could, and this points to apossi-

which more anon?). Perhaps the IFPI can

ble way around Copycode—altering the pitch
of the signal by the necessary 5% (or greater)

press for sampling-rate converters to be made
illegal. All this will mean that only analog

amount, which in principle could be done

copies can be made, even if the signal is
stored in digital form at each end of the pro-

with digital electronics without altering the

cess. At least then digital-domain copying

tempo. Such circuits are already available as
effects units, and could be coupled with a

would be stopped, and the inevitable decline

reconversion on playback if required. Copy-

be arrested. There are limited enough quality
margins there to begin with, God knows.

code's backers are trying to get EEC and US

in the sound quality of compact discs would

law to prohibit circuitry designed to circum-

Philips has even proposed amore sophisti-

vent Copycode However, such a(hypotheti-

cated version of the CD subcode system,

cal) circuit could be promoted as a pitchchange module, for example to bring recor-

which would allow users to make asingle
digital copy from CD, but which won't allow

dings back to concert pitch, or to allow users

daisy-chaining of recorders. Otherwise we
are going to be left in the absurd position

to play along with their pianos. At the very
least, this would help show the absurdity of

where we can make recordings, even digital

enforcing such alaw.

ones, from records and tapes—with official

CBS will make Copycode encoders available to other record companies at manufactur-

sanction gained through having paid alevy

ing cost, and will allow free access to the

be prohibited from making asimple DAT cassette copy of our own CDs to play in the car.

technology to anyone who wants to build pro-

on our blank tapes. At the same time we will

prietary Copycode-style circuitry, as long as

The law would be an ass, would be seen to be

it remains compatible. It's also production-

an ass, and would surely fall into disrepute as
adirect result.

ready, or so we were told. Yet in response to
questioning, it turned out that the Copycode
circuitry we listened to at the demonstration
had "some" phase-correction circuitry, and

With Copycode in existence Imust assume
no one will have the chutzpah to press for a
tape levy on DAT cassettes, so copying onto

this was not how the system would be

that format would be levy-free. Imagine the

marketed.
It was the answer to another question that

fuss if someone tried to put aspecial compensatory levy on blank DAT cassettes which can

revealed just how unready the supposedly

only be used on Copycoded recorders any-

market-ready Copycode really is. Was CBS us-

way! Or maybe the music industry really

ing Copycode to protect its current catalog

would like to have its cake and eat it.
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By proclamation
of the audiophiles
of Los Angeles:

"Optimal Enchantment had the
BEST SOUND at the
Stereophile HiFi Show"

T

hank you Los Angeles. We are honored that
you appreciated our efforts to give you accurate audio at the recent hi-fi show in Santa
Monica. A surprising number (over four to one)
preferred our sound to that of the next best local
dealer. Our exhibit room was fairly congested,
but Ibelieve that we managed to give you apretty
good demonstration of the quality of music that
our audio systems produce.
Any craftsman is only as good as his tools, so I
also want to thank the manufacturers that support Optimal Enchantment with the highest
quality audio equipment: Audio Research, Adcorn, Alphason, Audible Illusions, Audioquest,
Carnegie, Eminent Technology, Koetsu, MartinLogan, Meitner, Nitty Gritty, Oracle, PSE, Revox,
Rotel, SME, Sonographe, SOTA, Spica, Superphon, and Vandersteen. Without these companies, audio would still be in the dark ages.
When you come by, you will see that we always
try to give the best possible presentation of our
equipment -not just at hi-fi shows. We operate
by appointment (213/393-4434) so that you can
hear exactly the equipment you want to hear and
so that you will always have our full attention.

Optimal
Ceatittnent

And we allow you to make up your own mind on
which equipment is best.
You will notice that Optimal Enchantment has
no switching system - all the connections between equipment are "hard-wired". This makes it
possible to listen through the equipment exactly
like you would at home and to hear even the
minutest of differences between components.
When you decide what it is that you want to purchase, you will be able to take it home with you
immediately because we stock everthing we sell.
And you will be glad to know that we expertly install and deliver at no additional charge (in LA) set-up is especially important with turntables. If
you ever need service on your equipment, our inhouse facility is staffed by two of the best technicians in Southern California. We service all high
performance audio equipment, whether we sell
it or not. Finally, we only carry the finest audio
equipment. Whatever you buy from Optimal
Enchantment has been selected by me personally as being the best in its class.
Ihope that you'll have an opportunity to visit us
soon.
Sincerely,

î

t\d-j4

P.S. It may interest you to know that Audio Research has just declared Optimal Enchantment
to be their best dealer for the second straight
year.

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
SOTA SAPPHIRE 8( STAR SAPPHIRE
SERIES III TURNTABLES
J. Gordon Holt

SOTA Star Sapphire with Reflex Clamp
Belt-drive, two-speed, suspended subchassis turntable. Dimensions: 20.25" W by 7.5" H by
16.25" D (3" extra depth required when lid open). Price: basic Sapphire turntable with Supermat $1075, Star Vacuum Upgrade $695; Star Sapphire $1600 (oak), $1750 (African Rosewood),
$2000 (black lacquer); The Electronic Flywheel $300; Reflex Clamp $95; spare aluminum armboards cut for SME V, The Arm, FT3, MMT, Linn, $90; blank armboards (flat or "stepped"), $75.
Approximate number of dealers: 125. Manufacturer: SOTA Industries, PO Box 7075, Berkeley,
CA 94707. Tel: (415) 527-1649.

Over these many years of audio testing, 1have
come to recognize in myself astrong conser-

are, thus, still stuck with the same problem
that faced audiophiles 25 years ago: we can-

vative streak. One less-than-admirable mani-

not know what "better" is until we hear it.

festation of this is that, when Ifind aproduct

Sometimes, Ithink Iwould rather not know.

Ireally like, Itend to resist thinking about the

After all, Ikeep telling myself, there's got to be

possibility that another might be better.
A reason for this, Isuspect, is that if Ican-

an end to this improvement business some

not actually hear anything the matter with the

time, hasn't there? Things can't keep getting
better forever, can they? Well, can they?

product, Ido not wish to learn that my idea

At least I'm enough aware of this personal

of absolute perfection is flawed. Sure, it's easy

quirk that, although Iwill not go so far as to

enough to say "Go to aconcert and compare

try and obtain samples of anew super-cable

what you hear there with what you hear at
home," but while that may be agreat idea in

just because Ihave heard it may be ahair bet-

as long as there continues to be such an ap-

ter than the absolutely perfect ones Inow
use, Iwelcome any proffered upgrades to
components Icurrently use. It was different,

palling disparity between real, live orchestral

however, with my SOTA Sapphire.

theory, it cannot be of much practical value

sound and reproduced orchestral sound. We
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Having used and loved this turntable for
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more than two years, Ifaced Rod Herman's

upgrading aSeries Ito the newest version.

impending Santa Fe visit with mixed feelings.
Would the latest SOTA Sapphire that he was

Not, at least, unless you feel positively compulsive about owning the very best and the

bringing really be better than my present,

very latest: the platter and motor upgrades

familiar, reliable one? Would Ihave to spend

cost $200 each; the constrained damping

a month listening to it before Icould pin

(done by the factory) costs $150.

down its characteristics well enough to be

But the latest Sapphire 'table wasn't all that

able to judge other components without its
prejudicing those judgments? Well ...

Rod brought with him. One other item was
something SOTA provocatively calls the Elec-

Visibly, the latest-model Sapphire—the III—

tronic Flywheel. This is amedium-sized Black

is indistinguishable from the original version.

Box, which connects between the 'table's

It doesn't even have Series III written on it

outrigger DC supply and the 'table itself.

anywhere. With the exception of the Super=

What does it do? It filters everything but DC

(which Ihad tried but couldn't use because the
clamp wouldn't grip the short spindle of my

from the external DC power-supply source,
regulates the output voltage, and doubles the

early 'table), all the "improvements" are in-

available current. Okay, so we can all see

ternal, consisting of an aluminum armboard,
ahard-mounted motor assembly with anew

what the filtering and regulation will do:
they'll keep potential sources of speed fluc-

pulley, a new platter-bearing block, and a

tuation away from the drive motor. But what

ribbed platter with "constrained-mode" damp-

could twice the available current possibly
buy you? Istill don't have a satisfactory

ing. (I can foresee lots of fun and games when
Series Iowners wishing to trade up to the new
version start offering the old one for sale as the
new one. Who would know?' And would it

answer to that, because Iam not sure Isubscribe to the idea that varying amounts of
load on the 'table, due to drag from loudly

make any difference anyway? 2 How much bet-

modulated passages, could vary the platter

ter is the new one? 3)
Frankly, fitted with aWTA/Ortofon MC2000

speed enough to be perceptible at any level of
consciousness. On the other hand, Iam not

combination, there was very little difference

prepared to dismiss that possibility out of

Yes, the Series III Sapphire gave a wider,

hand.

deeper, and more stable soundstage, better in-

Particularly after having listened to what

ner detailing, tighter and better-controlled

the Flywheel does.

bass, and agenerally smoother, more relaxed
quality overall. That sounds like avast im-

The Electronic Flywheel isn't cheap. It sells
for arespectable $300, which means it had

provement, but the fact is that the extent of

better do some pretty impressive things to

the improvement in each area was very small.

the sound. Ireally did not believe it could.
After all, the table normally gets fed only DC,

Some of it was due to the Supermat, which,
in conjunction with its special clamp, con-

presumably with afair amount of filtering,

stitutes the only record stabilizer I've seen
that will actually make concave-dished

and Ihave never been able to detect any evidence whatsoever of irregular platter speed.

records lie flat. But Idoubt that Iwould have

Iwas fully prepared to hear no difference.

detected the differences at all had Inot lived

But Idid.

with the original Sapphire for along time and

All the things Imentioned in connection

then auditioned the new one with familiar

with the Series III Sapphire were improved

records. The original SOTA Sapphire set a

again, but by agreater amount. No way would
Ibe prepared to say the improvements were

new standard for turntable performance
which had not, to my knowledge, been surpassed at under $5000 until the Series III

"dramatic," but they were unmistakable. A
bypass switch on the Flywheel made it easy

came along, but Ido not feel the difference

to conduct comparisons, and to confirm that,

between them to be great enough to warrant

yes, those differences were unquestionably

IBy getting its serial number and telephoning SOTA to ask.

quite audible. Ihave to admit that the Electronic Flywheel is worth the asking price.

2Yes.
3Enough.
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SOTA admits that, under some conditions,
the Flywheel won't make any difference. As
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long as your AC supply is clean—free from

44 "-thick metal disc under the platter with a

spikes, glitches, RF, and voltage fluctuations—

T-shaped pattern of small holes in it. Line
these up with the matching holes on the bot-

the Flywheel should accomplish nothing. If
such clean-line conditions are the norm in
your household, the Electronic Flywheel
could be avery expensive door stop. But even
though Ihave never had reason to believe my
AC supply was contaminated, the Flywheel effected asignificant improvement in sound.
Perhaps it makes sense to think of it as being
like alightning arrester: it may not be needed
most of the time, but when it is you'll be glad
you have it.
The other upgrade that Rod had brought
was one he requested Idefer listening to until Ihad become thoroughly familiar with the

tom plate of the 'table base and, being careful
not to rotate the platter, insert it into the base.
(This takes aslow, careful action so as not to
knock the base over. An assistant holding it
would be valuable insurance.) Use alarge nail
through the base bottom to line up the holes,
align the thin metal bottom disc over them,
and replace the three Allen-head bolts. In
place of the original large central bolt, you
must now attach the vacuum fitting provided
with the upgrade kit, using awrench to draw
it firmly, but not too tightly, up against the
bottom disc. Finally, replace the transit

sound of the new 'table with its Black Box.
This was the so-called Star vacuum upgrade,

screws, drive them in until they come to a

which replaces the entire platter, spindle, and

its nut against the bottom disc Attach the free

bearing assembly with SOTA's vacuum hold-

end of the vacuum tube to the nipple on its
fitting, lay the 'table flat, and you're ready to

down system, bringing the basic Sapphire up
to full Star specification.
Now this Ifully expected to bring about an
appreciable improvement, particularly at the
low end, because Ihad used Audio Technica's
vacuum stabilizer for awhile some years ago

stop, then back each one out 14 "and tighten

connect the power-supply cables.
First, you discard the Sapphire's old DC
supply and, if you already own the Flywheel,
discard also the adaptor previously used to
connect them together. The short cable with

and had observed atremendous improvement
in all things LF. (Unfortunately, the A-T's high

the multi-pin plug goes from the Flywheel to

vacuum pressure seemed to provoke conical

troller supplied) goes to the Flywheel, and the

fracturing of the grooves in playback; it
damaged anumber of my discs.)
Installing the Star upgrade looks like amajor

uum controller. That's all there is to it.

operation but isn't. First, if your tonearm uses
viscous damping, remove the arm and set it

the pump, the long one (from the vacuum con'table's power-supply cable goes into the vacWell, not quite all there is to it. Because the
vacuum platter is higher than the standard
one—why, Rod?—you will need to readjust

aside where it won't get knocked over. Then

the height of your tonearm to preserve proper

stand the whole 'table up on its motor side

VTA. And that may pose asmall problem.

and remove, in this order, the platter transit
screws (they have nuts on them), the large

Because the Sapphire's tonearm board was
already about 11
2 "below the top of its plat/

center bolt, and the three Allen-head screws

ter, my Well-Tempered Arm was close to the
limit of its height adjustment before Iinstalled

around the perimeter of the bottom metal
disc. The only things that require care are
making sure the whole player doesn't fall

the vacuum platter. The Star platter added an
additional 1
4 "of height, and I
/
had to slide the

over while you're unscrewing, and holding
the platter in place when you remove the last

arm to the very top of its track to get it close
to the proper VIA for my Ortofon MC-2000

Allen screw so it doesn't come out until you

cartridge; Istill could not quite reach the opti-

pull it out.
The special vacuum platter is fastened to a

mal point. The solution with this particular
arm was asimple one, because it has asingle-

wooden platform in its shipping container. lb

hole

unpack it, turn the container upside down
(platter down), preferably on top of asofa
cushion to catch it when it comes loose, and

between the arm's pillar and its mounting
board. Other arms may not be nearly so easy
to shim up, and for these SOTA offers aspecial

remove all the visible screws on its bottom

stepped aluminum arm board.

plate—the large center bolt last. You'll see a
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mount: Ijust

added athick metal washer

Ifired all this up with some misgivings, as
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Ihave used vacuum devices which required
amotor-driven pump in the past and, their
merits notwithstanding, found Icould just
not tolerate the pump noise. (My listening en-

was of greatly improved solidity across the
board. Stereo images were more tightly bunched
and stable, the soundstage boundaries became more definite, and inner details Ihad

vironment is extremely quiet.) When Iturned

thought were superbly reproduced before

on the SOTA Sapphire system, there was not

became better focused and more sharply

atrace of pump noise. Absolutely none. Not
even with my ear pressed against the pump

of tightness, control, and extension added to

case! There was also no vacuum.

delineated. But most dramatic was the amount

Some creative diddling revealed that the

the low end. Even the WTA's slight but persistent tendency toward midbass boominess at

vacuum controller adjustment apparently

high listening levels was diminished, if not all

had a"dead spot" at each extreme of its rota-

that much. Iwas impressed!

tion. All the way CC, and the pump would
just run out of sauce. Advance the control,

pressure?) is quite low, even at the highest set-

and the pump could be heard speeding up

ting of the controller. It is widely theorized

Incidentally, the vacuum pressure (de-

until, in the fully CW position, it would cut

that excessive vacuum was the reason A- T's

out again. Not aserious problem, but one I

vacuum stabilizer damaged discs. Because

told myself Iwould have to bear in mind in

there was no way it could be evacuated while

future. (And one that SOTA's instructions
should address.)

playing adisc, the space between the disc and

I mentioned pump noise. Yes, there is
some. But it was barely audible from two feet
away in my quiet room, and was not audible

play. And because there was always acertain
amount of leakage during play, the initial
vacuum had to be quite high so there would

at all from distances of more than about four

still be some left at the end of the side. That,

feet. In short, this is the first motorized

apparently, was its fatal flaw.

vacuum-operated audiophile device that
doesn't come with a noise price attached.
SOTA really did ajob on this design!

the presence in it of what is called aplasticizer—a volatile liquid which gives the ma-

But how did it sound? Well. ..
it sounded

terial its flexibility. Over time, this plasticizer

the platter had to be evacuated before each

The physical properties of vinyl relate to

fabulous. Every aspect of the sound was at

tends to migrate into the air, at arate which is

least noticeably improved, by amargin that
was rather significantly greater than the improvement effected by the Flywheel. Except

inversely dependent on the pressure of that
air. A drastic reduction in air pressure will

at the low end. There the improvement with
some discs almost defied belief? With others

molecules at the disc surface, creating abrittle
"skin" which will remain that way until more

it was only very impressive, depending on

of the plasticizer from deeper within the

their shape before the vacuum grabbed hold

vinyl migrates to the topmost layer. This may
take several days, and if the depleted side is

of them. The greatest improvement, predictably, was with discs that had bad coolie-hat
dishing, when they were flipped concave-

cause arapid loss of plasticizer from the vinyl

played before the plasticizer has been restored,
the "skin" will be less able to dissipate surface-

side up. These are usually real troublemakers,

friction heat, and conical fracturing will be

whose completely undamped surfaces ring

exacerbated. 4

like the proverbial bell, and which defy the
efforts of even the most effective clamp-type
stabilizers to get them to lie down and
behave. (Only the Supermat will help these,
and not even it can cope with the worst of
them.) A few such discs, particularly badly
deformed, needed to be gently pressed down
with the fingers around the perimeter in
order for the vacuum to grab hold, but once
clamped, they stayed clamped.
From all discs, the immediate impression
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4The late Dr. Edward Catelano, founder of LAST, was first
to document (with electron microscope photographs) and
explain conical fracturing: Stylus/groove friction duc to the
very high contact pressure (several tons per square inch)
causes an instantaneous drastic increase in temperature at
the contact surface. As long as the vinyl is completely
homogeneous, the heat is absorbed harmlessly by the
underlying vinyl. Any discontinuity in the structure of the
vinyl, however, will inhibit this absorption, causing the contact point to overheat and to expand to the point where it
can no longer fit the space it previously occupied. As a
result, atiny conical bit of material is expelled from the
groove wall, leaving ahole that forever after will produce a
surface-noise click.
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Rod Herman claims the maximum vacuum

tap the rim of the disc, diagonally from the

obtainable from his system is well below the

cartridge, while playing the lead-in grooves.

danger point, but nonetheless urges using the
least vacuum you can get away with. Ithink
he is being overly conservative Several times,

A dull "thud" is asign that everything is bat-

Itried playing the reverse side of non-LASTed
discs immediately after playing side one with
the vacuum up full, and got no more surface-

tened down; a"pock" means it isn't, and you
should check to find out why.
Incidentally, the Star system also comes
with a soft rubber spindle cap,

which

prevents air leakage from through the center

noise increases than is normal: an addition of

hole. Idid not find this to be necessary with

about one tick per five minutes. The amount
of vacuum you use does affect the sound

most discs, which is agood thing because the
cap is difficult to remove, clinging so tena-

slightly, but it is my feeling that, regardless of

ciously to the disc label that it makes alittle

what sounds best to you, anything less than

POP when it finally lets go.

maximum stabilization can only increase the

All of these mods, then, are very worth-

amount of ringing from the disc, and that the
most is the best in terms of accuracy.

while additions to the standard SOTA Sapphire

Even at the maximum vacuum level, there

If you are now using aSapphire Ior II at the
head of asystem having high enough resolu-

is never the slightest perceptible resistance to

tion for you to hear differences between

the removal of adisc from the platter (partly

good

because finger pressure at the edge of the

upgrades (the third being the Series III mod)

interconnects,

all

three

of these

disc breaks the seal immediately), and this

are well worth their not-insubstantial cost in

may give the impression that the system isn't
working. There's an easy way to check for a

terms of improved sound quality. The fully
loaded SOTA Star Sapphire is well worth the

good seal, though: with afingernail, gently

asking price.

IN SEARCH OF A REFERENCE CARTRIDGE
Anthony H. Cordesman carries out apost-CD survey
It is arelief to get back to cartridges. For all the

investing in the best CD player and the best

improvements in CD players, Istill listen to

analog phono front end, I'd invest in the ana-

hear how free they are from musical faults.

log option every time Furthermore one of the

When Ilisten to analog phono components,

things Ilearned as aresult of this cartridge

Ido so to hear how enjoyable they make the
music. No-one can honestly deny that CD

survey is that cartridges are improving faster
than CD players. The latest generation of CD

players are getting better, but Ifind that CD's
outstanding technical specifications are still

musical excitement. The latest generation of

not accompanied by amatching enjoyability

cartridges are much more believable and ex-

and musical believability.
The evidence is fairly easy to summarize.

players have fewer faults, but they still lack

citing than their predecessors, even though

With the right combination of cartridge tone-

several older cartridge designs still consistently
outperform the newest CD players.

arm, and turntable, the analog record still provides aconsistently more realistic soundstage,

therefore, as important as ever, ranking in

particularly in terms of depth. Musical in-

social meaning with the search for an honest

The search for a reference cartridge is,

struments are sweeter, and have more musical

TV evangelist, and the best cola. Given the

detail. Musical dynamics are more natural and

quality of the candidates to date, Ican even
guarantee that your choice of cartridge will do

exciting, and bass has more natural definition
and impact.
Put more simply, if Ihad to choose between
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more to improve your life than your vote for
the next President. In fact, if you are akeen
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student of British philosophers, you may even

The frequency-response curves shown,

agree that agood reference cartridge offers

made with the JVC TRS-1007 Mk.II test record,

more than sex. To paraphrase Lord Chester-

are more honest than those that come from

field, the pleasure is less fleeting, the position

manufacturers simply because the sweep rate

less ridiculous, and the expense slightly less

is much slower. If the plotter is set to race

damnable.

through the printout, the needle tends to pro-

More seriously, if you do find the right

duce astraight line in the upper octaves regard-

reference cartridge—one that "locks in" to the

less of the actual response. As arough rule of

rest of your system and matches your elec-

thumb, however, one must be very careful

tronics and speaker—it tends to make all of the

about the meaning of measured frequency

music you listen to come alive (something no

response below 150Hz or above 5kHz. The ap-

serious high-end reviewer Iknow of has yet
said about aCD player). Iwill immediately

parent bass energy in acartridge bears no clear
correlation to its performance on atest record.

cede the point that some of the resulting

Most moving-coils show arise in frequency

musical life and believability in an analog
phono front end may reflect some degree of

this rise sonically.1

response above 5kHz, but only some exhibit

euphonic coloration. So what? Pleasure is the

Having asmooth, balanced separation curve

name of the game, in my opinion, and colora-

for both channels is more important than having high separation per se, in my opinion. I

tion is better than irritation.
Ishould note, however, that the search for

could not hear any clear correlation between

areference cartridge is different from asurvey
of recent products. It is asearch for acartridge

measured separation and the sonic quality of

that makes you want to listen to music. A
reference cartridge has to be more than simply

the soundstage, but Ioften heard problems
when aset of response curves showed irregu-

good value for money, exotic, technically "in-

larities in the crosstalk signals.
As for cartridge output, the very best car-

teresting," or capable of providing new musi-

tridges have evolved to the point where it is

cal "insights." It must succeed in making your
system and your music come alive over aprolonged period. Ihave closets filled with technically interesting cartridges that revealed
sounds on my records that Inever heard

clear they do not need an external life-support
system. Any output above 0.3mV/cm/s is adequate for any good preamplifier with amovingcoil gain stage, and any output above 1.2mV/

before and have never wanted to hear again.

cm/s is adequate for good moving-magnet
stages. Outputs below 0.3mV tend to lead to

Technical Criteria

amps: such cartridges having, in my experi-

problems, even with the better transistor pre-

At the same time, areference cartridge has to

ence, athinned-out sound, diminished bass,

measure reasonably well in terms of frequency

and compressed dynamics. This is true even

response, separation, and tracking. There is
still agreat deal we don't know about the sub-

when the preamp has ample gain and signal/
noise ratio. This is one reason Ihave not in-

jective meaning of cartridge measurements,
but atrue reference cartridge has to be able to

cluded Audionote models or the Ortofon

track the record, and must perform well in

sonic performance virtually does not matter.

technical as well as in listening tests.

There is no equally good preamp or step-up
device to use them with, and the improvement

These technical performance characteristics
are reflected in the frequency graphs that accompany most of the cartridges discussed in
this article, and in the data in the table, which
show tracking performance, balance, and output. These data are provided for most of the
cartridges Ifelt deserved true reference ranking, although in some cases Icould only keep
acartridge long enough for listening tests, or
the measurements were not reliable or consistent enough to merit inclusion.
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MC-2000; their output is so low that their

IAHC does not present the whole story here, as measured
low- and high-frequency response generally does correlate
quantitatively with perceived tonal balance In other words,
the common mid-to-low-bass rise featured by the Koetsus,
for example, is reflected in the amount of bass energy heard.
What is not indicated is the quality of those low frequencies,
whether they arc transparent or not, well-defined or boomy,
etc Regarding high frequencies, you will always hear the tonal
result of atilted-up response, but whether you will perceive
the cartridge as "bright - and be bothered by the excess of HF
energy, or just regard the sound quality as having a"light"
balance, depends on many other factors: distortion, phase
response, the Q of the tip-mass resonance, the depth of the
ubiquitous midrange depression, etc.
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TABLE: Cartridge Measurements
'kHz)
Right
2.35
2.0

Balance
(dB at .
1kHz)

Adcom XC/MR
Alchemist S

Output (mV at
Left
2.35
2.0

Argent Diamond

0.26

0.26

0.25

Clear Audio Ventas

0.56

0.58

0.25

Decca Gold
Garrott Decca
Microscanner
Grado Signature

2.8

3.4

1.5

4.2
4.0

3.2
4.0

2.0
0

Grado Signature 10MX

1.6

1.6

1.0

Koetsu Signature Red

0.36

0.36

0

Koetsu Black Goldline

0.34

0.37

0.5

Monster Alpha 2

0.34

0.35

0.25

Monster Alpha HO

2.4

2.4

0

Van den Hul MC-1

0.42

0.43

0

Van den Hul MC-One

0.42

0.50

1.0

Model

in the sound of other cartridges has reduced
them to exercises in engineering sadism.
Channel balance is worth watching. Differences of ldB or more are common, and this
is enough to mean careful balancing of the
system every time you play arecord. Slight dif-

o
o

Tracking
80um at 1.8gm
80um at 1.5gm
90 urn at 2.0gm
70um at 1.5gm
80um at 2gm
70 um at 1.5gm
80 um at 2gm
100 um at 1.5gm
100um at 1.5gm
80 urn at 1.5gm
80 urn at ?gm
70um at 1.5gm
80um at 2gm
50um at 1.5gm
60um at 2gm
50um at 1.5gm
60um at 2gm
70um at 1.5gm
Mum at 2.0gm
70um at 1.5gm
Mum at 2.0gm
80um at 1.5gm
90um at 2gm
70um at 1.5gm
90um at 2gm

basic sound character of agiven cartridge is
rarely tonearm-, turntable-, or set-up dependent (apart from the very low bass, where the
tuning of the LF resonance due to the cartridge
compliance and the arm's effective mass , will
have asignificant effect), the nuances of its per-

ferences in output balance manifest them-

formance are. This makes it easy to over-

selves as atilt in the soundstage to the right or

review cartridges, and to start comparing

left, and unless you make active use of the
preamp's balance control, you'll never be fully

sound characteristics which are dependent on
the associate tonearm and turntable.

satisfied with an unbalanced cartridge.
Tracking ability capable of coping with 80

system- and set-up-sensitive. The finer details

microns (urn) recorded amplitude within the

of both timbre and soundstage vary according

rated tracking force for agiven stylus type
seems to be perfectly adequate. The improve-

gets into exhaustive detail in this area is simply

Soundstage details and imaging are especially

to tonearm and turntable, and any review that

ment from 70 to 80um is apparent on most
demanding passages, but the improvement
from 80 to 90um is rarely audible.

afantasy: unless you have the same system
as the reviewer, you will hear something

System interface and synergy

fect other aspects of cartridge performance,

You should be aware of the fact that cartridge
reviews are abit more difficult and uncertain

VPI, for example, produce more deep bass

different.
lbrntable and tonearm also powerfully af-

than most subjective reviews. Cartridge sound
characteristics are not easy to describe reliably
because they cannot be divorced from the
associated equipment and set-up. While the
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particularly bass. The Goldmunds, SCYrAs, and

2There are valid rules for matching cartridge compliance and
tonearm effective mass, but sample-to-sample variation in
cartridge compliance is so great that the nomographs involved
have little real-world value, in my opinion. Others differ.

Ill

than the Linns and Oracles. Most of the cheaper

nels to get aprecise measure of azimuth adjust-

high-quality turntables—the ARs and Duals—
are light in the deep bass. The only affordable

ment. VTA was checked by ear, although there

turntable with deep bass is the Sonographe,

cartridge body parallel to the record than in
the past. Sidethrust, still amajor problem, was

and then only when used with amediumweight clamp.
The sound of many musical details varies according to system. The upper midrange is particularly tonearm-sensitive. For example, the

is afar better correlation between having the

also adjusted by ear. The tracking downforces
on the SME and Dynavector arms were set
with half the force coming from the counterbalance and half from the spring.

character of sibilants in female voice or the

It became very clear during this process that

bowing sound of the violin will change when

apainstaking set-up is even more important

acartridge is mounted in adifferent tonearm.

than it used to be: virtually any minor tweak

The same is true of low-level passages and har-

has at least aminor impact on the sound. Only

monics, treble detail, and overall dynamics,
although dynamics seem to be more turntable-sensitive.

major set-up error really matters, however, and
there are no agreed rules as to some aspects of
final adjustment. Iwould agree that the obses-

llirntables which combine aplastic platter

sive audioholic, in search of pure technical ac-

surface with agood clamping system tend to

curacy or ultimate resolution, can only go mad

produce more controlled dynamics but more

in an effort to resolve all the uncertainties in-

overall sound energy than 'tables with afelt,
plastic, or other mat. The latter produce selec-

herent in trying to choose between one adjustment of any given tweak or another.

tive increases in dynamics in some parts of the
frequency range which can be exciting or

Nevertheless, even the rare audiophile who
loves music above such madness still needs to

euphonic, but which generally get abit wear-

be sure his or her reference cartridge is set up

ing—particularly with really well-recorded

according to the following rules:

classical music.
This means the search for areference cartridge is never simply asearch for acartridge.
It is an exercise in synergism, where the ultimate goal is afront-end "system" in which the
cartridge, tonearm, and turntable really match.
The following reviews attempt to get around
this by using arange of equipment. They are

• A medium-mass tonearm should be used
in which there is no tendency to move to the
right or left when the tonearm is neutrally
balanced, the bias compensation set at zero,
and when alow breath will move the tonearm
easily to either side.
A reviewer can have great fun at shows by
grabbing the tonearm tube, appearing to yank

based upon using the cartridges in the follow-

as hard as possible, and yelling "loose bear-

ing turntable/arm combinations: SOTA Star

ings!" It is almost as much fun as breaking the
knobs off prototypes. There is no way that an

Sapphire Il with the SME V tonearm; the VP!
HW-19II with the Dynavector 507A and the

amateur can really appraise bearing quality,

Eminent Technology Il tonearms; and the AR
turntable and arm. A range of different elec-

however, and about the only thing you can

tronics, cables, and speakers was also used.

however, are well worth testing for: far too

The reported results emerged consistently
over awide range of equipment and music.

many high-priced arms still have lousy quality
control. Further, test the cartridge and tonearm

Cartridge Set -Up.

tight. Ihave seen more tight (or drugged)

really test for is imbalance or friction. These,

mounting screws to make sure they are really

Set-up is supremely important. Poor alignment

dealers than tight cartridge and tonearm

can produce much the same degree of degra-

installations.
• Overhang should be checked with atwo-

dation as using apoor turntable or tonearm.
The cartridges included in this review were set
up with aDennesen protractor and confirmed
with atwo-point protractor or the Eminent
Technology protractor. The azimuth was con-

point protractor. While the one-point system
is roughly equivalent, it depends abit too
much on either a locatable tonearm pivot
point or the cartridge geometry matching the

firmed with amirror, and the top candidates

parameters set by the tonearm designer. Any

were checked for equal crosstalk in both chan-

good audiophile dealer can help you perform
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this alignment, and a reputable dealer will

socket. In fact, Iwill go so far as to say that any

show you that the cartridge has been properly
that far too many dealers rush this aspect of
set-up or do not know how to do it. A dealer

arm lacking azimuth adjustment has acritical
design defect.* If Iwere in charge of compiling
Stereophile's Recommended Components list,
Iwould relegate even the SME V to no better

who cannot or will not perform this service

than Class B. 5

or demonstrate its accuracy as part of asale is
neither competent or reputable. Never trust

• Tracking weight should be set toward the
top of the manufacturer's recommended

aligned if he installs it. You should be warned

any dealer to do it without ademonstration!

range. Ideally, Iwould also check with atest

• The front of the cartridge body should
move across the record so that the bottom of

record. This, however, is easier said than done
and requires an experienced technician or

arectangular cartridge body is parallel to the

enough listening experience to know what

record, or an imaginary vertical line through
the cartridge is at a90 °angle to the record.

you are hearing. Be aware that low tracking

Ideally, the "motor" of the cartridge should

manent record damage and that setting downforce for maximum tracking capability will

be at the precise angle that produces equal

forces are the fast track to distortion and per-

crosstalk in each channel, but this requires a

dull the highs and dynamics, as well as produc-

test record and acartridge-alignment aid like

ing some groove damage Either obtain astylus

the Shure or Signet. If you find that equalizing crosstalk in both channels requires an ex-

tracking-force gauge or insist that the dealer
demonstrate the setting. Far too many dealers

cessive tilt of the cartridge body, return it to

rush out set-ups with the wrong tracking
force.

the dealer—the generator and stylus axes are
too different for both optimal tracking/trac-

• Bias should be set for the recommended

ing and crosstalk. 3

tracking force. If you can't hear it, the visual

Tonearms that are otherwise superb—the
Alphason, Linn Wok, and SME V, for example—

about. If you have really good eyesight and a

testings of overhang are too uncertain to worry

do not permit adjustment in this area. There

blank record, however, the needle should hit

is arationale for this. Many tonearm designers

the record at a90° angle without asudden tilt

argue that variable azimuth can only be pro-

to either side. 6

vided at the cost of compromising rigidity,

• Allow for break-in. The suspension of a

thus introducing resonant problems. This is

cartridge consists of apiano wire and arub-

undoubtedly true, but in my opinion, precise
azimuth alignment is necessary to get the best

ber "doughnut," and it can take about 12 hours

imaging and soundstage performance from an

4Strong talk perhaps. but 1issue an open challenge to John
Atkinson, ). Gordon Holt, Harry Pearson, and Peter Moncrieff
to listen to the differences between their favorite cartridge
with aprecisely adjusted azimuth, and the same cartridge with
the azimuth error common in unadjustable toneamis. The difference may have been acceptable in the past. but today's cartridges reveal it all too clearly.

expensive cartridge If this is important to you,
you should investigate arms like the Air Tangent, Eminent lèchnology, Goldmund, Grado,
Souther, Syrinx, and the Triplanar. Further,
Sumiko sells an excellent standard headshell
that can be used with any arm with astandard
3A skilled technician can perform ameasured azimuth adjustment in about 15 minutes using atest record and adual•
trace scope. This requires acartridge analyzer or black box
for best results. The Shure cartridge-alignment system is no
longer sold, but is still used by some dealets. The Signet system
is only available at Signet dealers. his well worth hiring an
audio technician to use such devices; adjustment by eye is
simply not accurate nor is stylus alignment relative to the cartridge body. Differences of 5-10dB are common in such setups, and they are reflected in every aspect of soundstage performance. Also be advised that most high-end dealers haven't
the faintest idea of how to conduct such adjustments. Unless
you see them made in front of you, you can virtually count
on the fact that they aren't being made and that claims to the
contrary arc false. Any dealer selling cartridges for several hundred dollars or more should, however. be able to make such
adjustments. The technology involved is now about aquarter
of acentury old.
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5In my opinion, this is too extreme aview. To place soundstage symmetry above all else when choosing atonearm fails
to take sufficient note of such factors as the presence or
absence of resonant colorations and the ability of the tonearm to provide astable mechanical "ground" against which
the motions of the cartridge "motor" can be referenced. I
would agree that precise azimuth adjustment optimizes the
soundstage balance. In my experience, however, arms providing such adjustment suffer in other areas: upper-bass
clarity, low-bass extension, and midrange transparency, in
particular. Readers must decide for themselves their own
order of priorities when choosing atoncarrn, and not be unduly influenced into an unbalanced buying decision. Regarding AHC's challenge in the footnote above. Ican't see how
this comparison can be carried out without the result being
confused by the introduction of another variable: adifferent
toneamt for example, or rigidity being compromised by the
use of shims.
— JA
6Good luck. This is areal pain with most cartridges, and I
have watched several "experts - discover that their adjustments
seemed wrong when they attempted to confirm them
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of playing music for this suspension to settle
in. Don't set VTA or decide on cartridge performance before this point.
• Set the tonearm height so the flat plane of
the lower surface of headshell or cartridgemounting surface in the tonearm is exactly
parallel to the record when seen from the side
If you can easily adjust VTA on your arm, or
have experience enough to handle both the
mechanics and the listening required to make
your own adjustments, do so. You should find
that there is apoint where the upper midrange
and the imaging "lock in" and provide the
most musically natural combination of detail

Adcom XC/Microridge II cartridge

and sweetness. If you're not confident in performing this adjustment by ear, do it by eye.

good soundstaging, and good dynamics. They

The results of the search

sound from arecord so that it will match the

Enough of the philosophy and deep ultimate
truths—let's get to the products. Ihave tried

timbre and dynamics of naturally recorded
open-reel tapes and CDs.

to include all the cartridges Istill feel to be candidates and to include as many new ones as
possible Where Ifelt that acartridge merited

coloration, with ample output for any tube
preamp, and which blends in smoothly with

historical comment but not full testing, Ihave
included amini-update.

the timbre and balance of agood CD or tape
player, the Adcom XC and SXC are still very

Ialso have only attempted to report on sonic

good buys. At the same time they do not have
the detail and resolution of the state-of-the-

characteristics that consistently emerged when
Ishifted from component to component and
from system to system. My goal is to give you
enough data to form your own short list, or to
tell you when aclassic appears to be outdated.

without any rise in the upper octaves, very
also do an excellent job of mirror-imaging the

If you are looking for acartridge without

art cartridges, seeming just abit veiled and
almost too neutral. They lack the extra note
of excitement that catches the ear or makes
music come fully alive. The Adcoms are like
agood third dub of amaster tape—the sound

Adcom SXC/van den Hul: $450
Adcom XC/Microridge H: $325

is still excellent, but something is just slightly
missing.

The Adcom cartridges have always been
sleepers. The top-of-the-line versions measure

com XC, the Microridge stylus producing a

well, having flat, extended frequency responses

sweeter and more realistic set of highs and up-
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This is less true, however, of the cheaper Ad-
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per midrange. At the price, the Adcom SXC is
almost ideal for the tube or transistor pre-amp
owner without amoving-coil step-up device
and without large amounts of surplus cash. If

of today's reference cartridges do much better
in terms of detail, dynamics, and control. The
lower midrange is still acceptable, but lacks the
detail and richness available in the competi-

it does not have the musical excitement and

tion; the slight lack of warmth and power is

credibility of its higher priced competition, it

more apparent. The soundstage is only good,

is also easier to match to most systems.

Argent Diamond: $1200
The Argent Diamond is now arelatively old
design, but is still avery good cartridge in
some ways. The highs from about 2kHz up are
very good, although the latest top-ranking cartridges now provide more detail and air in
a more musically convincing manner. The
Argent's overall sound is well balanced and
musically convincing. It offers agreat deal of
speed and life, and can still produce considerable musical excitement.
Time, however, has passed this cartridge by
in several important aspects. The Argents deep
bass was never really state of the art, and most
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the competition providing significantly more
depth, detail, air, and left-to-right information.
The top-ranked cartridges in this survey do all
the Argent Diamond does in aconsiderably
more musically convincing and exciting form.

Clear Audio Ventas: $800
The Clear Audio Ventas is still avery competitive model. It has good overall frequency
response, good dynamics, agood midrange,
and, at low frequencies, air and detail. The
soundstage is sensitive to loading, but is always
very wide and open. There is good depth,
and—if you pay careful attention to getting the
impedance loading and cables just right for
your set-up—good imaging.
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The Clear Audio Veritas does, however, have
aproblem which disqualifies it as atop finalist
in this survey: There is something vaguely
disturbing about the way in which it integrates
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wrong or anything less than well, but aprolonged comparative listening period made me
conscious that the Clear Audio interferes with
the clarity of the music.

information. The imaging is not quite as beDecca Garrott
At its best, the Decca cartridge can still be very
good. It is still very live and very dynamiç and
initially seems very quick. It still has exceptionally high output, and can make a tube
preamp come alive. It has excellent tracking
performance in amedium-mass arm, and my
sample of the Garrott has held up beautifully
over time. Its apparent frequency balance also
provides alot of bass power, slam, and awarm
overall sound—provided that it is loaded by

Clear Audio Veritas cartridge
lievable as its top rivals, nor the detail as convincing. This cartridge does not do anything
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around 10k-20k ohms.
Unfortunately, it became increasingly clear
during this survey that other cartridges can
provide much more musical detail and more
realistic dynamics. Exciting as the Decca is, it
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simply does not let enough of the music

once set astandard in terms of upper-octave

through, and produces some complex colora-

speed and detail. Again like the Argent, however, they have been clearly outpaced in terms

tions in the midrange and upper midrange.
You can't go back to even the best of the Deccas once you have heard the Monster Alpha

of natural detail and speed by newer competitors, such as the Monster Cable Alpha

Genesis or Talisman Virtuoso DTi. Anyone

Genesis 1000 and Talisman Virtuoso DTi. The

want to buy aused Garrott Decca?

bass and lower midrange of both lack the

Decca Super Gold: $499

apparent energy level to match the upper
octaves. They are now the kind of cartridge

If the Garrott Decca shows its age, the Decca

your mother would say is cute.

Super Gold shows its lack of quality control.
From the midrange up, it is more colored by
obvious frequency irregularities than the Gar-

Grado Signature 8 MX: $200
Most seasoned audiophiles (more than three

rott, and the imaging is abit muddled. Depth
is poor, and the initial illusion of speed gives

years into the high-end disease) will be familiar

way to the feeling that something is ringing;

Grado Signature 8MX does, however, feature
anumber of design improvements. The generator mass has been reduced by 75%, and the

the more powerful notes don't stop quickly
enough to let the detail through

Dynavector DV-17DMR: $480
Dynavector DV-23SMR: $350
Like the Argent Diamond, the Dynavectors
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with the Grado Signature series. The latest

stylus has more resolving power. The magnet
and wire used in the cartridge have been
upgraded, and the electrical system has a
smoother impedance.
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Like all of the previous Grado Signatures,
the chief merit of the 8MX is its natural lower
and middle midrange. Only the Koetsus and
afew other much-higher-priced moving-coil

hear if you sat in rows M to R during alive
concert-hall performance.
The bass combines power and extension
into the deep bass with good control and

cartridges do better in reproducing amusically

good, to very good, definition. While the best

convincing sound in this area. This is par-

moving-coils have more detail, particularly in

ticularly striking when you have just returned
from alive performance and suddenly realize

resolving organ and string tones, many of the
better moving-coils lack the Signature 8's im-

the importance of this part of the musical

pact and musically natural power.
Dynamics are also good to very good. The

spectrum.

performance is certainly outstanding at the
price, but if you compare the Signature 8MX
with the best moving-coils in the S600+
bracket, the overall dynamics and the contrast
between very low- and very high-level passages are adequate, rather than exciting and
musically involving.
The soundstage is very good. The width
and height are excellent, without being exaggerated or leaving ahole in the middle. Imaging is excellent and very natural for the overall
balance of timbre and dynamics. Voice and
solo instruments are particularly good, having "air" while preserving the stability and
Grado Signature 8MX cartridge

natural focus. Depth is good. Again, enough
new moving-coils exist to show that signifi-

At the same time, the Signature 8 MX has

cant improvements continue to be made in

smooth and extended highs, and good overall

this area, although they cost much more.

musical life and energy. While the measured
frequency response shows asignificant rise in

Grado Signature MCX: $300

the highs, the apparent treble balance is mid-

The Signature MCX is Grados attempt to provide afixed-coil cartridge with the advantages

hall, and there is clearly some loss of fine
detail, life, and air compared with the best

of both moving-coil and moving-magnet

moving-coils—particularly with strings and

designs. It raises the cartridge's torsional

brass. The upper octaves, however, have the

resonance, and uses avery low-mass generator

balance of transient dynamics and overall

system. It also has alow impedance and induc-

balance of energy detail you would expect to

tance This gives the MCX some of the superior
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electrical characteristics of a moving-coil,
although it still delivers arelatively high output
of 1.5mV.
The bass of the MCX is directly comparable
with that of the Signature 8MX. The Grado

aKiseki is never quite as credible as that from
the best competition in its price range. The
Kiseki Blue Silverspot is agood case in point.
It is hard to match to many arms because of its
mix of mass and compliance: it needs an ex-

Signature MCX, however, has aslightly better
lower and middle midrange. You do not hear
dramatic differences between it and the Sig-

ceptionally rigid, medium-mass arm. Even
then, it is abit bright and lean, and the soundstage is abit less stable and well-defined than

nature 8MX, but the MCX has more resolution
and gives the entire midrange more trans-

midrange and treble aren't hard, but they lack

parency and air. The MCX also does avery
good job with strings and choral music—
something most cartridges with this frequency
or spectral balance have trouble with. Only the
better moving-coils are its equal in the lower
and middle midrange, and only the Koetsu
Signature Red and van den Hul MC One clearly
outperform the MCX in this region.
The Signature MCX's treble measures flatter than that of the 8MX, but sounds stronger.
The Grado is still soft in overall sound character, air, low-level detail, and upper-octave
dynamics compared to most moving-coils, but
there is an improvement in the upper four octaves that makes the MCX sound more dynamic
and "live" than the Signature 8MX.

its best rivals in this price bracket. The upper
the inner detail and resolution of aMonster
Alpha Genesis.
Things improve after run-in, and you may
like the bass, which has aslight rise while retaining considerable control. Nevertheless, the
Silverspot is not my cup of green (or blue) tea.

Kiseki Purpleheart Sapphire:
$900
The Kiseki Purpleheart Sapphire is superior
in many ways to the Kiseki Blue Silverspot, but
Iwould not really want it as apersonal reference cartridge. There seems to be arise in the
presence region that Ifind musically irritating
but that—I suppose—others must love.

The Signature MCX is also abit more "forward" sounding in hall position, although the
moving-coil fan will still miss the detail and
"excitement" of the better moving-coils. The
MCX also is abit too sweet, although slightly
less so than the Signature 8MX. Brass loses
some of its natural aggressiveness.
The Signature MCX's overall soundstage is
similar to that of the Signature 8MX, with abit
more depth and detail. Imaging and placement
of voice and instruments is better than that of
the Signature 8MX, particularly in fairly complex music or complex percussion passages.
The improvement in depth and soundstage
detail is particularly important in increasing the

Kiseki Purpleheart Sapphire cartridge

overall realism of the sound. The Grado is very

While Icould not borrow this cartridge long
enough to perform afrequency sweep, Idid

good in this respect for ahigh output cartridge
of any kind, although the Talisman Virtuoso

have trouble with the highs. The main musical

DTi high-output moving-coil is clearly better—albeit at amodest 1900 increase in price.

content was smooth, but something was going

Kiseki Blue Silverspot: $600

on at the extreme limits of my upper-frequency hearing that Icould have done without. This was odd because the Purpleheart is
arather sweet cartridge in the upper midrange

Each year Ilisten to some sort of Kiseki as a
religious penance. The cartridge is always

and lower highs; this part of the frequency

good in many ways, but its sonic virtues are

range seems musically natural if you are willing

always offset by something just audible enough

to sacrifice the detail and air now available
from the competition.

to be vaguely troublesome. The music from
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other cartridges do notably better in the deep

good, but Ifound them hard to relate to emotionally. The bass had more power than infor-

bass.

mation and control, and the soundstage did

of many earlier Koetsus, including some with
stratospheric prices. They are hardly the state
of the art, however; the Koetsu Black sounds
just abit lean, without the life and air available

not lock in with the same stability featured by
the best cartridges in this survey.

The highs are considerably better than those

Koetsu Black Goldline: $750

in many similarly priced competitors. The

Ihave generally been able to contain my enthu-

overall souncistage is quite good, but abit veiled
and lacking in information. The Koetsu Black
is polite when it should be exciting, and dull

siasm for the Koetsus with more ease than
many of my fellow reviewers. Ican't deny
the joys that the Koetsu midrange provides,
but most of the models Ihave reviewed have

when other cartridges reveal alot of inner
detail and added information. A very good car-

tended to be indifferent trackers, with up-

tridge in most ways, it can no longer be con-

per octaves that were just abit too dull to be

sidered of reference quality.

convincing.
The Koetsu line is also one in which Ihave
seldom heard any clear correlation between

Koetsu Rosewood Signature:
$1695

cost and performance. Some of the most ex-

The Koetsu Rosewood Signature is adifferent

pensive versions have been little more than
status symbols for the lunatic fringe who

story. Later production samples of this car-

worry about how much their system costs but

production; they measure superbly as well.
The Rosewood represents the state of the art

don't know enough to hear whether they've
gotten what they've paid for.

tridge sound even more superb than the early

in the lower and middle midrange, making
recorded music fully believable. This does

That said, the current Koetsu Black is avery
good cartridge in many respects. The mid-

come at the cost of some detail when com-

range is warmer and more powerful than that

pared with competitors like the Talisman Vir-

of most moving-coil cartridges, without losing
detail or being too warm. This is one of the
most sensitive areas in making music enjoyable

tuoso DTi and Monster Alpha Genesis, but
detail isn't everything. Nothing else Ihave

and convincing, and the Koetsu Black outperforms most of its competition in this area.

heard is quite as real in this area.
The bass is deeper and more dynamic than
the Koetsu Black Goldline, without any exag-

The bass is good, particularly in the mid-

geration or artificial rise. The upper octaves

and upper bass, its considerable power retain-

also seem much smoother and full, and are
much more musically natural. However, they

ing agood mix of transient performance and
control. There does seem to be aslight rolloff,
however, from the lower mid-bass down, and
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fall notably short of the best competition in
transparency and resolution. As aresult, the
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apparent timbre and imaging of virtually every

compensates for the Linn turntable's slight loss

record is moved farther away from the listener.

of power in this area, and the control is, at the

This does make most recorded music seem

least, very good—something Ido not always

more natural and believable, however. Live

find in moving-coils with aslight rise in the

music isn't heard four feet away from the
instrument.

tridge. If it did not rival the Monster Alpha

The soundstage is tight and very well defined.
Width freaks won't love this cartridge, but concertgoers will—there is avery natural overall

deep bass. It is avery open and dynamic carGenesis or Talisman DTi, it came close to the
van den Hul MC One.
There seems to be aslight rise in the upper

balance of information. Oddly enough, how-

midrange. The effect is not hardness, but a

ever, this cartridge proved uniquely sensitive

slight loss of air and harmonic sweetness. The

to azimuth adjustment. With what seemed to

soundstage was good, although slightly wider
than deep, and abit forward-sounding: this is

be good visual alignment, there was ahole in
the middle. With correct measured alignment,
the soundstage locked in tight, perfectly integrated with the overall timbre and dynamics.
In short, this was one of the four best car-

arow C-F cartridge. Imaging was good, although not quite up to the top cartridges in
this survey which provide amore convincing
overall mix of detail and integration.

tridges in this survey and one of the four best
cartridges I've ever heard. It is acartridge for
music lovers rather than detail freaks, but then
I've never known adetail freak you could trust
with national secrets, church funds, or small
boys.

Linn Karma: $995
Ishould carefully qualify my remarks about
the Linn Karma with the fact that Iheard this
cartridge only on aLinn set-up owned by a
Scots-Sicilian friend of mine. He brought it
over, set it up, and removed it with the agreement Iwould not touch or tweak his handi-

Linn Karma cartridge

work. One doesn't argue with this kind of
ethnic mix.

In broader terms, the overall sound was bet-

Even so, it was clear that the Karma is one

ter than some of the above comments may in-

hell of astep up from the Asak, avery good

dicate. Every cartridge has some sonic problems, and the question is often how well they

cartridge in its day. Its deep extended bass
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balance each other out. The Linn Karma is a

monic detail and handle transients and musical

bit like the Koetsu Signature in that the end

dynamics now only ranks as good to very

result is consistently more musical than an

good. As with some other cartridges, the state

analysis of its parts might indicate, and much

of the art in these critical areas has moved on,
leaving the Alpha 2behind.

more musical than most of the competition.
This is also acartridge whose merits show up

The soundstage is still good to very good,

better on some kinds of music than others.

but the better competition offers considerably

While perfectly acceptable with classical

more realistic depth and better placement of

music, the Karma comes into its own on jazz
rock.

instruments in every dimension, without the
artificial enhancement or etching of the Alpha
2. The coherence between channels is also not

Monster Alpha 1: $325

convincing. This is disguised abit with highimpedance loading, which seems to expand

with astrong bass section and well-recorded

The Monster Alpha 1can't really sound that

the soundstage at the cost of overall control

old! In all seriousness, the Monster Alpha 1

of instrumental and vocal placement, and con-

now sounds like an antique. Where it once

trol of musical dynamics.

rivaled the state of the art, it now sounds veiled
and hard, and there is adistinct upper-octave
rise. Bass lacks detail, the midrange is slightly

Monster Alpha High Output:
$650

congested, and soundstage and imaging are

Idon't know why Iput this in asurvey of

mediocre by today's standards. It is hard to
think this was once areal contender.

wanted to compare the whole Munster family.

Monster Alpha 2: $650

Iheard the Alpha High Output as aprototype,
during its early production, and in what I

reference cartridges—perhaps because I

anice cartridge The bass is solid, although not

sincerely hope will be its farewell concert. The
upper five octaves are too hard, grainy, and em-

quick or detailed. The lower midrange is good,
although lacking in the detail and natural

phasized. Idon't care what this is called, it is
ahigh-output version of the Alpha 1, not the

dynamics of its better rivals. The middle of the
midrange is good. Even though it measures as
having more high end than the Alpha 1, the

Alpha 2. A Grado Signature 8, one of the
lower-priced Adcoms, and the Shure V-15 V

The Monster Alpha 2, by contrast, is still quite

Alpha 2also has less hardness and etching in
the highs. The Alpha 2does have aslight rise
in the upper octaves, but its main problem in
this area is that it fails to retrieve the musical
detail that its better rivals provide.
The Alpha 2's overall ability to resolve har-

are all more musically natural. Ah well, even
the best families have their remittance persons!

Monster Alpha Genesis 1000:
$800
If 1seem somewhat down on the older members of the Monster cartridge family, it is be-
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cause the Monster Alpha Genesis is so much

ing any detail. The Alpha Genesis has more

better than any of its predecessors. It is aclear

detail in the bass, but alittle less force in the

sign that the state of the art in cartridges is still

deep bass. In many ways, the issue is one of

advancing at arapid rate. It is also aleading
reason why Ihave down-rated the Alpha 2and

whether you like to sit forward and become
directly involved in aperformance, or slightly

many other former contenders in the reference

back in the hall, listening to amix of direct

cartridge sweepstakes.

and reflected sound. Both are musically valid
approaches.
• The Monster Alpha Genesis is slightly
quicker and more detailed than the van den
Hul MC One, but the van den Hul has deeper
and more dynamic bass, and alittle more force
in the lower midrange. A pure detail freak will
go with the Alpha Genesis, but atimbre and
pitch freak will probably try to match the

Monster Alpha Genesis 1000 cartridge

choice to his or her system's overall balance.
More broadly, the Alpha Genesis 1000 has

The Monster Alpha Genesis is asuperb car-

avery natural apparent souncistage for most
home listening, particularly with popular

tridge in virtually every respect, an equal rival

music, chamber and small orchestral music,

of the Koetsu Signature Red, Talisman DTi, and
van den Hul MC One for the title of Best Refer-

You not only get width, but instruments and

voice, and small- to medium-sized jazz groups.

ence Cartridge I've Ever Heard. In fact, it is dif-

voices seem naturally placed in an arc from left

ficult to put this cartridge in perspective be-

to right and front to back. If you've thought

cause it does everything so well. The most I

you heard good imaging with the Alpha 2—

can do is to compare it with the other top

and think my comments on the Alpha 2too
harsh—listen to the Alpha Genesis 1000.

three cartridges in this survey:
• Only the Talisman Virtuoso DTi equals it
in the ability to recover musically natural detail
with all the dynamic realism and reproduction
of low-level harmonics and information on the
record. Both cartridges reveal this detail with
different nuances, and create adifferent soundstage with any given record, but both clearly
stand out in terms of their ability to reproduce
believable musical detail. The Alpha Genesis

The Alpha Genesis is also significantly
cheaper than the other three rivals for my
choice of top reference cartridge. It may not
suit your particular system or taste, but Ihave
heard $3500 cartridges that don't really come
close. No cartridge Ihave heard at any price
is convincingly better in terms of overall
performance.

1000 has slightly more output than the Vir-

Ortofon MC-20 Super: $300

tuoso DTi in the bass and lower midrange, but

The Ortofon MC-20 is considerably better
than its predecessors, and is quite good for a

the difference is not one that would lead me
to pick one over the other. Both have excellent
dynamics, acredible, slightly forward timbre
and apparent hall position, and both will make

$300 cartridge. It is abit lean, however, and
overall frequency balance is tilted so that the
highs are emphasized at the expense of the

your system and records come alive.

bass. This is perfectly tolerable if your system

• The contest between the Monster Alpha

does not have any upper-midrange hardness
and your speakers tend to roll off abit or seem
abit slow in the highs.

Genesis and the Koetsu Signature Red is also
very close, although they sound far more different. There is aclear tradeoff between dif-

The dynamics are good, but the bass is abit

ferent sets of benefits. The Koetsu is still

slow and overcontrolled, the lower midrange

unrivaled in the lower midrange, but the Alpha

just abit dull. As is the case with many car-

Genesis has more natural detail from the upper
midrange up. If the Koetsu is sometimes abit

tridges, it gives the impression of avery wide
but slightly shallow soundstage. Instruments

sweet and forgiving in the upper five octaves,

have air and good placement, but the quicker

the Alpha Genesis is equally sweet without los-

and subtler details of its higher-priced rivals
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are missing. Agood cartridge with many of the
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Virtuoso DTi, or van den Hut MC One. It is

sound characteristics of agood CD player, but

much better and smoother than its predeces-

not the state of the art. Output is abit too low

sors, however, and much more of amusiclover's cartridge.

to avoid slight noise problems, or aslight compression and loss of upper-octave response
with many preamps.

Shinon Red Boron: $659
The Shinon Red Boron holds up very well,

Ortofon MC-30 Super: $450

although it has been around longer than many

The MC-30 Super, supposed to be derivative

of the cartridges in this survey It is still avery
neutral cartridge, with good overall frequency

of the MC-2000, is abetter cartridge than the
MC-20. The main difference is asignificant improvement in the resolution of the upper
midrange and treble. Otherwise, the MC-20's
basic sound character is mirrored in the MC30. The frequency balance tips upward, there
is less depth in the overall soundstage and
imaging, and the resolution does not equal
that of the Monster Alpha Genesis, Talisman

response, speed, detail, and soundstage performance Its upper-octave response is slightly
elevated, but not aggressively so, and there is
no artificial spotlighting or "etching" of the
highs and imaging. Like the van den Hul MC10, however, it is outpaced in terms of speed
and detail by the Monster Alpha Genesis.

Shure V-15 V MR: $220
Shure Ultra 500: $400
Shure doesn't always have an easy time of it
from high-end reviewers, and Isuppose they
won't get the best of times from me. Iincluded
the Shure V-15 V MR in this survey because so
many of the reference cartridges I've discussed
are expensive—often more expensive than
most audiophiles can afford. The Shure V-15
V MR commonly discounts at mail-order
houses for $125-$140. Most of the other cartridges discussed here do not discount heavily,
if at all.
What you get for your $125-$140 is arelatively colorless cartridge that works well in
medium-quality and even mediocre arms.
"Colorless" is, in this case, ablessing. I've
heard many reviewers praise other cheap or

Ortofon MC-30 Super cartridge

I2 +

moderately priced magnetics, but when Itried
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them, Ifound that they accentuate some per-

one hell of alot of progress. It is asuperb car-

formance characteristics that a particular

tridge, offering extraordinarily lifelike detail

reviewer may like, but which comes at the cost
of overall balance.

and natural musical sound. It is also ahighoutput cartridge, which makes it the reference

The Shure V-15 V MR does agood job of letting all the music through. It has flat, extended

cartridge of choice for anyone with awellloved tube or transistor preamp without a

frequency response, good detail, good dynam-

high-gain phono stage.

ics, and astable and realistic soundstage. It
does slightly veil virtually every aspect of performance, but does less damage in the process,
without calling attention to itself. If you want
abudget "reference" cartridge, Ibelieve that
the Shure V-15 V MR is it.

Ifieem>

That said, Ican no longer get excited about
the Ultra series—and Ihave contained my joy
from the start. The top-of-the-line Shure Ultra
500 is better than the V-15 V MR, but not more
than $20 or $30 worth in terms of percentage
of total cost for percentage of improvement in
detail, life, and air. I'd much rather have an
Adcom or Grado at $200-$325 than a$400
Ultra 500.

Talisman Alchemist IIIS: $450

Talisman Virtuoso DTi cartridge
The Talisman's great strength lies in its

This cartridge shows its age more than most.
The brightness most reviewers detected when

superb reproduction of the upper five octaves.

this cartridge first came out now seems almost

Genesis and the van den Hul MC One in providing the most consistently believable and

unique when compared with more recent

It competes with the Monster Cable Alpha

state-of-the-art cartridges. You can get agreat

musical detail in these octaves, with no trace

deal more detail with far more sweetness and
less listening fatigue. This product is now of

of hardness or grain.

interest only if you want to show just how

forward, but only abit—say Row E. Instru-

much progress the Talisman Virtuoso DTi has

ments have superb placement, and more air
and depth in the upper octaves than any CD

made over the Alchemist ...

Talisman Virtuoso DTi: $1200
.
and the Talisman Virtuoso DTi represents
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Timbre, soundstage, and dynamics are abit

listener may believe possible. The practical
problem for areview is that this is also true of
the Alpha Genesis and van den Hul MC-10, but
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Iwould defy anyone to precisely define the
differences—you have to hear them to decide
The most Ican say is that the Talisman DTi

does everything well, it does not do anything
quite as well as the Monster Alpha Genesis.
Also, its general sound character and advan-

tends to have the widest soundstage and most

tages are too similar to the Genesis to allow it

open sound, although this is as much acurse

to stand out against such competition.

as ablessing. Ican't help wondering if it—like
the Alpha Genesis and van den Hul—isn't

The Monster Alpha Genesis provides alevel
of detail of insight into the music that the vdH
MC-10 lacks. It does not remove 100 more

revealing detail that the producer may sometimes have preferred to be left hidden. Certainly, it is merciless in revealing badly placed

veils, but it does let fall one or two. As any
good stripper knows, it is the last veils that

microphones and poor mixes. Fortunately,

count. Ashift from the Monster Alpha Genesis

these errors aren't all that common unless you

results in aloss of dynamics, less ability to han-

listen to records made by little-known firms

dle the top of the upper midrange and treble,
and less overall coherence and focus.

like Cost Before Sound, Deutchesgrungaphon,
and R "C-minus" A.
The lower midrange and bass are very good,

van den Hul MC-One: $795

octaves of the Koetsu. The timbre and dynam-

By contrast, the van den Hul MC-One is a
much better cartridge than the MC-10. While

ics are just abit recessed in the lower midrange

sometimes described as ahand-selected MC-

and the bass. While the Talisman DTi lacks the
artificial warmth of many moving-coil car-

the color of its body—my sample of the MC-

but not quite up to the standard of the upper

10—and looking somewhat similar, except for

tridges in the bass, and has excellent resolu-

One sounded much better than the MC-10,

tion of bass detail, it also lacks just abit of the

and measured better as well. The highs were
flatter, and the MC-One had truly excellent

force that comes through on the Alpha Genesis
and van den Hul MC-One.
The Talisman DTi is, however, an ideal cartridge for anyone trying to find out just how

separation and interchannel balance.

much detail his or her records contain. It is

consequently producing significantly more

Whatever the reason, the MC-One has substantially better upper-octave performance,

superbly and believably transparent, and

musically natural detail without exaggerating

definitely ranks as one of the four best car-

any aspect of musical performance. "Neutral"

tridges tested in this survey.

is an overworked term, but the MC-One has
abalanced and uncolored sound that makes

van den Hul MC -10: $695

it one of the best cartridges Ihave ever heard.

If it were not for the Monster Alpha Genesis

The MC-One's soundstage is open without

1000, Iwould still rank the van den Hul MC-10

being exaggerated. On good records, there is

as acompetitive reference cartridge. The problem is that while the van den Hul MC-10 still

awide dispersal of instruments and voice in
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musically natural positions without aloss of
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depth etching the imaging unnaturally. The ap-

designs will at least tempt you back into reex-

parent seating position tends to be Row Fto

amining how good the latest cartridges can be.
Admittedly, the convenience of CD is terribly

Row H, rather than the slightly forward sound
of the MC-10, and there is good resolution of

tempting. Without adjusting, worrying about

hall sounds and low-level detail. Strings, brass,

dealer set-up and matching components, you

upper woodwinds, and voice are very smooth.
There is bite in the upper midrange when this

beginning of this survey, however, the tradeoff

is natural, without any exaggeration or artificial
detail.

can still get very good sound. As Isaid at the
between the best CD player and the best
analog phono front end still favors analog

There are, however, several areas where
some slight improvement could be made. The

phono. A great CD player is one that does

bass has unusual power and will suit many
systems, but lacks the definition and controlled

analog front end is one that makes music come
alive.

negligible damage to recorded music. Agreat

power of the best competition. While the van
den Hul MC-One's resolution of dynamics and
detail were very good, the Monster Alpha
Genesis 1000 and the Talisman Virtuoso DTi

ADDRESSES

did better, with slightly more natural life and
air. The Koetsu Signature Red is superior from

Adcom

the upper bass to the midrange. The van den

New Brunswick
NJ 08816

Hul MC-One is clearly atop contender, but its
top rivals are equally well worth auditioning.

Some Parthian Shots
This survey is obviously more introductory

11 Elkins Road

Tel: (201) 390-1130
Argent
150 5th Ave., #516
New York

than comprehensive. Believe it or not, the

NY 10011

1986 Audio Annual Equipment Directory lists

Tel: (212) 807-1598
Clear Audio

151 cartridges in the $200 or more bracket,
and 20 which approach or exceed $1000.
While many of these products may never win
nominations as the reference cartridge, there
obviously are more candidates to hear. Leading
omissions include the Carnegie, Cello, and the
Linn Troika, but there are many more.
Ilook forward to hearing as many as possi-

Souther Engineering Corp.
429 York St.
Canton
MA 02021
Tel: (617) 828-5050
Dynavector Systems USA Inc.
2217 S. Grand Ave

ble. Ihave had agreat deal more fun with this

Santa Ana

survey than most comparative reviews, and I

CA 92705

hope that my praise for some of the latest

Tel: (714) 549-7204
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Sumiko
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Sumiko
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Tel: (415) 777-1355

PO Box 5046

Berkeley
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Berkeley
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Tel: (415) 843-4500
Koetsu USA

Plainview
NY 11803

Tel: (415) 843-4500
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20 Higgins Dr.

Tel: (516) 349-9180

Transparent Audio Marketing
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Shinon

PO Box 173
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Linn
Audiophile Systems Ltd.
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Tel: (207) 929-4553

8709 Castle Park Drive

Tel: (416) 979-3162

RING OUT THE OLD, RING IN THE NEW?

Sony DTC1000ES R-DAT recorder

Martin Colloms examines the performance of Sony's DTC-1000ES R- DAT
recorder in the context of the professional recording standard, Sony's
PCM-1630 U-matic recorder
Specifications (Sony DTC-1000ES R-DAT): two-channel, rotary-head, self-contained digital
tape recorder (does not require aseparate tape transport). Sampling frequency: 48kHz (will
also record/replay at 32kHz and replay at 44.1kHz). Quantization: 16-bit linear. Data transmission rate: 2.46Mbits/s. Subcode capacity: 273.1 kbits/s. Modulation system: 8-10 conversion.
Error correction: Dual Reed-Solomon. Frequency range: 2Hz-22kHz. Dynamic range: greater
than 96dB. THD at OdB: 0.005%. Wow and flutter: +0.01% (weighted peak). Tape speed:
8.15mm/s. Writing speed: 3.133m/s. Head-drum diameter: 30mm. Head-drum rotation speed:
200Orpm. Tape head-drum wrap: 90 degrees. Head azimuth angle: +20 degrees. Recording
time: 2hours. Tape type: metal powder. Tape thickness: 13um. Tape width: 3.81mm. Cassette
size: 73mm W by 54mm D by 10.5mm H. Price: to be announced. Manufacturer: Sony Consumer Products, Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel: (201) 930-1000. Product not yet released in the USA: review sample bought in Tokyo.
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With the present furor over the launch of
DAT (digital audio tape), it is worth remembering that commercial digital recorders have

The commercial result is arange of firstgeneration domestic machines, looking not
unlike large CD players, with asimilar drawer-

been with us for some time now: it is now

load tray and avery similar control keyboard

nearly adecade since studio PCM converters

and numeric display. Automatic track pro-

were first successfully used for audio recording in conjunction with aVCR (which uses

gramming is astandard feature of the R-DAT

ahelical spiral recording via aspinning drum
to achieve the high writing speed). Such
systems evolved into such relatively popular

designs: once atape has been recorded, play
modes and track selection operate just like a
CD player. Compared with an older PCM/
VCR system, or even the professional PCM-

units as the Sony PCM-F1, used with the match-

1630/U-matic combination, the R-DAT re-

ing SL-2000 VCR for many amateur and professional recordings, and Technics even in-

corder is ajoy to use, with fast-access quick

troduced a PCM console recorder with a

tape), and the mechanism is also reasonably
quick by domestic CD standards.

built-in VHS transport. Nowadays, however,

rewind of 2.4s/minute (50s for atwo-hour

with professional multitrack digital recorders

Potentially, R-DAT provides the consumer

becoming commonplace, the VCR method

with adigital recorder of near-professional

has been largely superseded by linear tape
recording. Multitrack digital recorders, however, are very expensive, and considerable

quality, allowing, in theory at least, very highquality recordings—better than large openreel sound but with cassette convenience.

scope remains for the PCM "adaptor" type of

For comparison, Sony's two-track profes-

recorder, which exploits the high information-storage density of established inexpen-

sional machine is the PCM-1630, aunit in the
$23,000 class when bought with amatching

sive video recording systems.
When atrue domestic DAT system was pro-

in the industry and is specified by Polygram

U-matic recorder. The 1630 is well established

posed, two systems emerged. One was based

for CD mastering. As its lab performance will

on the use of astationary multitrack head for

show, it is something of areference machine.

which thin-film technology was proposed,
20 or so parallel digital tracks being required

Iwas fortunate enough to have access to a
1630 for extensive lab testing, and the results

for the data and error-protection data for a
stereo audio channel. For commercial reasons,

give some idea of the advances which have
been made with regard to PCM recording

the Japanese industry wanted to get DAT onto

technology. Against this background, it was

the domestic market and apparently could

instructive to subject the budget domestic

not wait for the thin-film technology to
mature. Rotary-head designs could deliver

equivalent, in the form of Sony's Dit-1000ES
R-DAT recorder, to virtually the same battery

the required information-storage perfor-

of tests. How would the domestic equivalent

mance, but conventional VCR mechanisms
were thought to be too big and noisy for

compare with the professional model at over
10 times the cost?

serious use in adomestic audio recorder. The
development of the compact 8mm video

Sony PCM -1630

medium provided the potential for very small
cassettes and tape widths. From this it was

Taking the 1630 first, alook at the manual gives
some insight into its internal organization. As

but ashort step to define aunique miniature

with many professional units, the design is

"video" type cassette, specify the complementary rotary-scan video-type recording

corporating an internal backplane (an array of

founded on alarge, rack-mount enclosure in-

method, and dedicate it to consumer audio

vertical multiway sockets). The electronics are

recording, resulting in the R-DAT format. The
design includes asynchronizing timecode to
allow quite rapid access to any part of the

carried on anumber of circuit-board assemblies which slide into the enclosure from the

tape and the modest head-wrap angle of 90 °
allows for the use of easy-loading mechan-

enclosure constitutes the mainframe, and the

isms, as well as very fast wind speeds, at pres-

signals and power supplies from board to
board.

ent 200 times the play speed.
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front and plug into the backplane sockets. The
backplane wiring, often quite complex, routes
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The two balanced input signals enter the

present, mainly 5534s, for additional filter-

1630's back via XLR sockets and semi-preset

ing, phase compensation, and de-emphasis.

level controls, and are routed to the A/D
board via 20k ohm series resistors; the first

The final op-amp drives two class-A/B dis-

stage is a low-noise 5532 op-amp (a dual

crete output stages per channel, one for the
"hot" and one for the "cold" halves of

5534) with differential input clamp diodes.

the balanced differential output.

Up to 10V RMS may be applied to this input as

Ihave included this circuit description

it is followed by asubsidiary level control,

because Ifeel that it might give some insight

with maximum attenuation limited to 36dB.

into the sound quality of this processor. It

Another op-amp follows, whose frequency
response is determined by an FET-switched

should be noted that both the record and the
replay level chains are essentially DC-coupled

capacitor, this the recording pre-emphasis

throughout, so questions of coupling capa-

option. Two more biFET op-amps drive the

citor quality do not arise. However, given

thick-film, brickwall, anti-alias filter, which

that every active stage plays a part in the

chops frequencies above 21kHz; more op.
amps add feedback/phase correction to the

sound-quality chain, it is worrying to find 13

filter. The filter stage for each channel is buf-

of them in the record/replay path, excluding
the A/D and D/A converters. It is known that,

fered by yet another 5534 op-amp, followed

under critical domestic listening conditions,

by the 16-bit linear A/D convertor, aSony

we can hear the loss imposed by asingle 5534

CX-20018, driven by three peripheral IC opamps; in this case, 356s. The digital data for
both channels are then conditioned and pro-

op-amp in apreamp line stage. Considering
the recording chain as awhole, if the audio
has passed through amixer console it may at

cessed on the modulator board to constitute

best have encountered another dozen or so

an NTSC standard video signal ready for

5532/4 stages, or, even worse, through stages

recording.
The 16-bit linear DAC board is stereo, and

with less well-considered ICs, as well as

has aconsiderable amount of circuitry, with
Sony CX 20152 chips used for D/A conversion.

through anumber of coupling transformers.
It strikes me that alot needs to be done to improve the design practice of recording

Industry-standard IC regulators-7815 and

systems.

7915 types rather than the lower-impedance
317/337 types—supply the ±15V op-amp
rails, one set per channel. Many small L/C

Sony DTC -1000ES
Iwas not able to perform an accurate head

filters are present throughout the power sup-

count on this R-DAT machine but from aquick

plies and lines in order to filter and isolate

look at the boards, Iwould estimate the num-

stages from each other, suppressing the digital

ber of active stages to be one third that of the
1630, while the physical signal-path length is

pulses and their harmonics.
The interesting part of the 1630, as compared with earlier professional PCM machines,
is the D/A section, which employs 2x oversampling with digital filtering. It appears to

probably aquarter, and without the need for
abackplane or balanced input/outputs. Assuming asimilar digital-section performance,
one might expect the Dit -1000 to sound more

owe much to the design technology of Sony's

transparent purely as aconsequence of its

DAS -702e5 domestic CD decoder (see Stereo-

relative simplicity.

pbile Vol.9 No.8 for the '702 and Vol.10 No.4

As befits its "ES" suffix, the DTC is carefully

for the similar '703 decoder). Quite alot hap-

designed in the Sony Esprit tradition. The

pens to the two stereo channels after the
oversampling/digital filtering and D/A con-

chassis is copper-plated to combat induced
currents circulating in the metalwork, and the

version. The output passes through LF356
op-amps, via the logic switch deglitcher, to a

case, like that of the PCM-F1, is damped to

"2525" IC filter stage, using inductor and
feedback capacitor methods. This buffer

digital power supplies are separated—a clear

drives the main, thick-film technology, AF
LI/201, low-pass filter, this labeled identically

players—and it is clear that some con-

to the record input filter. Four more ICs are

of components: ELNA Cerafine capacitors,
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reduce acoustic vibration. The analog and
change from the first-generation Sony CD
siderable care has been taken over the choice
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Sony PCM-1630 PCM processor
for example, are used in both reservoir and

the PCM-1630's overall record/play frequency

decoupling applications. As with the 1630,

response; when measured with emphasis off,

the record section is dual-channel, using two
of the same Sony CX-20018 ADC chips, non-

the result was afine +0.2, -0.9dB from 10Hz

oversampled. There is one input op-amp

to 20kHz (fig.1 shows the infrasonic response
from 0.125Hz to 50Hz, fig.2 shows the re-

leading to the good-quality Soshin anti-alias

sponse from IkHz to 26kHz). The anti-alias

filter, athick-film encapsulated model. Two

filter came into effect above 20kHz; at 22kHz,

further op-amp stages lead to the AID. Once

for example, the output was already 50dB

in digital form, the coded audio is multiplexed
and routed to the main digital processor, the

down. Considering the minor nature of the

nvo R-DAT chips, CXD-1008Q and CXD-1009Q.

variations in frequency response, there is unlikely to be an audible effect.

These, in conjunction with two blocks of 64k

The two channels agreed closely on the

memory, handle the error-protected transfer

measured parameters, and the unweighted

of data to the rotary-head recorder section

signal/noise ratio was fine at 96dB with

and back.
Once the digital data is recovered off-tape,

preemphasis, 90dB without. Using the CCIR

deprocessing can begin. For replay, decoding

phasis is shown more clearly with more

ARM (1kHz) weighting, the benefit of preem-

is 4x oversampled, ultra-flat passband, highorder digitally filtered and DIA converted,
using Philips's dual-channel 16-bit TDA-1541

0g
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0:

-01

:eV

STATUS: PAUSE,
COPM,0

chip at present. The final output filter is a
simple three-pole Bessel type, and the replay
chain is linear phase. (The record section is
not linear phase owing to the uncompensated
input brickwall filter.) Relatively few op-amp
chips are used in the filter-output section.
One small difference concerns sampling
rate. The 1630 is set to CD standard 44.1kHz
(or 44.056kHz). The R-DAT normally works

e.'.19 ;gs".
-77

STOP:

RUS Ill SSS
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Fig. 1

at 48kHz, but it can decode at 44.1kHz, and
»AG

will also decode and it-Lucie DBS (Direct Broad-

',MAC:
:630010(0:(

-AI

cleV

STATUS:

PAUS00

cast by Satellite) digital inputs at 32kHz. Current DAT recorders have acopy-inhibit system
which prevents them recording in digital mode
from the digital output of aCD player if the

:013:

appropriate flag is set in the CD's PQ subcode.

Sony PCM -1630 Test Results
Sony specifies atolerance of +0.5, -1dB for
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representative record/play noise ratios of
‘15dB without preemphasis, 90dB with.
Full level—OdB—on the excellent level

broadband noise floor, eg, down to -120dB.
Fig.3, a ±50Hz zoomed analysis, actually
shows that alkHz signal can be recovered at

meters, indicated virtually full modulation;

-118.04dB, over 20dB below the cutoff point

unlike VU-meter systems, however, there was

of an undithered 16-bit system! Returning to
more realistic signal levels, fig.4 shows the

no additional margin.
The record/replay linearity was checked

harmonic spectrum, or should Isay the lack

using aprecision spectrum analyzer over the

of it, for asinewave recorded at -90dB. Fig.5

full available dynamic range: the surprisingly

shows the corresponding waveshape, asub-

good results are given in Table 1, which shows

stantially pure one, masked by the presence

that adecent amount of dither has been in-

of some random-looking noise.
This good distortion picture was little

corporated to effectively linearize the lowlevel performance. For comparison, most CD

changed when the unit was driven to full

players generate considerable linearity errors

level (fig.6, IkHz signal at OdB). Third har-

by -90dB modulation, typically 3-5dB, while

monic at -82.5dB (better than 0.01%), for ex-

errors of 10dB are not uncommon. The 1630

ample, was the only significant product. Note

was 1dB accurate over the record/replay cycle

the absence of digital spuriae. Reducing the
level to -I0dB resulted in little change, apart

at -90dB and continued to store and recover
analyzed sinewaves placed well into the

from the second harmonic now being higher

4.104
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in level (-82.7dB) than the third. Fig.7 shows

level and -10dB level intermodulation, the

the distortion spectrum and resulting alias

test signal consisting of a1:1 mixture of 19 and

products for afull-level 20kHz tone. This is a

20kHz. At OdB (fig.9), the main product was
lkHz at -71dB, agood result for arecording
system, while reducing the drive level to

demanding test, but the result was really
good, with the only significant inband spurious tone placed at 4kHz (44kHz-2x20kHz) at

-10dB resulted in the lkHz product vanishing

aharmless -75.19dB. Good suppression was

into the noise floor at -85dB.
Channel separation is important in the con-

also seen for the 44kHz sampling frequency,
with an absence of higher-frequency products. The alias products decrease rapidly both
with frequency and record level.
Fig.8 shows distortion for a mid-level
signal, lkHz at -40dB, the spectrogram exten-

text of aprofessional system, and here the
1630 confirmed its competence, exceeding
100dB from 20Hz to 20kHz: typical measurements were 20Hz, 117dB; lkHz,

119dB;

20kHz, 103dB.

ding to 100kHz. The 22kHz spurious product

A fine performance was seen in the replay

was -95dB relative to full level, while the

of a400Hz squarewave with asensible risetime (fig.10). The flat tops confirm the ex-

lkHz distortion was around 0.07% and close
to the noise floor. Other spuriae were well
suppressed.

tended low-frequency bandwidth, with quite
moderate ringing. When the input was driven

Another cruel test concerned both full-

with afast-risetime (bus) impulse, the input
alias filter rang quite hard, and the output was

RAM4E. ES .107
501v1131.11l nIl

S1ATUS.
Iflfl

not linear phase (fig.11). However, it was noninverting.

PAUSED

These results show the PCM-1630 to be a
well-developed design, with no obvious
technical flaws and a wide linear dynamic
range. How about its domestic equivalent?
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Sony DTC-1000ES Test Results
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response, the machine was run at the stan-

for the excellence of the low-level resolution

dard 48kHz sampling rate without preem-

featured by these machines. Icannot see now

phasis. It held to a +0.1, -0.35dB tolerance

how objections to the low-level linearity and

from 20Hz to 20kHz (fig.12), while the -0.5dB

resolution of digital can be sustained, at least
regarding machines such as these, since it is so

points were wide at 2Hz and 22kHz. In
record "monitor" mode, the response was a
little tighter at ±0.15dB. The brickwall filter
point occurred at 24kHz. Channel matching
was excellent, typically within 0.1dB, while
channel separation exceeded 95dB over the
audible range.
The full-level midband harmonic distortion was considered excellent at -90dB,

clearly superior in this respect when compared with other media.
To confirm the R-DAT's resolution, a
sinewave was recorded at -90dB. Fig.14
shows that on replay, areal sinewave, albeit
noisy, is returned. Few CD players can match
this performance.

0.003%. With the input level turned down to
-60dB (fig.13), the analyzed distortion spectrum showed no visible harmonics. The computed reading was -47.62dB, but this was
merely noise.
Given atheoretical 96dB dynamic range for
a16-bit system such as this one, the measured
distortion for atone at -60dB should be -36dB,
yet nothing can be seen (fig.13) at -50dB,
below the measurement noise floor. This is
reminiscent of the PCM 1630's use of linearizing dither. Checking the DTC-1000 for record/
replay transfer linearity, we got the results in
Table 2. Again, as with the 1630, if a 16-bit
system "stops" at -96dB, how come these
machines can encode and decode accurately
at -110dB? Certainly astraightforward 16-bit
linear system could not do this, but neither the
1630 nor the 1000 are such systems. With
dithered encode, the effective linearity is improved by the order of 3bits, or 18dB, while
both machines offer better than 16-bit replay
via oversampling, 2x for the 1630, 4x for the
DTC. Even so, this still does not fully account
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Fig. 13

TABLE 2
Sony DTC-100es Input/Output level equivalence
Input Level
-10
-20
-40
-60
-80
-90
-100
110

Replay Level
O
10
20
40
-60
80 3
-90.07
992
-109
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To check the high-frequency performance,
the recorder was driven to OdB at 20kHz,
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with afine result (fig.15). The main modulation product at 8kHz (48kHz-2x20kHz) was
well suppressed at -77dB, and decreased very
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rapidly with decreasing input frequency.
However, the ultrasonic (inaudible) product
at 28kHz (48-20) was at a higher level of
-53dB. Complementary measurements for
two-tone high-frequency intermodulation
gave equally fine results: -74dB for full level
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and -82dB at a-10dB test level. Using a-60dB
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lkHz "signature," the spurious upper-range
signals were assessed up to 100kHz. 48kHz
was the sole component of significance, set at
afine -100dB, relative to full modulation.
The machine delivered an unweighted
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record/replay S/N ratio of 91dB; this was
93dB with CCIR ARM (1kHz) weighting,
which compares favorably with the professional machine Moreover, the overall linearity
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and resolution figures were also comparable,
with full-scale resolution approaching 15.5-
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bit, and an effective low-level linearity of
near 17-bit.
Absolute-phase correct, the 1:YrC-1000 also
showed negligible phase shift between chan-
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nels, with amaximum of 1° noted at 20kHz.
The 400Hz squarewave response (fig.16) revealed amost tidy result, non-linear phase, but
with quite moderate ringing and overshoot
(18%). An extended low-frequency response
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with low associated group delay was indicated
by the waveform "squareness."
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criticized in the past for poor clipping performance. The DTC1000 was driven into clip
with alkHz signal: fig.17 shows the replay
result. As can be seen, there are no missing
codes,

no sharp transients or spurious

-s

effects—just clean, vice-free, "analog style"
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clipping. On music it sounded much as it

Fig. 17

looks here, with asurprisingly mild audible
impairment for moderate (up to 6dB)
overloads.

Sec

STOPI

• .190

systems produce relatively high levels of flut-

nical complications such as servo azimuth

ter sidebands as well as modulation noise,
and remembering that, potentially, R-DAT
represents the domestic cassette standard of

and the usual clock/timing reinsertion, it was

the future, anarrow-band spectrum analysis

decided to put the Sony claim for wow and
flutter to test: namely ±0.01% weighted

assess its pitch stability and noise-modulation

Considering that R-DAT has various tech-

peak. With the IEC 62 DIN peak weighting,

was made of the 3.150Hz replayed tone to

the record/replay value was established at

performance (fig.18). With a total span of
25Hz and an analyzer resolution of just

±0.005% (±0.002). Given that analog tape

0.238Hz, the first modulation shoulder was
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as close as 1Hz from the fundamental at a
superb 78dB down. The spectral analysis was
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Fig. 19
In this context, it must be said that welldesigned digital recorders can do avery com-

pure, and no wow components were evident.

petent job. Fine results have been obtained and

Compare this with the equivalent result for a
good cassette deck (fig.19: note that the span

can be demonstrated from many decks, including Sony's PCM-F1, PCM-701es, DTC-

is now ±200Hz, afactor which is kind to the
analog machine). Here one might be forgiven

to choose between them on replay merit. All

for wondering whether compact cassette is

were free from spurious noise, wow, and flut-

1000es, and PCM-1630. In fact, there is little

capable of holding true pitch at all! Ibelieve

ter; none suffer from high-frequency compres-

that these differences are audible, aurally tell-

sion, or irregularities of frequency response
or channel balance Still more important to the
operator, no specific tape selection or align-

ing over several minutes of well-tuned piano
rather than on ashort A/B basis.
Absolute speed was held at 0.01%, and the

ment is necessary, as the replay quality is

record/replay tape encoding and error correction was such that one was largely

essentially tape-independent.
In objective terms, the overall sound quality

unaware of whether the signals were off-tape

of one of these digital PCM units exceeded that
of the channels of atypical modern multi-

or monitored. (The "monitor" line passes
through most of the processor circuitry.)
Like CD, the OdB output level was 2volts,
sourced from alow 364 ohms. A 300mV input
will drive the IYM-1000 to full modulation via
an unbalanced 50k ohm input (there are no
microphone inputs). With afast-wind time of
27 seconds for an hour of tape, access to individual time-coded tracks was comparatively

track mixer; most studio engineers regard
digital recording as virtually perfect for this
reason. It is worth noting that the $2000
domestic PCM unit essentially equals the sonic
performance of aprofessional machine costing
in the region of $23,000; in this respect, competent digital audio is agreat leveler. One
might then question the sound quality of a

rapid—one of the fastest tape-handling systems

studio multi-track console.

Ihave used.

However, we can also adopt an alternative
standpoint, and place the so-called "perfect"

Sound Quality

quality audio chain. It can then be regarded

or "nearly perfect" digital recorder in ahigh-

Any representation of the sound quality of a

as performing as aunity-gain amplifier with

recording system is more complicated than

programmable time delay! What does it then
sound like in atop-class domestic system?

might at first appear. Out in the real world,
with live music, the sound quality available as

Well, if viewed as apreamp line stage and

adirect feed from agood microphone transcends that generally replicated and available

interposed between one's existing preamp or
agood CD player, then the inevitable loss in

to the consumer. So good is this quality that,

quality may be put in understandable terms.

even with the losses imposed by relatively

To define the context, assume that, for the

primitive recorders, much still remains. Argu-

present, Iscale subjective audio quality for

ably, the recording technique and the perform-

electronics in the range 0-15, with the top
score as present state of the art, "0" alarge

ance itself are far more important than the
recorder used for capture and storage.
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table radio, and "3" a good budget rack
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system. Competent-sounding audio lies in

as Ithink it should be, as athreat to fidelity, it

the 7-11 range.

should be stopped.

'Pap CD sound scores 12.5 at present: against
this score, the PCM machines' record/replay
cycle achieved ratings between 6.5 and 7.3

Comment

when inserted into the reference system, asurprisingly small spread.
Given this modest rating, the sonic differences between PCMs were not particularly significant, the main differences concerning an

The domestic R-DAT format is asuccessful
piece of design and engineering: as typified by
this Sony machine, it works very well, with no
identifiable code errors, low mechanical noise,
convenient tape/time access, and—in con-

easier, sweeter sound, with an improvement

text—good fidelity. The lab performance was

in stereo perspectives noted with the R-DAT
and PCM-1630 when compared with the ear-

most impressive, and closely approached the
professional equivalent. The latter, Sony's

lier non-oversampled PCM-701es. Overall,

PCM-1630, shows just how far commercial

there was aconsistent loss in dynamics and
drama, asoftening of bass definition, and a

digital recording technology has come in terms
of dynamic range, low-level linearity, and

reduction in transparency, stereo depth, and

general accuracy For semiprofessional record-

treble detail. These effects, however, were not
identifiably "digital" in nature: if anything,

ing, however, an R-DAT machine would do

they related to the usual losses encountered
with some of the more complex electronics

nearly as well, matching the performance of
the full-sized system for simpler productions.

of the "high-tech" preamplifiers from major

If switched to 44.1kHz (some internal modifications are needed, modifications that would

Japanese companies.

be subject to a$50,000 fine under the bill cur-

A grade "10" CD player, recorded and replayed through any of the PCM units, ends up

the first stage of CD mastering.

rently before Congress), it could be used for

at grade 6.5 to 7—clearly, no audiophile will

Considered as ahi-fi component, Sony's

record CD via the analog domain on to R-DAT

DTC-1000es R-DAT works admirably. Nevertheless, two major questions arise. First, why

except for background-music purposes. In
theory, direct digital recording is possible,

doesn't the recorder at least match the per-

since the R-DAT will operate at a44.1kHz (CD
format) sampling rate, as well as 48 and 32kHz;

ceived quality of agood CD player? There is

given agood, CD-quality equivalent replay

here Second, if the copyright constraints pre-

section in the recorder, it would be able to
record and replay with fidelity equal to CD.

vent effective domestic use of an R-DAT machine except for occasional live recording,

This, however, has been blocked by the "copy

thus restricting replay to as-yet-poorly planned

prohibit" instruction encoded on CD and
obeyed by domestic R-DAT recorders.
The additional proposal pioneered by CBS,
concerning aspoiler code to be imposed on

an interesting idea of precedence and logic

prerecorded tapes, what could the machine be
used for?
Taking the first point, we have to remember

all records, consists of an intermittent 300Hz-

that assessing the sound of aPCM as acomplete line stage is illogical, since normally

wide notch, 60dB or deeper, at 3840Hz (see

(hopefully!) we would encode once and the

JGH's discussion elsewhere in this issue). CBS
claims this to be inaudible, but many industry

a digital input (the handbook for the 1000

experts judge it to introduce adegradation in

illustrates use with Sony's DAS -703e5). Thus

fidelity Future R-DAT recorders may be forced
by law to incorporate circuitry to recognize

this test is unrealistically arduous. Nevertheless, some of the shortfall, in my view, is

the presence of this notch and refuse to

not the fault of the digital part of the process

record. Consumers would thus be prevented

but is tied up with the rather lengthy cas-

from exploiting the true potential of a
domestic digital recorder as arightful compo-

and the outputs of aPCM system. Certainly

replay/decode would be via aCD player with

cades of audio chips used between the input

At the very best, the CBS Copycode proposal

the
simpler
consumer
models—the
PCM-701es, DTC-1000es, sounded "sharper"

must be carefully assessed. If it is recognized,

and more dynamic than the more complex

nent in adigitally based home audio system.
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1630. Improvement in this area is afunction

those of compact cassette. (3M has announced

of good audio systems engineering, and I
suspect that there is considerable scope here.

that its 120-minute tape will cost $12.) Prerecorded material hardly exists, and in any case

As regards the second question, Ibelieve

is only compatible with itself! DAT certainly

that R-DAT is aclever design lacking in mass-

has afuture, but at present it must be con-

market consumer relevance, and is emascu-

sidered along-term one, with possibly five

lated in terms of its digital interfacing. Perhaps

years before worthwhile sales, and 10 before

the Japanese Electronics establishment believed

dominance of the quality cassette market. As
for CD sales, Ithink that they will be largely

that anything with "Digital Audio" on it would
sell. At present, R-DAT decks are big and ex-

unaffected. Surely R-DAT represents the recipe

pensive, while tape prices are higher than

for minimal sales of anew technology.

S

DBX 700 DIGITAL PROCESSOR
Bill Sommerwerck

dbx 700 PCM processor
Rack-mount digital audio processor using predictive delta modulation with compansion
(CPDM). Output: conventional TV signal (North American standards) which can be recorded
on any high-quality VCR. Power consumption: 60W. Dynamic range: 110dB (maximum 1kHz
signal to A-weighted noise 20Hz-20kHz), 105dB (unweighted). Frequency response (sinewave
100mV input): 20Hz-20kHz +0.5dB. THD (1V input, 1kHz): less than 0.05%. Wow & flutter: less
than 0.01% (unweighted), less than 0.006% (weighted RMS). Anti-aliasing filtration: -3dB at
37kHz. Sampling/bit rate: 644kHz. Maximum input/output levels: 24dBm. Mike preamp (optional): adds less than 1dB of noise for mikes between 100 and 1k impedance. Inputs: line 5k,
differential; edit audio 20k, differential; mike 100k, 6.8k if phantom-powered (48V); video & sync
75 ohms. Outputs: line 47 ohms, single-ended, drives 600 ohms, switchable to balanced; edit
audio 100 ohms, single-ended; headphones 150 ohms. Dimensions: 19" W by 3" H by 11.5"
D. Source: long-term manufacturer's loan. Price: $4600 plus $375 for mike preamplifiers.
Manufacturer: dbx Inc., 71 Chapel St., Newton, MA 02195. Tel: (617) 964-3210.
As ALF would say, "There's more than one

One of these is delta modulation. The

way to cook a cat." We've been so over-

Greek delta (which in its upper-case, block-

whelmed with linear pulse-code modulation
(PCM) recording, we forget there are other

letter form, looks like an equilateral triangle)
is the mathematical symbol for the difference

ways to pass from the analog domain to the

between two quantities; accordingly, in delta

digital.

modulation, we record not the absolute value
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of asignal sample, but the difference between

we could make asystematic guess as to what

successive samples.

the next sample value would be. By system-

Delta modulation isn't new. It's been used
for years as a simple way to reduce the
necessary bandwidth required to transmit TV

atic, Imean that the guess is not random. It

signals. Poke your nose up against the CRT,

follows astrict set of rules, so the same set of
initial conditions always results in the same
guess. Both the encoder and decoder would

and you'll see that one horizontal line is very
much like the preceding or succeeding line.

obey these rules. Therefore, we would only

The lines' content doesn't change rapidly, so
we don't need much information to describe
the difference between one line and the next.

predicted value of the signal and its actual
value. The decoder can figure out the predicted value on its own, then apply the dif-

If we transmit just the difference information,

ference signal for correction.

there's abig reduction in the required band-

need to transmit the difference between the

Such asystem is called (surprise!) predic-

width. (Major changes, which require alot of

tive delta modulation.

transmitted information, are uncommon and
don't significantly drive up the bandwidth

estimated model of the signal in much the
same way apainter does aquick sketch on

PDM creates an

requirements.)

the canvas before he fills in the details, then

dinary PCM. The difference between two

transmits acode that describes whether the
estimate is larger or smaller than the actual

samples can never be as large as the absolute

value of the next sample. If the sampling is

maximum level of the program material—
sounds do not jump 96dB in 1/50,000th of a
second!—so our 16 bits, which would nor-

fast enough (greater than about 500kHz),
there usually won't be too big adifference
between one sample and the next. The dif-

mally cover the full dynamic range of the

ference between the sample and the estimate

The same principle can be applied to or-

signal, can be applied to the much narrower

will then be so small that we can accurately

range of sample differences. If we designed a

describe it with acode of just one bit!

system on the assumption that the difference
between one sample and the next was never

The basic PDM circuit (from the dbx
manual) is shown in fig.l. It looks compli-

more than 1% of peak signal level (a conservative estimate), we'd gain a 100-fold im-

cated, but it's really very simple. There are
three sections which I'll explain one at atimc

provement in resolution! (Not bad.) Or, we

Let's start by saying "Hello!" to our old

could use fewer bits, for resolution com-

friend, the capacitor. We can charge acapa-

parable to that from conventional PCM. An
additional advantage, besides the gain in

citor by applying avoltage to it. The capacitor's charge (in coulombs!) is found by

resolution (or areduction in bandwidth), is

multiplying the applied voltage (in volts) by

that we no longer have to worry about the

the capacitance (in farads). Or:

signal's absolute level. When we "run out of
numbers" in conventional PCM, the signal is
clipped to produce anasty-sounding error.
But with adelta-modulation PCM system, the
analogous situation produces slew-rate limiting—the recorded difference between samples is not as great as the actual difference—a
less offensive distortion.
The problem with such asystem, though,
is that it requires some pretty hairy hardware.

Q = CV
(I know you've seen that before!)
It works just as well the other way 'round.
If we stuff Q amount of charge onto acapacitor, the capacitor's voltage will increase by
V = Q/C
Note that the change in voltage is determined
only by the capacitance and the change in
charge. A given amount of charge added (or

Not only do we have to sample the signal as
accurately as in regular PCM, but we have to
compute avery accurate difference between
successive samples. PCM hardware is complex enough as it is. Why should we have to
go to all this trouble for aslight improvement?
There's away out of this dilemma. Suppose
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IA coulomb is an Avogadro's number's-worth of electrons,
about 6E23. It's named after Melvin Coulomb, the French
music-hall comic who discovered how easy it was to build
up an enormous static charge by shuffling across the carpet
Mel died tragically, the victim of ajealous husband whose
wife's derriere he (Mel) had zapped once too often. In accordance with French legal precedent, the husband was
acquitted.
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subtracted) will increase (or decrease) the capacitor's voltage by exactly the same amount,
regardless of the total amount of charge on
the capacitor. Got that? Good.
Now look at the right-hand section of the
schematic. (We've separated it so you won't
be confused by the rest of the circuit.) The
triangle represents ahigh-gain amplifier. A
capacitor is connected from the output to the
input. This configuration is called an integrator, because it adds up (integrates) the
charge pumped into (or pulled out of) its
input.
The exact way the integrator performs its
magic is too complicated to go into. (I'd need
to explain operational amplifier circuits, an
article in itself.) But here's the important part.
The injected charge is transferred to the
capacitor, and the amplifier's output is the
same as the capacitor voltage (given by Q/C).
For example, if the capacitor were 2uF, and
we pumped in 0.5uC, the output voltage

grow larger, the other makes it grow smaller.
When either is activated, it inserts (or removes)
aprecisely defined quantity of charge.
As you should have figured out by now, it's
the integrator voltage that models the input
signal. By pumping in or pulling out charge,
the encoder tries to make the integrator
voltage match the input. If the integrator
voltage is less than the input, charge is
pumped in. If the integrator voltage is greater
than the input, charge is removed. But how
does the encoder know whether to add or
subtract charge?
Easy. It uses a comparator. (That's the
triangle on the left.) A comparator is simply a
high-gain differential amplifier. That is, it
subtracts one input from the other, and
amplifies the difference.
Assume the differential amp has again of 1
sagan (one billion times). If the difference
between its two inputs is 1billionth of avolt,
the output will be 1volt. Of course, a bil-

would rise by 0.5/2.0, or 0.25 volts. Likewise,

lionth of avolt is awfully small. (The circuit's

if we pulled out 0.1uC, the voltage would fall

random noise is much larger!) 10 microvolts
is amore likely difference. lOuV times 1sagan

by 0.1 /2, or 0.05 volts. The integrator is, of
course, adding up all these little deposits and

is 10,000 volts. How do we get 10,000 volts

withdrawals. Therefore, the instantaneous output of the integrator is simply the running, net

out of an amp that runs on an 18 volt power
supply?

charge, divided by the value of the capacitor.

We don't. An amplifier's output is limited to
the power supply voltage. 2 The amp simply
tries its darndest to meet the 10,000V require-

Simple, n'est ce pas?
Where does the charge come from? From
those two little circles marked Ipos and Ineg.
They're charge pumps. One pushes charge, the

ment. The result in engineering jargon is that

other pulls. Like the two sides of Alice's mushroom, one makes the total capacitor charge
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2 'Sr amume there., no output transformer to step it up
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the amp "slams up against the rails." That is,
the output jumps up to the power-supply

signal values, how can you ever reach the absolute level of the signal? Isn't that what you

the highest (lowest) it can go. Which way it
jumps depends on the polarity of the dif-

want to recover?"
Good question. Yes, it's the absolute value
we want. Imagine this not-unlikely situation.

ference between the inputs. If it's positive,

There's no input. Then—suddenly!—a real-

the amplifier moves to the positive rail, and
vice-versa. It's highly unlikely that the in-

ly big sinewave drops by. The comparator

tegrator's output will ever be close enough to

difference between the integrator and input
voltages. So it doles out one of its little dribs

voltage (or down to ground), because that's

the input to produce abounded output (ie,

notices that there's like, wow, areally gross

fore, the comparator will constantly jump

of charge, and 1/644,000th of asecond later,
compares again. Whoops! It's still behind, so

back and forth, high and low, depending on

it dumps in some more charge, a.nd so on.

the relative polarity of the signal input and

Will it ever catch up?

the comparator output.
Of course, we still haven't explained just

Technically, no. What happens is that the
input signal falls behind. The sinewave even-

how this twitching voltage selects Ipos or
Ineg. That's done by the little thingy in the

tually reaches its peak level, then falls. At
some point on its decline, the input voltage

middle. It's called aflip-flop. As you might
guess from the name, it's acircuit whose out-

drops below the integrator output. At this

put can take one of two states—high or low.
High and low can be any two voltages we

aren't too different. Everything settles down,

like; the important thing is that the flip-flop's

value.
The decoding process is identical to the

one that sits stably between the rails). There-

output must be one of these two voltages.

point, the integrator voltage and the input
with the estimated value close to the absolute

There are several types of flip-flops. The
one shown here is aD- type (
— D" stands for

coding. We simply use the logic highs and

"data"). The flip-flop has aspecial data input:

The integrator output is then akind of zigzag
approximation of the original input. Of
course, the zigs and zags are at 644kHz, so it's

when the flip-flop is triggered, its output
jumps to the same logic level (high or low) as
the data input. The trigger signal is simply a
steady frequency (in the model 700, it's
644kHz). Each time the trigger goes positive
(once per cycle), our D flip-flop is triggered,
and the data at the input is transferred to the

lows to switch the Ipos/Ineg charge pumps.

easy to filter them out. We're then left with
(we hope!) the original waveform. Of course,
the actual circuit is rather more complex. A
different type of integrator, which produces
less quantization noise, is used. The noise

output. The data, in this case, is the comparator output. Therefore, every time the flip-flop

level still isn't low enough for critical use, so

is triggered, its output switches to match the
current output state of the comparator.

MTS) is placed ahead of the encoder. There is
even digital compression; if the encoder pro-

compression (similar to the system used in

The little dotted line in the schematic is

duces more than nine "highs" in arow, the

supposed to suggest that this logic level

compressor is told to squash the signal even

selects between Ipos and Ineg. Indeed, that's
just what happens. The comparator "decides"

done in playback.

whether the integrator's output is higher or
lower than the signal input. The flip-flop is
set to this logic state, which in turn deter-

further. Of course, all the compression is unBut the nicest feature of acompanded delta
modulation system is its noncritical level setting. The encoder has to be severely over-

mines whether we will inject or remove

driven before it goes into slew-rate limiting,

charge. And so on, as long as there's an input.

and be badly under-driven before noise be-

(By the way, it's this train of logic highs and

comes objectionable. You don't know what a

lows that constitutes our digitization of the
input.) That's it! See how simple it is?
Ican already hear objections from The

relief it is not to have to worry about clipping
the encoder when recording alive perform-

Peanut Gallery. "If all you ever transmit is the

ance. (I did it afew times with the Nakamichi
DMP-100, but the clipping was so brief as not

difference between the actual and estimated

to be readily audible.)
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Of course, every advantage has its tradeoff.
The nature of delta modulation imposes a

not dbx, and there is no playback expansion.)
The record inputs are unity gain. However,

limit on the maximum slew rate that can be

there are two options. You can move atoggle

handled. For agiven signal amplitude, doubling the frequency doubles the slew rate. 3 So

switch to ADJ, and turn aknob to vary the
gain over a +10 to -60dB range. If only a

although delta modulation can accommodate

small change is needed, you switch to TRIM,

very high frequencies, the maximum input

and use ascrewdriver to turn atrimpot. Its

level varies inversely with the frequency dbx

range is ±10dB.

gets around this problem by weighting the

The input module has CLIP lights preceding

record-level display correspondingly, to prevent over-recording.

and following the gain stage. dbx claims that
a single cycle at 10kHz is enough to light
them, if the level is too high. Keep an eye

Physical features

peeled, and lower the gain (at the appropriate
point) if either comes on.

The 700 is aprofessional product. Though

The next module, naturally, is for playback.

light enough to take into the field, it's intended

It, too, is unity-gain, and it has the same ADJ

to sit in an equipment rack; its basic configuration, therefore, is a unity-gain, line-

and TRIM options as the recording module.

in/line-out device. All input and output

input. At the bottom of the module is aheadphone jack (with gain control) that's live dur-

sockets are XLFts. As shipped, the line outputs

There is, however, only one CLIP light, at the

are unbalanced. They can be converted quicidy

ing both record and playback. A toggle switch

to balanced operation with a pair of (sup-

selects DIGITAL or EDIT, which switches the

plied) resistors.
The front panel is imposing at first, but the

headphones from the decoder output to the

layout is completely logical: each function
has its own module, and they proceed from

The last "module" is actually acover plate
for several cards underneath. All the audio
and video displays are here. The audio-level

left to right, in input-to-output order. A few

analog cue tracks during playback.

minutes' perusal of the instruction book will

display is an LED bargraph with three modes,

make you an expert.
Mike preamps are an option, and plug into

chosen by atoggle switch. The mode is in-

the first slot on the left. Once installed, atoggle switch selects between line and mike.

RECORD LEVEL (weighted) is just that.
The scale is from +20 to -40dB; OdB does

dicated by red, yellow, and green LEDs.

(There is no mike/line mixing.) A second

not correspond to unity gain. The weighting

switch selects 48V phantom microphone

takes into account both the pre-emphasis of

powering. A stepped rotary control sets mike
gain from 20 to 60dB, in 10dB steps.

delta-modulation encoder.

The record input module is next. A switch
at the bottom chooses between record and

the compander and the limitations of the
CALIBRATION has a15dB range (from +5
to -15dB), unweighted, in 0.5dB steps. OdB is

playback—unlike the Sony PCM units, the

line level. This mode is for setting levels and

700 cannot simultaneously encode and

balances.

decode. The 700 has apair of conventional
analog outputs that can feed the video

in 4dB steps, unweighted. It's used during

recorder's audio tracks (either linear or Hi -Fi).
In playback, these supply quick, easy cueing,
since there's no need to wait for the decoder

SIGNAL LEVEL runs from +20 to -100dB,
playback to examine the dynamic range of
the music or the noise floor of the equipment
feeding the 700.

to lock in. A second switch determines

On the other side of this panel are the three

whether these analog outputs will be straight
or compressed. (Oddly, this compression is

LEDs that comprise the video display. The
red VIDEO UNLOCK indicates that there is
no video input, the yellow STANDBY shows
that there is avideo signal but the decoder

3Simple math. Doubling the frequency doubles the number
of waveform transitions in agiven time. To make twice as
many transitions, we have to move (slew) twice as fast.
Rights
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hasn't yet locked in, and the green VIDEO
LOCK comes on when the delta demodulator
is fully functioning.
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Below these three lights is a red ERROR

Sound quality

CORRECT LED. Unlike the PCM-F1, the 700
has the common decency to let you know

The sound quality was checked in the best

when it's fixing things. And, unlike PCM
units, there is no interpolation. Either the bad

recordings. On one outing, Ibrought another
VCR and the Nalcamichi DMP-100 (nee Sony

possible way—by using the 700 to make live

bit is properly corrected, or it's missed alto-

PCM-F1) for comparison. Imade up acable

gether. As explained, an occasional uncor-

so the mikes could feed both digital pro-

rected error wreaks no havoc.
This light is agreat way to check for tape

cessors simultaneously. (I didn't use an exter-

dropouts. (With Sony ES-HG,there's an error

nal mike preamp. Iwanted to see how each
processor sounded with its own pre-amp, since

correction about every two seconds; with

this worst-case situation is the way most of our

MazeII HGX, they occur about every 30 sec-

readers would use these products.)

onds!) In any case, the circuitry reconstructs

Before going any further, Iwant to dissoc-

the signal and feeds it to an error-corrected
output on the back panel, for dubs.

iate myself from the opinions about the PCM-

Fortunately, the 700 doesn't look like a
Christmas tree. Only three lights are normally

Fl and DMP-100 expressed in Stereophile's
"Recommended Components" listing in
Von() No.3. Although Iswitched from analog

on: power, display mode, and either the

recording to the DMP-100 because of its

record light or one of the playback status

superior sound quality, I've never claimed,

lights. Any other light indicates an exceptional condition-48V powering, nonstan-

publicly or privately, that it was "99.7%

dard gain, error correction, or clipping. A

perfect." It ain't. Comparing tapes of the same
performance, it was immediately obvious that

nearsighted person can stand 20 feet away

the Nalcamichi DMP-100 and the dbx 700 did

and still know just what the 700's doing.
My first 700 was DOA; it recorded, but
emitted only a low buzz during playback.
dbx said it was ashow unit that hadn't been

not sound alike. The most striking difference
was in instrumental timbre. On the DMP-100,
almost everything was lighter and brighter in

checked, and replaced it. The second unit

texture, even bass percussion instruments!
This was especially noticeable on violin,

(reviewed here) recorded and played properly,

which sounded as if it were all strings and no

but had aflaw in the display circuits. The left

wood. Nor did the 700 fully capture the

display showed acontinuous "ghost" signal.
Since 80% of everything I've reviewed in the
last six months was defective, broke down,

closer. There was amore solid sense of the

had some design flaw, or featured acombination of these problems, Iwasn't fazed by this.
Idid, however, have aminor problem with the

"body" sound of the violin, but it came alot
fundamental, and less exaggeration of the
overtones.
Another difference showed up on brass.
The DMP-100 was noticeably grundgy. The

input sockets (both mike and line). My XLR

700 had adeliciously smooth brass tone that

plugs had to be pushed in very hard before
they would lock in place, and the left-channel

in no way lacked "flatulant blattiness" or

lem with the outputs.) This appears to be due

attack.
Of course, "different" is not "better." Was
the DMP-100 adding something, or the 700

plugs wouldn't lock at all. (There was no probto some subtle (!?) incompatibility between

taking something away? Ichecked this by

XLR brands. Iwedged in the plugs, then

comparing the direct output of the 700 with

dressed the cables so they wouldn't be knocked
loose. Ihad no problems after that.
The instruction book was up to dbx's usual

(The latter has simultaneous encode/decode.)
The DMP-100 made the 700 recording sound

superb quality: friendly and informal without

like the DMP-100 recording, lightening and

silliness; clear and simple without inaccura-

brightening the instrumental texture. The

the same signal sent through the DMP-100.

cies. It was apleasure to read, something I proper conclusion, then, is that the dbx 700
can't say about most manuals. The ability to

is the more accurate of the two processors.

write literate manuals is common among New
England hi-fi companies. It's hardly surpris-

The obvious question arises: are these
sonic differences due to fundamental dif-

ing, considering the area's literary tradition.

ferences between PCM and PDM? Unfortu-
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nately, there's no way to tell. They could just

principle, any module can be modified or

as well arise from differences in the analog

upgraded, something not really practical with

circuits that surround the digital processors.

other digital processors. (If you've dismantled
aPCM-F1, you've seen its tightly wadded in-

The only way to know for sure would be to
swap the analog sections, an impractical task.

nards.) Think you can design a bettersounding line module? Go to it! Further, since

To sum up ...

delta modulation uses off-the-shelf com-

To say that Iam delighted with the dbx 700 is

ponents, the 700 will probably be repairable

an understatement. It's more accurate than

well into the next century. 4
Of course, $4975 is abit pricey for adigital

the DMP-100 (and, by implication, the PCMF1). Although bulkier, it's not especially

processor, even for our well-heeled readers.

heavy, and the power supply is built-in. (The

(Price is not aconsideration for entry into

DMP-100/PCM-F1 needs an outboard unit.)

Class A.) Still, it's afine-sounding unit, and

Best of all, Idon't have to chew my nails worry-

any serious amateur or professional recordist

ing whether or not I'm going to clip the pro-

should give it acareful listen. Highly recommended.

cessor during loud passages. On sound quality
alone, it goes right into Class A, with the
Nakamichi and Sony dropping into Class B.
Ialso like the 700's open architecture. In

4 As Iwrite this, dbx tells me that they arc selling the 700
"out of stock." They will make at least one more production
run of the 700, but Iwould suggest that if you want a700,
now is the time to buy.

BEARD P-35 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

u.
EMIR II 111111111M
.

BEARD

Beard P35 power amplifier
Stereo class-A vacuum-tube power amplifier. Power rating: 35W/channel (into 8ohms). Price:
$1900. Approximate number of dealers: 12. Manufacturer: Beard Audio Systems Ltd., Unit B1,
Askew Crescent Workshops, London W12 9DP, England. US Distributor: Beard America, PO
Box 7894, Columbia, SC 29202. Tel: (803) 798-5726.
Those of you who skim through every fresh

These glowing "anachronistic" space heaters

issue of Stereophile in search of DO's contributions should be well aware by now of

unlock for me amagical aural window to the
land of make believe, and help make a

my passion for vacuum-tube technology.

believer out of me. Isuppose this track record
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has made it quite easy for JA to finger me for
all of these little tube-amp reviews. Idon't
really mind, John. Thanks!
Beard is aBritish tube-amp manufacturer
that has been in existence for several years
now. They had just signed an agreement in

other "Half Power." Which of these do you
suppose is the on/off switch? If you guessed
"Half Power," your logic is similar to mine—
but we'd both be wrong. The "Half Power"
feature, though, is useful at low listening
levels and allows for reduced tube wear.

the USA by Wharfedale America when the lat-

The following sonic assessments of the
Beard are based on two rather extensive

ter company folded; distribution is now by a

listening sessions. In the first, Iused purely

new South Carolina company. The P-35 was
introduced in early 1986 and is achunky lit-

digital source material: master tapes and the

1986 for their amplifiers to be distributed in

tle amp, well-built and nicely finished. Good
quality parts are much in evidence within the
chrome-plated chassis. Although the P-35 is

inevitable CDs played through the Sony
PCM- Fl and the Moffat Deluxe CD player,
respectively. The Moffat tubed line-stage
preamp was used in both cases. The second

ostensibly astereo model, with asingle mains
transformer supplying both channels, there

session was all analog. The front end was as

are traces of dual-mono construction, with

the Well-Tempered Arm, the Nestorovic MC

usual: the Sao Win 'table and MC cartridge,

each channel possessing independent rec-

Network, and the Moffat Theta Deluxe

tification and reservoir caps. In addition,
each output tube is individually regulated.

preamp. The speakers for both sessions were
original Quad ESLs with the John Koval

Peering through the tube cage, one gets the

modification (see elsewhere in this issue for

distinct impression that there is alot of glass.
Indeed, there are atotal of 14 tubes under the
metal cage, which serves to camouflage the

details). To give you aflavor of how the review
progressed, I'd like to describe my impressions

simplicity of the circuit topology.
The driver stage consists of asingle ECC81
dual-triode per channel, with one half handling the voltage amplifier chore and the other
acting as aphase splitter. The output stage

in chronological order.

The First Session
It was quickly obvious that the midrange was
the P-35's real glory. The mids were very
transparent and possessed excellent spatial

consists of three pairs of EL84s (high-gain

focus, almost rivaling, in fact, the Jadis JA-30

pentodes) per side, operated in parallel. The
EL84's plate-power dissipation capability is

in this respect. Resolution of low-level detail
and spatial information was also very, very

pretty low, therefore a bunch of them are
needed to achieve decent output power.

good in the range from about 200Hz to 2kHz.

However, one of their virtues is low cost, and

short of wonderful, with very natural repro-

because of the automatic biasing feature of

duction of vocals and musical textures that

the circuit, tube matching is unnecessary, all
of which compensates for ultimately having

were liquid, smooth, edgeless, and relaxed
in amanner reminiscent of the classic Marantz

to replace so many of them. The driver-stage

8B. After awarm-up period of about an hour,

Within this range, the Beard was nothing

ECC81s were stamped as "made in China,"

the mids even turned ashade seductive and

which surprised me. I'm not sure which China

sweet, but without the thick syrupy textures

is at work here, but since the inscription is
in red, Iassume that the mainland Chinese
are responsible. Maybe Bill Beard can en-

that afflicted many of the tube designs of
yore. All of this was accomplished with an
airy quality and anice sense of dynamic ebb

lighten us as to the substance of this Chinese

and flow. The music swelled and bloomed

connection!
The front panel is outfitted with two switches,

much more powerful amp. The Beard was

one of which is labeled "Full Power," the

wonderful on either solo or massed voices—I

from soft to loud in a manner befitting a

could listen to choral music all day (if Iwanted
to). The P-35 also very capably reproduces
1The Chinese, as opposed to the Taiwanese, recently bought
tube manufacturing equipment from the British M-0 Valve
Company, who were responsible for the KT-series beam
tetrode tubes.
—JA
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soundstage dimensions and does anice job of
unfolding the depth perspective. Topnotch
performance indeed.
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Yet, as did Luke Skywalker, the Beard had to

on top. The "'fits Hermanicas" cut came to life

struggle to avoid the dark side of the "Force."

with convincing depth and startling trans-

The flip side of being overly liquid and smooth

parency. The deep bass was not sufficiently

is to acquire aboring politeness that robs the
music of incisiveness and excitement. This im-

detailed.

pression started .n the mida and was helped

Cleo Laines deep-hued vocal colors (Live
at Carnegie Hall, RCA LPL1-5015) came

along by relaxed upper mida, apresence re-

through with excellent clarity. In general,

gion without much bite, and sluggish treble

spatial resolution and resolution of low-level

transients. There wasn't enough snap and

detail were very good. The picture on the

crunch: it was like biting into an apple or a
hard piece of toast and getting amouthful of

album cover shows Cleo clutching what

Jello. However, Ishould hasten to add that the

looks like aBeyer dynamic vocal mic, which
Iassume she used during the performance.

Beard P-35's somewhat "toothless" presenta-

These mics have a rising treble response

tion was not without charm, and should mate

typical of vocal mics. With solid-state amps

very well with an analytical, transistorish sort

or even the Jadis JA-30s, this treble emphasis

of front end.
More serious were problems at the frequency

is quite audible—not so through the Beard.

extremes. The treble did not have the focus,

That clean midrange window was very much
in evidence on Amanda McBroom's West of

sweetness, or transparency of the mida, being

Oz (Sheffield Lab 15). But again it was hard to

slightly rough, grainy, and opaque. Idid not

resolve bass lines.

measure the Beard, but this certainly sounds

Brass, including Harry James's trumpet

characteristic of an excess of high-frequency,
nonlinear distortion products. Neither was the
bass very inspired. Ifound it difficult to dis-

(Sheffield Lab 3: The King James Version),
sounded lackluster, overly liquid, and without
sufficient penetrating bite. It was readily ap-

cern bass detail, and the overall bass quality

parent at this stage of the listening that the

was underdamped, lacking sufficient tightness.

Beard's treble was not in the class of the mida.
Itzhak Perlman's violin timbre (EMI ASD 2926:

For example, double-bass notes were loose
and ill-defined.
The overall presentation was of neutral
perspective—neither recessed nor forward.
The perceived tonal balance was also quite

Bruch's Violin Concerto 1) was generally very
well reproduced—except for areduction of
purity in the high notes. A similar finding was

neutral, with no trace either of brightness or

made with the Wilson Audio recording of the
Beethoven Sonata for piano and violin (David

of excessive lower-mid warmth. My final im-

Abel, violinist), where the violin tone was

pressions at the end of this first session were
bittersweet. Think of saccharine: the sweet

missing some sweetness in the upper registers.

liquidity and transparency of the raids was
of the upper octaves.

Comparison with the
Michaelson & Austin TVA-10

Session Two

myself, seemed alikely candidate for com-

somewhat tempered by the bitter after-taste

The TVA-10, being afavorite both of JA and
Starting with Laudate! (Proprius 7800), the

parison. And Iwas curious to see how it

Beard again evidenced nice resolution of indi-

would fare against its much more expensive
British cousin. The TVA-10 originally cost me

vidual voices in the chorus and realistically
portrayed hall reverb information. Image size

$400 on the used market, but I've pumped in

within the soundstage, however, was alittle

probably $100 worth of new caps—including

broader (less focused) than with the Jadis
monoblocks. The highs were alittle grainy
and not as transparent as the mida. Bass lines

established to my own satisfaction that the

power supply reservoir caps.

I quickly

were not particularly well defined. The gut-

TVA-10's treble and upper mida were better,
being quicker and more transparent than

tural flavor of Pedro Aledo's voice (Pierre

those of the Beard. The mida of the TVA-10,

Verany 12793: Cantos Antiguos y Cantos

however, were not as transparent, there being

Nuevos) was captured just about to perfection,

a little more veiling of musical textures.

but the guitar sound missed some brilliance

Resolution of low-level detail was also not as
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good, the TVA-10's presentation being broad - front end to compensate for its treble softbrush rather than analytical in nature. Even
ness. Ithink that the Beard will compete very
though it is not as revealing through the mids,
well, for example, with the Quicksilver
Ifound the sound of the TVA-10 better in-

monoblocks. True, its treble is not as good,

tegrated top-to-bottom and ultimately more
satisfying. One of the clinchers for me was the

but through the mids it is acouple of notches

violin tone on the Dave Wilson recording of

higher in quality. The Beard's midrange window is quite remarkable for its purity and

the Beethoven Sonata. The sweetness of the
Guarnerius really came through on the TVA10, and you could recognize that, indeed, it

resolution capabilities, and should appeal
strongly to midrange aficionados.

was a Guarnerius, something that was not

load must be carefully selected. The Beard

As with any small tube amp, the speaker
should do very well with voltage-limited

obvious with the Beard.

electrostatics. However, an 8-ohm nominal

The Final Judgment

impedance, reasonably sensitive, dynamic

Ilike the Beard P-35 and can recommend it
in the context of Class C of Stereopbtle's

loudspeaker will also do well. Do not expect

"Recommended Components" —but with

in alarge room with atypical load, but it is

the caveat that it be carefully auditioned in

very dynamic-sounding in the range from
soft to loud. If you're in the market for asmall

the prospective purchaser's own system. The

the Beard to be able to go much above loud

character of the upper octaves is such that the

tube amp, be sure to audition the Beard. In

Beard will not readily lock into aparticular

the area of midrange reproduction it has few

system, preferring, for example, an analytical

peers at the asking price.

ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 3LOUDSPEAKER
J. Gordon Holt

Acoustat Spectra 3loudspeaker
Full-range push-pull electrostatic with optional cone subwoofer. Specs: Frequency response:
.30Hz-20kHz +3dB. Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Sensitivity: 88dB. Power requirement: 100W.
Dimensions: 66" H by 31.75" W by 23" D (array 2.125" D). Price: $2995. Approximate number
of dealers: 95. Manufacturer: Acoustat, 3101 SW 1st Terrace, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315. Tel:
(305) 462-6700.
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Founded in the mid-1970s, Acoustat was the

crossover network (for the smaller high-

first manufacturer of full-range electrostatics

frequency step-up), acomplementary recom-

literally forced to address what had long been
a major weakness of such speakers: high-

bining network could be used to cancel out
the phase anomalies which normally result

voltage breakdown, or "arcing." The original

when acrossover is fed directly to individual

design was built and used in JP Ueep) Harned's
home, where the living-room french windows

driver units.
Then there was the treble-beaming problem.

opened out onto astream in the back yard.

Because of the lateral displacement in

That, plus Florida's legendary humidity, conspired to produce summer days when mois-

space, signals radiated from the sides of aflat

ture would trickle down every vertical surface
in the house, including the speaker elements.

the center of the diaphragm only along the
axis of the panel. To either side of that axis,

With 8000 volts or so running around in the

interference causes signal cancellation or

panel are in-phase with those coming from

speakers, and the close element/grid spacing

reinforcement, depending on the angle from

necessary for adequate efficiency, heroic
measures were needed to produce asystem

the central axis. The effect worsens with increasing frequency, with the result that all

that would operate on its home ground at all

flat-panel radiators tend to produce an on-

without going up in aspectacular display of

axis "hot spot" —a beam that becomes pro-

pyrotechnics. The result was the basic design
of what subsequently became the first full-

gressively narrower with increasing frequency.
And the wider the panel, the lower into the

range electrostatic ever sold with alifetime
warranty: the conductive wire stators are
sheathed in insulating plastic.

audio range the beaming occurs.
The method employed by Acoustat for its

It was that reliability, as well as the consistently high quality of Acoustat's speakers,
which caused such consternation in the high-

speaker from several tall, narrow vertical

end fraternity when the company went bankrupt two years ago, and such relief when it

first model was to construct the electrostatic
strips arranged as segments of ashallow arc.'
But this merely exchanges one severe widerange hot spot for several less severe ones setting in at ahigher frequency, and tends to

was rescued from oblivion by David Fidler,

produce severe vertical-venetian-blind ef-

who purchased Acoustat as an independent

fects. Later Acoustats were tall and thin, to

subsidiary of the Hafier Company.
The theoretical advantages of acrossover-

maximize lateral dispersion, in order to
restrict interference effects to the high treble.

less loudspeaker using an extremely large,

The latest Acoustat speaker, the Spectra 3,

lightweight diaphragm driven uniformly over
its entire surface have been obvious from the

uses adifferent, better, approach. Each unit
consists of three identical, tall, relatively nar-

start, but so, unfortunately, have the practical

row electrostatic strips, each of which is split

disadvantages. Some of the latter, such as
dielectric breakdown (which resulted in
holes punched in the diaphragm, each one of
which then became aconstant breakdown
point), had to wait for improvements in
materials technology before they could be

into two electrical sectors. There is no crossover as such, but one sector is operated fullrange, the two next to it are rolled off above
1.7kHz, and the final three operate in the
lower few hundred Hertz. Doesn't this lowpass filtering cause phase shift and, as acon-

ing transformer with the formidable imped-

sequence, interference? Of course, but now
these side-effects can be used to the system's

ance ratio of 40,000:1 —ie, avoltage step-up

advantage.

solved. Others, such as the need for amatch-

ratio of 200:1—required rethinking and refining old design concepts.
One such refinement was the inspired idea
of using not one but two step-up transformers to feed the same set of radiator strips.
Each transformer could then be optimized
for aspecific part of the audio range; while it
did necessitate using a simple high-pass
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IThe English Quad ESL-63 uses another approach. The
diaphragm is electrically divided into seven (I think) concentric rings, with the outer ones fed through delay lines of increasing length. This causes asignal to be radiated first from
the diaphragm's center, then by each adjacent ring in succession, simulating the temporal ideal of apoint source situated
several feet behind the diaphragm, thus minimizing off-axis
interference.
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Through careful balancing of strip widths
and rolloff frequencies, the Spectra 3's phase

woofer is connected to its own pair of binding
posts, for biamping or biwired operation.)

"anomalies" are used to shape its polar pat-

The Spectra 3system is shipped from the

tern into asingle, broad lobe aimed at an offaxis angle of about 20°. Each speaker unit is

factory in four pieces—two bases and two
panels—which require assembly prior to use.

a mirror image of the other, and when
oriented with their widest-range strip toward
the inside, the result is two broad energy

Although this is simple and straightforward

lobes intersecting at apoint in front of and

applying appreciable force between it and the

enough, it is nonetheless aroyal pain in the
butt, because attaching each panel requires

midway between the speakers. Does that

base, to compress some air-seal gaskets,

sound familiar? (If not, read the reviews of the

before attaching the assembly screws. It was

dbx Soundfield 1-A and Ohm 5loudspeaker
in Von() No.4.)

achore for two of us working together; it

Essentially, what this radiation offset does

would be almost impossible for one person
to accomplish alone. And once assémbled,

is compensate for the timing and amplitude

the speakers were quite awkward to move,

changes which occur when one moves out of

again requiring two persons (or one plus a
hand cart). Istrongly recommend that you

the "sweet spot" on the center line of the
speakers: it prevents the lateral image shift
and collapse of the stereo stage which would

have your dealer do the assembly, in your

otherwise occur. In other words, this is the

home if possible. If not possible, you may
then have to hire a van to get the things

first full-range electrostatic which should

home, and will need at least one other person

allow the listener to hear astable stereo image

to help you get the speakers from the van into

right across the listening area!

your listening room. Once set up, it is easy

The specs at the head of this review mention an "optional" subwoofer. It isn't exactly

enough to move them acouple of inches at a

optional: it comes with the speaker whether

It is necessary to remember that the panels
are mirror images of each other. The bases are

you opt for it or not. (It adds no more than "a

time to tweak their placement.

few dollars" to the cost, according to Acous-

identical, however, and the only way the L

tat.) The woofer is optional only in the sense

and Rpanels can be distinguished is by atiny

that you don't need to use it if you don't
choose to. It operates below 100Hz, and is

each panel, at adistance of 7"from the edge

mounted, face-down, at the bottom of the

hole drilled in the metal strip that tops off

speaker's base unit (which strikes me as being

of the panel. Viewed from the front (the side
with the Spectra 3logo on it), the right-side

one of the least attractive-looking pieces of

panel has its hole at the right, while the left

audio furniture Ihave seen in years). The bot-

one has it at the left. Once the speaker is

tom panel of the base is slanted upward toward
the rear, so that the speaker operates into a

assembled, you have to be alot taller than my

loading arrangement which combines elements of the classic slot load and alinear-

with afingertip), and that, plus the awkwardness of moving the assembled speaker, make

flare horn.
The module containing the electrostatic
power supply, audio step-up transformers,
and woofer crossover fits into an opening in
the bottom panel next to the woofer. On it

5-6 to see the hole (although you can feel it

it advisable to identify and install the right-side
panel on the rightmost base to begin with.
The panels air hinged, allowing them to be
tilted forward or back to accommodate any

are two sets of 5-way binding posts (with

likely listening height, as well as unlikely
ones like LA standing up. (Yogis please note:

standard 14 "spacing for dual banana plugs)
and three bat-handle switches. One switch

allow listening from the lotus position, unless

selects between direct (full-range) connection of the electrostatic panels, or connection
through the woofer crossover network. The
second switches the woofer from direct-in to

the forward tilt range is not great enough to
you are able to levitate.) Two screws on each
base can then be tightened to lock the panel
in position. This tiltability is adandy feature,
and one Iwish had been available on other

the internal crossover, while the third turns

large electrostatics Ihave tested in recent

the woofer on or off. (In its Off position, the

years. It must also be said that it is almost a
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liability on the Spectras, because they have

was followed by a2dB hump. Idoubt if that

such broad vertical dispersion that the tilt
feature will rarely be needed, and the ad-

would account for the hardness, but it could.
Imaging from the center listening seat was

justability makes it possible to end up with

excellent—stable and specific And it stayed

different tilt angles. Both panels must be at

centered from any listening seat along the en-

exactly the same angle; if they aren't, the

tire length of my seven-foot sofa! But while

panel top/bottom timing differences between

off-center listening preserved the stereo stage
in good balance, it shot down the imaging

the two speakers will cause phase interference,
resulting in an apparent channel imbalance. ,

specificity, producing broad, vague center

Acoustat recommends that the speakers be

images several times wider than they should

toed in, with the axes of their innermost

have been. So, while we now have, for the

panel strip intersecting at or just in front of

first time, an electrostatic speaker which

the center listening seat. The distance from

allows off-center listeners to hear abalanced

the rear wall will depend on whether or not

stereo stage, we still haven't eliminated the

the woofer is used. If it is, the speakers can be
anywhere beyond two feet from the rear wall;

center "sweet spot." But it's astep forward,
nonetheless.
Soundstaging was good, but not very. The

if not, they should be at least four feet from
the wall.

Spectras had atendency to compress width,

Initial listening was done with the woofers

putting extreme-left and -right images at the

off and the panels running full-range. Equip-

inside edges of the panels rather than behind

ment used was the Ortofon MC-2000 cartridge with its own step-up transformer,
SOTA Star turntable, Sony '650/'703 CD com-

the middle of the panels. With those rare

bo, with Audio Research SP-11 preamp and
Threshold SA-1 power amps.

recordings which (because of phasing
anomalies) sometimes image beyond the
speaker positions, those images never went
beyond the outer edges of the Spectras. The

Four things struck me immediately about

obvious solution here—moving the speakers

the Spectra 3s' sound. First, their extreme
high end is exquisite: velvety smooth, open,

farther apart—didn't work, because the

and detailed, without atrace of sizzle or tizziness. Second, their low end is fuller and

center imaging from the center seat fell apart,
becoming vague and unstable. Clearly, what
is happening here is that the ear is latching on

more extended than Ihave ever heard from

to the full-range panel as the primary source

any full-range electrostatic. Third, they have
superb lower-midrange, which gives cellos
and large brasses marvelous weight and
authority. And fourth, their sound is alittle

of directional information from each speaker,

brash, almost but not quite to the point of
being sizzly. Massed violins were not exactly

and upper ranges, produced definite, stable

steely, but they were imbued with aslight

but why the problem is not soluble by wider
spacing is something Icannot explain. The
Ohm 5s, which also crossfire their middle
images from way out beyond their physical
locations with those same recordings.

edginess. Isuspected a mild peak in the

Bass output from the Spectra 3 was way

6-9kHz region, but could not measure any

out of balance with the rest of the spectrum,
and no amount of messing with room place-

such. In fact, the measured high-end response
was extraordinarily smooth, except for amild
discontinuity around 5kHz, where a2dB dip

ments helped. (The output at 40Hz measured
6dB above that in the midrange! Output at
32Hz was only 4dB below that at 40.) The

2The easiest way to make sure two panel speakers have the
same tilt angle is to use aplumb line from the top of the panel
to its bottom edge. (An effective substitute for the real thing
can be made by tying one end of some sewing thread—still
attached to its bobbin—to asmall hex nut. With the bobbin
on end on top of the panel, you can rotate it until the nut is
at the right height above the floor.) Drape the plumb line over
the top of the panel, on the side toward which the panel is
leaning, and adjust until the plumb weight (or the nut) is level
with the bottom edge of the panel. When the measured
distance between the thread at the top of the nut and the surface of both panels is the same, their tilt angles will be the
same.

15))

low-end rise made the sound tremendously
impressive but, probably for the same reason,
LF definition was rather mediocre. Pitch
delineation was only fair, there was no countthe-cycles throb from bowed basses, and bass
drum was soggy.
On many recordings—some Telares in
particular—at average listening levels of only around 85dB, sudden LF onslaughts (as
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from bass drum) caused the entire sound to

only help matters.

choke down for a moment as though the

Iam aware—perhaps more so than many

step-up transformer was saturating. At one

reviewers—of how much a loudspeaker's

point during the Sheffield Shostakovitch 1,

sound is influenced by the power amplifier

three rapid bass drum strikes took the output
level down by increments of about 2dB each,

used to drive it. How, then, can Ican so con-

reaching about -6dB before the drum let up
and the signal output could recover. Acoustat's

the Spectra to the speaker itself? Because
have found the Threshold SA-1s to be almost

fidently attribute the problems Iheard from

chief engineer, Jim Strickland, told me this

right down the statistical middle when it

had nothing to do with the step-up trans-

comes to bass balance and control and to

former, but was due to momentary loss of the
high-voltage charge when the diaphragm

ward through the midrange than the least-

comes very close to the stator wires. (As if it

neutrality of midrange. Just ashade less for-

matters what is causing it!) He also pointed

forward tube amps, they have the midbass
quality of the tightest-sounding tube amps,

out that that is the main reason for including

and adeep-bass performance completely in

the dynamic woofer with the system.

keeping with their midbass quality—much

Worse, though, was the fact that at and
above moderately high (90dB) midrange

stronger and better controlled than any tube

volumes, the diaphragms frequently bottomed

are perfect, any more than Iwould do so for
any other audio product, but their sound is

out on strong bass signals, causing irksome

amp. Iwill not claim for amoment that they

clicking noises. Now, 90dB is probably loud

representative of all the other power amps

enough for many listeners, but it is not going

that have garnered enthusiastic reviews
At the time of testing the Spectra 3s, Ialso

to satisfy audiophiles who like to shake the
floor during fortissimos. Neither does it ap-

happened to have in-house amodel 1.1S power

proach the live peak spis reached by in-

amplifier from anew company called Mirror

struments like the bass drum. (English audio-

Image. As Ihad been impressed with what
Iheard from that amp during a brief pre-

philes recognize aphenomenon called scale
distortion, which results when arecording is

listen—review next month—I tried it with the

played at ahigher volume than that at which
it would be heard live from its apparent

Spectras.

distance. With most minimally miked sym-

electrostatic panels again, Irepeated the same
tests with the Mirror Image amp as Ihad

phonic recordings, proper scale is obtained

Reverting to full-range operation of the

at average levels around 90dB. With most

usçd with the Threshold. Every aspect of the

small-group pop and jazz recordings, levels

sound was improved! Highs were, if anything,

around 100dB or more are called for. The
Spectra 3s cannot handle the latter, full-range)

even more sumptuously sweet and delicate,

Next, Itried the Spectras with their woofers
and internal crossovers switched in. This (of

much better balanced with the upper range.
The upper-midrange glare was substantially

course) had no effect on their upper ranges,

diminished, too, although it was still there to

but it did ameliorate the LF problems im-

amoderate degree. In addition, bass/treble

mensely. Iwas now able to run the system at
midrange peak levels of around 100dB before

now had what Ifelt to be fairly natural bal-

encountering any problems with LF stress.

and bass was tighter, more detailed, and

balance was markedly improved: the system

Unfortunately, there was also some loss of

ance, with only ahint of heaviness, and it was
now possible to run the midrange signal levels

output below 50Hz which, since the 50Hz

up to about 96dB before diaphragm bottom-

region was less affected, tended to remove

ing from strong LF material occurred. (Meas-

some of the underpinnings of the sound. LF
quality, however, improved with the cone

ured LF output, relative to the upper ranges,

woofers working—something that rarely

but it did not sound remotely the same. So
much for objective testing!)

happens with electrostatics. Usually, cone
woofers tend to impair bass detail, but in this

was exactly as it had been with the Thresholds,

Although the bass quality was much im-

particular case the bass from the full-range

proved with the Mirror Image amp, it still

panels was so ill-defined that the cones could

wasn't great. The low end still lacked punch
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and impact, and while pitch delineation was

rock recordings don't have adamned thing

now at least what Iwould call good, it was

below 60Hz. Unfortunately, afew do. Shef-

still not great. Now, this is not to say,

field's Track Record, for example, was bot-

necessarily, that the Spectra's low end is alost

toming out the cone woofer at LF levels of

cause. Large-panel speakers are notoriously

105dB, when the measured average SPL was

unpredictable when it comes to bass perfor-

only around 97dB.)

mance in agiven room, and it is certain that

In conclusion, Imust qualify the foregoing

there are lots of rooms out there in audioland
wherein these speakers would probably yield

by saying that Ihave an unusually large listening room (24 by 19 by 9 feet), and tend to

well-balanced, controlled bass performance.

listen at higher levels than many people-

But better-balanced LF output will not change

particularly those with neighbors nearby.

the fact that the electrostatic panels of the

The Spectra 3's output-level capabilities may

Spectrum 3s are definitely limited in their

well suffice for many listeners, who can then
appreciate the system's incredible transparency,

ability to handle high levels of heavy bass.
Ican see why it was necessary to include

speed, delicacy, and midrange naturalness.

the "optional" woofer. Without it, the Spec-

But unless used with avery polite-sounding

tra 3 hardly qualifies as an audiophile
loudspeaker. With the woofer, however, and

amplifier, the Spectra 3's hardness is going to
be difficult for any critical listener to tolerate.

the Mirror Image amplifier (or any other

It's not that there's alot of it; it's just that Ido

possessing asimilarly lean low end), these
speakers do a very respectable job at

not expect to find any hardness in asystem at

midrange levels well up toward 103dB, which
is quite enough for most classical listeners but

this price level.
To sum up, the Spectra 3is avery good
loudspeaker; it falls short in some areas of

still shy of what ahard-rock nut is going to

performance, but in my opinion, this does

demand. (The saving grace here is that many

not detract from its overall appeal.

THE PERFECT BOX SPEAKER?
John Atkinson reviews seven loudspeakers costing less than $1000/pair

Celestion SL6S: two-way, sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 32mm aluminum-dome
tweeter, 165mm Kobex (PVC)-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: 2.8kHz. Frequency response:
60Hz-16kHz +3dB. Sensitivity: 84dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Amplifier requirements: 25-120W. Dimensions: 14.8" H by 7.9" W by 10.5" D. Internal volume: 12 liters. Weight:
18.5 lbs each. Price: $900/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 55. Manufacturer: Celestion
International Ltd., Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP, England. Distributor:
Celestion USA Inc., PO Box 521, Holliston, MA 01746. Tel: (617) 429-6706.
JBL 18 Ti: two-way, sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" titanium-dome tweeter, 6.5"
polypropylene-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: 3kHz. Frequency response: 55Hz-20kHz
+3dB. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Maximum amplifier power: 200W.
Dimensions: 14.75" H by 9.4" W by 7.25" D. Internal volume: 10 liters. Weight: 17.5 lbs. Price:
$590/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 75-80. Manufacturer: JBL, Harman International,
8500 Balboa Blvd., Northridge, CA 91329. Tel: (818) 893-8411.
Kevek ES6: two-way, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 19mm soft-dome tweeter, 6.5"
plastic-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: 2.5kHz. Frequency response: 60Hz-20kHz +3dB.
Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Minimum amplifier power: 10W. Maximum amplifier power: 150W. Dimensions: 20" H (18" cabinet only) by 11" W by 8.5" D (6.5"
cabinet only). Weight: 18 lbs. Price: $495/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 8. Manufacturer: Reference Monitor International, 2615 Jacaranda, Carlsbad, CA 92008. Tel: (619) 944-6715.
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Monitor Audio R652MD: two-way, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 25mm aluminumdome tweeter, 180mm polypropylene-cone woofer. Frequency response: 50Hz-20kHz +3dB.
Sensitivity: 89dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Minimum amplifier power: 15W. Maximum amplifier power: 120W. Dimensions: 20.25" H by 8" W by 10" D. Internal volume: 18.5
litres. Weight: 22 lbs (10kg) each. Price: $859/pair (optional 13" matching stands extra). Approximate number of dealers: 30 (Canada), 25-30 (USA). Manufacturer Monitor Audio Ltd., 34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CB1 4ZW, England. Distributors: Kevro Electronics Inc., 1755 Plummer
Street, Unit 20, Pickering, Ontario L1W 3S1, Canada. Tel (416) 831-4741. US Office: PO Box
1355, Buffalo, NY 14205.
Pres Classic II: two-way, sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 20mm soft-dome tweeter, 8"
doped paper-cone woofer. Frequency response: 40Hz-22kHz +3dB. Sensitivity: 89dB/W/m.
Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Dimensions: 19" H by 11.5" W by 11.5" D. Weight: 32 lbs each.
Price: $849/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 6-7. Manufacturer: Pres Speakers, 183 Main
Street, Northampton, MA 01060. Tel: (413) 586-6277.
Siefert Magnum Ill: three-way, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" aluminum-dome
tweeter, 4" polypropylene-cone midrange, 8" polypropylene-cone woofer. Crossover frequencies: 250Hz, 3kHz. Frequency response: 38Hz-24kHz +2dB. Sensitivity: 88dB//W/m. Nominal
impedance: 4ohms (3.5 minimum). Recommended amplifier power: 25-500W. Dimensions:
22" H by 13" W by 14" D. Weight: 44Ibs (20kg) each. Warranty: 5years labor and parts. Price:
$799/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 12. Manufacturer: Siefert Research Inc., 31212
Ballard Road, Malibu, CA 90265. Tel: (213) 457-4239.
Thiel CS1: two-way, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" plastic-dome tweeter, 6.5"
plastic-cone woofer. Crossover frequency 3kHz. Frequency response: 52Hz-18kHz +2dB. Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 6ohms. Minimum amplifier power: 40W. Dimensions:
36.5" H by 10.5" W by 10.5" D (base), 3" D (top). Weight: 41 lbs each. Price: $950/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 45. Manufacturer: Thiel Audio Products Co., 1042 Nandino Boulevard,
Lexington, KY 40511. Tel: (606) 254-9427.

Introduction

and $4750 respectively, however, they hardly

"Allegretto!" said JGH. "Why don't you start

qualify as "affordable."

your review with aword like allegretto?" Well,

Thus it was that my house filled up with

stranger things have eased awriter out of a

seven assorted pairs of loudspeakers: two

block, and that seems to have been as good a

English, five American; two sealed-box, five
reflex; six stand-mounted, one floor-standing;

way as any. Let me tell you how Ispent the
month of May: Ihad been musing about a
comment made by JGH following the 1986

six two-way, one three-way; four with metaldome, three with conventional, soft-dome

SCES that it seemed that the loudspeaker high

tweeters. The test procedure was as follows:

end was populated exclusively by planar

each pair of speakers was substituted for the

models: Apogees, Acoustats, Martin- Logans,

SL600s in my usual system of Krell KSA-50
power amplifier, Audio Research SP-10 Il pre-

Magneplanars of various kinds, the Quad
ESL-63, and an assorted Infinity or two. The

amp, CAL Tempest Il and Meridian MCD Pro

problem is, however, that folks as arule buy

CD players, and Koetsu Red/SME V/Linn Son-

speakers made from boxes; boxes priced alit-

dek LP player mounted on aTarlyte stand. (At

tle lower than the esoteric beasts so beloved

the end of the listening period, Isubstituted

of reviewers. "OK," said LA, "as your block has

a1987 Linn/Ittok combination fitted with the
new composite armboard and the new Linn

been removed, how about reviewing some
moving-coil loudspeakers? Tell you what.

Troika cartridge-review next month-the

Let's make it interesting; make them box loud-

whole sitting on aSound Organization table.)

speakers costing under $1000. It'll give you a

Interconnect was Monster Interlink Reference

feel for the kind of affordable speaker that sells

A, and Monster MI speaker cable was used for

in quantity." Little could Iprotest that two of
my favorite speakers-the Celestion SL600

all speakers. Each pair of loudspeakers was
carefully positioned for optimum perform-

and KEF R107-are conventional; at $1600

ance, and either Heybrook metal-frame or
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Celestion/Foundation lead/sand-filled metal-

The two things these recordings have in

pillar stands were used to raise the speakers to

common, apart from the fact that Iknow them

the appropriate heights. (Exceptions were the

all intimately, is that they all were recorded in

Monitor Audios, which were used with their
own matching wooden stands, and the floor-

such away as to produce atightly defined,
tonally neutral soundstage, and that none have

standing Thiels, which rested on TipToes.) All

been "doctored." As Ihave pointed out before,

the stands were spiked to couple vibrations to

how on Earth can areviewer make valid value

the tile-on-concrete floor beneath the rug.

judgments if he doesn't know what to expect

Each pair of speakers was used over an ex-

from the recordings he uses to make those

tended period of time for all my recreational

judgments? Somehow he or she has to break
the circle of not knowing what arecording

listening; once Ihad become happy that Iwas
getting the best sound, Imeasured the fre-

sounds like apart from judging it using loud-

quency response of each speaker in the listen-

speakers, the properties of which he or she

ing window—spatially averaged to minimize
room standing-wave problems—using third-

the unknown recording.

octave pink noise, and measured the near-field
low-frequency response with a sinewave

doesn't know apart from judging them using
A comment on the nature of my subjective
assessments will be in order. There is no doubt

sweep to get an idea of the true bass extension.

that both readers and manufacturers prefer

In addition, amore critical series of listening

bold, definitive statements of opinion, all black
and white with nothing in between. With

tests was performed using an identical selection of music to get an idea of the comparative
strengths and weaknesses of each design. The
tracks used were as follows: Chopin Waltz in

speakers in this price range, however, we are

C-sharp minor, IIFN/RR test CD , (my own

dealing very much with assessing the quality
and quantity of different shades of gray. My
subjective comments will therefore tend to

recording, made with the Calrec Soundfield
mike in crossed figure-eight mode); the drum-

ideal behavior, but this doesn't mean that the

concentrate on departures from neutrality and

kit recording on the HFN/RR test CD (again

models reviewed were bad; rather, the com-

recorded with the Soundfield mike); Bee-

promises inherent at this price level will be
more obviously audible than with speakers

thoven "Pathetique" sonata, Performance Recordings PR-5 2 (recorded with crossed figure-

costing, say, $2000 per pair. Nevertheless, in

eight ribbon mikes); Stan Rogers' Northwest

the right system and room, at least half of these

Passage (Fogarty's Cove Music FCM-004, 3 a

speakers will shine, musically.

naturally recorded collection of Nova Scotian-

A note to those who condemn tweakery out

style songs sung by abaritone, recommended

of hand: At the start of the auditioning of the
first model, Ihad all the other loudspeakers

to me by Mission's Arrni Leonetti); Ray Noble's
"The very thought of you" (Ken Kessler's

in apile in the corner of my listening room,

gerald backed by anaturally miked big band,

some 10 feet from the left-hand speaker. Sitting listening to my chosen test tracks, Istart-

favorite test track, the incomparable Ella Fitzrecorded in 1962 when engineers didn't know

ing noting down adverse comments regarding

enough to spoil the music); and Stravinsky's

stereo imaging: unstable center imaging, dif-

Firebird suite, on Sheffield Lab CD-24 (pure
Blurnlein-milced orchestra, using Coles ribbon

ferent image width at different frequencies, etc.
The penny dropped; 1removed all the other

mikes). Particularly useful for judging accuracy

speakers from the room; now, the imaging was

of timbre on voice was the Freehold, New

actually very good. So Iadvise you to insist

Jersey, recording of "Papa-oom-mow-mow"

upon auditioning loudspeakers one pair at a

(Rhino RNLP 70827).

time before making afinal purchase decision.
Dealers won't like you, but only then will you

IAvailable from the HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200,
Bedford MK40 IYH, England. Tel: 011 44 234 741152.

apair of speakers. Reviewers also hate audi-

2Distributed in the US by Harmonia Mundt USA, 3364 South
Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90034.

ticularly if the speakers are heavy, but Ican

get atrue idea of the soundstage capability of

3Distributed in the US by Silo/Akazar Ltd., Box 429, Waterbury, VT 05676.
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tioning loudspeakers one pair at atime, parassure you that that will be Stereopbile's policy.
Now, on to the reviews:
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Celestion SL6S: $900
Successor to 1982's very musical SL6, which
pioneered the resurgence of interest in metaldome tweeters, the SL6S replaces that system's
copper-dome unit with a more sensitive
aluminum-dome driver. Whereas the copperdome had afirst-breakup mode fairly low in
frequency, the lighter dome doesn't go off until
above 23.5kHz, doing away with the need for
an individually tuned notch filter. Although the
cabinet dimensions are approximately the
same as its predecessor, the '6S is acomplete
redesign: the MDF-walled cabinet has ahorizontal figure-eight brace and an inset rear
panel to increase rigidity. Though the bass
driver, designed with the help of Celestion's
laser interferometry techniques, looks the
same, it too is different, having reduced voicecoil inductance and atwo-piece surround. The
inner part of the surround is of PVC, to correctly terminate midrange traveling waves in the
cone, while the outer half is of soft rubber, to
give afreer action at lower frequencies; this
results, hopefully, in better articulation. Both
drivers are manufactured by Celestion.
The high-quality crossover features a12dB/
octave low-pass slope for the woofer, but an
18dB/octave high-pass function for the tweeter
drive, with the nominal crossover frequency

Celestion SL6S loudspeaker

being 2.8kHz. Electrical connection is via
Michell gold-plated binding posts, which have

The former defect was cured in the SL600 by

aknurled screw rather than one which can be

the use of aridiculously expensive Aerolam

fully tightened with anut-driver. The speakers

cabinet; the SL6S represents an attempt to in-

were auditioned on the matching, single-pillar
Foundation stands. Ishould point out that

crease sensitivity alittle, and to deliver amore

Stereophile contributor Martin Colloms acted

the SL600, or the even more expensive SL700

aconsultant to Celestion on the design of the

launched at Chicago in June.

neutral HF balance, at alower price-point than

SL6S: this in no way affects anything Ihave to

First impressions were of a lightweight

say about the loudspeaker; indeed, upon re-

balance, with avery neutral midrange. Piano

flection, it may be that Iwill be alittle too
critical.

no undue emphasis of any notes through the

The sound: Iam no stranger to the basic
sonic character of Celestion's small-speaker
range, having owned a pair of the original
SL6s, lived with SL600s for five years, and used
apair of SL6S speakers for two months before
moving to Stereophile from HFN/RR. The
original SL6 design was noteworthy for its
musical qualities, though it suffered from a

timbre was quite naturally reproduced, with
tricky upper midrange. Voice was also neutral,
apart from alittle chestiness on baritone when
compared with the SL600. Bass was wellcontrolled, if lacking a little weight; lowfrequency instruments were superbly articulate, however, if not quite up to the standard
set by the '600, and there was not quite as
much mid-bass "thunder." There was aslightly
hard coloration in the low treble which gave

lack of lower-midrange transparency and a

overall reproduction aslightly cold quality,

depressed HF response, and was perhaps too

something which bothered JGH more than it

insensitive for use with low-priced amplifiers.

'did me.
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Where the SL6S excelled, however, was in

suit all tastes. Nevertheless, regarding overall

its imaging and presentation of soundstage.
The piano images on the naturally miked Boyk

performance, though it doesn't communicate

and Stanczyk recording were superbly delineated, with no spatial blurring, and the imag-

as-expensive SL600, the SL6S is an excellent
speaker by any standard.

the music as effectively as the almost-twice-

ing was consistent with frequency. Some dis-

The point has been raised by AHC, among

like this holographic presentation, feeling that
it too ruthlessly reveals the lack of true sound-

others, that small British loudspeakers repre-

staging on multirniked classical recordings, but

sent poor value for money, their price having
to reflect the costs of transatlantic shipping and

Iwant to hear truth, not some collage of

the increased overhead of running an extra

recorded inadequacies fudged-over by loud-

distribution company. With amodel like the

speaker problems (even if that collage does

SL6S, however, no excuse need be made.

then correspond to what the listener might expect to hear sitting in Row Z in the concert
hall). The drum-kit image, too, was natural,
and the dynamics came over very well. In fact,
Iwould say that the SL6S suffers less from
compressive effects at reasonably high levels
(up to 100dB) than any other small speaker I
have auditioned. It is asmall speaker, however,
and it proved possible to bang the woofer
against its end-stops with the very high-level
bass drum notes in the Sheffield Firebird, the
excellent dynamics giving no warning of incipient overload. (With other small speakers,
you become aware that the woofer is working
very hard well before it runs out of mechanical
headroom.) There should be no problems
with amplifiers of up to 100W power, however.
Measurement: The in-room response showed
asmooth characteristic with aslightly falling
trend above 80Hz, broken only by aslight excess of energy in the 3-10kHz region. The
nearfield -6dB point lay at 55Hz, but, as indicated by Martin Colloms in his article elsewhere in this issue, an optimally damped small
sealed-box design can still have useful in-room
bass extension, and this was true for the SL6S,

JBL 18Ti: $590
Introduced two years ago as the smallest
model in JBL:s "Ti" range, the 18Ti shares with
its larger siblings ahigh-tech tweeter that uses
aone-piece ribbed titanium-foil dome/surround just 25um thick. This is both rigid and
of very low mass, pushing its first-breakup
mode up to the region of 30kHz. The tweeter
is mounted above the polypropylene-cone
woofer, offset alittle to one side to make room
for the 45mm diameter port (though the
speakers are not supplied as ahanded pair).
The 10-liter internal volume box is well-constructed from 20mm chipboard, covered in
real-wood veneer. The second-order crossover uses good-quality components, the
speaker is internally wired with Monster Cable,
and electrical connection is via gold-plated
5-way binding posts on the cabinet rear. The
grille is smaller than the baffle size, and "floats"
on its stud supports; as the baffle is veneered,
Iused the 18Tis sans grilles.
The sound: Istarted out using the 18Tis
mounted in free space on 16" stands, but
quickly became aware that there was asuckout

the response extending to 40Hz or so. It rolled

in the upper midrange, the sound being wiry

off gently below that frequency, without the

and lacking body on violin. Changing to 23 "

sudden nosedive typical of vented designs.
The impedance curve indicated the box re-

stands filled in this depression, resulting in a
tonal balance that was quite natural overall.

sonance to be at 63Hz, and the lowest point
reached was 6ohms, suggesting that the SL6S

The main failings were still aslightly wiry emphasis in the high treble which exaggerated the

will be relatively easy to drive.

splash of cymbals, and alack of definition in

Conclusion: Though the SL6S lacks the LF
extension of, say, the Thiel CSI, it has sufficient
authority and lower-midrange transparency

guitar. Low bass was absent, bass guitar and

to make reproduction of bass instruments
believable. Though it is neutral through the

very well. Timbre on both male and female
voice was very good, though with aslight

midrange, the slightly cold balance may not

"eee" coloration, the former acquiring aslightly

the upper bass which lent awoolliness to bass
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double-bass sounding alittle small as aresult,
but the power of recorded drums came over
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JBL 18Ti loudspeaker
phlegmy edge and the latter alittle too much

just above lkHz (which may correspond to the

throat tone. Recorded piano was evenly re-

slight "eee" coloration noted). Above-axis, a

produced, with a clean HF, but perhaps a slight notch developed in the crossover region,
slightly too lively upper midrange.
The 18Ti didn't have quite the clarity of
soundstaging featured by the Celestion SL6S,

showing that JBL's engineers have optimized
the vertical dispersion for the speaker's use on
reasonably high stands. There was perhaps a

the central imaging being alittle broad and

little too much treble energy in the final octave

there being less depth than Iexpect. Instruments with generous amounts of treble energy

The measured impedance fell to around 6
ohms in the lower midrange, but the load will

—hi-hat cymbal, for example—were projected forward alittle, and my Chopin piano

present no problems to amplifiers.

recording was unrealistically shallow. All in all,

Conclusion: The 1shi is tonally the most

however, this is very good performance at the

neutral JBL Ihave heard, and offers areason-

price, and, true to the JBL tradition, these

able compromise between the need to play

speakers will play loud, despite their relatively

loud and to squeeze as much sensitivity and

low sensitivity.

low-frequency extension as possible from

Measurement: The low-frequency -6dB
point, measured nearfield, was 42Hz, but there

such asmall box. Personally, Iwould have
liked aless generous, better-defined upper
bass, perhaps from aclosed-box alignment,

was alittle too much upper-bass energy in the

but the 181Ts balance was undoubtedly chosen

room between 63Hz and 200Hz, suggesting

to give the illusion of "good" bass to non-

that the woofer could do with alittle more

audiophile customers. An overall performance

damping. Given that this lift will artificially extend the bass extension, the true cutoff point

not up to the standards set by the better, more
expensive speakers in this group, but excellent

would probably be around 50Hz; this was

value at the price.

confirmed by the in-room measurement,
which showed the response to be falling rapidly

Kevek ES-6: $495

below this frequency. The in-room response,

Reference Monitor International handled the

very flat from 200Hz to 3kHz, met excellent
±1dB limits apart from aslight prominence

British Rogers line when the LS3/5A was the
reviewers' darling baby box. When Rogers
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transferred their distribution elsewhere, however, RMI's John Bradford decided to go into
the speaker business on his own account. The

EMI

Kevek range is the result, and the two-way
ES-6, styled superficially to resemble ababy
Dahlquist DQ-20, is the first model in the line.
The black-painted, fairly shallow, MDF carcass
has an elaborate grille frame attached to its
front, with curved wooden endcheelcs holding
the grille cloth away from the baffle in avertical arc. (These endcheeks are quite deep
in the center, and Imust admit that Iworried about their effect on high-frequency
dispersion.)
Both drive-units, the /
4 "soh-dome tweeter
3
and shallow, straight-flare, 6.5 "woofer, are
sourced from the Danish Vifa company, and
fed via asimple six-element crossover. The
woofer is reflex-loaded via a2"port on the
front baffle. Electrical connection is via 5-way
binding posts on the cabinet rear.
The sound: The manufacturer recommends
an open-space placement for the ES-6, but I
then found the upper bass—there is no low
bass—to be somewhat anemic Positioning the
speakers two feet from the rear wall brought
up the upper-bass level to asufficiently high
level that the "slam" in such outrageous mixes
as the live Talking Heads "Psycho-Killer"
became suitably impressive. The balance was
still light, however. On the tweeter axis, there
appeared to be aslight suckout in the upper
midrange. This filled in above-axis, so ES-6

Kevek ES6 loudspeaker
Measurement: Nearfield, the low-frequency
response was as expected from asmall box like
this, at -6dB, 54Hz. In-room, however, there
was usable output to 48Hz or so, and the
upper-bass tuning was just about ideal, with
no upper-bass boom. The averaged in-room
response from 100Hz to 51ifiz was surprisingly

owners should take care not to use stands that

flat for aspeaker in this price category, holding

are too high; 16"-18 "would be best, and

to ±1.6dB limits. (This would suggest that the
midrange coloration noted above could have

although the design may suggest shelf-mounting to be apossibility, the shelves would have
to be quite low.
Vocal sound was open, but alittle uneven

been due to cabinet resonance problems.)
Within those limits, however, there was aslight
rising trend, which would contribute to the

through the midrange, some notes becoming

impression of alight balance. The impedance

alittle over-prominent. In addition, there was

measurement confirmed the 8-ohm rating.

aslight cupped-hands coloration noticeable,
adding aslight "ow" sound to woodwind, and
a"cack" to snare-drum sound. The extreme
HF was alittle hard, exaggerating sibilance and
CD brightness.
At highish levels, the sound hardened somewhat; this speaker lacks dynamic range when
compared with, say, the JBL 18Ti. Center imaging was vague, though there was areasonable rendition of depth. Overall, however, this
is not abad performance for the price.
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Conclusion: Offering an acceptable performance for an average price, the Kevek ES-6 is
quite good value for money. It may not excel
anywhere, but neither does it do anything particularly wrong. Ido feel, however, that its imaging performance has been traded off against
the aesthetically pleasing and unusual visual
design, and Iwould like to see John Bradford
tackle amore conventional design in the $900
price region.
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Monitor Audio R652MD: $859
Though new to North America, the British
company Monitor Audio has been in existence
for 15 years, and was originally formed by Mo
lqbal and Martin Coltoms to manufacture
loudspeakers designed by Martin. Martin
parted company with Mo in the mid '70s to
take up full-time reviewing, and Monitor Audio
speakers have been designed in recent years
by the well-respected ex-BBC engineer Robin
Marshall, also responsible for the excellent
metal-dome tweeter Epos design. Unique for
aUK loudspeaker company, Monitor Audio
owns its own cabinet facility, and supplies
custom cabinets to many well-known companies. It is not surprising, then, that Monitor
Audio loudspeakers are renowned for the excellent finish and construction of their boxes.
The R652 MD was the top-of-the-line model
until the launch of the R852 and R952 models
at Chicago. The attractively proportioned box
is only just wide enough for the polypropylene-cone woofer, mounted symmetrically
below the aluminum-dome tweeter, developed by SEAS for Monitor Audio. The woofer
is reflex-loaded by a60mm diameter port on
the rear panel, and the speaker is intended for
use reasonably near arear wall. The R652s
were auditioned two feet from the rear wall
and six feet from the sidewalls. The review
samples were beautifully finished in light-oak
veneer—walnut, black, rosewood, yew, pine,
mahogany, and teak are the other finishes
available—and were supplied with matching
dedicated stands, made from veneered MDF,
which bolt into the loudspeaker's base.
Monitor Audio R652 MD loudspeaker
The sound: The upper midrange and low treble were impressively uncolored, spoiled only
by aslight HF emphasis noticeable on vocal

after considerable experimentation. The loose

sibilants and aslight "ow" coloration, this very

rock music gives the listener four opportuni-

mild in degree. The treble was not hard, how-

ties every bar to become aware of any bass
shortfall—and low-frequency extension seemed

ever, and this SEAS tweeter is obviously agood
performer. The picture was less good at low
frequencies, the mid bass sounding somewhat
detached from the lower midrange, with alack

quality was less noticeable on classical music—

good.
Stereo imaging was excellent, being laterally
precise with good reproduction of recorded

of upper-bass power. There was also too much

ambience, though Igot the impression that the

mid-bass, which, coupled with the apparently

precision was less good in the lower midrange

weak upper bass, gave low-frequency in-

and below.

struments arather loose character, with insufficient definition. The exact degree of the midbass excess was extremely room-dependent,
but it couldn't be removed altogether, even
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Measurement: No nearfield bass response
was taken, as the port being on the cabinet rear
makes this measurement somewhat arbitrary.
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The spatially averaged response in-room was
both smooth and flat from 125Hz to 10kHz,
above which there was aslight HF emphasis.
In the bass, however, there was an excess of
energy in the octave from 63Hz to 125Hz,
more sharply delineated than the Siefert Magnum Ill, for example, with asharp "knee" and
asteep roll-off below that range. Undoubtedly
this accounts for the peculiar subjective nature
of the low frequencies. The impedance measurement revealed the twin LF peaks typical of
avented design, and the R652 should be very
easy to drive, the impedance only occasionally
falling below 8ohms.
Conclusion: Offering an excellent performance from the lower midrange upward, the
Monitor Audio R652MD is compromised, in
my opinion, by the somewhat one-note character of its low frequencies. The degree of this

Pres Classic II loudspeaker

will be room-dependent, however, and the

height are recommended, which is how 1audi-

R652MD should be considered by someone
who wants avisually unobtrusive, beautifully
finished, and relatively neutral loudspeaker for

tioned the Classic Hs, effectively sitting on the
tweeter axis.

mainly classical reproduction.

The sound: Well, to cut along story short, I
was disappointed with the sound of the Classic

Pres Classic II: $849
Pres, asmall company based in Massachusetts,

Ils. The bass was light, the lower midrange
lacked weight, and the upper midrange/lower

has an appealing motto: their loudspeakers are
said to be "completely touched by human

hollow, nasal coloration. Piano sound was

hands." The two-way Classic Il is the second

warm, with undue emphasis on several notes

most expensive model in their range, and
cabinets Ihave seen. The 1" particle-board

from middle C upward, and baritone voice
took on ahard edge. In fact, on pink noise
several resonant peaks could be heard; these

sealed cabinet is extensively braced, with
liberal use of reinforcing panels, and is finished

musical notes. The cabinet walls themselves

in oak veneer, the whole beautifully finished

seemed quite inert, apart from the top, which

features one of the most solidly constructed

treble was very forward in balance, with a

were of almost high enough Q to be heard as

to afurniture standard. Mounted symmetrical-

was alittle lively, and Isuspect that the mid-

ly on the wide ply baffle, which is finished in
the same veneer as the carcass, are the two

range colorations are due to internal box
resonances: the coincidence of the width and

drive-units, an 8" doped paper-cone woofer
from Scanspeak in Denmark, said to feature a

design decision, resulting in mutual reinforce-

patented magnet assembly designed to minimize distortion, and aY: ferrofluid-cooled,

cone woofer will act virtually as an open win-

soft-dome tweeter. The latter is surrounded
by an anti-diffraction ring of 1"-thick Pyrell
foam.
The simple crossover consists of three

depth dimension seems to be an unfortunate
ment of internal resonant modes. The paperdow to such resonances.
High frequencies seemed suppressed, although this was probably afunction of the forward mida. Stereo imaging was poor, even

resistors, two inductors, and two capacitors,

with the grilles removed, and the soundstage

and the internal wiring looks like Esoteric

was both shallow and ill-defined.

Audio cable. Electrical connection is via two
custom, gold-plated terminals on the cabinet
rear, again by Esoteric. Stands around 20" in

16o

Measurement: The nearfield -6dB point lay
at quite ahigh 48Hz—the impedance meas-
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urement revealing the cabinet resonance to lie
at 64lz—and the lack of extension was exaggerated in-room by asteadily rising measured
response through the midrange, the lkHz level
being around 4.5dB higher than that at 100Hz.
This would explain both the lack of lowermidrange weight and the way the soundstage
was projected forward, resulting in avery close
sound on piano, for example. Although Pres
recommends use of the Classic Ils in free
space, this response suggests use close to arear
wall, which would usefully bring up the upper bass/lower midrange alittle. The resonant
problems would remain, however, and probably correlate with the measured uneven,
bumpy roll-off above 1250Hz.
Conclusion: The Classic II may be beautifully
constructed, but its sound is tonally unbalanced
and marred by resonant colorations. In my
opinion, acomplete redesign is called for.

Siefert Magnum III: $799
An imposing, well-finished, three-way design,
the Siefert Magnum III is the latest model from
the company that made their name with the
two-way Maxim III, the latest version of which

Siefert Magnum Ill loudspeaker
popular B4 (fourth-order Butterworth), whereby flat LF extension is maximized at the expense of ahigher Q than is fashionable these
days. The port is in the form of a1"-high slot
running the full width of the heavily braced
cabinet, and is not covered by the snap-on

was favorably reviewed by TJN in Vol.10 No.4.

grille. The latter didn't appear to show any

Much is made in Siefert's literature of the wide

signs of being profiled so as to avoid diffrac-

range covered by the 4", polypropylene-cone,
midrange driver: the three and ahalf octaves

tion problems; accordingly, Iauditioned the

from 250Hz to 3kHz, covering the fundamen-

Magnums au nature!.
The 21-element crossover uses third-order

tal range of both the human voice and of all

slopes, achieved with polypropylene-dielec-

but bass instruments, with performance said
to be well-behaved for another octave of either

tric capacitors. Clip-on rather than soldered
connections are used to connect the drive-

side of its passband. In theory, this should
result in aseamless midrange performance,

tion is via recessed, angled binding posts on

bolstered by abass unit crossed over to below

the cabinet rear. Though these take both

the region of critical musical importance, and

banana plugs and spade lugs, Ifound them to

highlighted by atweeter crossed over above
the region where the human ear is most sen-

be alittle awkward with bare-wire connections, there being very little space for fingers.

sitive.
The drive-units themselves are from Nor-

The sound: Siefert recommends that the

way: the tweeter is particularly interesting as
it appears virtually identical to the aluminum-

units to the crossover, and electrical connec-

Magnums be placed 3-4 feet from sidewalls
and at least two from the rear, on 11" stands;

by Monitor Audio in the R652 reviewed above.

accordingly, this was how they were auditioned. The tonal balance was warm, with

Both tweeter and midrange unit are housed
one above the other in asmall sub-enclosure

heavy upper bass, and an impressive low-bass
extension. Bass instruments reproduced with

behind the wide MDF baffle; placement is

true power, but male voice took on achesty

asymmetrical, and the speakers are therefore

boom, and ultimately the bass quality was felt

dome, polyamide -surround, SEAS unit used

supplied as ahanded pair. The bass unit is

to be alittle oppressive and slow. Not aloud-

reflex-loaded, the alignment being the once-

speaker, then, to be recommended with tracli-
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tional-sounding tube amplifiers.
The treble was very clean, apart from a

upper midrange, and rolled off alittle prema-

slight sizzle around 8kHz, similar in character

their crossover network is conjugate-load
compensated; certainly the impedance varied

to the Monitor Audio speaker, which accen-

turely in the high treble. Siefert claims that

tuated breath noise on flute. The top two
octaves were alittle recessed, microphone

only slightly with frequency, and the Magnum

noise on the Boyk recording becoming alittle
"pinker" than usual.

problems, despite its 4-ohm specification.

The cabinet was alittle livelier than Iwould
want, with aresonance around the Eabove
but string tone was natural. The dark character
of the midrange, however, meant that less
detail was apparent, clarity being only fair.
Dynamics, too, were alittle restricted, both by

will not present amplifiers with any drive

Conclusion: The Magnum III purchaser gets
alot of loudspeaker for his or her money, with
abass response effectively extending an octave
lower than with most of the other speakers
reviewed here. In my opinion, however, this
extension has been obtained at the expense of

the slow bass and by the indistinct midrange.

bass quality, there being both too much mid-

The fast octave-C quavers at the end of the first

bass and alack of low-frequency transparency

movement of the Boyk "Pathetique" were

and speed. Iwould have liked an LF alignment

somewhat blurred, for example. Overall, the
Magnum's tonality may not be that neutral,

with alower Q, something that the designer
could have got away with in abox this large

but it is inoffensive; the speaker loses out,

without sacrificing too much measured exten-

though, when it comes to midrange clarity and

sion. Iwas prepared to be unimpressed by this

dynamics.

loudspeaker, with its unwieldy proportions,
lively cabinet, and wide baffle, but was pleas-

Imaging and souncistaging were only fair,
lateral precision being alittle blurred com-

antly surprised. It isn't perfect, being more

pared with the better speakers in this group.
Though there appeared to be areasonable

colored through the midrange than either the

amount of depth apparent, you couldn't "hear
the walls" on my Chopin piano recording to
anything like the same degree as with SL600s

Celestion, Thiel, or Monitor Audio designs, but
it may work well in carefully chosen systems
in larger rooms, where the exaggeration of the
bass will be less pronounced.

or Thiel CS1s. Similarly, though you could hear
the birds twittering at the end of the HFN/RR

Thiel CS1: $950

drum recording, they were not precisely
localized at the end of the hall roof, as can be
heard with SL600s, Quads, etc. There also

Kentucky manufacturer Thiel has acquired a
reputation for the coherence of sound pre-

seemed to be some disparity between the HF

sented by its range of distinctive, slopingbaffle, floor-standing loudspeakers. Designer

and midrange imaging, the depth being some-

Jim Thiel gives ahigh priority to linearity of

how dependent on frequency, something that
was noticeable on the Boyk piano recording.

phase response; as aresult, he chooses to use
phase-linear, first-order crossovers in his

At the Magnum III's price, however, this is not

designs, the target response being the com-

aserious criticism.
Measurement: The nearfield -6dB point was

bination of electrical and mechanical filtering.
As the out-of-band rejection is then only
6dB/octave, it places demands on his chosen

an astonishingly low 27Hz ref. the level at

drive-units to be well-behaved, not only in

100Hz, but the implied LF extension is exaggerated by ameasured in-room boost between
5dB and 7dB in the mid- to upper-bass region
(40-125Hz) when compared with the mid-

their passbands, but also outside of them. In
effect, the loudspeaker has to be designed as
awhole system, the interaction between the
drive-units and crossover being considerable.

band. Siefert's own anechoic measurements

The CSI is the least expensive in the Thiel

reveal a2dB hump in the response around

range, combining aNorwegian plastic-cone,
diecast magnesium-chassis woofer with a1"

70Hz; one would expect this to translate inroom to an upper-bass-heavy sound. Apart

soft-dome tweeter in a well-built, heavily

from that, the in-room response was reason-

braced cabinet, finished in real-wood veneer.

ably smooth, though it lacked energy in the

The woofer is reflex-loaded with a2.5 "-dia-
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level, with surface noise and recorded tape hiss
"whitening" alittle. Breath and key noise on
woodwind instruments was slightly accentuated, and snare drum acquired afew more
snare wires than usual.
Imaging was very precise, laterally as good
as the Celestion SL6S, but there was slightly
less depth apparent than with the British
loudspeaker. That tilted-up HF response projected vocal sibilants forward alittle, and treble
depth was shallower than midrange. Instrumental delineation was excellent, however,
and the CS1s were never less than musical.
Measurement: The nearfield -6dB point was
arespectable 37.5Hz, which agreed closely
with the measured amount of low bass in the
room. This response showed only mild exaggeration in the upper bass, and the response
was pretty flat through the midrange, ±2dB
limits holding up to 3.15kHz. Above that frequency, however, there was alittle too much
energy-1-2dB or so—in the last two octaves,
Thiel CS1 loudspeaker

which correlates with the perceived treble
sound balance.

mcter, 4"-deep port placed just above the
name-badge trim. The complex crossover

Conclusion: The CS1 is truly an affordable

features separate legs in parallel for the two

high-end loudspeaker, offering a well-balanced performance with no significantly weak

drivers, and is constructed from high-quality
components, with air-cored inductors and all

areas, and losing out to the more expensive

electrolytic capacitors bypassed with film caps
and polystyrenes. Electrical connection is via

competition in terms of midrange/treble

high-quality gold-plated 5-way binding posts

ultimate loudness.

on the base of the cabinet.
Unusually in aspeaker at this price, con-

The slightly tilted-up HF balance seems to
be an inherent feature of aJim Thiel design;

transparency, low-frequency extension, and

siderable attention has been paid to the con-

while not unmusical in itself, it does make

struction of the grille, in order to minimize
deleterious diffraction effects. The cutout for

be no treble nasties. If you use aQuad 34

the tweeter, for example, is profiled so that the

preamplifier, then Iwould recommend apply-

soundwaves never see asharp edge. The CS1s

ing alittle down tilt; otherwise, it's very easy
to knock up alittle passive network to fit be-

were therefore auditioned with grilles in place.

demands on the rest of the system that there

The sound: With the CS1s placed well away
from room boundaries, there was an immediate impression of alight, airy tonal balance,
coupled with excellent low-frequency definition. The woofer alignment seemed to be wellnigh perfect, with very good bass transparency This speaker should work well with classic
tube amplifiers. Midrange timbres were excellent, though strings were alittle thin-sounding, and bass guitar was somewhat reticent.
High frequencies were a little excessive in
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tween pre- and power amplifier or in the

fered, and cannot be recommended.

preamplifier's tape loop (see diagram). As

On amore general note, three loudspeakers

shown, this gives aresponse hinging down

not reviewed should nevertheless be con-

above 2kHz to level out as a-3dB shelf above

sidered by someone thinking of spending up

8kHz: increasing the value of the 6k8 resistor
(use metal-film types) reduces the depth of the

to $1000 on loudspeakers: the Magneplanar

shelf; increasing the size of the capacitor (use

SMGa at $535/pair, the Spendor SPI at $9501
pair, and the Vandersteen 2C at $1150/pair. The

a polystyrene or polypropylene dielectric)

Spendor offers similarly accurate stereo imag-

lowers the hinge frequency.

ing and midrange neutrality to the SL6S, but
with better low-frequency extension, higher

Overall Conclusion
Two loudspeakers stood head and shoulders

power handling and maximum spls, these at

above the rest: the Celestion SL6S and Thiel

the expense of aslightly less smooth treble. It
is very competitively priced in the US, but may

CSI. Almost the opposite in tonal character—

be hard to find. The Vandersteens, reviewed

the British speaker alittle subdued, the Ameri-

in Vol.9 No.6 by AHC, are better overall than

can having almost too much HF verve—both
featured alack of unmusical coloration, created

any of the under-$1000 speakers reviewed

solid soundstages with very well-defined

whether your budget will stretch another $200
or so. The small Magneplanars are less neutral

width and depth, and revealed enough of the
dynamic shadings of the music to produce an

here, and it would be worth considering

than either the Spendor or Vandersteen de-

enjoyable sound.

signs, having awarm balance with rolled-off

Below that level of attainment, the Siefert
Magnum III, Monitor Audio 8652, and JBL

highs and aless-than-well-defined upper bass,
but are inherently musical. If you don't need

18Ti all offered what was basically a well-

razor-sharp analysis of soundstage or recorded

balanced mix of virtues, compromised by one

detail, the SMGas offer alot of music at an af-

or two areas where performance was less good

fordable price.

than Iwould expect at the price. Nevertheless,

One thing Ithink should be stressed: you
shouldn't think of spending $1000 on apair of

in the right rooms, with carefully chosen ancillaries, any of these three could work well.
In particular, the little JBLs offer exceptional

loudspeakers unless you have agood front end
and areasonable amplifier. To purchase apair

value for money, and can be heartily recom-

of Thiel CS1s, for example, and to use them

mended at the price.

with aJapanese direct-drive turntable fitted

The Kevek, too, offers good sound at the
price, though not to the level reached by the
speakers above It suffers serious competition,

with aMM cartridge and an inexpensive receiver, would be to throw away most of the ex-

however, from the similarly priced Spica lc%

with, say, apair of $300 speakers. More on this
topic when Ireview the next batch of relatively

The Pres Classic II, though having the potential for good sound—a well-made cabinet,

tra performance you've paid for compared

promising drive-units, good appearance—

inexpensive loudspeakers-1 can see LA approaching with another pile of cardboard car-

appears overpriced for the sound quality of-

tons in tow.

THE ORIGINAL QUAD ESL
Dick Olsher takes aretrospective look and listen
High fidelity took agiant step forward in 1956
with Peter Walker's introduction of the Quad

plunge and market such aspeaker was surely
an act of bravery. After all, those were the pre-

ESL. Walker's research efforts had been

tereo, pre-audiophile days of the mid '50s, and

motivated by his firm belief in the superiority

the public's tastes and expectations were rela-

of the electrostatic dipole over the box loud-

tively unsophisticated. The average front end

speaker, but actually to take the economic

was abominable by today's standards, so that
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making definitive assessments of loudspeaker
quality was adifficult task at best. At the time,
the "hornless" direct-radiator loudspeaker
reigned supreme. Rice and Kellogg's movingcoil loudspeaker, which had displaced the

With hindsight, however, it now appears obvious that the Quad ESLs were at the right
place at the right time. The age of stereo and
the resultant audio boom were just around the
comer; indeed, during the '60s, the reputation

competition during the radio boom days of the

of the Quads grew exponentially.

'30s—primarily because of its ruggedness and

audiophiles quickly became aware that the
conventional box loudspeaker was a very

low cost—had had 25 years to be perfected.
A credulous public was besieged by avariety
of loudspeakers whose usual claim to fame was

Early

weak link in the sound reproduction chain,
and many of them discovered to their amaze-

some sort of "innovative" cabinet design hous-

ment the clean, transient-quick, transparent,

ing one or more paper cones. There were in-

and focused sound of the Quads.

finite baffles, misguided baffles, and abounty

The rest is history. For over ageneration, the
Quads were proclaimed areference standard,

of boomy phase-inversion (bass-reflex) enclosures. And Edgar Villchur's air-suspension
principle, in the shape of the AR1, was about

being used by countless reviewers, as well as
amultitude of audiophiles. Around 60,000 of

to revolutionize the mass market.

the original Quads were produced, and most

Against this background, what chance for
survival did this exotic new kid on the block

of them are still in active use. In 1984 pro-

have? It would seem that the forces of history

duction of the ESL was finally wound up in
order that the company could concentrate

were stacked against the newborn Quad,

their resources on the Quad ESL-63s, intro-

which appeared to be destined to play out its

duced in 1981. However, as Fred '(ando at

life cycle as a"small voice in the wilderness."

Quad America tells me that there are enough
spare parts on hand to safely see Quad owners
through to the 21st century, it seemed appropriate to assess the Quad classic's sonic worth
in amodern setting. Is it still aviable speaker
or simply an anachronistic relic? Do you have
to be over 50 to enjoy them? Do mods improve the sound? These are some of the questions Iwill attempt to answer.

Prologue
It is commonly assumed that the electrostatic
speaker is afairly recent high-tech innovation. Nothing could be further from the
truth. Its roots are firmly planted in 19thcentury scientific invention. For example, in

Peter Walker with
the original Quad
electrostatic
loudspeaker.
holding the
Japanese award
"State of the Art"
1978.
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1881 Professor Amos Dolbear of llifts Univer-

the dust covers and drive-units and to prevent

sity patented a condenser-type telephone

curious hands and fingers from getting zapped.

receiver and transmitter. Iquote from Pro-

Thick felt damping is provided behind the

fessor Dolbear's US patent (No. 240,578):

central treble unit, while "burlap" damping

"My receiver is based upon the discovery that

material is glued to the inside of the rear grille

one terminal of an open circuit will attract
and be attracted by aneighboring body when

to control bass panel resonances.

the terminal is charged." The commercial

The ESL Sound

success of radio during the 1920s generated

It is difficult to conceal one's respect and ad-

much interest in the electrostatic speaker,

miration for the midrange quality of these "an-

although it seems that only two commercial

tiques" in stock condition. In a cognitive

ESLs were produced in any numbers: aGerman design, and the US Kyle condenser

sense, you can readily dissect the Quad's sonic

speaker which was incorporated into the

attributes: excellent resolution of low-level
detail, transient quickness, and cohesive har-

Peerless radio of around 1930. ESL designs in

monic textures. But the instant emotional im-

those days were handicapped by the lack of

pression is one of naturalness. They don't

suitable materials. Light plastic films and

scream, shout or wave their hands at you with

mylar were not available, and inventors such

aphony sonic signature. Instead, you're con-

as Colin Kyle had to resort to india -rubber

fronted with aclean and harmonically convincing sonic window that captures the heart of

diaphragms, aluminum foils, and mosquito
netting for insulation. Needless to say, there
were reliability problems, and these early ESLs
were quickly driven off the market by the advent of the rugged and more efficient dynamic
loudspeaker.
The original Quad is afull-range electrostatic loudspeaker which uses the well-known
push-pull grid geometry, but with an impor-

the musical experience. The perspective,
however, is quite distant, even on closely
miked recordings: you're invariably transported to the back of the hall. This is readily
explainable on the basis of the Quad's frequency response, which features a broad
valley from about 2.5 to 8kHz, or from the
upper mids through the lower treble. Another

tant new wrinkle: constant-Q or constantcharge operation. This means that aconstant

side effect of this response anomaly is an oc-

charge is maintained on the diaphragm,

no doubt caused by aslight suppression of
the upper speech formants.

usually by using ahigh-resistivity coating. If

casional slight honky quality to female voice,

this condition is not maintained, it can be

In matters of dynamic contrasts, say from

shown that the electrostatic forces acting on

very soft to loud, the Quads are outstanding.

the diaphragm will be nonlinear, je, depen-

True, they are limited in ultimate SPL to about

dent on the location of the diaphragm between the grids. Constant-charge operation

95dB at a realistic listening position, but

leads to effectively linear drive conditions.

within this range they are capable of excellent

A Quad ESL is made up of two bass panels

dynamic bloom. The Quads are startling performers indeed, and the "startle index" is

and three centrally located "strips." The two

quite high through the middle octaves—I'd

outside or midrange strips operate in parallel

say about 8on ascale of 10. What is the "star-

and roll off above 2-3kHz, while the middle
or treble strip reproduces all the frequencies

tle index," you ask? Well, it's my slightly

above 600Hz. At serial number 16800, additional high-pass filtering, in the form of an RC

physical sensation of involuntary bodily
movement associated with a sudden SPL

network, was added to protect the treble unit

change. (The startle index should not be con-

from damage due to large low-frequency

fused with the wet-spot, or ring-around-the-

signals. The bass units are biased at 6kV, and
the strips at 1.5kV nominal. Plastic dust
covers are used to isolate the grids from dust
accumulation and to preserve the life of the
high-resistivity diaphragm coating. Expandedmetal grilles are used front and rear to protect
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tongue-in-cheek attempt to quantify' the

1I've always been amazed at the facility MC shows (at least
in his writings for Hi-Fi News & Record Review in the UK)
In nailing down sonic quality to asingle percentage point (eg,
83% sonic score for acomponent under review). Ican't do
that. It is extremely difficult to quantify personal sensations.
and is very likely to be of limited usefulness to someone else.
considering the variability in individual response to physical
stimuli.
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sofa, syndrome, which is a measure of a

As you can see, Iprefer to listen to the

speaker's ability to scare you.) No, you don't

Quads rather close-up—almost using them

have to listen to the Quads in diapers. There
are no chest-crushing crescendos. There is
no bass punch. There isn't even any deep

as headphones—but acaveat is in order here:

bass, though with the right amplifier and the
modifications described later, the midbass is
tight and very well delineated. They're not
monster speakers. King Kong is not likely to
own apair, though Godzilla might. After all,

at distances less than about six feet, the
speakers don't quite gel, so ultra-nearfield
listening is to be avoided. The idea of listening in the nearfield, however, is to maximize
the ratio of direct sound to room reverberation, and thereby reduce the sonic signature

else would he periodically destroy the city of

of the room. Intense, early room reflections
are the most significant offenders, capable of
defocusing the soundstage and, even more im-

Tokyo, if not to vent his frustration with the

portantly, of modifying instrumental timbres.

he appears to have audiophile instincts. Why

It is well known that the direction of a

Japanese audio mass market?
The Quads possess adefinite sweet spot,
which is to say that the upper octaves are
rather

beamy—sort

of like

the

way

a

broad-band soundsource is largely determined
by interaural cues associated with the earlierarriving direct sound to the neglect of later-

flashlight concentrates light in the forward

arriving reflections. This is precisely the

direction. The spatial extension of this sweet

precedence effect. (Note that the precedence
effect does not preclude the perception of

spot is defined primarily by the dispersion in
the vertical plane, which is amere 15 °in the
treble. Beamy treble is not aproblem unique
to the Quads, or to electrostatics in general,
but is common to all speakers where the active dimensions of the treble driver are on the
order of the radiated wavelengths or larger.
For example, the length of the tweeter strips
is around 24 °, which corresponds to the
wavelength at 550Hz. At frequencies above
550Hz, therefore, the Quads become increas-

two separate but simultaneous auditory events
from a pair of loudspeakers if the spectral
content of the left and right signals is greatly
different.) Experimental evidence supports
the notion that the time course of the
precedence effect spans two "windows."
Following the abrupt onset of asound, the
sensitivity of the ear/brain system to interaural intensity and time differences is
greatly degraded over the following 0.5 to

ingly directional in the vertical plane. It

10ms. This means that during this time, the

becomes necessary then to contain the listen-

listener cannot distinguish even intense early

ing seat to the area of the sweet spot.
The speakers must first be toed in toward

lections arriving in this 10ms window fuse

the listener and the height of the listening seat

reflections from the direct sound. Early ref-

adjusted so that the ears are no higher than

with the direct sound and the sum is spectrally
dissected by the ear/brain in order to form

the top of the panels. The sweet spot is then

an impression of timbre or tonal color.

defined (according to DO, at least!) by an area

Sizeable reflections arriving during the se-

centered on aline bisecting the speakers, six
to eight feet from the plane of the panels and

cond window, from about 10 to 50ms, are

one foot wide on either side of the centerline.

do not figure prominently in timbre percep-

largely recognized as such by the ear/brain and

The optimum distance from the speakers is

tion. However, because they are still below the

somewhat room-dependent and should be

threshold where they are recognized as dis-

selected on the basis of active experimenta-

crete echos, these later reflections are not

tion in your room. Within the sweet spot, the
sound of the Quads is quite cohesive and

perceived as separate auditory events; instead,

capable of excellent imaging. Outside of the

used in determining the size or diffuseness of

they are localized with the direct sound and

sweet spot, their imaging ability and tonal

the spatial impression. After about 50ms, the

balance deteriorate. The Quads are therefore

spatial persistence of the auditory system fades

aone-person speaker. That's fine with me; I

and the cycle repeats itself.

prefer to do my private listening solo and
reserve mingling with the crowds to live

should be easy to understand the sonic

performances.

degradation introduced by nearby room sur-
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With this introduction out of the way, it
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faces during playback. For example, strong

senting the threshold of physical pain for the

lateral room reflections will fuse with the

Quads. More than 33 volts and you will punch

direct sound and cause the perceived image

holes in the diaphragm. The Radford STA-25,

to shift toward the source of the reflection.

Marantz 8B and, of course, the Jadis JA-30, are

This may result in the extension of the sound-

all good choices. The nature of the load tends

stage width well beyond the edge of the
speakers, but the rub is that the subsequent

to favor tubed amps, but small class-A solidstate designs like the Krell KSA-50 should also

size of the instruments will appear broader or

mate well with the Quads.

more diffuse. Timbre accuracy suffers when
less than 10ms) from walls, floor, ceiling, or

Quad Mods: from the Simple to
the Sublime

even acoffee table in front of the listening seat.
To prove to yourself that the ear/brain

As with any other piece of classic gear, the
Quads have not escaped audiophile interven-

the room generates early reflections (delayed

actually works this way, you might want to try

tion in an effort to improve an already good

this rather interesting and elegant experiment.

product to further sonic heights. And con-

Record ashort passage of afamiliar solo instru-

sidering the amount of time the product has

ment on a two-track open-reel tape deck.

been around, Ibelieve that everything possible

Then play the passage forward and in reverse
and compare timbres. Even though on agross

has been tried.
The simplest possible mods consist of

time scale of several seconds the spectral con-

discarding the cosmetic accouterments—

tent of the passage in reverse is identical to that

namely, the back and front grilles. Removing

in the forward direction, the reverse presentation sounds strange and unrecognizable!

the rear grille, together with the burlap padding, trades off bass control against enhanced
midrange transparency. (Although with the

That's because during the "reverse" playback,
the ear's 10ms window integrates primarily

Koval mod described later, bass control is

over the decay part of the musical information.

not aproblem and the reduced veiling and

One can conclude from this that correct arrival

midrange congestion are worthwhile bene-

times for the various frequency components

fits.) Removing just the burlap padding and

are crucial for the interpretation of timbre, and

retaining the grille does not work as well. The
gain in midrange transparency is not as great,

that extraneous room reflections can influence
timbre perception.

and astanding-wave resonance develops in

Positioning the Quads in the listening room

the response at about 4kHz, where the wave-

should follow the rules of thumb applicable

length corresponds to the spacing between

to any dipole radiator, and they should be posi-

the back grille and the treble panels. Do not

tioned several feet away from the back wall

remove the thick felt padding behind the central treble unit, as it provides needed acoustic

and side walls. In addition to acoustical treatment of the back wall, the side walls should

damping and controls what would otherwise

be treated—at least when the Quads are fairly

be serious ringing in the mids. Removing

close to them. Generally, you wouldn't think

the front grille provides an even more

that afigure-eight radiator is likely to create

dramatic gain in transparency and focus,

much in the way of lateral wall reflections, but

which must be heard to be believed. It ap-

because of the toeing-in requirements, the
back-wave can interact strongly with the side
walls.

pears that the front grille acts as adiffraction
grating or diffuser for the sound, veiling
musical textures and reducing clarity.

Choice of amplifiers is also important. The
Quads work extremely well with the old Quad

is

Il tube amps, simply because these amps were
designed around the speakers. Any candidate
amp must meet strict stability requirements in-

Without the front grille, clarity top-to-bottom
now

competitive

with

any

modern

design—the Martin-Logan CLS, for example.
There are practical problems, however, inherent in removing the grilles—the least of

to asignificantly reactive load (30-15 ohms in

which is the resultant ugly cosmetics. The

the range 40Hz to 8kHz, falling above 8kHz)

dust covers are now exposed and vulnerable

and possess avoltage-limited output of no

to rupture. High-voltage terminals are accessi-

greater than 33 volts (peak), this limit repre-

ble to prying hands and curious pets. If there
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are small children or pets around your listen-

17kHz. Below 700Hz, the room response is

ing room,

excellent but abit more jittery (4dB glitches)

I'd think

twice about these

modifications. In my case, the Quads in my

down to about 55Hz. The change in balance

new listening room are quite isolated from
such intruders, except from an occasional

is quite obvious and results in amore lively
and spacious character through the mids and

visit by one of JGH's cats.

treble. It takes some getting used to, especially
if you've tailored the rest of your system

The next modification is alot trickier to
implement. It is not one that I've personally
tried, but Ihave it on good authority that it is
sonically worthwhile. It involves replacing
the dust covers with thinner mylar sheets.

around the tonal balance of the original
Quads. Initially you might think the sound a
bit bright or the treble abit tipped up, but in

Such plastic sheets are readily available at
hardware stores, and are commonly sold as

the final analysis, the Koval mod advances the
Quads much closer to reference caliber. The
focus of instruments within the soundstage is

paint drop-cloth. The reponed improvement

also tighter, improving imaging specificity.

is in the same direction as that afforded by
the removal of the grilles. Of course, no dust

The bass (with both grilles removed), too, is
better defined, with now what strikes me as

covers are better than even thin ones, so you

an almost ideal Q. It is now much easier to

may be tempted to dispense with them entirely. Don't! You will drastically shorten the

follow bass lines and to identify various bass
registers. ,

life of the diaphragm by doing so.

Of course, the Koval mod is not an overall

Finally, the Koval mod. Amazingly, this
mod was first advertised for public sale
around 1979, and is still available from John
Koval. You'll need apair of his mysterious-

panacea. The dynamic range and deep-bass
limitations of the original Quads are still apparent. But the improvements are so significant that Ithink the Koval mod may be the

looking modules (one per channel), for

best-kept secret in audio. It represents great

which he asks amodest $160/pair, post paid,

value for money, and, together with the other
modifications outlined above, pumps new life

and there is amoney-back guarantee in case
you're not satisfied. The modules are completely potted-in, with only five wires and six
connecting pins protruding from the body.
They are to be installed in the bottom of the
audio transformers. The installation is not
overly complex, but is time-consuming (figure

into the original Quads.
1have been using my modified Quads for
quite awhile now, not only as areference tool,
but simply for the sheer enjoyment of it all. It
will be acold day in hell before Iretire these
babies!

on afew hours), and requires care and alot of
soldering. Electrically, the mod involves,
among other things, allowing the two mid-

Addresses

range strips to run fullrange, rather than rolling off above 2-3kHz. The woofer panels are

Quad of America

also rebalanced to complement the new and
much simpler radiation scheme, which eliminates the overlap and interference between the
mid and treble strips. Another benefit is the
elimination of capacitors from the signal path—
no caps are better than good caps.

142120 Sullyfield Circle
Chantilly
VA 22021
Tel: (800) 824-7855.
The Koval Mod
Linear Acoustic Labs

As you can see, the Koval mod borders on
aredesign of the stock unit. Is all of this effort
justified? The answer is a resounding yes!
Sonically, the most significant improvement
is in the area of tonal balance. The Koval mod

11521 Cielo Place
Santa Ana
CA 92705
Tel: (714) 838-6555 or (714)730-9011 to leave
amessage.

eliminates the speaker's broad midrange
recession.

My

measurements

show

the

modified Quads to possess flat response onaxis (within 2dB) from 700Hz clear out to
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2Bass transparency also improves if the Quads are used on
rigid 15-inch stands, as recommended by CB in Vol.10 No.l.
—JA
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SUMIKO FB-1 FLUXBUSTER
Anthony H. Cordesman examines the care and feeding
of reference cartridges
Reference cartridges don't really require a

When this occurs, the magnetic circuit is

great deal of care and feeding, provided they

modified, leading to areduction in apparent

are properly housed to start with. Proper setup is essential, but the rest is fairly easy, being

dynamics, worsened imaging capabilities,
and diminished soundstage size; even the

largely a matter of cleanliness and a little

tracking becomes less secure. The same

technical attention. If you follow these rules,
you will enjoy along and happy relationship

things happen with MM (fixed-coil) car-

with your cartridge:

netized!

• High-quality cartridges require clean
records; a good record-cleaning machine,

The Sumiko FB -1 "Fluxbuster" is intended
to solve this problem, and it works very well.

like the VP! or Nitty Gritty, is essential to getting them to sing their best. You will never

pbile Vol.9 No.4, Barney Pisha did likewise in

hear what atop cartridge can do if you stick

the Apri11987 issue of Audio, and Ican testify

with amanual cleaner, and new records often
come with as much factory-applied grundge
as old ones can hold. If you pay hundreds of
dollars for acartridge, along with thousands
for aturntable and LP collection, it simply
doesn't make sense not to have a record
cleaner.
• It essential to clean the stylus regularly
with Stylast, using abrush with stiff, short
bristles. Always brush gently from the back
forward. Do not scrub! If you can't find
Stylast, the Audio Technica/Signet fluid or
pure ethyl alcohol will do nearly as well.
However, Stylast is consistently better at

tridges when the pole pieces become mag-

Bill Sommerwerck sang its praises in Stereo-

that Ifound the Fluxbuster to be extremely
useful when Iwas carrying out my survey of
reference cartridges, published elsewhere in
this issue.
The Fluxbuster is remarkably easy to operate. If you use an arm with astandard headshell, just plug the headshell into asocket on
the top of the Fluxbuster, flip one switch twice
and you are done. If you use an arm with a
fixed headshell, plug the tonearm lead into the
Fluxbuster's two RCA sockets; again, you are
done. ,
Ihave found that some MCs need fairly

removing the baked-on black coating from

regular Fluxbuster treatment: the Monsters
and Koetsus, for example. Others, like the

the stylus. Be sure to use abrush stiff enough

Argent, didn't benefit even after two years'

to remove both residue and cleaning fluid. A

use. By and large, however, all MC cartridges

stylus still wet with cleaning fluid is adust

should probably be demagnetized on a

magnet.

preventive basis. When Idelved into my col-

• Having spent some years shifting between

lection of historical cartridges, Ifound that
about one in two benefited quite audibly. A

pro and con, Irecommend that you resist
gilding the lily by using any other form of

brand-new Koetsu Signature Red showed a

stylus

clear improvement in imaging.

or

record

treatment,

even

Last.

Whatever Last's theoretical merits, Ihave not

Aside from these few minor guidelines, you

found away of evenly applying athin enough
coat to benefit from them. Either passages are

should find areference cartridge easy to live

missed, or the coating is too thick and ends

happens to be adiamond!

up on the stylus.
If you use an expensive MC cartridge,
however, there is still one aspect of its care
and feeding requiring attention. The magnetically permeable components of an MC cartridge can become magnetized, and this is
especially true of the coil former or armature.
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with. Just treat it like any other pet rock that

IDo not use aconventional tape-head demagnetizer with a
cartridge. You will almost certainly ruin it!
2Do not use the Fluxbuster on anything other than an MC
cartridge without consulting Sumiko or the cartridge's
manufacturer With an AIM cartridge, you must remove the
stylus/magnet assembly, if possible, or you will partially
demagnetize the tiny moving magnet, resulting in reduced
output voltage and probably altering thr performance
permanently.
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Forte introduces a classic class Acomponent;
the MODEL 2 micro-quiet, straight-line preamplifier
Hybrid IC discrete electronic design by Nelson Pass
Provision for either MC or MM cartridges
Internally selectable cartridge loading
Five high level inputs including tape recorder

If

F
OR rÉ

makes great music your system's forte

•

Audition Forte Jt se.e,ted
For o list of these specialists write
lono ni dun 1Qçc ,,,,firstriol Drive Auburn California 95603

Solid-core cable is the biggest advance in
audio reproduction since the realization
that turntables sound different...There is
only one brand of essentially
uncomprotnised solid-core cable at
present in existence ... DNM.'
Alvin Gold, Stereophile (Vol. 10, No. 4)
Its overwhelming strength was a
seamless coherance, an integrated
musical quality which made many other
cables sound cluttered.'
Hi Fi News (June 1987)
Winner, BEST ACCESSORY award —
Federation of British Audio (April 1987)
DNM SOLID-CORE CABLE AND
INTERCONNECT: $2.50 PER FOOT
AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH
MUSIC HALL
108 STATION ROAD
GREAT NECK, NY 11023
(516) 487 3663
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MMICAL CONCEM
In the last episode, other CD players were
still trying to sound like analog turntables.
They still are! We have something different in mind.
We want it all! The dynamics, clarity and silence of digital
with the sweetness, openess and ambience of analog. We've
got it all! Starting with the CD-1 at S495 or we will modify
your Philips based player. Available from our dealers or direct.
Musical Concepts •1Patterson Plaza •Florissant, MI) .6,3031 .314-831-1822
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SOUND
1 ESTIVIE
c'uchequest

From vibration
absorbing record
clamps to the extremely effective
AQ Sorbothane Isolation Feet,
AudioQuest has the right accessory
to make your music system sound
more like music.

audioquest
Is /MI d,r,e you ,

629 Camino Mares #306 •San Clemente, CA 92672

(714) 240-0604
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BUILDING A LIBRARY

A Classical
Magpie's Nest
Christopher Breunig offers amiscellany of
recent issues and happenings

I

was tempted to call this month's fragmented column "Bagatelles" but, mindful

Dresden Staatskapelle—appeared, coupled
with the 32 Variations Wo0.80 (Philips 416

of the classic description of Beethoven's

295-2 and 416 144-2). More exciting, if only
because it was so unexpected, RCA has put the

pieces—"shavings from the master's work

1949 Toscanini/NBC "Eroica" on CD, adding

bench" —thought that presumptuous. It has
been asignificant quarter for Beethoven collectors: Arrau has at last rerecorded the Dia-

the performance of the Fite Symphony which

belli Variations, and his fourth recording of

with Robert Craft, 1958) (RD 87197).

the G major Concerto—Davis conducting the

Stravinsky so disparaged (/n Conversation
It is quite true that Toscanini's introduction
to the first movement of the C major is An-

IThe black and white plumaged magpie is reputed to line
its nest with anything eye-catching—especially silvered
objects!
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dante rather than Adagio molto, and in his
1936 recording with the BBC SO the tempo is
slower, the phrasing much more ardent. Isay
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VA\ DI RST
ADO

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
was founded in 1977 with
the commitment to offer
always the finest in music
reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will
always be ahigh degree of
pride, love, and personal

tr.4
4,1111.ez

satisfaction involved
in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your
Vandersteen dealer shares
in this commitment, and
has been carefully selected
for his ability to deal with

1111111111111e

the complex task of assembling amusically satisfying
system. Although sometimes hard to find, he is
well worth seeking out.

VANDERSITIN AUDIO
116 West Fourth Street
11anktrd. Colltornlo 93230
(209) 582-0324

Write or call for abrochure

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

and the name of your
nearest dealer.

STOP TUBE
DISTORTION

If you own tube equipment — head-amps, pre-amps. tuners
or CD players then you need AQ Sorbothane Tube Dampers
They are the only product
of their kind and reduce
unwanted mechanical
oscillation, and
hysteresis distortion. ICU
The unique energy
absorbing qualities
of the AQ Sorbothane
Tube Damper gives
your system a new
level of musicality
never heard before.

Rod.. Mal Gemp pur !peen to Jo.'

629 Camino Mares 4306

San Clemente, CA 92672

(714) 240-0604
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"is," not "was," as you can now hear anewly
refurbished set of Symphonies 1, 4, and 6,
together with apreviously unpublished live
Symphony 7(and afirst release of a1939 Prometheus Overture), all with the BBC Orchestra

flat Concerto, they have picked the one with
Krips conducting, not the later, poorer Ormandy alternative.
More EMI treasures disappear from the
catalog in acceptable analog form, to reappear in the travesty of digital dress. The fine

(EMI IC-6156 29 09309: 3LPs). Irather upset
transfer engineer Keith Hardwick when I Beecham Scheherazade, produced by Olof
described his work here as less good than that
and Collingwood, though sonically faded, was
of AC Griffiths, who remastered these recorheld in high UK audiophile regard for its sim-

dings in 1970 for World Records UK; this time,
more of the crackle has been suppressed, and
EMI's dmm pressings give the sound not only
aglassy smoothness, but transients that peak
uncomfortably. Upper-frequency curtailment
is fairly drastic, and the finale of 7is cut abruptly
at its conclusion.
If you don't know these recordings, acquire
them—not least for the glorious account of
the first Leonore overture. Toscanini's 1935

ple yet tangibly present soundstage characteristics. In May I scoured London for a
replacement pressing (I think Ifound the two
remaining SXLP30253s!), having heard the
unlistenable ADRM replacement. You still
catch all the incidentals—the fluffed solo
violin note near the beginning of (ii), the
Kingsway subway rumbles—but the only
redeeming feature of the new disc is its Bakst
artwork. Still available is a1960 analog Philhar-

concert performance predates by afew months

monia/Kletzki Scheherazade, which has fewer

his classic NYPSO Symphony 7without, in my

sonic virtues and lacks the Beecham magic.

view, equaling it, except perhaps in the

The vintage Reiner/Chicago recording, much

cumulative effect of the slow introduction to

loved by TAS, has now also been digitized. 2

the work, where he combines unusual flexibility with terse accenting in taut balance.
(And yes, Ido know Spike Hughes's chapter

Similarly, the 1967 Barbirolli/Scotto
Madama Butterfly has been withdrawn in

on the NY LP transfer change, in his Dover
softback!)
Engineers have never ceased trying to
modify the sound of Toscanini's Studio 8H

of the production, its spaciousness and

and Carnegie Hall recordings; Isuppose CD

ecutive now, and you might as well be talking

represents alast effort—though the original
quality has rarely proved as dreadful as

favor of a2-LP remastering: all the vibrancy
dynamics, have been lost; the big climaxes
are soured.
Mention "LP" to any record company exquadraphonics.
Eyebrows were raised when, in 1981, Kara-

writers have suggested. For the younger collector, Toscanini's "Eroica" has meant the
1953 live recording first released by RCA Italy

jan's BP0 set of the six "Paris" symphonies
was endorsed by no less aHaydn authority

in 1960. Wonderful though that achievement

previous Haydn recordings (the earlier Crea-

was, Toscanini's tempo for (i) tends to sweep
along the subsidiary parts which make the
movement so imposing astructure: the op-

than HC Robbins Landon. After all, his
tion apart) were pretty smooth and uneventful.
This digital cycle, 82-87, is now on 3CDs: DG
419 741-2. A rehearing reminds me that this is

posite approach from Klemperer's. But in the

one of Karajan's most vital, committed, and

1949 version more weight was given to the

engaging projects of the last decade.

two opening chords, and in general throughout—this not just aquestion of sonics. Not all

slight edge or coarsening of the sound, but

critics would agree, but the extra spaciousness helps the music to breathe, and this
reading seems to have more freshness and
meaning.
It is good to see someone at RCA not acting

Compared with the LPs, the CDs show a
not to adistracting degree. There is an enormous feeling of power in the allegros—in
slow introductions too—and Karajan always
has you thinking about the music itself,

merely on the principle of "latest equals
best" in reviewing their past catalog for CD
rerelease. For example, of the two stereo
recordings Rubinstein made of Brahms's B-
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2 But now released in God's own analog by the fearless
Brothers Chesky, PO Box 1268, Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10101.
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...simply the most profound expression of musical
experience possible through Compact Disc technology...
,
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1
Euphonic Technology 16-bit CD Players are now available...
or we will upgrade your Magnavox or Mission player to
state-of-the-art performance.
will turn your [Magnavox] 1040 into a super player

.the difference is night and day.

The highs are extended, smooth and cleaner. The bass is extended and much better
defined...Imaging is dramatically improved ...The machine sounds more dynamic
Idon't think you can go wrong with Euphonic Technology. Ilove the results..."
Stereophile, Vol. 9 No. 7, October 1986

EUPHONIC Mi

technology

207 Mountain Road, Wilton, CT 06897
203 834-2468
Available direct or through selected dealers

STRAIGHTER THAN THE REST
MUSIC RIBBON 16
MUSIC RIBBON 32
THE MUSIC CONDUCTOR

lii

lib

lilt

SLY

Hut

but

IMPEDANCE VS. FREQUENCY OF 10 FT. SPEAKER CABLES

Several other cable manufacturers claim to provide sonically neutral and
accurate products. TOO BAD THEY HAVEN'T BEEN STRAIGHT WITH YOU
STRAIGHT WIRE designs and manufactures the only cables that conduct all
audible frequencies uniformly. We support our claims of accurate phase and
amplitude response with measured data and controlled listening tests. NO ONE
ELSE CAN!
We now introduce anew series of cables far more expensive than our existing
products. We are confident that they adhere to our value concept, outperforming all other cables regardless of price.
"THE MUSIC CONDUCTOR" (MC series)
Speaker Cable ($10 00 ft )and Interconnect ($145.00 meter pair) are our ultimate statement in audio cable design.
Both utilize concentric tubular conductors of separately insulated OFC strands
to provide the most uniform response
through perfect dynamic symmetry of
electromagnetic and electrostatic fields

MUSIC RIBBON 32 ($5.00 ft.) & MR-16
($2.50 ft.) supercede the widely acclaimed MR-24 and MR-12 as the leader in
performance per dollar and versatility
among speaker cables. Refinements
include even more accurate tonal bal.
once. supenor soundstaging and focus,
and greater low-frequency weight and
extension.

P.O. BOX 78 • HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33022 • (305) 925-2470
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though the execution is technically superb.

Symphony 5stands at the pinnacle, so far,

Haydn's music is inventive to the point of ec-

of Inbal's Denon CD-only cycle, of which we

centricity in the Vivace of La Reine, where

have had the first seven works in number

the strutting figures over legato string lines
give way to two contrasting vigorous ideas in

order. Available on just one 72-minute disc
(33C0-1088), this sets out the score with a

the exposition.
Why does 1986 Moscow Competition win-

logic, strangely at odds with Inbal's obvious

kind of dispassionate, even cold-sounding

ner Barry Douglas's first solo recording—

personal involvement with, and belief in, the

Liszt, and Pictures at an Exhibition (RCA RD

music. If the finale doesn't quite sweep

85931)—sound so good? Engineer Tony

through to the coda as overwhelmingly as

Faulkner tells me it is because the equipment

this orchestra now does it in concert (the
recording was made in January '86), that is

he used was partly tubed. Dynamic range is
wide; there's anice sense of presence and an

partly because Mahler's expectations were

appreciable halo of ambience to the instru-

superhuman. The Frankfurt strings don't

ment, but fortissimo attack never hardens.
This is not acompletely electrifying recital,

have the sweetness of the Philadelphians' in
the Levine/RCA Fifth, which is finnicky in the

but it is imaginative, especially good in the

Adagietto, and although the finale is only 27s

quiet passages, and with strong atmosphere

longer than on Denon, seems an easier op-

in Liszt's transcription of Wagner's 7kistan

tion on the music. Not awholehearted Tenn-

"Liebestod."

stedt admirer, Inevertheless find, in my com-

Watching Eliahu Inbal with his Frankfurt

parisons, his LPO finale the most satisfying

Radio SO recently, Irealized that of all the
conductors committed to the Mahler Sym-

of the lot.
The Denon sound is extraordinarily trans-

phonies, he most closely resembles the composer in action, as shown in contemporary

CD Iown for which I'd want to put the volume

silhouettes.

up to roof-raising levels.

parent, so clean that it is practically the only

SOTA Finishes Analog
Is analog truly finished? In fact, SOTA is finishing analog by showing how extraordinary
it can be. With our latest Series Ill STARs and
Sapphires. SOTA finally offers "the world's
first complete turntables."
Whatever the room, placement, tone arm,
power supply, or record condition, SOTA's
turntables resolve the major "unknowns"
facing every system. "More neutral on more
records than any other turntable at any
price" is how Tony Cordesman of Audio and
Stereophile describes his reference SOTA
STAR.
New Series III Advances
Further, transform any SOTA into the "world's
most neutral turntable" with vacuum clamping and these Series Ill advances:
•Added mass-with new hard-mounted motor
assembly, larger platter bearing block, and
aluminum arm board.
•Added damping-with new "constrained"
(hard/soft) platter damping and our
legendary Reflex Clamp.

•Added structural stability-with new motor
improvements, ribbed platter, and clamp.
•Superior mass/balance relationships-with
new suspension springs and new drive
motor pulley.
Hear analog at its best! Resurrect your
warped records and make your best records
sound.. .
breathtaking!

SQ1A
P.O. BOX 7075, BERKELEY, CA 94707
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We asked visitors to the Stereophile show in

would be interested in what was revealed.
Regarding reading habits, it appeared

March what they thought was the room with
the best sound—the results were published

most visitors read ab

in Von° No.4, p.4. The voting form also con-

larly: the low reade

fool' pigi fal Audio is

tained anumber of questions about visitors'

interesting, as is th

gh réadership of UK

systems, recorded-music buying habits, and

magazines. Those

taste in hi-fi magazines, and we thought you

must undoubtedly

Magazine
Stereophile
Audio
The Absolute Sound
Stereo Review
Hi-Fi News &Record Review (UK)
High Fidelity
High Performance Review
The Audio Amateur
The Sensible Sound
Hi-Fi Answers (UK)
Fanfare
Hi-Fi Choice (UK)
International Audio Review
Hi-Fi Heretic
Digital Audio
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tfour magazines regu-

ted to fill in the form
e'beLlt the hard-core

Percentage of visitors
who regularly read it
88%
87.5
53
38.5
11

cop

audiophiles; how, otherwise, could the top

•

rating for Stereophile be explained? Thanks
for your support, guys.
When it came to age, the breakdown was as
expected, with "baby-boomers" predominating:
The value of people's systems came as a
surprise, in that so many had ventured into
the real high end:

Value of system
Under $1000
$1001 -$2000
$2001- $3000
$3001 $4000
$4001 -$5000
$5001 -$6000
$6001 -$7000
$7001 $8000
$8001 -$9000
$9001 -$10.000
$10,001-$12,500
$12,501-515,000
$15,001 -$20,000
Over $20,000

visitors
Under 21
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-50
51-60
Over 60

0.6%
8.7%
19.8%
20.3%
21.5%
18.0%
10.5%
0.6%

Percentage

Percentage Over

3.1%
11.5%
12.7%
13.9%
12.1%
9.1%
6.7%
5.5%

96.9%
85.4%
72.7%
58.8%
46.7%
37.6%
30.9 0/0
25.4%
21.8%
12.1%
9.0%
4.8%
3.6%

3.6%
9.7%

3.1%
4.2%
1.2%
3.6%

Percentage of

Percentage under
3.1%
14.6%
27.3%
41.2%
53.3%
62.4%
69.1%
74.6%
78.2%
87.9%
91.0%
95.2%
96.4%

A good rule of thumb to judge whether aperson is more interested in music than the sound
it makes is to look at his or her record collection. Accordingly, we asked visitors about the
size of their collections, both of LPs and of CDs:

No. of LPs
Zero
1-50
51-100
101-250
251-500
501-1000
1001-2000
Over 2000

No. of CDs
Zero
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-100
101-250
251-500
501-1000

Percentag
3.5%
4.7%
10.5%
19.2%
28.7%
17.0%
10.5%
5.9%

Percentage
36.4%
9.8%
9.3%
9.2%
3.5 0/0
5.8%
15.0 0/0
6.9%
2.9%
1.2%

Don't forget: Stereopbile's New York Hi -Fi
Show will take place at Manhattan's Omni Park
Central Hotel, 7th Avenue and 56th Street,
from October 16th to 18th. See the ad in this
issue for details.
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Building on Success:

"I've heard separates that cost twice as much
and sound only half as good."
—Audio Cheapskate
Stereophile, Vol. 9, No. 4

A-1, 2x20 watt amplifier, pure Class A, $350

BRITISH FIDELITY *
Distributed in the U.S. by
RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street. NW
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400
US denbutors for Brrtrsh Frdellty Mordaunt.Short Spendor. and Log.c
'Musrcal FrdeIrty nU K
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Solid-core cable

cording to our UK friends. We purchased every

Editor:

type of solid-core cable we could find: large

The concepts put forth by Alvin Gold on

conductors, small conductors, high-purity

solid-core cable in Vol.10 No.4 are so far re-

copper, linear-crystal copper, oxygen-free

moved from the years of research and testing
we've performed, it's difficult to comment on

copper, long-crystal copper (with exotic fabri-

them.

even tried silver. While some sounded better

Our position sharply disagrees with Alvin's.
We've found that solid-core cables do not

than others, all exhibited acollapse in depth
and dimension, and lacked frequency extension when compared with even our lowest-

and cannot match the performance of aproperly designed, multi-stranded cable.

cation techniques from Japan and Europe); we

True, solid-core cables are simple, inexpen-

cost, time-compensated design, the Interlink
400. We ended up using aspecial construction

sive to construct, and even pleasant to listen

of ultra-thin ribbon wound around amodified

to, but they cannot compensate for the frequency and time domain problems that oc-

we lost using just astraight solid core. Anyone

flux-tube design which helped to regain what

cur in audio cables. The control of these par-

who doubts this result can easily duplicate the

ameters is what gives us the sense of spaciousness, ambience, depth, and frequency

same listening test by purchasing 2mmdiameter copper from any electronic supply

balance that we have come to expect from a

store and trying it.

properly designed, multi-stranded cable.
Other parameters such as transient response,
intertransient noise, and the extension of fre-

credibility. The technical descriptions of why

quency response, while not an inherent characteristic of multi-stranded cables, cannot be
improved without them.
A qualification is in order here. It is entirely

Finally I feel that Alvin's article lacks
solid-core works have no scientific basis, and
neither do his analogies of multiple microphone setups and signals being "squashed out
of existence." The idea of constraining the current field is equally ludicrous, since you are not

possible to degrade the sound by the improper
construction of multi-stranded cables, much

constraining the current field, but instead let-

more so than with asingle solid strand (there

making no attempt to control it.

ting it do its job of altering the audio signal by

isn't much you can do with one strand). The

And finally, the constant plugging of DNM

design problems are more complex and the

throughout the article with constant references

solutions require knowledge and experience,
just as it is easier to design agood single-

publishing the fact that they are looking for US

to their unsubstantiated design theories, and

driver speaker than agood three-way system.

distribution, reads like acommercial. It has no

(Not that it can't be done, it's just more dif-

place in an article discussing design theories.
In conclusion, while it is entirely possible

ficult.) The smearing and edginess that Alvin
is experiencing is due to the improper cable
design rather than the concept of multi-

to construct adecent-sounding solid-core
cable, it has been our experience that the use

stranding itself. Surely Alvin can understand

of solid core itself cannot approach the state-

that apoorly executed design does not disqualify the underlying design concepts.

of-the-art sound we can obtain from aproper-

Lest you think that we oppose this design
concept because it is not represented in the

ly designed cable using multi-strands.
Noel Lee
Monster Cable Products Inc.

Monster Cable line, permit me to relate a
story of the development of our low-priced
"budget" interconnect cable, the Interlink 300.

SOTA Star Sapphire turntable

Our initial design goal was to use the solid-

Editor:
Ishould like to thank Stereophile for covering

core concept. After all, it was inexpensive to

the entire family of SOTA turntables: this is the

make, easy to solder, and sounded "OK," ac-

first review to do this.
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For your free copy of our catalogue contact

may audio marketing ltd
PO Box 1048 Champlain. N.Y. 12919 Tel

(514) 651-5707

As with all visits to reviewers, Ifaced my
impending Santa Fe visit with mixed feelings.

come with the Reflex Clamp since virtually all

NIVouId Gordon be able to hear all the improve-

of our dealers find considerable improvement

ments in our "new, improved" SOTA Sapphire? Would the latest be so much better than

even to the vacuum hold-down (you don't use
the rubber washers needed for the Sapphire).

his familiar and reliable reference? Would we

Because of the Reflex Clamp's unique hard.
clamping action, it functions as an energy ter-

be able to stand the wait? We knew what we
had achieved; we just hoped it would be obvious to the dean of reviewers!
Well, we are indeed well rewarded. Not only

flexible to use. Frankly, though, most Stars

minator for the platter bearing, giving greater
clarity, better bottom-end reach and fullness,

does JGH recognize the differences, he is able

and extended top-end reproduction. We urge
Gordon to give it atry!

to understand and elucidate the nature of our
improvements, leaving us with little to add

Rodney A. Herman
m)TA

other than "Well done."
For the record (no pun intended), all existing
SOTA turntables (Sapphires and Stars) may be

Siefert Magnum III

fully upgraded. To transform aSeries ISap-

Editor

phire to Series III Sapphire (with Supermat)
costs $550. To transform aSeries ISapphire

Although Mr. Atkinson's report seems to have
been carefully carried out, we were disap-

$850. To transform aSeries IStar to Series III,

tion the Magnum Ills on 11' stands, whereas

to avacuum Series III Sapphire, the cost is

pointed to learn that he had chosen to audi-

the cost is $550. Reflex Clamps and aluminum

not included, nor are they with

the Owner's Manual provided clearly states op-

arm boards are

timum height to be 12 "to 18 ". This higher

newer turntables; both are options. Please consult your dealer.

elevation, centered at 15 ", locates the tweeter/

Anybody wishing to verify the currency of

listener, and provides optimum imaging,
better tonal balance, and minimizes the low-

aSOTA may do so by either calling the factory

midrange juncture at ear level for aseated

(415-632-0394) or inspecting the table: Series

end emphasis encountered. We believe that

III platters have distinguishing round pressure

some experimentation with height, such as

plates on the underside of the subchassis (surrounding the transit screws), and Series III

quickly

motors have asilver pulley and aslit in the top
plate adjacent to the pulley.

was done with the JBL 18Ti, would have
revealed

the

necessary

upward

adjustment.
Regarding the binding-post accessibility,

Iam mystified by the reported differences

these have been changed on the Maxim III

in height of the two platters, since the only
difference is that one has avacuum seal and

series to larger, gold-plated types, which not

the other doesn't. As they say in LA, Gordon,

mounted within a large 2'' x 23
4 "recess,
/

we need to dialogue on that one! Also, the
vacuum controller should not switch the vac-

which provides easy access. This same terminal arrangement was scheduled to be incor-

uum off at its extreme position.

porated on the Magnum III during July 1987.

Despite the quality of this review, we are
happy to announce that there are no price in-

only will accommodate #10 wire, but are now

Ed Miller
Siefert Research

creases expected! Except for the Black-lacquer
Star, whose price was raised in April to $2000,

Unfortunately, acopy of the Owner's Manual

SOTA prices have been constant for some tirne.
In May, we began production of exotic wood

was not packed with the review samples. Now
that we have received one, it is a model of

finishes for Stars: Cherry, Walnut, Maple cost
$1750; Ebony, Brazilian Rosewood, Padau,

clearly presented and helpful information.
However, regarding recommended stand

Cocobola Rosewood, and Koa cost $1900.

heights, it mentions two optimum ranges:

They are among the most beautiful turntables
we have ever seen.
Finally, alittle Week will lubricate the inside of the rubber Spindle cap to make it more
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10-20 "on p.1 (two mentions) and 12 "-18 "
on p.3, and this is undoubtedly where the confusion over recommended stand height arose
Although not mentioned in the review, Idid
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The Best Deserves the Best
It should come as no surprise that these
two thoroughbreds work so well together.
When we saw SME's remarkable achievement of rigidity, non-resonance and
neutrality, we set about creating a phono
cartridge designed tothe same parameters.
Separately, each is recognized as the
state-of-the-art in its genre. And, of course,
the SME V will bring out the best in
whichever phono cartridge you decide to
use, just as the Virtuoso will perform
superbly in other tonearms.
Together they are the single most faithful
instrument for reproducing recorded
music. Once you've listened to this combination, we think you'll agree. Call us at
(415) 843-4500 and we'll rush literature to
you and give the name of an audio specialist
who can demonstrate our best playing your
best.

^mike

Talisman Virtuoso DTi
..."The best high output

MC on the
market and one of the best cartridges
available regardless of type or price."
—Stereophile Magazine Vol co, #.1

SME Series V
"The Best Tonearm in the World."
P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705
415-843-4500
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World's First
CD Chassis
Stabilizer

• iniiiiiimuum
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Euphonic Technology, the Compact Disc Player specialist, announces the DPS-1 CD
Player Chassis Stabilizer. This accessory adds balanced mass and rigidity to plasticchassis Magnavox and other Philips-based CD players (including PS Audio and Sonographe models).
The Chassis Stabilizer increases player stability and isolation which improves laser
tracking and reduces sampling errors yielding improved detail and transparency.
The DPS-1 is easy to install and does not void any manufacturers warranty. It is available
through local audio dealers.

technology
EUPHONIC

207 Mountain Road, Wilton, CT 06897
203 834-2468
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audition the Magnum Ills on 16" stands, but

the boards, Ihonestly didn't think you were

found neither the bass excess nor the imaging

going to publish the review.
Mark A. Pieraccini

to be significantly affected.

Pres Speakers

Pres Classic II loudspeaker
Editor:
After 14 years of producing fun-loving, bassreflex, multi-driver array loudspeakers (say
that fast 10 times), we decided in late 1985 to

Acoustat Spectra III
Editor:
We are grateful to J. Gordon Holt for taking the
time to review our Spectra 3loudspeakers. He

add two acoustic-suspension "monitor" loud-

obviously liked the smoothness, transparency

speakers, the Classic Iand smaller Classic II,
to our line. Although, up to that point, "neu-

and low distortion of our push-pull elec-

trality" was hardly aword that could be applied to Pres Speakers, we thought that the

Spectra concentrated on its limitations in
power handling and sound-pressure level, par-

concept had merit for those who mainly listened to classical music.

(Gordon correctly found that much higher

Well, our first working model was the
example sent to Stereophile for review in
the summer of 1986. Out they went to our
regular customers, and back they came, with

trostatic design. Gordon's criticisms of the

ticularly when the dynamic woofer is not used.
low-frequency levels could be handled with
the dynamic woofer switched on.)
Acoustat's position has been that really
high SPLs at low frequencies require use of

a distillation of the comments going like:

the woofer, which is why it is built in. On the

"What have you done to Pres Speakers?#!!?!"

other hand, perhaps 99% of all music will

Back to the drawing board we went, and

not overstress the electrostatic elements.

came back with the same basic speaker, but
with a slightly higher Q, new baffle treatment, different internal wiring, adjusted
crossover equalization, and a notch filter.
This takes us up to about January 1987. This

Most listeners will be able to audition the
Spectra 3s as fullrange electrostatics (without
the woofer) at normal levels in normal-sized
rooms. However, there are sound levels, such
as the famous cannon in the lèlarc 1812 Over-

version was better received, but the hoped-

ture, which cannot be handled without the

for enthusiasm was not there. Idecided to
give it another try.

dynamic woofer.

The Pres Dual and Mini "S" had been
entertaining people (and selling quite nicely)

What Gordon did not allow for in his
review was the high altitude of Santa Fe (7000
feet), which imposes asignificant limitation

for 10 years in basically the same evolving

on the power-handling capability of all ESLs

form. These are tuned bass-reflex loudspeakers,
and are obviously what we know and build

(some cannot be used at all at this altitude).

best. In abusiness where small changes make

high-voltage potentials across it, which can
result in small, audible discharge noises, and,

big differences, you shouldn't let the acorn
fall too far from the tree. Accordingly, we

The rarefied atmosphere breaks down with

in extreme cases, momentary reduction of

changed the Classic series significantly, the

the constant-charge level on the diaphragms,

Classic II being enlarged and changed to a
bass-reflex configuration. The baffle was

Acoustat electrostatic element.

tilted, to time-align the drivers, and a"Scott-

neither of which have ever damaged an
Even at his high elevation, in Gordon's
large listening room, he obtained appreciable

felt" baffle treatment was used, though the
crossover network was essentially unchanged

sound levels. Closer to sea level, where most

from the second version. Most importantly,

people live, Ibelieve he would have found

our old customers now felt good about it. It

fully adequate sound levels to be produced

will no doubt change some in the future, but

by the Spectra 3, even at bass frequencies.

in an evolutionary way. Even my mood is bet-

Gordon observed that our variable-area
concept, as used in the Spectra, eliminates

ter now.
Isuppose you will say, "Now you tell us!"
But honest, guys, after almost a year and

the beaming and vertical-venetian-blind effects inherent in large planar speakers. The

several "next issue" promises that went by

imaging and dispersion characteristics of the
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SIEFERT RESEARCH

"...The Most Successful Design of All"
MAXIM III—J. GORDON HOLT STEREOPHILE—JULY, 1985 VOL. 8, NO. 3
Mr. Holt elaborates: "Of all the speakers in this price class that Ihave heard, Iwould say that
Siefert's Maxim is probably the most successful design of all... The system is beautifully balanced
and almost perfectly neutral the low end from these is lust amazing! .gives asolidarity and foundation one does not expect to hear...They have the most accurate middle range Ihave heard from
any speaker. it has one of the best extreme-top ranges Ihave heard from adynamic system.. the
imaging and soundstage presentation from these are excellent
They do not sound
small Recommended "
1Have Heard No Other Loudspeaker That Is Obviously Superior Above 5k Hz"
MAXIM IIID—TOM NORTON STEREOPHILE—JUNE, 1987

VOL 10, NO. 4

Mr. Norton reports: "...I was not at all surprised to find that the
small Maxim 111D produced an excellent soundstage...The bass of
the 111D was surprising for asmall loudspeaker. My rather rudimentary measurements indicated that the latest 111D has avery smooth
frequency response The IIID is an excellent speaker for its size and
price: it is avery good one by any measure' .
Both the Maxim Ill and IIID feature a40-Hz resonance unmatched
anywhere for a2-way front-ported system only 13"H x11"D x9"W.
Hardwood oak cabinet is finished in black lacquer or almond tone.
Send for reprints of both Stereophile reviews, complete specs for the
Maxims and the new Magnum Ill, 3-way system, plus where-to-buy.
Prices from $499/pr.
1987 Siefert Research

SIEFERT RESERRCH INC.
31212S Ballard Road — Malibu. CA 90265 (213) 457-4239

DEALERS! INQUIRE ABOUT THE NEW SIEFERT RESEARCH EXCLUSIVE DEALER PROGRAM

JUST LISTEN!

"The Mod Squad Compact Disc Damper is an
inexpensive device that gives better sonic results than any $25 device has a right to. If it will
fit in your CD player, it comes with my highest

recommendation."

Allen Edelstein
Stereophile, vol. 9, no. 2

"We know of no other audio accessory that
provides so much sonic improvement for so little cost. A must, if application dictates, for any
system having compact discs as a program
source."

Earl C. Hudson,
Audiogram 21

YOU'LL HEAR WHAT THEY'RE TALKING ABOUT
Available from Mod Squad dealers everywhere
The Mod Squad offers a unique portfolio of products
and services For acomplete catalog, send 52 (refundable with order) to The Mod Squad, Department S,
542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024

In Australia Sound Centre HI-FI, Brisbane
in Canada May Audio Marketing, Longueuil
in France Audio Quartet, Nice
in Hong Kong Sound Chamber
in Italy P.F.A., Pisa
in Netherlands Audio Quartet, Nice

—JAE_
¡lad
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Spectras are those of aline-source; the power

consumer relevance, but consumer prefer-

handling at low frequencies, however, utilizes
the entire panel array. This combination of

ence. I, too, share with Martin the belief that,

smoothness and good dispersion, along with
increased power handling over previous

DAT format—if we're lucky—the potential
for it to negatively impact CD sales is quite

designs, is the salient feature of the Spectras.

small. However, the issue here is not the R-

We are sorry that Gordon does not approve

DAT tape's attractiveness, but rather the dif-

of the appearance of the bases of the speakers.
Most people have commented favorably on
the appearance, particularly as they contem-

even with the availability of anon-Copycoded

ferent sort of appeal that an optical medium
like CD generates, particularly in the areas of
archival and interactive use (though ques-

plate the difficulty of integrating a woofer

tions still remain regarding just how many

enclosure of generous volume with an elec-

consumers are interested in CD's optical

trostatic array of only alittle over 2"thick.

technology specifically for those reasons).

Each of us is entitled to his own preferences.
Whether it concerns appearance or sound

For the rest of us, the R-DAT system

quality, no-one should blindly substitute

represents, at the very least, aviable digital
alternative: ahighly miniaturized, remarkably

another person's opinion for his own; rather,

stable, recordable audio format. As for its

he should look, listen, and judge for himself.

"future": like all "futures," this one will need

Jim Strickland

some time before the outcome is decided.

Acoustat

And the time that R-DAT needs is what we
like to call "quality time."

Sony DTC-1000ES R-DAT

Not just on the editorial pages ...

Editor:
Iwould like to comment on Martin CoHorns's

...
but in the real world of the marketplace.

typically thorough examination of the Sony

Communication Research Inc.

Mark Finer

DTC-1000ES DAT recorder. While technically beyond reproach, Martin maintains in his
closing comments that the R-DAT format is "a

Beard P-35 amplifier

clever design lacking in mass-market con-

Editor:
Thank you for the time and effort Dick

sumer relevance. ..
represent(ing) the recipe

Olsher took to review the Beard P-35.

for minimal sales of anew replay technology."
In my opinion, nothing could be further

Although accurate under the circumstances,

from the truth.
From its original conception, the rotary-

When Ispoke with DO in March Ilearned
that he was reviewing exclusively with the

I'm sorry to say that it's irrelevant.

head digital audio tape system was designed

Koval-modded Quads and informed him that

for a number of applications. In the con-

the sample he had, aredirected unit from a
Wharfedale shipment (vintage Spring '86),

sumer marketplace, not just component
models but automotive and even portable R-

would almost certainly misbehave into them.

DAT players were envisioned. In fact, anumber of companies—including Sony, Kenwood,

Ialso informed him that there had been some
small adjustments to the product and asked

Technics,

that he delay his review until he had either
received a sample representative of what

Clarion, and Mitsubishi—have

made their intentions clear in that they regard
DAT as having an important future role in the

Beard America is shipping or found another,

car stereo aftermarket.
In addition, the professional tape-dupli-

more conventional load on which to test his
sample.

cation industry, as well as asurprisingly large

DO describes quite accurately the sound of

group of music labels, have already expressed

aP-35 exhibiting parasitic oscillation when

strong interest in the anticipated market for

delivering high-frequency or transient signals

this new medium. None of these business
concerns would have invested both time and

into aparticularly reactive load. There are a

capital toward this project if it truly lacked
"consumer relevance."
Perhaps the real question here is not one of
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few loudspeakers available which will cause
early P-35s to do this. All units shipped by
Beard America have had this characteristic
corrected by a change in Zobel network
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rHELLO HOUSTON! -THE ESOTERIC EAR

...offers high end audio by appointment. Rick Robert's expertly
chosen, perfectly matched and professionally demonstrated audio
gear allow you to choose the finest system for your music needs
-period! Relaxed auditioning with personal attention and no
pressure enables you to respond naturally to the shear musicality of
edge of the art audio gear. Great sound doesn't come from just great
components; system matching, accessory detailing and professional
setup are paramount! WE ARE THE EXPERTS!

HAND PICKED COMPONENTS BY:

LAZARUS .AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •MUSIC REFERENCE
MEITNER •CONVERGENT AUDIO • DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY
DIMENSIONAL OPTICS •J.S. ELECTROSTATICS • MAGNUM
MAPLENOLL •VPI • SOTA • EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
PREMIER •AUDIOQUEST •VAN DEN HUL •TALISMAN
STRAIGHTWIRE • ARCICI • FOCUS • RAUNA
MERLIN •VANDERSTEEN •MARTIN LOGAN •AND MORE!
Auditions are by appointment only (for privacy!). Give
us a call...tVe have a 130pg catalog available and FREE
newsletters
You have 4 1/2 minutes for messages we answer your calls!

713-537-8108

THE BEAT GOES ON
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audioquest
B&K Components
Convergent Audio
Counterpoint
Eminent Technology
Grado Labs
Harman/Kardon

•
•
•
•

Koetsu
Magnum
MIT Cables
Mod Squad

• Nifty Gritty
• Oracle
• Polyphasors

Music
[J\

•
•
•
•

Rauna
Rowland
SME V
Sota

• Spica
• Stax
• Straightwire

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Superphon
Tube Traps
Vacuum Tube Logic
van den Hul
Vandersteen
Virtuoso
Well Tempered Lab

Please come and visit our
unconventional audio salon,
located between Los Angeles
and San Diego New products
include Mod Squad 650 CD
player, Rowland Research
electronics and Sota Series Ill
turntables

542 Coast Highway 101 • Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7692
Tuesday-Saturday 11 am to 6pm
Call for your MUSICAL NOTES newsletter
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values and by achange in driver valves (from

used and enjoyed by virtually every user.

Chinese-sourced ECC8ls to UK-sourced

We appreciate The Audio Cheapskate's
review of our Power Bridge Cable in Vol.10

5182s). In addition, all units I've gotten my
hands on have been retrofitted.
DO was shipped areplacement amplifier in
late June; Ihope he finds the time to test it as
thoroughly as he did the initial sample.
Mark Siebert
Beard America

No.3. We would like to enlighten consumers
as to how this cable functions. Gauge size, in
this case, is not the critical element. The gauge
size will only dictate the amount of current a
cable will safely handle The cable was designed
as an elaborate filter network which does not
limit current capacity, as do most of the power-

Discrete Technology

line conditioners on the market. The con-

Editor:
Stereopbile was kind enough to review three

struction details of this product include
Teflon-dielectric, oxygen-free copper wire,

different products in three successive issues,
beginning with Vol.10 No.1, and we would

pure silver plating, and multiple gauge conductors, all selected to create many exotic

like to express our thanks and present some

filter networks. This, most assuredly, cannot

comments regarding the reviews.

be assembled for $12.

AHC reviewed our LSI Mk.II CD player in
Vol.10 No.l. While the Mk.II enjoyed agreat

When ST refers to "more power, more
dynamics and better bass," it is the result of

deal of popularity during its product life, we

this cable filtering out high-frequency hash

have, during the time the product was submitted for review and the time of eventual

the power supply and in turn into the

publication, introduced the LS! Mk.III, which

speakers, causing asubstantial diversion of

supersedes the original model. It incorpor-

power and limiting the available power for
clean signal. For example, two identical low-

ates some design improvements which result

which would normally be channeled through

in improved clarity, focus, and depth. (Up-

frequency drivers are driven with identical

grades of the Mk.II to the Mk.111 can be performed upon request. Price quotations for

signals from identical amplifiers. Speaker A is

this service will be provided upon receipt of

band low end, from 30Hz to 500Hz, and

inquiry.)
While the improvements fall within the

Speaker Bis fed through anarrow-band crossover from 25Hz to 50Hz. If both speakers
were fed with a30Hz signal, the B speaker

range of subjective performance evaluation,
we have found that compact disc provides a
remarkable reservoir of superlative program

fed through acrossover network with awide-

would produce agreater SPL at 30Hz. ,What
ST heard, obviously, by saying that his cheap-

material capable of exhibiting performance

skate homemade cable was more "laid-back

potentials which are revealed by the improved
performance levels of the Mk.III. Needless to

and had asmoother midrange," leads us to

say, there are some CDs that will simply not

believe that there was an absence of highfrequency detail and dynamics and low-

be helped and cannot be helped.
AHC also reviewed our LS II power amplifier

obviously be the result of RF on the line get-

in Vol.10 No.2. We are particularly pleased that

ting through.

frequency detail and dynamics that would

he recognized the program-friendly nature of

Handel Ellis, Sal Demicco

this amplifier. Our experience has shown us

Discrete Technology

that almost 95% of the available program
source material which has aesthetic value,

Meitner MTR-100

either due to definitive performance or
historically important performance, was sorely

Editor:

lacking in the audio quality which would provide the maximum enjoyment.
The ability to draw out of the original program sources, depth, quality, and nuances that
were not easily discernible, place this amplifier
in aunique category and one which can be

Stereophile, August 1987

1wish to express my dismay at Stereopbile's
paraphrase of AHC's review of the Meitner
MTR-100s in "Recommended Components,"
IIfind it hard to sec how this can be true. If the signal contained wide.band noise. then the noise level through Speaker
A would be higher, but this is not what Mr. Ellis and Mr.
Dernicco are saying.
— JA
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Vol.10 No.3. In your brief summarization you

ponents" entry. If this is felt unfair; as strongly

describe the MTR-100s as "lacking sound-

advised in the section's introduction, "We

stage depth." Where, pray tell, does this
remark appear in the original review?
Specifically, Mr. Cordesman's remarks per-

be read before purchase is seriously contemplated; many salient characteristics,

taining to this area were as follows:

peculiarities, and caveats appear in reviews

"Soundstage: The Meitner MTR-100 produces awide and open soundstage, but still
with good control and centerfill. It gives a
very good illusion of depth, but not to the extent provided by the best tube amplifiers. The
overall feeling is one of solidity, and of listening from 40-60% of the way down the hall
from the stage.
"This happens to be the kind of soundstage
Ilike, simply because Idon't want either a
wider soundstage than existed in the original
recording, or depth Idon't hear when Ilisten
to live music . ."
Iinterpret AHC's remarks as follows: The

recommend that any product's entire review

but not here."

RATA Linn mods
Editor:
It was interesting to read Christopher Breunig's
comments about the RATA Linn modification
in Vol.10 No.3.
Linn has informed us that they investigated
"Torlyte" as apossible material for armboard
and subchassis construction several years ago,
but found it to have no merit for use in the
LP12 turntable. They have listened to the
RATA modification and have found it to be inferior to astandard LP12.

MTR-100s are inherently natural with respect

While Linn's comments seem to disagree

to his perception of live music, providing the

with the opinions reached by your reviewer,

listener with areasonable representation of

Ishould point out that other writers have

what is on the source. If the sense of absolute

given the RATA modification rather mixed

depth is different (for better or worse) as compared with aselect number of the finest tube

times the RATA "would appear critically lack-

reviews, one UK publication observing that at

amplifiers, this is not an area where the

ing in resolution and bite." They also found

MTR-100s are lacking relative to our solid-state

some musical selections "curiously and tell-

competitors. Iwould also call your attention

ingly compressed by the RATA design." Thus,

to one of Al-IC's summary remarks: "It should

Iwould strongly suggest that any reader con-

also satisfy the audiophile searching for the
performance usually missing either from tube

sidering the modification listen to aRATA -

amplifiers or from solid-state designs."

modified LP12 for himself before making such
adrastic (and expensive) move.

My point is this: Mr. Cordesman took the

Your readers should also weigh in the cost

time to evaluate the MTR-100s in depth and

of voiding the warranty on the product and

made comments which were balanced and

the long-term effect of making his turntable

fair. Knowing that the paraphrase is done by
the editorial staff in New Mexico, Itake excep-

incompatible with any future update kits that

tion to the comment about depth in its present

bearing housing must be drilled out when the
kit is fitted, so reversing the modification

incomplete, and therefore misleading, form.
My respectful request is that the statement be

Linn might introduce. (Apparently the main

would be avery expensive proposition.)

amended by AHC to reflect his original intent.

Those of your readers who are interested in

Brian Gammon

making an improvement to their LP12 should

Museatex Audio Inc.

visit their local Linn dealer and investigate the
new armboard recently introduced by Linn.

Having reread the review thoroughly, Iam

In contrast to the Torlyte used by RATA, the

happy that the paraphrase reflects the fact of

Linn board is asandwich of Formica and MDF

AHC's auditioning:

that the MTR -100s

(medium-density fiberboard). In addition to

reproduce less stage depth than the finest tube

appearance and durability advantages, this

competition. Whether this is less or more accurate is amatter of opinion, and there is not

new board does provide asubstantial improvement in performance (all for only $36).

the space to discuss the matter in the brief
space allowed for a "Recommended Com-

Audiophile Systems, Ltd.
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Gary Warzin
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SIMPLY, THE BEST.

The BEST Audio Equipment.
•AR •Acoustat •Adcom
•Alphason •Apogee
•Audible Illusions •Audio Research
•Bang & Olufsen •B&K •B&W
•Counterpoint •Dahlquist
•Eminent Technology •Grado
•Hafler •Janis •Koetsu •Live Wire
•Magnavox •Monster/Alpha
•NAD •Nakamichi •NEC
•Polk Audio •PS Audio
•Shure/Ultra •Signet •Spendor
•Stax •Straight Wire •Systemdex
•Thorens •Ultra •VPI •Yamaha
The BEST Video Equipment.
•NEC •Canon •Kloss NovaBeam
•Sony •Pioneer •NAD •Proton
•Magnavox •Shure •Yamaha
The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installation

available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in New York
City location.

The BEST Advice.
Our personable staff is not composed
of "Sales People," but of long time
-Audiophiles" who love MUSIC as
much as you do.
The BEST Locations.
199 Amsterdam Ave.
New York City 212-595-7157
1534 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset 516-627-7333
129 Route 110
Huntington Sta. 516-423-7755
All locations open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday

Audio Breakthroughs
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile should telephone Gail Anderson at 505 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 East Samford Ave
Birmingham
Lawrence Stereo
1927 11th Ave South
Dothan
Sight and Sound
2703 Ross Clark Circle SW
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N Memorial Parkway
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
556 Holcombe Ave
Montgomery
The Record Shop
2515 Eastern Bypass

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
2420 Seward Hwy
Shimeks
405 E. Northern Lights Blvd

ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi -Fi Sales
810 West Main Street
Phoenix
Two Jeffreys Audio
527 W Butler Drive
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
8672 E Edgemont SE
Tempe
Books Etc
901 South Mill Ave
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd.
2440 E. Broadway

CALIFORNIA
Artcata
Northtown Books
957 H Street
Benicia
Benicia Audio/Video
810 Southampton Rd
Berkeley
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck
Campbell
Sound Goods
2627 S Bascom Ave
Canoga Park
The Laser's Edge
22021 Sherman Way
Shelley's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W Foothill a139
Covina
Audio Designs
1060 Eva D Edwards
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd

Diamond Bar
Audio Best
22204 East Croll Court
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd

Rohnert Park
Sound Impression
10 Enterprise Dr

Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave

San Clemente
Audio Exposure
629 Camino de los
Mares #305

Fairfield
CUM Stereo Unlimited
2020 North Texas
Foster City
Digital Sonics Inc
999F Edgewater Blvd
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 East Main Street
Huntington Beach
Havens and Hardesty
15102-A Bolsa Chica
Irvine
Soundquest
4255 Campus Dr #116
La Habra
C F Audio
415 W Imperial Highway
Lancaster
California Soundworks
737 W Lancaster Blvd
Leucadia
Music by the Sea
542 N Highway 101
Long Beach
Audio Rhapsody
2263 Lakewood Blvd *207

San Carlos
Manions Audio
1125 Laurel Street

San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Bonanza Inn Book Shop
650 Market Street
Civic Center Books
360 Golden Gate Ave
News on 24
3920 24th Street
Sounds Alive
731 Florida Street
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny Street
San Jose
Books Inc
420 Town and Country \Mg
Presto Audio
3125 Williamsburg Drive
San Louis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
1130 Garden St, Suite A
San Mateo
Mateo Hi-Fidelity Inc.
2199 S El Camino Real
San Rafael
Rafael Book and News
1114 4th Street

Los Angeles
Christopher Hansen Ltd
646 North Robertson

Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
3951 State Street

Menlo Park
Classical Wax
827 El Camino

Santa Monica
Audio by John Dudley
1431 Ocean Ave, .400
Jonas Miller Sound
2828 Wilshire Blvd.
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd

Mission Viejo
Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Parkway
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Road
Napa
Bookends Bookstore
1014 Coombs St
Newport Beach
Newport Audio
3820 South Plaza Dr D-53B
Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9054 Tampa Ave
Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th Street
Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N Tustin
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado Blvd
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
6282 Magnolia Ave
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Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News Inc
733 Fourth Street
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia Street
Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 West Castle Street
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd
Woodland Hills
Sound Center
20044 Ventura Blvd

Colorado Springs
The Sound Shop
528 S Teion
Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S College Ave

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church Street
Greenwich
Aud-Vid Inc
79 East Putnam Ave
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St

DIST OF COLUMBIA
Serenade Records
1800 M Street NW

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Sound Plus Wood
4705 N. Federal Hwy
Vern's Electronics
3259 N Federal Highway
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Parkway SE 06
Gainesville
Tech Electronics
319 NW 13th Street
Hollywood
Audio Encounters
523 South 2151 Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd 010
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 South Dixie Hwy.
Audio Plus
12241 South Dixie Hwy.
Joe's News Inc.
1549 Sunset Dr.
Sound Components
1536 South Dixie Hwy.
Orlando
Book Mania
902 Lee Road 018
Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 N. Dale Maybry

GEORGIA

COLORADO

Atlanta
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Road

Boulder
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe

Doraville
Audio Lab of Georgia
5269-2 Buford Hwy

Cherry Creek
US Tech
248 Detroit St

Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Drive

Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
Stereo Station
738 Kaheka
IDAHO
Boise
The Stereo Shoppe
5105 Overland Road
Ketchum
Infinite Audio
231 Sun Valley Road
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio Musicale
36 Country Club Plaza
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
1912 B Round Barn Road
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S Harper
Audio Video Option
141 W Jackson Blvd
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
On Any Sunday
2223 N Clybourn
Superior Audio Systems
716 North Wells Street
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy

Evanston
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Highland Park
Ravinia Classical Music
493 Roger Williams Ave
Lisle
Sound Choice
2791 Maple Ave
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South Street
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 West Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Drive
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton
Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W Wabash, Ste S
INDIANA
Carmel
Sound Pro
2146 East 116th Street
Dyer
Miles Books
1200 Sheffield Ave
Fort Wayne
Higher Fidelity
4201 Coldwater Road
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
6328 N. College Ave
Ye Olde Hi Fr Shoppe
824 E 64th Street

Mishawaka
Alltronics
6502 Grape Road
Terre Haute
Stereocrafters
Dixie Bee Highway

Metairie
Audio Resource
108 Bonnabell Ave
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St

IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 East Kimberly Road
Fairfield
Golden Ears Audio-Video
304 N Main
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
311 E Washington
Sioux City
Audio Vision
2901 Hamilton Blvd #38
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Prairie Village
Golden Stereo
5337 W 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Audio Video by Design
9409 Shelbyville Road
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colley's
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Highway
Covington
Northshore Audio
2640 N Hwy 190

MAINE
Scarborough
New England Music
424 Paine Rd
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Lane
Frederick
Audio Ceu
180 Stoneybrook Ct
Laurel
C K Audio
11605 Basswood Drive
Silver Springs
OEM Audio and Video
9330 George Ave
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Mass. Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury
Encore Audio
225 Newbury Street
The Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard Street
Cambridge
0 Audio
95 Vassar Street

FOUR LARGE
DEMO ROOMS
electronics

BRYSTON
DENON •NAD
KLYNE
loudspeakers

DESIGN ACOUSTICS
M &K •MARIAH
MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM
THIEL
VANDERSTEEN

ART, and artists...

G

reat musicians, painters, writers. cabinetmakers, sculptors all

have the same ideas about excellence: Imposing the highest
critical standards upon themselves, they reject much of their

own work and offer to others only their very best.
Like music itself, the reproduction of music is an art. That's why
we will always offer only the very best of our work to our

c.d. players

MERIDIAN
SONOGRAPHE
turntables, arms,
cartridges

CARNEGIE
DYNAVECTOR
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
GRADO •KOETSU
ORACLE
SHINON •SME V
SONOGRAPHE
SOTA
UMIKO

customers.
We are music lovers, not equipment lovers, who believe listening
to music in the home should be one of life's most wonderful.
thrilling pleasures. We also believe there is never any substitute for
true, lasting quality.

APPOINTMENTS ARE ESSENTIAL PLEASE CALL
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Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Road

Portsmouth
Soundsmith
43 Pleasant Street

Northampton
Custom Audio
183 Main St
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St

Somersworth
Crossover Audio
10 Tates Brook Road

Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St

East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Route 18
Franklin Lakes
Franklin Lakes Stereo
792 Franklin Ave

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Sound Associates
322 S State
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems Ltd
112 S Port Crescent
Dewitt
Jemstone
603 Dartmouth Box 240
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 North Woodward Ave.
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court Street
Swartz Creek
Audio House
4304 Brayan Drive
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave. South
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon Place
St. Paul
Hi End Audio
1399 West 7th Street
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave
In Concert
165 Western Ave North
MISSOURI
Buffalo
Audio Doctor
1518 W Commercial
Kansas City
Sound Advice
8215 Grand Ave
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc
1131 S Brentwood Blvd
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Audio Additives
12809 S 29th Street
NEVADA
Las Vegas
R. P Miller Audio
1505 West Oakey
Reno
Audio Plus
5000 Smithridge Dr
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio Inc
5S. Main St.
Nashua
Re-Sound Inc.
402 Amherst St, Suite 310

NEW JERSEY

Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex Street
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd.
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Route 17
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave

The Last Great
$399 Preamp?
Announcing the exclusive firnited ed/Pon
Superphon

`-`
The Original Superphcn Revelation Basic Dual Mono
was hailed in Stereophrle
No 5) as one of the
greatest preamps ever produced and one of the greatest
audio products ever made - Ken Kessler, in Britain's Hi
F, News (2/87), called it "one of the very best preamps
around - for under $1.500
Audio Advisor. Inc has bought up the first. last and
only production run of the Revelation Basic Dual Mono
PLUS. Not sold elsewhere. it features asingle volume
control balance control (new). and lower gain for the
high.level input gain to better match CD players The
standard Revelation Dual Mono last listed at $45900
Our exclusive Dual Mono PLUS s yours for $399 A
limited number will be made Satisfaction guaranteed
Order noW Shipping $695 within continental US

Trenton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave

CHARGE IT , VISA /MC /AMEX

(616) 451-3868

audio
advisor, inc

Westfield
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Avenue

225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids Ml 49503

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul N.E.
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery N.E.
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Drive
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo
NEW YORK
Albany
Clark Music Audio
Wolf Road Park
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main Street
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front Street
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main Street
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N Church Street
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Route 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
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Revelation Basic Dual Mono PLUS'

Hard-To-Find
Audiophile
Accessories
1 Audequest (AQ) CD Stabilizer Rings
25 Sorbothane Rings w/locator
29.95
AQ Tonearm Lifter
39.50
AQ Super Reflex Clamp (Delrin)
39.50
AQ Sorbothane Record Mat
31 95
AQ Sorbothane Foot
900
Set of Four
35.95
6 AQ Sorbothane Sheet 6" X6" X
12.50
12 - X6" X !ix"
24.95
7 AQ Sorbothane Tube Damper Rings (ea.) 2.50
8 DB Systems Cart Alignment Protractor 24.50
9 HQ Carbon Fiber Record Brush
7.95
10 Magnavox CDB-650 CD Player
399.00
11 Magnavox CDB-465 CD Player
21900
12 Mod Squad CO Damper
23.50
13 Monster Cable M-1000 Interconnect . CALL
14 Monster Cable M-1 Speaker Cable
CALL
15 Monster Cable X-terminators (pairs)
23.50
16 NYAL Superlt TUBE PHONO PREAMP
199.00
17 Sumiko FB -1 Fluxbuster Demagnitizer 115 00
18 Sumiko Acrylic Mat/Reflex Oamp Combo 99 95
19. Suinlko TWEEK — Extra Special
9.99
20 TIP TOESiCOUNTERFEET
CALL
21 VPI HW-db-5 "Magic Brick"
34.50
Shipping, one item
3.95
Each additional item
1.25
CHARGE IT! — (616) 451-3868
VISA/MGAMEX/DISCOVERIOPTIMA
2
3
4
5

audio
o adviscr,
ir

225 Oakes SW • Grand Rapids, MI 49503
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Experience Excellence

We Bring You: Audio Research, Magneplanar, California Audio LabS7
Rowland, SOTA, Martin Logan, WATT, Spica, "/elodyne, PC)1k,.
-„Iteg.i
Carver, NAL), Monster, MIT, Aragon, Wayeforre, Crado; Kinemr,
-Temperedr-eicksilver Athena, Focus, Heybriiik,- Nakamichi, KIos;
—_dirtreore.
• -

ansoLuTe ammo v
1232 N. Tustin, Orange, CA 92667

(714) 538-4434

We've Got SC)
E)
That SF' EA KS For Itself
Spectral • Conrad Johnson • SOTA • Boston • Magnepan •
• Monster • Velodyne • Pierre Lurne • Kloss • SME • Adcom
Xylophile •B&W •Nakamichii •Grado •LAST •Nitty Gritty •Duntech
QUAD • Madrigal Carnegie 1• Stax • Infinity • Kyocera • Thorens
Thiel • M&K fie NAD • Onkyo Grand Integra • Entec • PS Audio

Serving The Audio Community With
Fine EQUIPMENT And SERVICE Since 1968.

CuSID
ELECTRONICS
7511 Pacific • Omaha, Nebraska 68114 • (402) 397-4434
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Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern Blvd
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Highway
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 South Moger Ave.
New York City
Audio Breakthrough
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 East 8th Street
Leonard Radio
55 West 44th Street
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Avenue
and 2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 East 33rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Roslyn
Select Sound
1345 Old Northern Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Avenue
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave
Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd East
Thornwood
Definitive Hi Fi
920 Sherman Ave
Wappinger Falls
Sound Odyssey Inc
55 Route 9
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Highway
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 East Post Road
Lyric Ht Fi
146 East Post Road
Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Avenue
NORTH CAROLINA
Chapel Hill
Select Audio Systems
1502 Smith Level Rd
Charlotte
Sound Systems
3748 East Independence BI
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Road
Greensboro
The Book Collection
117 N Greene Street
Sound Systems
2148 Lawndale
Hendersonville
Pro Sound Co
1322 Ashville Highway
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
Shelby
Sound AdviceCustom Stereo
1180 Scenic Drive

Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Drive
OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Road
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave
Sotenc Audio
4611 Montgomery
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
and 4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 South Hamilton Road
Dayton
Audio Etcetera
3864 Dayton Xenia Rd
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin Granville Rd
Findlay
Audio Specialties
229 North Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S 22nd St
Kettering
Hauer Music
3140 Far Hills Ave
Lorain
Grasso's Audio
4355 Oberlin Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave
S. Euclid
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
13861 Cedar Road
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Road
Jarniesons'
3417 Dorr Street
OREGON
Beaverton
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th
PENNSYLVANIA
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E Wayne Street
Hershey
Stereo
heL
251 W Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 North 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
PUERTO RICO
Puerto Nuevo
Laser Sound
de Diego Ave #272
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus T Pinero
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
CD City
358 Broad Street
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer Street
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SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
Sound Source
941 Haywood Road
Wise Audio
1001 N Pleasantburg Dr
Suite B
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
200 Meeting St
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio File
9041 Research *200
Austin Booksellers
2200 Guadalupe
Cochran Corp
2830 Real Street
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Road #320
Dallas
Audio Abode
5526 Dyer 01119
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway East 1D
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Highway
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr *106
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Road
UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Drive
Discriminator Music
1788 S 1100 East
VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Danville
Aeolian Products Svcs
215 Main Street
Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Leesburg
High C Stereo
212 East Market St

Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad Street
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc
6519 College Park Sq.
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Spokane
Hat's Stereo
W 313 Sprague Ave
Tacoma
The Stereo Shoppe
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
Walla Walla
Tiger Todd Productions
1509 E Isaacs
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High Street
Video Den
148 High Street
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News Hobby
4758 S Packard Ave
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2031 W Grand Ave
CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
Kw Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th Sr
Red Deer
Audio West
4715-49th Street
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouver
Big Bird Audio Visual
740 Marine Dr
Music Works
4740 Main St
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
621 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S
NEW BRUNSWICK
Fredricton
Magic Forest Music Store
546 Queen St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Brampton
Eastmen Audio
295A Queen St E
Essex
Essex Audio Consultants
5 Francis Court

Pt-

Guelph
Guelph Hi Fi
5 Speedvale Ave E
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552 V2 Upper James St.
Globe Discount
217 King St. E.
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St.
London
Multi-Mag
116 Dundas Street
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St. E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
160 Bruyere Unit 7
Euphonies
687 Bank Street
Saros
132 Bank Street
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St

AUSTRALIA
Thornbury, Victoria
Audio 0 Imports
649 Burwood Road
Hawthorn 3122

ENGLAND
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane

HONG KONG
Aeroplax Limited
Room 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Road Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell Street

ICELAND
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61

ITALY
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125

JAPAN
Suma -Ku, Kobe
Vente
3-6-1 Sekimon-Cho

NEW ZEALAND

Toronto
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Road
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
High End Audio
2216A Queen St. E.
Ring Audio
553 Queen St. W.
Toronto Home of Audiophile
150 Dundas St. W.
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St. N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St. S.
Windsor
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St W

QUEBEC
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

ARGENTINA

Cuba 2263
Equipos de Alta
Performance

Christchurch
Denco Engineering
PO Box 2650

NORWAY
N-0134 Oslo 1
Audio Import Ltd
Box 9193 Vaterland

TAIWAN
Taipei
Taifu Electronics
Chung Ching South Road

THAILAND
Bangkok
Future Land
496-502 Amarin Plaza
3rd Floor. Ploectut Rd

THE NETHERLANDS
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Runstraat 142-150
Eindhoven
Sound Guided
Van Kanstraat 12

WEST GERMANY
6 Frankfurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str. 2b

Stereophile goes
monthly
See details on page 4
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LOWER
SUBWOOFER
DISTORTION
VMPS manufactures three low cost,
high performance Subwoofers designed
to fulfill every audiophile's particular
requirements for bass extension, physical size, and first octave output levels.
The 3.5f t3 Smaller Subwoofer
($229ea kit, $299ea assem) features
92dB/W/1m input sensitivity, -3dB
points of 28Hz and 600 Hz, and THD not
exceeding 1.5 °10 for 1W drive. Our
highly acclaimed Original Subwoofer
($299ea kit, $375ea asseml achieves a
-3dB point of 19Hz, with 94dB/1W/1m
sensitivity and 0.5%THD/ 1W in an
enclosure of only 5.6f t3 total volume.
The 8.25f t3 Larger Subwoofer, with
its -3dB point of 17Hz, 95dB/1W/1 m
sensitivity, and 0.4% TH0/1 W drive,
provides performance unsurpassed by
any competitor, and approached only by
one or two regardless of price. As noted
audio writer E. Brad Meyer comments in High Fidelity (Ap 87): "Everyone who makes a subwoofer claims
that it goes cleanly down to 16Hz. We
carried around (at Winter CES) an
organ CO with plenty of bass below
25Hz to test these claims and heard
many interesting excuses when they
didn't stand up. Two speakers did the
lob: one was the Nelson Reed ProSystern, whose woofers sell for $1200ea.
... The other was the Larger VMPS
Subwoofer, available for $549ea
assembled or $439ea in kit form."
Hear VMPS at the dealers listed below,
or write for brochures and test reports.
Other models include the MiniTower
II ($329ea kit, $439ea assem), the
Tower II ($439ea kit, $599ea assem),
the Super Tower/ R ($699ea kit,
$969ea assem), and the 6ft tall, 300lb
Super Tower Ila/R, now availab!e in a
Special Edition with premium tweeters,
crossovers and wiring for $1399$1499ea kit, $1838-$1938ea assem.
Kits are supplied with fully assembled
cabinets and all prices include free shipping in USA.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

div. ltone Audio
3412 Eric Ct El Sobrante CA 94803
(415) 222 4276

Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio. Boston. Par Troy
S«md, Parsimony N.J. Audio by Caruso. Miami
Dynamic Sound, Washington DC, Arthur Morgan. Altanonte Springs Fi. The Long Ear. Coeur o:Aiene.ld,Shadoer
Creek Ltd. Minneapolis Mn. Mountaineer Telephone.
Beckly WV. Efficient Stereo, Torrance Ca, Reference
Sound. Eagle Rock Ca, Ultimate Sound. San Francisco Ca.
Sounds Unique, San Jose Ca. Custom Audio, Novato Ca.
Eclectic Audio, Livermore Ca. ltone Audio. El Sobrante Ca
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AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word no minimum; Commercial $1.25 per word, $45 minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid, we do not bill for Audio Mart. MC and Visa accepted; send card number and expire
date with ad. Send classified ads to: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, PO. Box 5529. Santa Fe, NM
87502. Ads must be received for Volume 10, No. 6by July 13, 1987; for Volume 10, No. 7by August 10, 1987.

MARK LEVINSON ML-2 25 watt class-A amplifier.
$9600 new, $2800 per pair. Christopher Hansen
LTD., (213)858-8112.
PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS AUDIO BY GIL offers a
variety of excellent audio products. Available: Apogee Cafiper/Duetta Mk.II/Diva; AR ES-1; Aragon
2004/4004; ASC
'11-aps; Audioquest 100BL/
Livewire; Aural Symphonies As-1; Classe DR-3VHC;
Hanson loudspeakers; Klyne SK-5A; Meitner
PA-6/STR-50/MTR-100s/CD player/turntable; Mod
Squad products; Museatex TransLinks/Cables; ProAc loudspeakers; Siltech 2-20/4-24/ 4-56; Straight
Wire/Music Conductor; Sumo Electronics; Symo
cables 8c more! Auditions by appointment. (3/3)
342-2475 (Detroit, MI).
MARK LEVINSON LNC-2 CROSSOVER, latest open
frame modules. $3125 new, $1900 each. Christopher
Hansen LTD. (213)858-8112.
TWO THRESHOLD SAls 8c a Threshold FET-10,
almost new, warrantees & boxes. $7000 for all three.
(505)294-8515.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Reduce wear and static, improve tracking. See
Audio Cheapskate review December 1986. $21.95
per kit. Check or MO to Raw!! Lubricant Ca, Box
19003, Liu Vegas, NV 89132.
BEVERIDGE 2SW2 ELECTROSTATIC STEREO
SPEAKERS, perfect condition, new tubes. Classic
speakers, $2800 obo. (818)349-1083.
HIGH END AUDIO IN SALT LAKE CITY. Audition
Audio features Adcom, Apogee, Audio Research,
Vandersteen, PS Audio, SOTA, SME, B8cW, Matrix,
Mark Levinson, Magnepan, etc. Visa/MC, AMEX accepted. Two hard-wired sound rooms. Audition
Audio, 2144 Highland Dr, SW, UT (801)467-5918.
THE WORLD'S BEST CABLES! Outstanding prices!
Aural Symphonies, Siltech, Distech, Straight Wire,
Audioquest, MIT, Museates, van den Hul, Magnan,
Apature, & more. Free newsletter. Galen Carol
Audio, (512)494-3551.
AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California. Demonstrates preamp best buys: conrad
johnson, Audible Illusions, PS, Adcom, Superphon,
B8cK, Moscode, Music Reference. CD best buys:
Sonographe, PS, Audioquest. Also Acoustat, Palantir, Spica, Spectrum, Rauna, Soundlab, Velodyne,
Premiere, Grado, Alphason, Garrott, vdHul, MIT,
Monster, Randall, Straight Wire. (714)861-5413, by
appointment.
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CELLO ELECTRONICS DEMONSTRATED IN YOUR
HOME, Call Vance Mordecai at Musical Designs
for details. (518)449-4168. Musical Designs'
previously owned equipment now available: (PR)
Mark Levinson ML-2's, Levinson ML-3, Krell
KMA-50, Nalcamichi Dragon, Marantz 500, and JBL
PRO subwoofer, modified by Mark Levinson (the
man, folks, not the company). Call for prices,
please.
CALIFORNIA AUDIOPHILES- -Audio Rhapsody is
now an authorized dealer for Lazarus and Systemdek! We also carry Rotel, Magnum Dynalab, B&K,
Kindel, Spectrum, Audioquest, Apature, Mod
Squad, Kimber Kahle, Chicago Stands, and more!
By app't in Long Beach, (213)498-0867 or
(213)597-1157.
CANTON PASSIVE SUBWOOFER Plus-C with builtin cross-over at 120 HZ. Mint condition, black,
$320. Call eves, (301)794-6436 EST
HIGH-END CLEARANCE! ci Premier 5s, Premier 4,
Apogee Scintillas, CAL itmpest (latest!), Goldmund
Studieno/T5, Meridian M100s. All demos with boxes,
full warranties, etc Also: Spectral DMA-100, Bryston
4B, more. Keith Yates Audio; 3019 D St., Sacramento
(916)44-AUDIO.
SPICA, B&K, MUSICAL CONCEPTS & MODS,
Superphon, Chicago Stands, Straight Wire,
Echomuffs, Others. Competitive pricing. Serving
Indiana and areas without product representation.
Auditions by appointment. Mobile Recording Company, Carmel, IN 46032. (317)846-9766 eves. &
weekends.
PIONEER RT-707 OPEN REEL TAPEDECK, Integres
Dolby unit, blank tapes, all for $325. (412)733-2770.
S.F. BAY AREA: Aural Symphonies, best cable value
in Stereophile. In-home demonstration of these
and other super components including Magnum
Dynalab, Maplenoll, Streets, Lazarus, Distech,
Audioquest, NEC, Monster Cable, Audiolab, and
more. RSVP Home Theater Designs, (415)431-6444.
DEMO SALE: Audio Research, B&W Matrix, Oracle
Delphi MK II, MIT MI-330 tonearm tail, more. Call
Audition Audio for specifics at (801)467-5918.
IMAGE REFERENCE TEFLON INTERCONNECT.
Twin-Ax 100% shielded 38pf/ft. "Wonder Soldered," quiet, transparent, dynamic. 2foot pair, $30;
add $5 for each additional pair ft. and $5 shipping
per order. Call or write for more info. Stereo Images,
11-6 Egli,: Pkwy SE, Ft. Walton Beach, FL 32548.
(904)244-8100.
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better bottoms

The octaves down there at the two digit frequency range
are coming into their own today. And Speaker Builder has
every bit of information you need to design for yourself or buy the best available system that does full
justice to all the music you love. For seven years now Speaker Builder, the loudspeaker-design quarterly, has been publishing authoritative information for the music aficionado, whether its software for FFT
analysis of room performance, or the smallest, best, transmission line with the newest multi-driver complement. Crossovers get full and excellent treatment in SB's pages. Whether its electrostatics, ribbons,
vented or closed boxes, subwoofers, horns, T-lines, or infinite baffles, Speaker Builder does it all.
Use the coupon below to order four quarterly issues with our absolute guarantee of satisfaction—or
your money back—whenever, whyever. Or call with your credit card order for faster service. You will
not be disappointed.

E
E

Enter my subscription to Speaker Builder for two years @ $25.
Send me one year (four issues) for $15.

Ienclose $

in a Check/MO

Please charge to my

E Master

Card /Visa

NUMBER

D

EXP.

NAME
STREET
CITY

ST

SPEAKER BUILDER,

ZIP

PO Box 494, Dept. K77, Peterborough, NH 03458

Charge Card Telephone Orders: 1603) 924-9464, Monday-Friday, 9-4

I

Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO
ADS
Audio Research
Bryston
Cambridge
Counterpoint
CWD
DBX
DCM
Duntech

Eagle
Eminent Technology
Grado Signature
Magnepan
Martin-Logan
Meitner Audio
Meridian
Mission
MIT
Monster/ Alpha

NAD
Nakamichi
Nelson-Reed
Oracle
SME
Signet
Sonographe
Snell
SOTA
Spica

Stair
Sumiko
Talisman
Tandberg
Thiel
Thorens
Threshold
VPI
Vandersteen
Velodyne

Wilson/WATT
Yamaha
VIDEO
NAD
NEC
Nova Beam
Pioneer
Sony
Yamaha
and more'

Modern Demo Facility, Specialty Accessories, Records and CDs
In-store Service, Custom Design Service, No Mail Orders Please

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT 06510
Mon.,Tue.,Wed.,Fri.,10-6,Thurs., I
0-8,Sat., 10-5,

MC/VISA/AMEX TAKE

5Charge
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REVOX B225 CD PLAYER, $450 firm; Randall
Research interconnects, $40; Denon DRM3 tape
deck, never used, $200 (cost $500). Gary, (609)
466-2021.
PRESTO AUDIO—SAN JOSE. Best trade toward Audible Illusions, BEL, B&K, Superphon, Magnum Dynalab, JSE, ProAc, Palantir, VPI, Melos, Monster Cable,
Veritas, Grado. 3125 Williamsburg Dr, San Jose,
CA 95117. (408)866-1738.
PAIR THIEL CS-3 SPEAKERS, new, $1300; conrad
johnson MV75 amplifier, new, $1025. M.L. Jackson, 2904 Maydelle, Dallas, TX 75234.
MAGNAVOX CD, COST EFFECTIVE MODIFICATIONS. The best coupling capacitor is no coupling
capacitor, Servo amp. Models 460, 465, 650.
Yamaha & more. Magnavox 465, modified, $250;
ours pre-modified, $450. Call for details. (516)
631-4669. Write Precision Audio, 223-47 65tb
Ave, Bayside, NY 11364.
BRISSON/MIT CABLES; customized Athena PolyPhasors; MI-330/Shotgun in any configuration, including tonearm sets; WBT locking RCA; and
Camac terminations for Goldmund and Levinson.
Brisson hookup wire for audio constructors; MIT
wiring harness for Infinity RS-1; custom threaded
Tiptoes for any component; ASC Ibbe Traps;
Wonder Caps & solder; Resistas, connectors, etc.
Catalog $1. Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA
94937. (415)669-7181.

SYSTEMDEK
The Systemdek Ilx Turntable
has earned areputation
for excellent sound, along
with value for money, ease
of set up, and operation.
We are pleased to introduce
our new Systemdek Tonearm,
which combines with the Ilx
to give acartridge every
opportunity to do its best.
To find out why critics and
consumers everywhere endorse
this uncomplicated elegant
design, please contact your
nearest dealer or:

SYSTEMDEK SALES U.S.A.
B-19 Abbington Drive
East Windsor, New Jersey 08520
(609) 448-7752

SPICA TC-50, $250; Systemdek /Profile/Alchemist
1A/AQ mat, $350. (904)877-7367, after 5EST

FxRcwouizen-

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR

The choice of recording industry. archives and collectors
around the world
Throe musters tor reduction ot transient and steady-state
noises Plu special features tor optimum reproduction of Old
records, lateral or vertical
Model 323A: $2.650
Write to, literature to
P0 Box 335, Desvitt. NY USA 13214-0335
lei 1315) 472-5644

MISSION PCM-7000 CD PLAYER. Brand new in
factory sealed box. Cost, $999; sell for $598. Great
reviews. (219)447-6204, evenings.
SYNTHESIS LM-200 loudspeakers. Cost new, $850;
asking $475. Jim (815)624-4902, Illinois.
PRO AC STUDIO 3s, bi-wired, $1000/pair; Audio
Research SP-7, $495; Luxman PD-300 (belt drive)
turntable, $375; Grace tonearm, $75; Yamaha CD-2
CD player, $200; Revox A77 Mk II open reel, $325;
Yamaha B2X power amp, $650. lbm, (702)452-3644.
BELLES IAMP (1984) and Belles DMM preamp
(1986). $525 or best offer for the pair Phone Audio
Elite (414)725-4431.

_

0.4P4u
Genies
4 CO's without
jewel boxes

plo s150
skipping/
handlIng
PA rAvdents add 6% la.

410 0

moofiri

Upgiades for Thoiens turntables &Grado calndges
Corktone platter mat, interconnecting cables,
speaker cables and more

• Light • Durable • Soft Velow Luling •

Complete catalog S300, refundable with purchase

Call Toll Free 1-800-331-4315

Chadwick Modifications, Dept. S, 1925 Massachd
setts Aenue, Cambridge, MA 02140 (61 354.8933

in PA 215-860-9015

MC VISA

P 0 Box 1463 Southampton, PA 18966
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ENJOY AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS by Mobile
Fidelity Sound Labs, Sheffield Lab, Reference Recordings, Wilson Audio, Nautilus, etc. UHQRs, out-ofprints, collections also! Sound Advice, 8215 Grand
Ave., Kansas City, MO 64114. (816)361-2713.

AIWA CASSETTE DECKS: 990, $395; 770, $365;
660, 1275; some new, some 5-10 hours. Free shipping. (317)638-2217.
LAZARUS HC-1 POWER AMPS, 2 matched/mint,
$995 each or 11600 both; SME -V tonearm cable,
new, 195; Respons Grand speakers, 12500; Perreaux 5150-B, $1695. Dean, (512)751-2222,
weekdays only.

QUAD ESL 63 W/STANDS, $1495; 3D Acoustics
satellites & subwoofer, 1395; Haller 500, $375; VSP
150,1375; APT Amp & Preamp, $595; DB Systems
DI-D2 preamp & power supply, $225; Threshold
CAS-1 amp, 1375; all used mint. Superphon rev.
basic preamp, new unopened, 1240. (317)638-2217.

NEC TG-E TUNER, (602)895-9502, 895-7270
(message).

KENWOOD PURIST SERIES L-07C preamp and
two L-07M power amplifiers, excellent condition,
150 watts RMS per channel, $450. (SO4)737-3412.

APOGEE FULL RANGE RIBBONS, gray and beige,
fully modified. 18000 new, 13500 per pair.
Christopher Hansen LTD., (213)858-8112.

ENTECS SW-2 LARGEST ENTEC SUBWOOFERS
15Hz to 100Hz. 16750 new, 14500 per pair.
Christopher Hansen LTD., (213)858-8112.

We have been appointed the U.S. & world
distributor-exporter of the finest audio cable
we have yet heard We use this 9999% pure
copper Litzwire in our top models
CARDIS AUDIO CABLE embodies aunique
resonance control system called Golden Section Stranding - (patent #4628151) Rhodium
gold connectors provide totally silent signal
transportation to allow your system to sound
its level best
Sample price, 1m. pair interconnect. S155
VTL of AMON= Inc.

New US address

VTL of Australia
MIKE '<or,

369 Broad Street
Providence RI 02907

71 Beaver Street
E Malvern

4011 331-6824

Victoria 31145
tel 13i 211-3715

VTL of Groot Britain Ltd.
LIA EARUCII

Und K

814 Norwood Road
Southall UB2 4D1 England

Dealer inquiries invited.

2112

EAL:
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EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
FRIED
GOLD AERO
GRADO SIGNATURE
HITACHI LC.OFC WIRE
KINERGETICS
MICRO SEIKI
MOD SQUAD
MONSTER CABLE u.sEkiEs
music REFERENCE
NITTY GRITTY
QUAD
RAM TUBE
R
L
WORKS
O

QUALITY EQUIPMENT
HELPFUL SERVICE
WE CAN SHIP TOO
VISA, MC. COD

FREE LITERATURE
PLEASE BE SPECIFIC

P.O. BOX 2305, 90632-2305
W. IMPERIAL HWY.
LA HABRA, CA 90631
(213) 691-0967
(714) 871-5670
415

...=VACUUM TUBE LOGIC

D
AUtID

ALPHASON
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
ARCICI INC
BENNETT SOUND CORP
CONVERGENT TECHNOLOGY
COUNTERPOINT

TRUE AUDIOPHILES DO IT THE ANALOGUE WAY
car stickers. Send $5 to P Neale 3959 Wilshire Blvd.,
#149, Los Angeles, CA 90010.
REGA TURNTABLES, SYSTEMDEK TURNTABLES,
Goldring Cartridges, Naim Electronic & Speakers,
Creek Amps & 'Rulers, & More! 1)Rega Planar Two,
1399; 2)Rega Planar Three, $499; 3)Rega RB-300
Arm, $240; 4)Systemdek Two-X Armless Table,
$299; 5)Goldring Epic Cartridge, 150; 6)Goldring
1020 Cartridge, 199; 7)Goldring 1040 Cartridge,
1169; 8)Goldring Electronic Stylus Cleaner, 135.
Mansfield Audio, Grand Rapids, MI (616) —
2445.
Visa/MC/Amex, Free Shipping.

en

C.F: AUDIO

SAEC
SHINON
SONOGRAPHE
SOUTHER
SUPERPHON
VP
MILITARY
ML

TUBES

HERE'S AN IDEA FOR AN EXCELLENT SYSTEM OR
LET'S TAILOR ASYSTEM TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS
UST
MUSIC REFERENCE RIA -6 Preamp (Hi Gain
$105000
MUSIC REFERENCE (ModiesIMRM-9 Amp
$2150.00
KINERGETICS KCD.20A CD player
$895110
SONOGRAPHE SG3 Turntable
$44900
ALPHASON XENON Tonearm
$52500
GRADO MCX Cartridge
$Ulm
QUAD ESL-63 Electrostatic Speakers
$296000
TOTAL SYSTEM LIST PRICE 88,31900
.e.....•••••••••ime«DebeiMoomMeeMilw

I
WORKS
Gasworks brings experience and attention to detail to the modification of
classic audio components.
Retain the original sonic signature
of your equipment while removing its
rough

edges.

Modification

now

available for Adcom GFA-555.
Write for free brochure.

5563 Kendall

•

Boise, Idaho 83706

(208) 323-0861
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SOUND OF NAKAMICHI REFERENCE cAssErrEs
individually duplicated in real-time on the finest
TDK metal tapes, from the finest analog and digital
masters. Sound of Nalcamichi reference cassettes,
the only challenge to the compact disc. Labels
represented: Telarc, A&M, Delos, Sheffield Lab,
Good Vibes, & GRP. All titles are available in Dolby
B or Dolby C. For acatalog or more information
contact Pacific Cassette Laboratories, PO Box
6248, Torrance, CA 90504. (213)618-9267. Dealer
inquiries welcome.
CROSBY AUDIO WORKS, Modifier of Quad
ESL-63s, CAW-1 Ultimate Quads (Calibrated
Reference Transducers), $1800; CAW-1.5 Unveiled
Quad kit (grilles and cloths), $250; CAW-2 ESL-63
stands. Contact your Quad dealer or CAW, 101 N 1st,
Suite 163, los Altos, CA 94022. (408)736-6758
PDT
KEF 104.2 SPEAKERS, $1000 or best offer. Brand
new. (404)435-907/.
CLASSICAL OPEN REEL PRERECORDED TAPES,
many Dolby encoded, $3 and up. (412)733-2770.
ADVERTISING/MARKETING CREATIVE GO-GET
TER needed to manage marketing projects in small
growing company. Excellent opportunity for an
organized self starter with fresh ideas. Audio knowledge a big plus. Send resume to Monster Cable,
Inc, 101 Townsend St., San Francisco, CA 94107,
attention Jaime

KINERGETICS KBA-75

EMERGENCY SALE: Adcom GFA-555 & GFP-555,
Sony CDP-620ES II, & Onkyo T-9090. All four
months old & mint, $1950. (404)471-1786.
HIGH END IN SIOCKTON, NJ. Electron Kinetics,
high current Eagle 2 for Apogee, Eagle preamp,
Nova Electro Acoustics JFET preamp, Melos, Koetsu, Monster Cable, Monster Genesis. Private audition in comfortable, relaxed surroundings. Call
':4ria," (609)397-2416 5-9pm ET and weekends.
Free Shipping.
CJ WALKER 55 TURNTABLE, Music and Sound
arm, Sorbothane mat, Grado 8MR cartridge. Mint,
$300. (813)988-3399.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP6B, original, flawless,
manuals, extras, $650; RWR MCT-1 MC transformer, $275; Hitachi SB-1 doubles, 10m pair, $90.
(716)473-2571.
MERRILL MODS. AR: (a11)—Acrylic lead outer planer
with clamping ring, $135; acrylic subchassis, $95;
replacement motor, $65; spindle, $25; spring kit, $8;
and mort Linn: acrylic lead outer platter with clamping ring, $135; acrylic arm board, $48; Acrylic subchassis with integrated arm board, $185. Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave, Mempbis, TN
38104. (901)272-1275.
SME TYPE V, brand new in box, $1395. Sumiko Virtuoso Boron, also brand new in box, $600. Call
Neal evenings, weekends (408)723-7110 (CA) PS7;
or leave message.

Gguicar GS:9/tti;d4"niCà

GOLD SERIES
75 WATT PER CHANNEL
CLASS "A" AMPUFIER
Introducing
The Kinergefics KBA-75 Power Amplifier
The first Class A Amplifier in the World with the
Patented Kinergetics Hysteresis Distortion
Cancelling Circuit.

"AN AMPLIFIER DESIGNED FOR
THE TRULY DISCERNING
AUDIOPHILE WHO REQUIRES
ONLY THE FINEST."

The KBA-75 is the result of many
years of amplifier research and
development.

KINERGETICS

Wee_

INC OR PO RATED

6029 RESEDA BLVD • TARJABA

••,tercophilc, Augic..t

As-One Interconnect Cable
Audio cables influence the signature
of a sound system. Our research and
development team combined a select
group of materials that resulted in
factors such as quality construction.
and non-fatiguing sound. We believe
sound quality sells itself, and invite
you to experience the As-One
Interconnect Cable.
---k9
. n4onicà
2016 Fiintbury Court

408-270-6033

.San Jose Calif 95148

CA 91156 • (SI6) 345-21151
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EAGLE 2, GOOD CONDITION, $600. Evenings.
(915)598-4333.

HAFLER DH-I10 PREAMP & DH-200 power amp,
$450. (615)483-8070.

BECAUSE OF MOBILE FIDELITY, Sheffield Lab,
Reference Recordings and Wilson Audio, audiophiles can choose to hear the finest recordings
available. Sound Advice appreciates these quality
oriented organizations and the quality of our
customers also. Thank you! Sound Advice,
(816)361-2713 for catalog. UHQRs, out-of-prints,
some Nautilus, etc.

BRITISH FIDELITY ELECTRONICS, Sonographe CD
players and turntables. Newest exciting offerings from
Audio Nexus, NJ. (201)464-8238.

NEW ENGLAND AUDIOPHILES, Stereophile sound
at reasonable prices. Acoustat, Adcom, AIWA,
Apature, Chicago, Fried, Grado, Hafler, JBL TI,
/Umber Kable, Parasound, Paradigm, Sonographe,
Spectrum, Spica, Sumiko, more. HAS Stereo Systems, 237 First St., Pittsfield, MA 02101.
(413)443-3434.
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE COST.
Brands like Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet Thunder. Running out of good titles fast. Example MFSL
Stones collection, $174; UHQRs $25. Cbad Kassem, PO Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. (913)
825-8609.
AFFORDABLE HIGH-END IN BOSTON. "Best in
Boston," said Consumer Electronics Magazine.
Apature, Aragon, British Fidelity, Creek, Fried,
Grace, Grado, layman, Mirage, Mordaunt-Short,
Parasound, Spendor. Used components bought and
sold. Encore! Audio, 225 Newbury St., Boston, MA
02116. (617)236-4646.

KIMBER
KABLE

e

e

CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 4 AMP, $1850;
Hailer DH-500 amp, $350; Amber Series 70 amp,
$275; Rega III turntable blank, $275; Linn Ittok
Tonearm, $350; 2RH Labs SB2 subwoofers, $250
each; RH Labs ABX2 crossover, $195; cj Premier 3
preamp, $1895; cj Premier 6 headamp, $695; PS
Audio 4H preamp, $350. All mint. (409)835-0940.
VECTOR ELECTRONICS SUPPLIES top quality
audio products at competitive prices. B&K components, amps, preamps; Cramolin; Goldbug cartridges; GE 6550A (matched pairs); India ECC83/
12AX7; Kimber Kable; Kevek speakers; Michell
turntables; Micro Seiki turntables, tonearms;
Namiki AC direction finder; Orsonic side force
checker; Sheffield lab; Sonex; Itchnics stylus force
gauge; Telefunken (original) ECC82/12AU7; Zeta
tonearm. Visa/MC/Amex. Please call for price
quote:
(503)233-2603.
Vector
Electronics,
Portland, Oregon.

í
'
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FM tuner

ACCLAIMED
BY STEREOPHILE
AND OTHERS AS A

LEADING CABLE
PRODUCT LINE. SEE
OUR NEW FLAT
0CABLE WITH 100%
TEFLON INSULATION
SUITABLE FOR UNDER

V

y

SONUS CARTRIDGE OWNERS! Looking for a
replacement stylus? Call 1(800)243-2673. Also
complete reconditioning of all Sonus cartridges
with anew 2 year factory warranty. Pixoff refills
available. Ask us about literature on Audio Pro.

THE CARPET INSTALLATION.
MUSICAL • ACCURATE • FLAT
DYNAMIC • FLEXIBLE • STABLE
VALUABLE (but not too expensive)
4 PR-$1 /ft. 4 VS-$1.80/ft. 4 TC-$4/ft.
Dealer inquiries welcome
KIMBER KABLE
2675 Industrial Drive
Ogden. Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530
Telex 286 229 "KIMBERKABLE"

.1

The difference is
SOM
For more information and the
the dealer nearest you, call us.
mAGNum

"The FM

aglolab Sp ecialists"

NOW IN THE U.S.
1971 Abbott Road
Lackawanna, N.Y. 14218
(716) 822-5346
(Outside N.Y. State, 1-800-448-8490)
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AUDIO RESEARCH SP-2C THROUGH SP-3A-I,
Maranta 7, others. Super mod extended bass, treble
linearity, increased separation at high frequencies,
wider sound stage, much more neutral sound.
Automatic DC mute & warm-up protection circuit
available from $180. Call for details. (516)631-4669.
Write Precision Audio, 223-47 65th Avenue,
Bayside, NY 11364.
EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS—
Adcom, Alphason, AR, Arcam, AudioQuest, AudioSource, Auchre, British Fidelity, Chicago, Creek, Dual,
Grace, Grado & Signature, Goldring, Fried, Heybrook,
Kenwood Basic, Kyocera, Lazarus, Linn, Logic, Music
& Sound, Michell, Monster, Mordaunt-Short, Nitty
Gritty, Premier, QED, RATA, Rega, Rotel, Shinon,
Spectrum, Spendor, Superphon, Supex, Systemdek,
Thlisman, Target, and more. E.A.R.S, Ro. Box 658-S,
W Covina, CA 91793-0658. (818)961-6158 evenings,
weekends. MC/VISA, monthly specials, trade-ins.
NEW PALTZ AUDIO: conrad johnson, Adcom,
Rotel, Mission, Energy, Revolver, Dual. New Paltz
Audio, 57 Main St., New Paltz, NY 12561. (914)
255-6004.
SIDEREALKAP. The SiderealKap was designed from
its inception to be the finest sounding capacitor
available for audio today. Find out what the music

ELECTRON TUBE SALE: Matched pairs, 12AX7,
12BH7, 6FQ7, 6L6GC, EL34, KT-88, 6550A. 4000
types stocked, since 1947. GE, Amperex, Telefunken, Gold Lion (original), Sylvania. Military grade,
same day shipping. Write or call for prices: ARS
Electronics, 7110 DeCelis PI., PO. Box 7323-Dept
SI?
Van Nuys, CA 91406. In California,
800-422-4277. Outside California, 800-422-4250.
FREE HIGH END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tubeic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 243S,
Peterborough, NH 03458.
SOUTHER SLA-3 TONEARM, new in boX. Ventas
cartridge, $700. (203)929-4617
PS AUDIO 4H, $325; Musical Concepts Haller
DH-200. $225; together, $500. (615)483-8070.

ALL YOU NEED
TO KNOW
ABOUT

lover's capacitor doesn't sound like Call (619)722-7707
or write to Sidereal Akustic, 1969 Outrigger Way,
Oceanside, CA 92054. Free literature and information upon request. Dealer inquiries invited.
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America's oldest and largest

subjective-review audio magazine.
Subscription rates: $35 (U.S. and Canada),
$75 (foreign). To Subscribe: remit all funds
in U.S. dollars to Stereophile, P.O. Box 364,
Mount Morris, IL 61054, or call toll-free to
charge subscription to your credit card:
800-435-0715.

Name

EXCELLENCE REALIZED

Address
City

15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

MC/ Visa card number
Expiration date
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SIX THOUSAND FOR A PREAMP??? Why not, if it
beats the SP-11, KRS, MC7, and singin' in the rain!
Balanced input-output, instrumentation controls,
five bypassable line inputs, two monitors. Mint,
stock, 4 years 11 months left on warranty. Must
sacrifice this Magic Flute for mortgage float. Serious
inquiries only. (201)8e-629 , evenings.
DB-1B ALPS VOLUME CONTROL MODIFICATION
now available. Also DB-1 to DB-IA, DB-1A to
DR-IB. Power amplifier update, DB-6 to DB-6A.
Warranty extensions. DB Systems, Rindge, NJ

Music ...

03461. (603)899-5121.

make the best seat in the house
yours!'
for reservations call 201-239-1799

COLLECTOR'S

ITEMS.

Cassette

decks:

AIWA

AD-6550,
AD-6800,
BIC-T4M,
NAK-5822,
NAK-680 2speed, HK-300XM, HK-400XM, Tandberg TCD-300, Tandberg TCD-330, JVC-DD9. All
excellent condition, most w/boxes & manuals. Any
reasonable offer. (317)638-2217.
DBX4 DYNAMIC RANGE EXPANDER, $300; Sony
650ES, $600. (404)752- 7 7,2.
IN CONNECTICUT Music Reference/Ram Labs RM-9
amplifiers; Lazarus H-1 50W/ch, class-A hybrid

615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ 07044
Hours: Mon. Tues, Fri 12-7. Thurs 12-9.
Sat 11-6 Closed

Sun .Wed

amplifiers = control, authority, accuracy; electron
receiving & amplifier tubes; metalized polypropylene
capacitors. Auditions by appointment, 5pm-10pm
weekdays, 10am-6pm weekends. Hi-Fi Happenings,
156 Summer St., Meriden, CF 06450. (203)237-4844.

ORPHEUS 808

MUSIC BY DES IGN
CUSTOM

HOME

STEREO

WHEN YOU'RE READY
TO OWN THE BEST
The most exciting and revolutionary
components in the world. Featuring:
Audio Research •Vandersteen
Oracle •Apogee •Krell •Rowland
Counterpoint •PS •Spica
Audible Illusions •Athena
Koetsu •New York Audio Lab
and many others

(415) 332-2142

Direct Audition Program
14 day money back guaranty
44 1
2
/
x 15 1
2
/
x 81/
2 — $1400/pair

ORPHEUS
87 S 6th St.. Locust Valley, NY 11560
(516) 676-5082

/
LI ,
tlifineammor
107 Caledona Street
Sausalito, California 94965
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The Most Effective
Pain Reliever
Money Can Buy

AUDI® NEXUS

11-y our prescription for fast relief
from headaches caused by
poor stereo performance.
• SOTA Sapphire & Star
Sapphire turntables
• COUNTERPOINT tube pre-amplifiers
& hybrid amplifiers
• VAN DEN HUL MC-ONE & MC-10
moving coil cartridges
Alphason • Argent • Audioquest • BEL
B & K • U Walker • Counterpoint
Dayton Wright • Eminent Technology • Fried
Grace • JSE • Kimber Kable • Klyne • Melos
Meridian • Merlin • MIT • Monster Cable/Alpha
Nitty Gritty • Premier • PS Audio • Rauna
Robertson • Rotel • Rowland Research
SME • Sota • Spectrum • Stax
Systemdek • Talisman/Alchemist • 'Me Traps
Van Den Hui • Vendetta Research

CALL US FOR THE EXTRA-SPECIAL
TREATMENT YOU DESERVE
201-464-8238
Berkeley Heights, NJ

The Audio
Enthusiast
SPECIALISTS IN THE NATURAL
UNCOLORED REPRODUCTION
OF M USIC
Satellite/Subwoofer Systems from
Nestorovic
Stand-Alone Speaker Systems from
Nestorovic, Perkins, Euphonic Audio,
Kindel, Ratina
Tube Electronics from
Nestorovic, Berning,
Music Reference, Lazarus
Solid State Electronics from
PSE, British Fidelity, Hotel
Turntables from
VPI, Michell, Sonographe
Tonearms from
Souther, Grado, Profile, Sumiko
Cartridges from
Clearaudio (Ventas and Gamma),
Grado, Garrott, Audioquest
Speaker and Interconnect Cables from
Kimber, Audioquest, Peterson
Compact Disk Players from
Kinergetics, Audioquest
Much More!
W EEKDAYS 5-9
LOS ANGELES

SAT-SUN 9-6
(213) 541-8177

rip Audio
PRESENTS

o
HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
tor the discriminating listener. -

VANDEPSTEEN

Threshold

u. MARTIrl LOGPfl Er
PS ALICIIC)

conradlohnson

Phone for evening appointment

THE

SHOPPE

Also..
Modell()
A.R. • ASC Tube Traps • Audio Quest •
B& KComponents • Beard • Clements
Audio •Counterpoint • Ducote • Kindel
Audio • Lazarus • Liyewire • May Audio •
Mod Squad • Rotel • Shadow • Shure •
Sound Lab •Spectrum • Straight Wire •
Sumiko • Superphon • VPI
Atlanta, Georgia (404) 381-0778

21
Marko
.
rot V. PA •717 174 0150
olounoloutmoillommo, lllllll 111.1.111.1.1.1.1..
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5PERIER SIRIOP
UNCOMPROMISED STEREO VIDEO
(ESTABLISHED

197

716-837-1557
3604 Main St.. Buffalo, NY 14226
KNOWN for QUALITY, SERVICE
and FRIENDLY ADVICE.

AKG • ALPHASON • APOGEE • AR • BRYSTON
CANON • CHICAGO STANDS • COUNTERPOINT
DAHLOUIST • DEA • DUAL • GRADO SIGNATURE
HAFLER • JBL TI • KEF • KLOSS • KOETSU • KRELL
MAGNUM DYNALAB • MISSION • MONSTER • NAD
NAKAMICHI • ORACLE • ORTOFON • POLK • PROTON
PS.AUDIO • QUAD • ROBERTSON • SHURE ULTRA
SIGNET • SUNRISE • SONY ES • SUMIKO • VPI
WELL TEMPERED • XYLOPHILE • YAMAHA

HI END AUDIO, 1399 W 7th St., St. Paul, MN
55102. Maplenoll air bearing turntables, Nestorovic
speakers, Vacuum 'rube Logic amps, Magnum Dynalab FM tuners, Chesky Records, Musical Concepts
modified 16x4 CD players, and more. Call for appointment, (612)221-9826.
DUNTECH PCL-3s, $300. (616)698-1895, extension 713.
SUMO ELEMA, $289; Denon PMA770, $395;
SAE X1OA, $549; Macintosh C29, $599; JSE 1.8,
$949; Counterpoint SA7, $249; Magneplanar
MG2A, $699; conrad johnson PV6, $499; Oracle
Delphi, $649; Thorens turntable, $249; Mitsubishi
DA7DC & DAC20, $495; Accuphase AC2, $69;
Magnavox 650CD, $289; Adcom, PS, Superphon,
B&K, Audible Illusions, Acoustat. (714)861-4830.
VANDERSTEEN 4 SPEAKER with electronic
crossover, less than one year old, in mint condition,
$3250 or best offer Aural Symphonics, Magnan Interconnects, and Distech Platinum interconnects.
Audioquest FMS Gray 25 ft speaker cables & more.
Early mornings or late evenings. (314)434-3252.
MERIDIAN MCD PRO, $750; Audio Interface
CSA-50/11, $190; Souther SLA-3A, $450. (512)4528756 after 6pm CST
ADCOM GFA-555. 5 months old, perfect, $475;
Mordaunt Short Pageant Series 2, $175/pair. (301)
863-5023 evenings.
MARTIN LOGAN CLS ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS,
oak, warrantees, $1900. (206)322-7448.

Directory of Specialty
Audio Dealers
DSA D includes over 500 "Upper
Mid -Fi" to extreme "High-End" home
audio dealers from all 150 states.
Each listing includes:

(603)675-6166 or write Box 157, Cornish, MI 03 746,

The premier issue is available
for immediate shipping.
Check

S,ndrO

Q

Money Order

OSAD

Qty.

P.O. Box 33.331

0

MC/Visa •

1tZ0 $9.95
Shipping

Austin. TX 78764

$1.00

TOTAI.

Card S
Signature

Exp Date

Name

Ph 4

Address
City
1.1C ,Msa cal 521

St.
443 '778

THRESH MODEL 10, best offer to Nicholas Nolan,
tel. (202)223-6476.
NEW HAMPSHIRE, VERMONT—RPM AUDIO offers
select high-end components. We specialize in analogue and tubed equipment. For information call

• Dealer's Name.
•Address.
• Phone Number.
•Up to 42 brands of
equipment offered!

0

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT REASONABLE PRICES.
Direct to disc, half speed mastered, classic analog,
new, used. Pop, jazz, classical, rock, imports. We
also buy (send descriptions). Free catalog. Navarak
Records, PO Box 474, Wildwood, NJ 08260-04 74.
(609)522 -7369.

Zip
YOu c•ay use aba^k

RAUNA NJORDS, mint condition, $800; Moffat CD
player, $400; Magnan cable, $80. Call Nick, (314)
869-0910, evenings.
SUPER SERVO, Hailer super cost effective DC servo
amp modification from $150. Eliminates stock
capacitors, major increase in audible warmth, vast
increase in high end resolution. Please consult us
about other amps "victimized" by ineffective
coupling capacitors. For details call (516)631-4669.
Write Precision Audio 223-47 65th Ave, Bayside,
NY 11364.
MERRILL TONEARM DYNAMIC DAMPER, $8. Absorbs energy generated by cartridge, increases the
toneann's moment of inertia. For information contact
Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave, Memphis,
TN 38104. (901)272-1275.
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CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT. We
buy and sell by phone—paying over blue book
prices. The Stereo Ducting Outlet, 320 Old York
Rd., Jenkintown, PA 19046. Call for highest quote.
(215)886-1650.
DENON DCD-1500 CD PLAYER. See Stereophile
Vol. 10 No. 2 and Vol. 10 No. 3. Mint condition,
$495. Mike. (619)282-5088.

WANTED
Experienced Writers

QUAD ESL-63, 10 months old, stands, perfect,
$1950. Serious inquiries, please, (516)223-0143.
Long Island, NY
SAN FRANCISCO AREA—CUSTOM AUDIO. Full service hi-end salon. 20' x 15' LEDE sound room. AES
member Room design & treatment aforte. World's
top brands, newsletter. 30 minutes from SF. (415)
898-1464.

FINALLY...
A

SERVICE CENTER FOR MUSIC LOVERS

0

CALIBUR

(TECHNICAL

—Stereophile is expanding its
music section. Although most of
the reviews we publish will be of
Classical performances, we are also
interested in informed criticism of
jazz, rock, and other recordings.
Send two samples of your work to:
Stereophile
Attn. Richard Lehnert
Assistant Editor
P.O. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM 87502

SERVICES

If Music is Important

SPECIALIZING IN THE
MAINTENANCE,
RESTORATION
AND IMPROVEMENT
OF QUALITY AUDIO
.

COMPONENTS
2817N DORR AVE.
FAIRFAX, VA 22031
703-698-7181

VMPS •Scan-Speak •Dynaudio •Morel
The Dahlia/Debra •Nelson-Reed •Jordan
Focal •SEAS •Euphonic Audio •Falcon
Featuring: The Bill Reed 6-02 A Kit

A&S SPEAKERS
Mail order source for high fidelity loudspeakers, speaker kits and drivers.

Free literature:
Box 7462 P, Denver, CO 80207, (303) 399-8609
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophlle reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write .Nelson &
Associates, 62 Wendover, Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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"McIntosh ...no other transisto arplifier
is capable of reproducing as well.
"All the sounds, even those different one from
another, remain separated and distinctive. There
results a sensation of contrast, precision, and uncommon crarity.
...A close analysis of different frequencies
reveals an extremely deep bass, very rich in
spatial detail ... The upper bass region is very
linear testifying to an extraordinary richness of
information. The very structured midrange contributes enormously to listening pleasure.
The feeling of power is never refuted and instead
of stunning the listener, the 7270 recreates an
audio environment of a majesty that no other
transistor amplifier is capable of reproducing as
well." Need we say. more?
—REVUE DU SON, foremost French stereo magazine.
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The ONKYO Grand Integra
P-308 and M-508
For the serious audiophile searching for musicality, transparency and
control flexibility at an affordable cost, Onkyo presents the
Grand Integra P-308 pre-amplifier and M-508 power amplifier.
The M-508 delivers the promise of powil and musicality, using the
same design concepts first offered in our gmarkable M-510 amplifier.
Incorporating Onkyo's Real Phase technology, the dual mono
200 watt per channel M-508 impressively drives even
the most complex speaker systems.
The P-308 disproves the axiom that pre-amplifiers can offer either
control flexibility or superb sound quality, but not both. The P-308
offers unmatched system control flexibility, together with technological
refinements such as shielded power supplies, special signal path
routing, and passive tone equalization with full bypass capability.
Audition the separates that are in aclass by themselves at your Onkyo
Grand Integra Dealer today, or write to Onkyo for detailed
information about these remarkable new components.
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Artistry in Sound

ONK 20.

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ. 07446 (201) 825-7950

